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PREFACE.
RECENTevents have brought the whole Eastern
question so prominently forward, that I have not
considered myself justified in withholding special information that may be interesting and important.

I have preferred to separate the Political and
Skdtegical Report, which concludes this volume, from
the mere record of travel; and although that Report
was written more than a year ago, and that lapse of
time has made some slight alteration in its details, the
conclusions arrived at have only been strengthened, and

it has been left in its original form.

It has been my endeavour to prove that the distant
clouds which threaten our possessions in the East arise,
not from any abstract or proximate danger of a Russian
conquest of India, but from the probability of our

territory becoming conterminous with that of the greatest
military Power.
Such a contingency must entail a rivalry that
A 3
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would be disastrous to the interests of our Indian
Empire. As England owes her great prosperity to
natural insulation, so should she preserve if possible
that sea of desert that has hitherto given to India
the same advantages.
When the,boundaries of vast empires axe contiguous,
they have to be guarded by large armies. The present
state of Europe proves conclusively the serious strain
that this imposes upon a nation's resoume;, and the

,

happy immunity which we still enjoy.
I n urging that we ehould strive to preserve that
immunity, I do not shnd done : the same opinion has
been even more strongly advanced by the greatest living
authority on Central his-Sir Henry Rawlinson; and
it is held, I believe, by all who have a special and
personal knowledge of that region.

It is only the mere

theorists who advocate a policy of passive inaction.
If the views I have enunciated sometimes seem to
press hardly upon Russia, they certainly proqeed from
no ill feeling toward8 that country.
No one has a higher admiration than myself for

1
I

the energy, determination, and perseverance of the

i

Great Northern Power, and few can have so many
acta of genial kindness and hospitality to be grateful

I
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But I cannot allow the influence of personal

friendship to blind me to dangers that menace my own
country; and every true friend to Russia must desire

that the difficulties which loom in the & h e may be
met whilst there is yet time, and not postponed until,
from the force of circumstances, they imperil her relations with England, and bring incalculable ditqters
upon the world.

THE AUTHOR.
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CLOUDS

T H E EAST.

INthe early part of the year 1873, England laboured
under a severe fit of political excitement.
It had become known for. some time past that Russia
was planning an Expedition against Khiva, which was
to be despatched on its difficult journey in the coming
spring. It was not the first Expedition which had been
directed against that isolated and barbarous oasis in the
Central Asian wilds ; and Russia, for years past, had been
moving southwards with giant strides without producing
more than a passing comment. But now the British
Press and the British people appeared suddenly to have
discovered that a great danger menaced our Indian Empire, and the leading newspapers teemed with spirited
articles on the all-absorbing question of the day.
Wyld and Stanford, as usual, were promptly equal to
tbe occasion, and their shopwindowe soon displayed dl
the a d a b l e geographical knowledge of the little-known
regio~w. Men talked wisely and learnedly in the Clubs
of the Amoo Darya, the Sir Darya, and the Attrek.
Khiva and Bokhara, Usbegs, and Tarkomans became as
B
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household words throughout the country. But what
was most surprising in this sudden fit of national excitement was the bold and warlike tone adopted by representative newspapers of nearly all shades of political
opinion. It was declared that this Expedition was a
direct menace to our Indian supremacy; that Russia
had reached the utmost limit of her advances ; and that
all costs
her onward course must now be checked-at
and at a l l hazards.
It was sad indeed to see in England such a lapse from
all the virtuous lessons that had been inculcated by her
rulers in latter years. Had she not been tutored to have
no concern in the politics of the other great European
powers, and taught that even her Colonial Empire was
rather an encumbrance than an advantage ? And had
not England accepted these lessons in a spirit of humility
and contrition for past lapses and longings after national
greatness ? Corfu had been yielded up to prove the sincerity of her conversion ; the Black Sea Treaty had been
torn up before her eyes, and she had made no sign.
She had been put through a course of arbitration, which
had been borne with exemplary meekness, and had
seemed to be at length convinced that a diet of political
w a t e r - p e l in foreign affairs was more suited to her constitution than the high-blooded food of national energy
to which British nature in the past had been too often
prone -! Yet, here was the old Adam bursting forth on
the slightest provocation, and in relation to a little-known
district, encompassed by the great deserts of the East,
and apparently of no importance either commercially
or strategically. There could be no doubt about it ;
the British Lion was getting morosely bellicose-and
Russia awoke to the fact.
And then, when the excitement was at its height, and
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even war seemed almost imminent, a peaceful and a
hopeful rumour quickly spread. A Russian statesman,
with a European reputation for urbanity and tact, had
suddenly arrived, and was in close and earnest conclave
with the Foreign Minister. The papers wrote in a subdued and temperate spirit, as if any violence of language
might disturb the two diplomatists in the seclusion of
their secret deliberations; and Parliament, which was
then sitting, accepted, aa it always does, the grave request of the Premier not to complicate the pending
negotiations by any premature controversy. But it
waited anxiously for the result, and showed some little
ebullitions of inquietude.
At last the important night arrived; and, when the
Minister came down to the House, it was known at once
that oil had been thrown upon the troubled waters.
Nothing could be more satisfactory than the explanation! Both the strength and the motives of the Expedition had been immensely exaggerated. Only a few
companies and some sotnias of Cossacks were to be
employed. It was undertaken in a purely humanitarian
spirit, and without the slightest idea ,of an extension of
temtory.
Russia, in fact, would pledge herself to
retire altogether, directly the laudable object had been
accomplished, and her suffering countrymen released
from bondage.
The next morning the leading journals burst forth
in benevolent and peaceful articles. Exeter Hall
patted the Czar upon the back for his anti-slavery
proclivities ; and an u n u s d y large fire soon absorbed
all the national attention.
The Oxus and the Attrek were now m e l y mentioned ;
t h e maps slowly disappeared from the shop-windows;
and England slumbered once agan.
B 2

But, in the minds of those who were responsible
for a strategicd knowledge of the countries in question,
the subject, once awakened, did not die away so easily.
It had been discovered that we were in a lamentable
state of ignorance relative to the geography of the
region which Lies south of the Amoo Darya.
For what was the actual knowledge derived from
personal surveys which was available as to that North
Afghan and North Persian frontier? Burnes and
Ferrier had patqsed up from Herat by Khoondooz and
Balkh. Abbot and Taylor Thompson had marched
by Sarakhs and Merv on their journeys to Khiva.
Viimb6ry, landing at Gemusht,epe on the Caspian, and
exploring that neighbourhood, had pushed on to Khiva
and Bokhara, and returned by the Moorghab to Herat.
But all these famous travellers had only crossed the
frontier-line, journeying from south to north or from
north to south, and had not traversed it laterally.
The North Persian frontier, fiom Sarakhs to the neighbourhood of the &ispian, was absolutely untravelled,
and unknown except from the vague and untrustworthy
reports which had been gathered from Persian sources.
It was supposed that Markosoffys recent Expedition
must have done something to clear up the mystery, but
the results were still a secret. Baillie Fraser, Burnes
and others had passed westward from Meshed through
the broad and fertile valley leading by Koochan, Boognoord and the Gourgan to Astrabad. They had seen
mountains lying to the right of their route, but what
lay beyond those mountains was veiled in utter obscurity.
And yet it was through this unknown region that
Russian advances from the Caspian to Herat were
asserted to be feasible.
By some the river Attrek was said to rise near
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Merv, and Russian maps encouraged the delusion and
marked it as their boundary Line. It was held by
others to be navigable for the greater part of its come,
and a Russian line of forts was declared to have been
constructed along its banks, w h h t a large work at
Tchikishlar was reported to have been recently erected
to guard the entrance of the river. And this, it was
urged, was why Russia attached so much importance to
her naval station near Astrabad.
$uch were the geographical " on dits," and although
the information was based on vague reports, and not on
any personal observations, all the existing or supposed
knowledge of these regions was embodied in a map
which was secretly issued to our diplomatists in the
East, and which but for our good fortune might have
formed the basis for important political engagements
with Russia.*
+

This map, though faithfully representing 811 the knowledge available,

we afterward3 found to be utterly incorred.
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CHAPTER I.

AFTER a thirteen years' command of the 10th Hussars,
the period had arrived when a tie so long maintained,
and which I can only compare to the love of a father
for his children, must be snapped and broken; and I
knew that some little time must remain at my disposal
before fresh military e~nployment would claim my
services. I determined to devote this interval to useful
purpose, to endeavour to penetrate the mystery which
hung over those Eastern deserts, and to bring back, if
possible, political, geographical, and strategical information that might be valuable.
Having once decided upon this journey, but little
time was lost in preliminary prepamtions. I desired
to be accompanied by an Engineer officer, whose special
education would make all observations and surveys of
additional value, and Lieutenant Gill, R.E., having
heard of my intended project, eagerly volunteered his
very useful services. Captain Clayton of the 9th Lancers,
also, on the shortest notice joined our little expedition,
and his genial energy and military abilities marked him
out as a welcome addition to my party.
Inquiries made from the best Persian sources as to
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the probable success of the expedition were not very
hopeful. The highest authority on Central Asian affairs,
while kindly giving the most important advice, added:
" Under present circumstances, however, the service
would be one of great difficulty and danger. The Turkomans would take you for a Russian, while you could
expect no sympathy or support from the Russians
themselves." Officers who had travelled in Persia,
or had been attached to the telegraph service there,
represented the obstacles to be overcome aa almost
insurmountable, and considered that the Russian
authorities would strenuously oppose any attempt to
visit Tchikishlar and the mouth of the Attrek. But
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, having heard of the
proposed journey, graciously lent it all the aid in his
power, and gave letters to the Grand Duke Michael at
Tiflis, which proved invaluable in forwarding its success.
Prepared to face all difficulties and to surmount them
by patient determination and perseverance, our little
party made rapid preparations for departure. But the
amount of baggage required for so prolonged a journey,
and which should be equally ready for the needs of
sport or the observations of science, became an item of
serious magnitude. Breech-loaders entailed an immense
supply of cartridges, and surveying instruments filled a
large and ponderous box ; so that, when on the evening
of the 20th of April, 18'73, our small party met at
Charing Cross Station to start by the mail train to
Vienna, the porters stared %hast as they had to register
considerably more than a ton of luggage for only three
psengers.
W e reached Vienna on the 22nd, and put up a t the
'Erzt Herzog CarLJ The Exhibition was to be opened
within a few days, and all was bustle and confusion in

8
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that pleasant capital. I had determined to travel to
Constantinople by the Danube route, and as we were
anxious .to lose no time in reaching Tiflis, we did not
loiter by the way, but started again on the morning of
the 23rd by one of the river steamers to Pesth.
I know no pleasanter travelling than descending the
Danube in the excellent vessels which ply in summer by
this route. The rate of progression is almost equal to
that of a slow railway train, and the scenery at times
charming. By mid-day we were steaming rapidly past
the old castle and picturesque fortifications of Hairnburg, and to me the place brought back stirring recollections ; for when b s t I passed the quaint old town,
Benedek's army in full retreat from Koniggratz was
bivouacking on this spot, and over a hundred guns were
parked on the hill-side that now looked so quiet and
peaceful. Then we stopped for a few minutes at Presburg, and I seemed to see the beaten and tired troops
crossing that bridge of boats in never-ending column.
Soon the broad plains of Hungary stretched away to
our left, the fields teeming with horses and cattle. Then
the strong fortress of Colnorn flitted by ; and, aa night
fell, the bright lights on either side the river told that
we were approaching the sister capitals of Pesth and
Buda. Here we changed to a larger vessel, and the
arrangements on board left nothing to be desired.
During our next day's journey the scenery was flat
and uninteresting; but on the 25th we reached Basiasch,
and in the afternoon were approaching Orsova on the
frontier of Turkey. The view just before reaching
Orsova is very beautiful, for the river narrows and rolls
through a gorge in the mountain ; far more impressive to
my mind than the famous Iron Gates that lie below,
and are passed in a small steamer of light draught,

i
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which dashes through narrow and intricate channels
amidst a turmoil of water rushing and foaming over
the dangerous and hidden rocks.
We glided past Widin and Kalafat in the night.
When morning broke, we were steaming down the broad
waters of the noble river, and reached Rustchuk in the
afternoon.
Although a river does not usually form a very
defensible frontier, the Danube has many advantages.
The Turkish bank is generally much higher than the
Roumanian, and completely commands the approaches
on the northern side. If there were telegraphic comniunication along the right bank, and a proper system of
river iron-clad gun-boats were established, the passage
of the Danube in the face of a hostile army would be
a very serious undertaking.
It would be easy to build these river gun-boats with
their sides sloping at such an angle that they could only
be pierced by heavier guns than it would be possible to
put into battery against them. With such boats, a
judicious use of torpedoes, and a good system of communication, this river-line of frontier would be very
strong. But all these points are little likely to be
attended to by the Turkish Government.
We landed at Rustchuk, intending to take the railway to Varna, and then to go on to Constantinople by
steamer. Rustchuk is a miserable place, and from its
dirt should, and often does, form a hot-bed of fever,
cholera, or any other epidemic that may be prevalent.
The fortifications are in the most dilapidated condition,
and it is easy in most places to walk over the works;
but there is a large garrison, and I was much struck
by the good material of the Turkish regiments. After
being scrambled for by rival hotel touts upon our

10
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arrival, we selected the hotel 'Islah HanG,' which we
were sorry for afterwards, as it was in the town and
a long way from the railway station. Instead of being
able to go on a t once, we were to be detained here a
night. The hotel was by no means of a prepossessillg
appearance; but the beds were clean, and we were off
early in the morning. The country round Rustchuk
consists of great plains, but on approaching Shumla
it becomes more hilly, and is generally much covered
with brushwood. A t the station at Shumla we found
an intelligent English child, looking very delicate. The
poor little thing had suffered from fever at Varna, 2nd
had been sent to Shumla for her health. She was
delighted to meet English people, but in spite of the
fever did not seem to dislike Turkey. Her father was
employed on the railway.
Before reaching Varna the country became very
marshy, and the name of Devna brought back melancholy thoughts. What could have induced our army to
encamp in such a notoriously unhealthy place it is difficult to conceive. Varna is a bustling town, but the bay
is open, and the landing sometimes very difficult; and,
if an easterly gale had set in whilst the great. Criqean
expedition was embarking here, what a disastrous business it would have been ! Yet Bourgas Bay, perfectly
land-locked, and with good camping-grounds, lay within
two marches.
W e found our steamer, the ' America,' waiting for us
with steam up, and were told that we should be in the
Bosphorus a t daybreak ; but, although we had a smooth
passage, it was about 8 o'clock before we found ourselves
steaming up the beautiful channel. How it recalled old
Crimean days ! But the place seemed to be changed,
and not improved in appearance. So many European-

.
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looking houses, stone or brick, have been built, that they
have rather altered the general character, and they do
not snit the landscape in their colouring so well as the
old tumbledown wooden constructions.
About two miles from the Golden Horn wall a Tnrkish
fleet of nine vessels anchored ; amongst them four very
fine iron-clads looking remarkably smart and showing
the handiwork of Hobart Pasha. On arriving at the
well-known Pera landing-place, it became evident that
we should have great trouble with our baggage. There
were Russian, Austrian Lloyd's, French, and Turkish
steamers, however, which went to Trebizond. So,
quickly deciding upon the Austrian Lloyd's, we took the
greater part of our baggage on board at once, although
we had determined to stay a few days at Constantinople.
The place was crowded, and we could not get rooms
at any of the hotels. We had stumbled across a very
good dragoman named Angelo, who hired us some
apartments in the Rue Venedek; but the smells were
serious. We called at the Embassy and on Hobart Pasha.
A t the former place Mr. Hughes, the Oriental Secretary,
very kindly showed us his splendid Oriental manuscripts,
perhaps the finest private collection extant.
When the great fire took place at Pera, Mr. Hughes
was in England ; and, whilst travelling in a railway
carriage, a fellow-passenger told him of the fire, and, not
knowing him, lamented that the celebrated collection of
manuscripts had been entirely destroyed. Great was
his delight when, on returning to Constantinople, he
fonnd that the room in which they were stored had
escaped although the Embassy was burnt down.
We spent some very pleasant days in Constantinople,
thanks to the kindness of Sir H. Elliott, who also sent
to the Russian Embassy and procured for us papers and
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letters addressed to the authorities in the Caucasus, which
he thought might be useful. We were made members of
the Club; of course we did the bazaar at Stamboul, St.
had not been in Constantinople
Sophia, &c., as Cbefore. To me it was all old familiar ground, except that
Pera was much changed by its new half-European quarter.
Finally, we paid a visit to Messrs. Hanson to conclude
our monetary arrangements. As there was no chance
of finding bankers further in advance, we obtained letters
of credit upon their agents at Tiflis, Messrs. Pretyman
and Co. Certainly Constantinople is much busier than
it used to be in former years. Scutari has been considerably enlarged since Crimean days, and I could
scarcely find the old house, looking over the Bosphorus, in which I had lived for some months after
the war.
We endeavoured to induce Angelo to accompany us 8s
interpreter, but he was so exorbitant in his demands
that we could not agree.
We left Constantinople on the 2nd of May late in the
afternoon, and found ourselves the only occ~pant~s
of the
first-class cabin on board the ' Galatea,' a very fine vessel
with excellent accommodation. There were numberless deck-passengers of the most nondescript characterArmenians, Georgians, and many humals returning to
their homes, for most of the Constantinople hamds
come from the southern shores of the Black
Sea. It mas rather distressing to leain that, although
the 'Galatea' was a very fast vessel, her speed mas limited
by order of the company to eight knots. We had h e
weather on the 3rd, and it was very pleasant coasting
along the thickly wooded shores of Asia Minor ; and on
the 4th we reached Sinope, the scene of the loss of the
Turkish fleet. Sinope might be made a little Gibraltar ;
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the harbour could easily be improved, and the place
might be of the greatest importance ; but who can think
of improvement in Turkey 3
I was much amused at the collection of the fares from
the deck-passengers. It appears there is no fixed tariff
to be paid beforehand; but anyone can go on board,
and the ship's steward afterwards collects as much as
he can get, threatening not to allow them to land if
they do not produce something. The captain told us
they sometimes had as many as 800 deck-passengers.
Sinope is a very striking place, with a high neck of
land projecting right out to sea, somewhat like Portland,
and the land side might be made very defensible. We
did not stay long. On the morning of the 5th we were
at Samsoon. The bay is pretty, and there is more trade
here than at Sinope. A train of camels winding down
the hills was the first reminder that we were approaching
the East. After leaving Samsoon, snowy mountains are
visible in the distance, and the scenery of the coast is
charming. We expected to reach Trebizond at daylight
on the 6th, but, when morning broke, we were in a dense
fog and could see nothing, although the captain thought
we were just off the bay. About breakfast-time, however, the fog lifted, and we soon steamed in.
Trebizond is very pretty from the sea, but, like most
Turkish towns, it; disappoints you on closer acquaintance.
Angelo a t Constantinople had described the bazaars in
glowing colours, but they proved to be of a very inferior
c h s . We went to the ' HGtel des Voyageurs,' kept by
a young Frenchman named Paul, a most civil fellow, who
acted as our cicerone.
I had heard that Trebizond was a good head-quarters
for sport, and that bears and ked-deer could be found
in large numbers. Paul could give me no information

14
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except that there was good q d shooting; but he
directed me to a sporting cobbler named Narim ; and
from him I heared the old story-that two days' journey
T
i n h d good sport was to be had. Narim evidently
knew the country, and his eyes glistened a s he related
sporting
incidents.
We got a carriage, and drove eight or nine miles along
the Erzeroom road. A good carriage-rod of about 200
miles has actually been made of late years between
Trebizond and Emeroom, the Turks having at last
recognised the strategical importance of that place, and
the necessity of having communication with the coast. As
long as the Black Sea Treaty was in force, Trebizond
was not a bad line of communication ; but, now that the
Treaty has been torn to shreds, Russia will probably in a
be superior to Turkey in that sea, and Trebifew
zond itself is quite indefensible. The road was excellent,
better indeed than our carriage, for, as we were rattling
down a hill,a wheel suddenly flew off, and we came to
grief and had to make our way back leisurely.
Paul gave a very poor account of the general state of
the country. Murders were common, and the murderers,
if in a position to give sufficient "backsheesh," could
always escape. Anxious to uphold the credit of his
hotel, our host gave us an excellent dinner of Black Sea
turbot and, some quails; and we arranged to go out
quail shooting the next morning. We slept on board
the ' Galatea,' as we were loth to give up our good
quarters sooner than was necessary. We had to await
the Russian steamer &om Constantinople, which went as
far as Batoum, while the ' (falatea '
no further
than Trebizond. The next morning we found Paul
ready with two dogs, one an old toothless and tailless
pointer. We saw a fair quantity of birds, but the
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dogs were very useless. Paul proved himself to be a
good shot, but on our return we were rather disgusted to
meet a native sportsman with a bigger bag than our
own.
The Russian steamer was due, but there ware no signs
of her on our return. On the morning of the 8th,
however, she appeared. We had a false alarm that she
would leave immediately, and, going on board, found the
' Buch ' crowded, and the accommodation very inferior to
that of the ' Galatea.' I f the latter had been remarkable
for her deck-passengers, they were tame compared with
those on board the ' Buch.' There were a number of
Lazes in their picturesque dress, and men of half the
nations of the East. We did not start until 5 o'clock,
and the evening was beautiful. The Lazes were most
cheery fellows, dancing and singing nearly all night;
but they are really a most villanous race of knaves and
cut-throats, inhabiting the country between Batoum and
Erzeroom.
The fare on board the ' Buch" was much better than
we expected, and the caviare superior to any I ever
tasted before or since. We ofien hear of the difficulty
of getting good caviare in England. The fact is that
it is impossible to get it here as good as in Russia, for
to be r e d y good it should be quite' fresh ; but by wefully
preserving it from the air, as is done by Messrs. Fortnum
and Mason in their glass barrels, it arrives in very fair
condition.
I n Russia it is always eaten with a little lemonjuice, and with bread-and-butter, not with hot toast,
I t is usually indulged in before
as in England.
dinner. This is a curious Russian custom that merits
mention. I n every dining-room is a side-table, on
which are laid out caviare, dried salmon, anchovies, &c.,
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together with bottles of vodky and other fiery spirits ;
and to this table the gentlemen, on entering the diningroom, repair. This is supposed to promote an appetite,
and is called the Zakwka.
W e were now introduced to Russian tea, and, if we
only understood how to make it in England, we should
never drink tea in any other form. Here we first buy
very bad tea; then we make a strong decoction; and
next, by mixing it with milk, destroy the tea flavour
altogether. No wonder that high-priced teas go to
Russia ! To drink them with milk would be like mixing
the finest Lafitte with water. The Russians buy fine
teas, and make a weak decoction; or, rather, they
usually produce two tea-pots, one filled with strong tea,
the other with hot water; and thus each person can
regulate the strength as he likes. They then add sugar
and a slice of lemon ; and no drink is more delicious or
refreshing : but the tea should not be strong, and it
should be of fine quality. The full flavour can then be
appreciated. I am quite sure, if the plan were once
tried in England with fine teas, it would entirely
supersede our barbarous system of drinking bad tea
-diluted with milk.
It was a bright moonlight night, but, when we went
on deck, we found that we were going at the rate of
about three knots. The ' Buch,' it appeared, was a very
old vessel, and this was her last voyage ; her machinery
was quite out of order. " But suppose we have a
contrary wind?" I enquired. "Oh! let us hope not,"
said the captain.
A t present all was favourable. The sea was like
glass, and the high snowy mountains could be seen by
the moonlight. The Lazes were still dancing, and
singing the quaintest airs. The dance rather resembled
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a Highland fling, and the great point seemed to be
who could hold out tlie longest. What a picturesque
medley the deck presented on that lovely evening!
It was close packing down below, and I remained
until the Lazes stopped from sheer exhaustion.
Gradually the motley crew stowed themselves away for
the night, and silence reigned over the 'Buch.' We
were very fortunate; no wind arose, and the slow old
tub steamed into Batoum in the morning. I was very
anxious to see Batoum, as its importance had been
pointed out to me, and I had been told that the Turks
had fortified it strongly.
It is, .or might be, the best port on the eastern and
southern shores of the Black Sea, and is much coveted
by Russia. This is not to be wondered at, for she
lost it in a curious way. When the Treaty was
made, the river Tchorek was intended by Russia as her
boundary. Now, there are two rivers--one the Tchorek,
lying west of Batoum, and a little stream, the Tchoruk,
lying some miles to the east. I n the Treaty, Tchoruk
was inserted in place of Tchorek, and the difference was
not discovered until too late. For once the Turks outwitted the Russians. Thus Russia has no port on the
Blwk Sea which is convenient as an outlet for Ti&,
while within a few miles of her frontier, suitable in
every way, lies Batoum in Turkish hands.
The bay of Batoum is very striking. The town has
been built in a swamp at the western entrance and is
fearfully unhealthy; the higher ground on the eastern
side is, I am told, perfectly healthy; but, of mume,
the Turks selected the worst site. The fortifications
are miserable. One redoubt has been constructed,
commanding the entrance to the harbour, and another
at the head of the bay ; but both are completely
C
(
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commanded from the high ground in rear. A Turk
never thinks of this. H e makes a fort at the water's
edge and is quite contented. Most certainly, unless
something more is done, Russia could walk into Batoum
whenever she chooses. Extensive and well-planned
works are required, for there are successive ranges of
hills in the background, each higher than and commanding the other. I n good hands Batouni would be
of great importance; but at present the roads leading
t o it are bad, and its trade is small. The water is
so deep on the western shore that vessels afloat land
their cargoes over their sterns, in the absence of a quay.
It is a hot-bed of fever ; but so is all the low .ground
on thiv coast.
A t Batoum we changed to a little steamer of very
light draught of water for Poti. Poti is the Russian
port for Tiflis, and a, railway runs between the two ; but
Poti has every disadvantage which a port can possess.
It is, in fact, a perfectly open roadstead with a long,
low, shelving shore. Native vessels of very light
draught can lie in the river, but there is barely four feet
of water on the bar.
Russia tried to make an artificial harbour, but it was
destroyed by a storm long before it was completed.
She is now trying another a few miles off, but I should
think the costly experiment would end in a similar
manner. Well may she cast longing eyes at Batoum
only thirty miles off! Poti is a mere swamp covered
with thick forest; so swampy is it that the wooden
houses have to be raised some few feet off the ground.
The climate is deadly, and a more fever-stricken hole it
is diilicult to conceive. Here Alexander the Great died
-and no wonder !
Several large vessels were lying off in the roadstead.
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We, however, were to enter the river ; so, having carefully taken points, our little vessel made a dash .at the
channel, and, missing it, ran aground, but got off easily.
I never saw such steering. Nine times we missed the
channel, although the marks to steer upon were quite
plain. A t length, luck and perseverarlce took us through ;
and we steamed about a mile up the river to the Custom
House. Here a great difficulty arose. W e had wasted
so much time in getting in, that the Custom House
w a s just closing. The train for Tiflis started early
t h e next morning before it opened, and the day after
being Sunday there would be no train. There was
thus a prospect of our being detained in this wretched
place for three days. Hereupon I presented all my
papers. The one from the Russian Embassy produced
a good effect, and by dint of extreme politeness and
persistence I a t last got the Castom House officer to
pass out about half of our things that we most required.
W e now sought the ' HOtel Colchide,' kept by M.
Jacquot, a most civil Frenchman, who bas actually
managed to live a t Poti for some years.
M. Jacquot undertook to look after our remaining
baggage, and we determined to start the next morning,
the train leaving at five. After giving strict injunctions
as to being called, and receiving the most positive
assurances, we went early to bed. I woke with a horrid
idea that we were late, and found that they had forgotten t o wake us. However, it was just possible yet
to &h the train,and' with much bustling we succeeded.
W e had first to cross the river in a small steamer,
and found a very decent little railway station, with
a refreshment room and all the usual adjuncts. Rere
were Mingrelians and Georgians in their long dark
coats, fur caps, and vests all ornamented with cases
c 2
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to hold cartridges ; evey man carrying the large Damascene knife, and occasionally any number of other arms.
It certainly seemed quaint to Aee them taking tickets
at a railway station, and a good honest English engine
blowing its steam off all the time. The carriages were
open, a~ in America, and you could walk from one end
of the train to the other while it was in motion. A
lady and gentleman with a child were in the carriage
we entered, and we soon found they were English.
Mr. S. was the head of the carriage department on
the line, and he gave us much information. It appeared
that the railway had been very badly constructed, the
in one part being so severe that accidents
constantly occurred.
The fir& stage of the journey was through densely
wooded and marshy plains to Novo Seracky, about
twenty-five miles. Here n few hills rise and the country
is cultivated. The railway crosses many rapid streams,
those same streams which RO impeded the march of
Omar Pasha and Sir L. Simmons in the attempted
invasion of the Caucasus at the close of the Crimean
War.
Near Kutais the country becomes hilly and the
snowy range of the Caucasus is seen to the left. Mr. S.
now offered to let us ride on the engine, from which
we should get a much better idea of the construction
of the line and of the general features of the country.
Certainly the curves and gradients were wonderful !
Some of the former were so sharp that in running
through cuttings we lost sight of the fourth carriage.
We kept constantly ascending, and the pace waa veiy
slow. Mr. S. tmid that further on an embankment had
given way, and that we should have to drive for about
eleven miles. A t this point the gradient waa one

.
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in nineteen, or steeper, I believe, than on any other
line not having three rails.
W e found carriages waiting for us, and had a very
pleasant drive up a steep pass and through a pretty
country to Suram ; which lies a little below the head
of the pass, and is very prettily situated in a rich hilly
country about 3000 feet above the sea. Here we again
joined the railway, and, following the banks of the
rapid river Koura, we reached Gori.
Soon after this it grew dark, and it was nearly ten
o'clock when we arrived a t Tiflis. The station is two
miles from the town, and in the darkness we could form
no first impression of the place. W e drove to the
' H8tel du Caucase,' where we secured very good rooms.
The Hotel was kept by a Frenchman, M. Martin, who
had retired from the Caucasus to France, after having
made alittle fortune. The whole of this he lost through
the Franco-Prussian war, and he had now returned to
recommence business.
The next day we devoted to rest and to gaining a
general idea of the town. I must say that we were
much disappointed. Travellers who come so far certainly
draw upon their imagination. for much of the magnificence they describe. There is little of the East about
Tiflis save the people one meets; the buildings might
belong to some second-class German town. There are,
it is true, certain quarters where the distinction is more
marked, such as the Persian, with its flat-roofed mud
houses; but the general impression was by no means
what I had expected. The Koura flows through the
centre of the town. It looks like and is a salmon
river. Tiflis lies rather in a valley, and is surrounded
by a very open, undulating, and uncultivated country
for many miles. To the north the snowy peaks of the
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Caucasu are distinctly visible in clear weather, and
hills of some 2000 feet in height look down upon the
town from the south. Tiflis itself has a dusty look,
and the general colouring is of the same hue.
The Grand Duke Michael was away at St. Petersburg, but was expected back in about ten days.
W e had now arrived a t the starting point of our expedition, and it was absolutely necessary that we
should see the Grand Duke before leaving Tiflis, in
order to get authority to visit certain places under
Russian rule.
It was difficult to form any settled plan of the
general line to be followed; but I desired to visit, if
possible, Tchikishlar, the mouth of the Attrek, and
Astrabad; then to move up into the mountains of
Gilan or lieilkoran and shoot during the heat of the
summer, when it would be next to impossible t;o travel
over the fiery plains of Persia; and next to return
in the autumn and travel East, making our way,
if possible, to Merv, exploring the Perso-Turkoman
frontier, and tracing out the source and course of the
Attrek.
For the first part of this programme it was newssary to have the permission of the Russian Government, and I had been told in England that there
was very little probability of its being granted, more
especially as the Expedition was now on its way to
Khiva, and foreign officers had been expressly forbidden
to accompany it.
Nevertheless, armed with the letters I possessed,
I was very hopeful. On the next day, May 12th,
we called on Prince Mirsky, who, under the Grand
Duke Michael, commands the Russian army of the
Caucasus. Nothing could exceed the kindness with
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which we were received. The Prince, s man of only
about fifty-five, had been mnch distinguished both
against the Turks near Kars, and afterwards in the
Crimea. H e had been severely wounded at the Tchernaya, and had subsequently been very successful in
the long mountain campaign against Schamyl in the
Caucasus. His frank, soldier-like manner was very
charming; and he at once requested his aide-de-camp,
Captain de Krehmer, to take us in charge, and to show
us everything in Tifli.s that could be interesting in
a military point of view. And I was astonished to find
how much this comprised. The army of the Caucasus
is organized as an independent force, and has its own
Arsenal, Schools of Instruction, Topographical Department, &c., at its Head-Quarters, Tiflis.
On returning to our hotel, me made inquiries about
an interpreter, as we were anxious to engage one who
would accompany us throughout our trip. There were
very great dif-ficulties in the way, as it was little likely
we should find a man who spoke Russian, Turkish, and
Persian fluently; but an Italian was strongly recommended to us who spoke the first two languages, and had
travelled mnch in the wilds of Asia Minor ; and, as we
liked his appearance, we engaged him. His name was
Gerome Realini, and he most faithfully and honestly
stuck to us to the end of our expedition, following our
fortunes for many thousands of dreary miles.
The next day we called upon Baron Nicolai, the
politid head of the Caucasus under the Grand Duke.
He spoke English perfectly, and was very kind ; but
was a little curious to know what could have induced
three English o5cers to travel so far in the East for
their own pleasure, and I think he suspected that we
had covert designs of joining the Khivan Expedition.
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On our return to the hotel we found Captain d e
Krehmer ready with a carriage to conduct us to some of
the principal sights of Tiflis. W e visited the General
Hospital, which was well arranged and in good order;
and the chief doctor was so enthusiastic about it, that
he would make us go through all the typhus wards,
which were well filled a t the time. We afterwards
visited the Topographical Department, which to me was
intensely interesting. It was under the charge of Colonel
Stebnitzky, a most intelligent officer, who had been a t
the head of the Survey Department with Colonel Markosoff's column when it marched from Krasnovodsk to*
Kizil Arvat and the Attrek.
Instead of the secresy I had been led to expect, the
most recent surveys were shown to us. I was perfectly
astonished at the work that had been done by this Department. We saw most beautiful maps of the Caucasus
on a scale of 20 versts, 10 versts, and even 5 versts
to the inch. A copy of Colonel Stebnitzky's surveys
east of the Caspian, which had just been worked out, was
through the kindness of Prince Mirsky presented to
each of us, and proved most useful afterwards, as we
were enabled to conned our own observations with hie.
We were also each given a copy of the most recent
map of the Caucasus on the 20-verst scale. But what
was extremely interesting to me was a new map of
Persia, embracing a part of Afghanistan, and much
more complete than anything in possession of our own
Topographical Department.
We afterwards visited the School of Instruction under
Colonel Rudiger.
This school is instituted on the
Prussian system. A battalion is formed of a certain
number of intelligent men selected from every regiment
in the Caucasus. Here they go through a regular
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course to qualify them as Instructors; and, when so
qualified, they return to their regiments. Thus the
greatest uniformity is maintained, and a thorough knowledge of the most recent alterations either in drill or
arms is acquired. The men were learning the use of
the new Berdan rifle, an excellent weapon, which is being
substituted for the Carlier. The Carlier is something
like the Chasse$t, while the Berdan has a metallic
cartridge like the Henry-Martini. The cartridge cases
were of copper, the Russian Government not being
afllicted by the penury which compels us to adopt a
less effective substitute.
We dined with Captain de Krehmer in the Sans Sougi
Gardens just out of the town, and after dinner went to
the Club Gardens, where we had the &st opportunity
of seeing the ladies of the higher classes. We did not
find the extraordinary beauty which is supposed to
characterize the Georgians, but there were many pretty
faces, though certainly not in as large a proportion as
would be found in any English ball-room. The next
day we visited the Military Schools. They were remarkably well organized, and proved with what a will
Russia is taking up the idea of Military Instruction,
and following the lead of Germany as regards her St&
and general system of Army education.
We ahrwards proceeded to the Arsenal, where a
supply of everything is kept in readiness for placing the
army on a war-footing. The constructive power of the
Arsenal, however, was not very striking. Amongst
some old Turkish guns that had been captured, I found
one that had evidently come from India, as it had been
proved at Fort William; I could not learn its history.
I n the evening we dined with Prince Mirsky, who
is married to a Georgian Princess. We met Prince
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Bariatinsky, who was engaged to a daughter of our host,
and who had been in England. I had a long conversation with Prince Mirsky relative to the old bed of the
Oxus, which, in olden days, instead of falling into the
sea of Aral, ran into the Caspian near Easnavodsk.
Colonel Stebnitzky had surveyed this old bed for a considerable distance, and Prince Mirsky was of opinion
that it would eventually prove useful either as a canal
or as the line for a future railway.
On the following morning we went over the General
Military Hospital and the Clothing Departments. There
were about 800 sick in the former, and it was fairly
arranged. The Clothing Departments, which were in
very efficient order, furnish the supply for the whole
Caucasian Army. The Russian infantry soldier wears
high boots, considerably higher than Wellingtons.
They have a clumsy appearance, but are very much
liked by the men, and were made at this establishment at the cost of only 24 roubles; yet the quality
was excellent. But how the men can march in them
over the burning plains of Central Asia, is difficult to
conceive. In these stores full supplies of clothing are
maintained for the reserves, in case of the army being
placed on a war-footing.
I n the afternoon we went to see the drill of a
Tirailleur battalion commanded by Colonel Tolstoy . I
never saw a more efficient or even body of men; but
the drill was slow and of a bye-gone date. The companies were what we should call double companies, on
the system general throughout the Continent. The
men marched and doubled past remarkably well.
I n the evening we dined wit11 Colonel Tolstoy and
Captain de Eehmer.
On the 16th May I called on Prince Mirsky and had
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a long and most interesting conversation. He explained
to me the whole plzin of the Khivan Expedition, and
strongly pointed out how difficult it would be for Russia
to stay her advances until she had some well-defined
frontier. We also had a long talk over the Crimean
War. Nothing could be more charming than to compare notes with so thorough a soldier, whom one had
served against, and who talked without the slightest
bias and with nothing but the most chivalrous feeling.
He gave me a most interesting account of the Battle of
Kuruckdere, at which he had been present during the
early part of the war, when the Turkish army in very
superior force advanced from Kars. The Russians were
completely outnumbered, and were on the point of being
defeated when the Turkish superior officers deserted
their men in a panic ; and in the disorder which ensued
the Russians recovered themselves and turned their
defeat into a victory. Had the Turks succeeded, Prince
Mirsky considered that the Russian hold on the Caucasus
would have been most critical.
We heard the next day that the Grand Duke's
arrival would be delayed, and that we must be content
to pass a much longer time at Tiflis than we had
intended. Our kind friends did everything in their
power to make this stay pleasant, and Captain de
Krehmer was ever organizing some fresh amusement.
We used to pay long visits to the Bazaar, in the endeavour to purchase curious old specimens of arms or
silver cups.
I know no place where these can be more readily
found than at Tiflis, but the imitations are so clever
that some knowledge is required in order to detect
them. The old Georgian and Circassian silver cups
are most quaint, and often of great antiquity ; but the
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imitations are much more common than the originals.
I n the evenings we used to go to a little theatre just
on the outskirts of the town, where all Tiflis assembled, and where Russian plays and operettas were
very fairly given. There was a very nice garden and
restaurant attached to the theatre, and between the acts
every one left the boxes and walked in the garden,
which, as the weather was excessively warm, was very
agreeable.
Prince Mirsky suggested that, .as the Grand Duke
could not arrive for some days, we should make an
excursion through the Dariel pass to Vladikavkas north
of the Caucasian mountains ; and he gave a most
interesting account of the Cossack settlements which
he thought we should like to visit. On expressing
our readiness to carry out his plan, everything was
immediately arranged for us, and our kind cicerone,
Captain de Krehmer, armed himself with papers directi
ing that we were to be taken at express speed, and
himself accompanied us, lending his carriage for the
journey.
Vladikavkas lies at 180 versts' distance from Tiflis, so
we started in the evening, in order to reach the mountains by daylight. We generally had six horses, but
sometimes eight when the road was hilly. The pace
was terrific, up hill and down dale the same; but so
much time was lost at each station in changing horses
that the average rate of travelling was not very fast.
The post-horses are maintained by contract with the
Government. How they can ever pay, I cannot understand; for I counted fifty-two horses in one large
postrhouse.
The usual way of. travelling long distances is either
in a tarantusse or a telega; The former is like a little
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llooded phaeton, without springs and without a seat
inside.' The latter is a long, narrow, light cart, quite
open; and this is the more common form of posting.
This vehicle only holds one person, with any convenience,
besides the driver. Hay is put into the cart, and the
traveller, having arranged his bedding and rugs, lies in
s reclining attitude, or props himself up, according to
fancy. These light carts are drawn by a troika, or
three horses harnessed in a peculiar way; and the
officers sent with despatches sometimes travel extraordinary distances in these conveyances. Colonel TOE
stoy told me of one journey that he made, carrying
despatches to the Emperor from Tiflis to Moscow without stopping, and described it as intensely fatiguing.
We travelled in a large barouche and with every
comfort, and reached the foot of the pass by about
8 o'clock in the morning. I found by the aneroid that
we were already 3000 feet higher than Tiflis.
A beautiful military road has been made by t,he
Russian Government between Tiflis and Vladikavkas.
The ascent of the pass is a wonderful piece of engineering, for it is so gradual that i t was very rarely that
the horses had to walk. The view as we ascended
the mountain was grand, and the head of the pass was
a little more than 8000 feet above the sea. We stopped
for some time at a station on the other side, from which .
a splendid view of the Kasbek mountain is to be obtained. Kasbek is 1g,000 feet above the sea, and is
very striking. They told us that, the year before,
two Englishmen had determined to make the ascent,
and, though the guides would not go beyond a certain
poiht, the Englishmen went on alone and reached
the top.
After leaving this station, we reached tile Dariel pass.
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The scenery is grandly terrible.

The mountain seems

to have been rent, and a,roaring torrent dashes through
the stupendous chasm, whilst old castles and ruins constantly appear upon impossible crags. One, hanging
right over the torrent, is said to be the castle of Queen
Tamaris, and tradition points out the arch through
which her lovers were hurled down into the raging
waters. Here and there, in commanding positions, stand
Russian forts, or rather block-houses, which were built
to defend the road in the Circassian war. On emerging
from the pass, a lovely country lies below, so far superior
to the southern side of the mountain that the change is
most marked. I know nothing more charming than
the beautiful park-like scenery a t the northern foot of
the Caucasus, with these grand mountains rising
right up out of the plains to heights fir exceeding
the Alps, for Elburz is higher than Kasbek; and the
combination of wood, water, mountain, and grassy
glades, makes the neighbourhood of Vladikavkas very
delightful.
We had no sooner reached the foot of the pass than
we found a Cossack escort awaiting us. They dashed
off at a gallop a h r the carriage, and then, dispersing
on either side of the road, went through a variety of
curious feats on horseback. One man would start at a
gallop and fling his fur cap on the ground, while the
next, throwing himself right. out of the saddle, and only
holding on by one leg, would pick up the cap, and
immediately recover his seat. All sorts of feats were
performed in spite of the ground being rough. The
horses were wiry little beasts, and they rode them in
snaffles. The men were very fine fellows, but too heavy
for the horses.
Vldikavkas is a rising town, and the river Terek
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runs through it, looking very like a salmon stream ; but
I could ,not quite make out if salmon are caught here.
We put up at the so-called Club, but I fancy it is a
private speculation. Our intention was to return the
next evening, so we had no time to lose, having many
official calls to make. We were up very early in the
morning, as we wanted to inspect the Infantry Barracks
and to visit the Stanitza, or Cossack military settlement,
nearest to Vladikavkas.
These Stanitzas merit a detailed description.
It is the custom of the Russians to establish these
Cossack military settlements right along their frontier,
and that which we were now about to visit was formed
during the old Circassian War. They are built upon a
regular system, and surrounded by a wall with flanking
towers. Each Cossack has a house and small plot of
ground inside the walls, and as much ground as he can
cultivate outside. They receive no pay, but ha,ve certain
privileges; and every man maintains a horse and is
bound to turn out, if required. Many of the men
have served in their youth in a Cossack regiment.
A number of the men belonging to the Stanitza me
visited were away with the Khivan Expedition. The
village was a regular military camp, and all were soldiers,
the children in due time suceeding to the duties of their
fathers.
In the long wars which raged between Russia and
Circassia for so many years, these villages formed the
frontier forts. Captured Circarsian girls became the
wives of the Cossacks, and a handsome and bold race
grew up by degrees. Old Russian officers told me
curious stories of those byegone days, and of the extraordinary ideas of morality which prevailed in these
settlements. To these villages officers, when wounded or
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sick, would retire to recover, and the most primitive
system appeared to have been the rule.
The population of these villages has of laie years
increased and multiplied; and from the information we
gathered I should imagine that the number of ablebodied men inhabiting ,all the Stanitzas in the Caucasus
cannot be much less than 60,000. The total number of
Cossacks and irregulars available on the whole Russian
frontier must amount to clo~eupon half a million of
men. Russian officers, whose statements can be relied
upon, have assured me that in case of a great war Russia
could put a force of nearly 400,000 cavalry into the
field; and they assert that the effect of such a force
swarming both on the flanks and rear of a hostile army
has not been considered in modem tactics and strategy.
From it they conclude that great results would accrue,
for they argue that it would be impossible to maintain
the communications or to supply any army with food
under such circumstances. This, however, is too large
and too deep a military question to discuss here.
We leR Vladikavkas in the afternoon. Our bill at
the so-called Club was a curiosity. We had dined with
some of the officers on the night of our arrival, so that it
only included beds, breakfast, and an early dinner. The
amount was 168 roubles:
Captain de Krehmer made
them reduce it by 40 roubles.
It was dark when we reached the pass, and in the
early morning we were descending the southern slope.
This descent was certainly trying to the nerves, for
we duhed round the most dangerous corners a t a gallop,
without any drag on, and once the wheel went right on
to the stones that marked the border of the road with
a precipice below. The Russian Government are con*
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strnding a railway from the station at Rostov on the
Don to Vladikavkas, and it is intended to continue
the line to Tiflis. I presume that it will be carried
over the pass on the Mont Cenis system, for tunnelling
would be a long and laborious operation.
I n the afternoon we st+ped at a very curious and
interesting place which Captain de Krehmer was anxious
to show us. I t is about twelve miles from Tiflis, and is
evidentlv an old grave-yard ; but of what date I believe
no one has yet ventured to pronounce. Large stone
sarcophagi are found enclosing skeletons, and in each
sarcophagus is a small glass bottle, or tear-glass. Quaint
ornaments of gold and coral have already been exhumed
in very large numbers ; and in the small museum at Tiflis
a most interesting collection of these ornaments is to be
seen. I recommend this grave-yard to the attention of
antiquaries, for it has as yet been very little explored.
We reached Tifiis in the afternoon, and heard that
the Grand Duke had not yet arrived. The next day,
May 23rd, he came, and we were told that he would
receive us the day following, when he was to hold
a lev6e. We paid a visit to the Museum, where, in
addition to the relics already mentioned, there is a very
nice little collection of all the animals, birds, kc., to be
found in the Caucasus, which to me as a sportsman waa~
very interesting. I was astonished to learn that the
bison is till sometimes found in the great woods of the
Cau&an mountains. This is not the bison of India,
but almost exactly like the bison (or so-called buffalo) of
America, only very much larger. Such animals were, I
believe, met with not many years ago in the forests of
Poland. The specimen was that of a magnificent beast.
I n this museum they have a gigantic wild boar, quite
double the size of the biggest I have ever come acrous in
D
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my travels. In the afternoon we adjourned to the bazaar,
and eventually purchased some beautiful old knives and
silver cups at a very moderate price. We also went to see
Prince Mirsky, who was laid up and very unwell. The
Princess had an apartment fitted up exactly as a Persian
room. It was very pretty, and I admired especially a
Persian chintz of a remarkable pattern, which she told
me came from Teheran. I made a note of this, with the
intention of buying some at that place, but discovered on
my arrival there that it came from Manchester.
On the following morning we proceeded to the lev&,
but the Grand Duke first received us privately. H e
was most kind, entered fully upon his projected improvements of the Caucasus, and lamented the absence
of capital which prevented the development of this rich
country. He especially pointed out, on a beautiful raised
map of the Caucams which was in his room, a large tract
of country which we should pass on the road to Baku,
comprising many hundreds of square miles, and only requiring irrigation to make it one of the richest districts in
the world. Yet it was now lying untilled for want of
irrigation, although a large river ran right through it.
It was the same, he said, with the vast mineral wealth
of the country. It was completely undeveloped, and so
little known that it was difficult to attract to it the
regard of European capitalists.
I asked the Grand Duke for permission to visit
Tchikishlw and the Attrek. H e laughed at the attention which had been drawn to the former plyx by the
press in England. " All our troops," he said, "have
now been withdrawn from it, and you will find it a
place of no importance ; but there happen to be springs
of good water there, and so we have sometimes used it
as a camping-ground when organizing expeditions."
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H e gave me the required permission, saying that every
facility should be granted to us; and we lef't, delighted with his frankness, and f d y impressed with
the conviction that it will be difficult to replace him in
the important post he now holds as Governor-General of
the Caucasus. .?!he next day we received an invitation to
dine at the palace, when we were as much charmed with
the kind-hearted and genial Grand Duchess as with her
illustrious husband. Their children were all dressed in the
costume of Russian peasants, which was very becoming.
Everyone dines early a t Tiflis and takes a drive
afterwards, or goes to the theatre ; but at dinner we
had met a General Shehavskoy, attached to the suite
of the Grand Duke, and who had been pointed out to
me as a mighty hunter. He invited us to go to his
house and see his spoils of the chase. He gave me
much information relative to shooting in the Caucasus,,
and described many of his own adventures, adviaing us
to return in the autumn, when he promised excellent
sport. Not contented with imparting this information,
the General produced some Hungarian wine, which he
said had been in his possession for many years. Such
wine it was a~ I had never believed that Hungary
could produce ; and it proves that, if we are inclined to
look down upon Hungarian wines, it is because we do
not know the good brands.
The Grand Duke had invited us to attend a review of
the whole garrison of Tifiia the next day. There were
nine battalions on the ground, but no artillery, and
only a squadron of Cossacks. As we moved down the
line, each battalion cheered as the Grand. Duke passed,
remaining at attention the whole time ; and this had
rather a striking effect. They afterwards marched past,
On the whole they were a very fine body of men, giving
0 2 .
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the impression of great powers of endurance, but rather
slow in all their movements. After the infantry had
marched past, the Grand Duke put them through a few
simple evolutions, and then the Cossacks performed
the feats that we had already seen at Vladikavkas ; but,
although the ground was very favourable, they were not
so successful. One man indeed was nearly killed, and
was carried away insensible.
We now took leave of the Grand Duke Michael, as we
intended to start next day to Baku, 400 miles by road.
Captain de Krehmer most kindly lent us his carriage, and
we succeeded in hiring a sort of fourgon for the luggage.
Fast courier's orders for post-horses were given to us,
and an order for escorts wherever necessary. We were
requested to avail ourselves fully of these, especially in
particular places near Elizabetpol, which were reported
to be by no means safe. The next day was spent in
paying farewell visits, and bidding good-bye to Prince
Mimky, who had provided all the necessary papers to
carry us safely on our way. We ahall none of us ever
forget a l l the kindness that we received from him and
his amiable family.
I had arranged to leave in the evening, and Colonel
Tolstoy and Captain de Krehmer, who had never
forgotten us for one moment during our stay, and to
whom we were indebted for innumerable attentions,
were to dine with us and to see us off. Mr. Pretymrtn,
who, with two other young Englishmen, had established
a commercial firm at Tiflis, and who had given us every
assistance in his power, also came to speed us on our
way. But there were so many delays in packing the
baggage that midnight had passed ere all was ready,
and then we bade good-bye to our friends and rolled
away through the deserted streets of Tiflis.

WE had not gone five miles before something went
wrong with the fourgon ; but every conveyance in the
Cancasm travels with a good supply of ropes, and the
damage was soon repaired. However, it seemed so
dangerous to allow all our valuable baggage to proceed
with only the driver for escort, that we told off Gerome
to ride in the fourgon ; much to his disgust, for it was
certainly not a pleartant conveyance t o travel in over the
rough roads that we had to encounter. Gterome had
discarded the orchary dress which he had worn a t
Wis, and now appeared in full Georgian costume, with
a fur cap and armed to the teeth, and altogether with so
formidable and ferocious an aspect that we scarcely knew
him again.
When morning broke, we found that the road was
following the course of the river, and we were passing
through a very open country, uncultivated plains, lying
in a broad valley some twenty miles in width. There
was a quantity of low bush, extending for something
like a quarter of a mile on either side of the river, and
I recognised this as the place which General Shehavskoy
had described to me as their favourite cover for shooting
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wild boar. H e had told me that the low bush was full
of them. How an Indian pig-sticker's mouth would
have watered! And what sacrilege it seemed to shoot
them in such ground! There never was such a country for boar-spearing. But ~ig-stickingis unknown
except to Englishmen; and many a time afterwards I
came upon ground swarming with pigs, that would
have made the Indian hog-hunter burn with envy.
All that day we travelled on, occasionally having
.to wait for the fourgon. We had an escort from stage
to stage, but never waited for it, and it did not always
join us a t the posting-house. The men had evidently
been warned all along the road, for sometimes a solitary
horseman would be seen on a distant hill, and, a8 we
came up, three or four more would join him ; then
the old escort would halt, and the new moved on with
us. Night and day the same thing occurred ; we never
halted for them.
As darkness came on this first day, we were told that
we were in a dangerous neighbourhood, and they wished
us to take twelve men ; but I considered six quite sufficient, and sent four of them with the fourgon. It
would have been hard indeed, if we three Englishmen,
all armed with revolvers, and with guns and rifles quite
handy and ready, could not have held our own against
any such desultory attack as we were likely to meet
with. But no incident enlivened the monotony of the
road ; and a t daybreak the next morning we perceived
a large clump of trees in the distance. A s we drew
nearer, a few buildings could be discerned amongst them ;
and eventually, in the very early morning we reached the
post-house. W e were evidently expected, although the
Commandant of the town was away, for the Superintendent of Police, as the next official, soon made his
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appearance and was most anxious to show us all that
he could of Elizabetpol. I had determined not to remain here more than six or seven hours, as we wished
to push on to the land of most interest.
Elizabetpol is a place of some importance, being the
chief town of that vast tract of country which lies
between Tiilis and the Caspian. Situated as it is
amongst a lawless and restless people, it is a seat of
government of more importance than interest. Of course
the Superintendent took us over the gaol, and pointed
oat the numerous murderers and assassins who had
recently been captured after very great difficulty by the
police under his charge. One was supposed to have
committed over fifty murders, and another nearly as
many. The latter was a splendid specimen of an old
man, with the most extrdordinary head I ever saw.
H e resembled an eagle ; a magnificent face, but with
every feature of a bird of prey. H e looked at us as
a hawk might at a mouse, aqd they would not let us
go in to speak to him, so dangerous was he considered.
We were hurried round all the sights of Elizabetpol,
among which a small printing-press appeared to be the
most considered ; and then we were taken to see a rather
curious old Mosque. The head Mahornedan priest was
in attendance, the chief priest of the district, as I was
informed. To my surprise, the Superintendent was
about to walk straight in with his boots on, and without
slippers. I begged him not to do so, and said that we
should be quite contented to look in without violating
religious prejudices by entering with booted feet. The
priest gave me a grateful look, with a sigh of relief,
as hiP sanctuary escaped pollution by the infidel. This
little incident gave a field for much thought as to the
English and Russian modes of treating their conquered
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dependencies in the Eastern world. Nothing can he
more distinctive than the two. We show the utmost
delicacy for the religious feelings of the races we subject, and even punish any violation of their prejudices.
The Russians, on the contrary, though professing
religious toleration, really act as proselytizing conquerors. Which course will be the most successful
in the long run, time alone can prove.
Soon after l a v i n g Elizabetpol we came upon those
rich plains which had been alluded to by the Grand
Duke. They extend all along the lower course of the
Koura, and nothing can exceed the fertility of the soil.
Where it is cultivated, the crops grow with extraordinary
luxuriance, and yield, I was told, twice in the iear.
Fhe great river runs right through these plains with a
tolerably rapid current, so that nothing would be easier
than irrigation. What a corn-growing country may
here some day be developed! A t present, however, the
difficulty of land carriage towards the west checks its
cultivation, although the produce might easily be sent
in boats down to the Caspian, and from there transported to any part of Russia. But this requires capital,
and capital is not forthcoming, though doubtless some
day this now deserted ground will afford occupation for
a thriving population. After going about twenty miles
we reached the banks of the Koura, which we had
to cross in a ferry-boat. Close to the ferry stood the
large buttresses of a bridge. These were completed,
but no one knew when the bridge itself would be
finished, nor could I learn whether it was intended for
a railway bridge or as an ordinary one to facilitate
communication. A t present there is no bridge over the
river between Tiflis and the Caspian.
After crossing the Koura we passed through a rich
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and highly cl~ltivatedcountry, which extended for about
five miles, and then we again ran into a desert, but
with watercourses constantly crossing the road. The
way in which our driver dashed through these watercourses was very trying to the springs ; in fact, how
any carriage can stand a journey between Titlis and
Baku is indeed a puzzle. Soon after dusk a watercourse
appeared ahead, which our driver dashed at as usual.
It turned out to be deep and boggy, and in another
instant two horses were down and the &age
sunk
to the axles in the mud. Then the driver, who had
got us into the mess by pure recklessness, was perfectly helpless, and had no idea of getting us out of
it. The carriage could not go forwards, but the idea
of going backwards, and then selecting a sounder
passage never struck him; so we at last reversed the
horses, and, fortunately nothing but a trace being
broken, were soon on our way again. The night was
very dark, and at the next station there was a broad
but shallow river to cross. How the carriage managed
to get over, I do not know; but, after plunging into
innumerable holes, we at last reached the other side.
A t this station we could get no post-horses before the
morning; so we lay down in the post-house and slept
well.
I was up first, and we were away at a quarter to five
on the 30th May, hoping to reach Schemakha early in
the afternoon. We now got on to higher ground, and
passed through a fine cultivated and well -watered
country. To our left were several Tartar vlllages of
tents. One village was just breaking up and migrating
to some other spot, and the tents were being packed
away on the camels. At the second station, to our
dismay, we fonnd that there were only post-horses' for
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the carriage, and none for the fourgon. We had met
several officers evidently travelling post with despatches
for Tiflis; and hence the scarcity of horses. Gerome
therefore was left with the fourgon, with instructions
to follow as quickly as possible. During this next
stage we passed endless streams pouring down from
the mountains to our left, yet the rich country below
was uncultivated. It was most tedious work, getting
the carriage through these watercourses, some of
which were evidently broad rivers a quarter of a
mile wide in the winter.
A t the next station we
came upon a considerable town, named New Schemakha ;
where, instead of the bare and treeless country that
we had been passing through, we found the most wonderful verdure. Mulberry, fig, and other trees grew
in profusion.
W e here commenced the aacent of the pass which
leads over the mountains to Schemakha When the
projected railway to Raku is constructed, it is intended
that, instead of taking this road, it shall follow the river
until it approaches the Caspian, and then, bending
towards the north, avoid the mountains altogether ; but
this will of course be a much longer route. The pass
was very steep, and G-,
taking his gun, walked on
shead. Soon afterwards we saw him taking steady aim
a t something, and when he fired a fine fox bounded
away unhurt whilst we gave him a good Tally-ho,
which had never before, 1 fancy, been heard amongst
those hills. Gnext came across a number of
francolin, but did not succeed in getting any. Soon
after reaching the top of the pass there was a great
improvement in the road, and a little further on we came
upon a working party of some hundreds of Tartars.
We had the maddest driver for this stage that we met

,

with throughout; fortunately this part of the road was
excellent, for he brought us in the last five miles at full
$0~.

Schemakha is a considerable town, but earthquakeu
are most common; and, a recent one having destroyed
half the houses, it looked in a most shattered condition.
The post-house was far superior to those we had passed,
and here we met a most gentlemanly Russian who was
travelling to Tifli~. He was, we afterwards discovered,
a Monsieur Lenovitch, to whom we had a letter of introduction. H e told us of the failure of Mrtrkosoff's column
in its attempt to reach EUliva, and that it had fallen back
upon Krasnavodsk in a most shattered state, and gave
a melancholy picture of the sufferings of the men.
No newspaper correspondents accompany the columns,
and I fancy we little know the loss with which some of
these desert expeditions are accomplished. H e told us
that 120 horses had died of sunstroke in one day. I
had no idea that horses ~ufferedin this way, but on my
return to England Sir H. Green informed me that in
traversing the country near the B o h Pass in India he
had lost horses from the same cause. This disaster
accounted for the number of couriers 'on their way to
'Mis. We waited anxiously all the evening for the
arrival of Gerome with the fourgon, but night came
and no luggage appeared. The next morning I was
up at daybreak; yet no sign of Gerome. At length,
at half-past seven, he drove in, having had great
delays in getting horses. I n another hour we were
off again.
On d sides the terrible effectsof the earthquakes were
evident A little further on we passed a very solid
bridge which had been conlpletely shattered. As we
progressed, the country became more and more deserted,
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until at length we entered a regular salt desert. Nothing
can be imagined more dreary and depressing than this
great tract which intervenes between Schemakha and
Baku I have marched across the Desert between Suez
and Cairo; but that gives no idea of the terrible salt
deserts [of Asia.' p u s t before dark we reached some
considerable lakes, which, I am told, swarm with duck
in the winter. About an hour after dark we saw lights
in the distance, and heard the sound of the sea ; and
soon we were dashing through the streets of Baku, where
. we were by no means sorry to draw up before the door
of the ' Hbtel Dominique.'
Instead of the usual trouble on arriving at an hotel in
an out-of-the-wayjtown, we found we were expected.
The best rooms were ready. M. Dominique, the most
civil of Italian landlords, presented himself; and af'ter
a "grateful tub" we sat down to a very fairly comfortable dinner. Within an hour, an officer arrived
from the Governor to say that he would be most happy
to receive us in the morning. When the baggage was
unpacked, the effects (of the journey were painfully
and extraordinarily evident. I could not have believed
that such results could have been produced by 400
miles of travelling. Strong ,leathern cartridge cases,
new on leaving England, were worn right through,
and the cartridges falling out; a solid iron box had
all the corners smashed in, and as it contained preserved meats, sauces, &c., we dreaded to think of
its contents.
On June lst, an aide-de-camp appeared at breakfast-time to fix the hour for our visit, and to request us to dine with the Governor in the afternoon.
We learned that our steamer would leave late that
night, and that we were to have as fellow-passengers
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the wives of the Shah of Persia, who accompanied him
on his visit to Europe as far as Moscow, and had then
been sent back. Nothing could exceed the civility of
the Governor, M. Strositski, a very young general o5cer.
Madame Strositski and her sister were also present, and
had done all that was possible to make their home
pretty and comfortable. Near the house were some
small gardens tended with fond and anxious care, for
anything green k cherished at Baku much as that one
solitary little tree is guarded and watched at Aden. The
General, as usual, had made every arrangement for our
convenience and amusement. Places on the steamer had
been secured for us, and he proposed that we should
proceed aRer dinner in men-of-war's boats to visit the
curious naphtha springs which rise in the sea about five
miles from Baku.
We dined early, and found a very agreeable party
assembled. Madame Strositski and a very pretty
Georgian princess had been invited to visit the wives
of the Shah on board the steamer. There ww some
little question whether it was quite correct for them
to go ; but curiosity decided in the affirmative,
and it was agreed that we were all to meet afterwards, when they would render an account of their
visit.
After dinner we got into two large men-of-war's boats,
and were pulled across the bay to the springs. Instead of seeing springs of naphtha rising in the sea, as
I had expected, and read in an account of the Caspian,
we found naphtha gas in extraordinary quantities
bubbling up from below. A lucifer match was lighted
and thrown into it, when the surface of the water to a
considerable extent burst into flames, which enveloped
the other boat in which were the Governor's children,
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but did not seriously burn it. The night being dark
and the sea smooth, we were enabled to see the springs
to the best advantage.
The Governor gave us some most interesting accounts
of the development of the apparently inexhaustible supply of naphtha which is found in the neighbourhood of
Baku. , It promises to have a great effect in facilitating
steam communication on the Caspian and the rivers
running into it, as it is now burnt instead of coal.
When proper steam machinery on a large scale is in
working order for pumping the naphtha from the
wells, it will be produced, be thought, at an almost
nominal cost. It had previously been a monopoly,
and it was inthe interest of the holders to keep up
the price ; but the Government had now become alive to
its value, and were encouraging the extension of the
workings by every means in their power. Curiously
enough naphtha springs are also found on the island
of Chiliken on the opposite side of the Caspian, which
looks as if they extended right under the bed of
that sea.
On our return we found the ladies had been much
interested with their visit.
They gave a full and
glowing account of their reception, but were disap
pointed with the beauty of the favourite of the Shah.
They described her as rather coarsely handsome, with
a painted face (which, by-the-by, she may have learned
during her short visit t o Europe), and with bracelets on
her wrists and ancles. Her jewelled jacket bad excited great admiration. The ladies had gained the
greatest insight into the inner life of the underom,* and
the favourite dances of the Shah had been rehearsed
before them. The costume in vogue certainly would
PomiBn equivalent for hsrem.
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not have been passed as correct by the Lord Chamberlain. Later in the evening the gardens near the Governor's house were crowded by the inhabitants of Baku.
A military band was in attendance, and dancing was
kept up with great spirit. We wished our kind entertainers good-bye, and about midnight were on board
the steimer, where we had to put up in the saloon, as the
Shah's wives had appropriated all the accommodation
below. When daylight broke we .were steaming down
the Caspian.
There wm on board a considerable suite of Persians
in attendance upon the wives, and apparently with very
sporting tendencies, for when a little later an immense
flock of pelicans passed over the vessel, rifles were produced and a good deal o i desultory popping went on.
One of them had a very nice old two-groove rifle by
Purdey, and another a double-barrelled No. 12 by Reilly,
but both muzzle-loaders. I had a Westley Richards
Express rifle, and this excited great admiration. The
pelicans were making for a small rocky island that we
could see in the distance, and came over in strings
many miles in length. They were in immense numbers, and flew rather like swans. By midday we were
off Lenkoran. It was to this neighbourhood that I
thought of coming back for the hot weather, but
the accounts we received of the sport were not very
tempting. We did not stay here long, and just before
dusk were off Astma.
The small Astara river marks the Persian and Russian
frontier. The scenery here is very beautifid, and the
mountains rise to a height of from six to seven thousand
feet, and are thickly clothed with wood to the water's
edge. It was quite a relief after the desolate treeless e
scenery in the neighbourbood of Baku.
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On the morning of the 3rd June we were off Enzelli,
which is the harbour of Reshdt, the port for Teheran,
which lies about 200 miles distant. Here the Shah's
wives were to land, and aRer a considerable amount of
fuss a small steamer came off to fetch them. They left
the cabin below in a very dirty state; but the party
going on to Ashourada was much reduced, and there
was now plenty of room. Our steamer was of about
500 tons burden, but with light draught of water,
as required for the shelving shores of the Caspian ; and
the accommodation was fair. I had heard much of
the beauty of Enzelli, but a thick haze shrouded the
shore, and we could see but little. As we thought that
we must return to Enzelli to get, to Teheran, we left
the mass of our heavy baggage here in charge of the
agent of the steamer. We were off again by midday,
but the haze was most unsatisfactory. W e could see
only the low shores, though we knew that there was a
background of great mountains which would have been
visible in clear weather.
The next morning, June 4th, we stopped for a short
time at the little trading station of Mashad-i-Sir, and
late in the afternoon some small low islands, just rieing
out of the sea, were pointed out to us as Ashouda.
Steering past these islands, we entered through a
channel, and then running due west we anchored off the
station. Between the island and the mainshore lies a
long land-locked bay. The island of Ashourada alone is
in the hands of the Russians, and they have no footing at
present on the mainla,nd. We immediately landed and
sent our letters to the Port Captain. A little fleet
of s m d men-of-war, sailing-vessels, and steamers was
lying in the harbour, for this is the chief naval
station of the Caspian. In a short time a'naval officer
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arrived and took us to the house of one of the captains
belonging to the station, who very kindly put his house
at our disposal. We then d l e d on the Port Captain and
explained our wish to visit the Attrek and Tchikishlar,
accordingto the instructions of the Grand Duke. But it
was quite evident that this visit was decidedly unpopular
at Ashourada. All the steamers suddenly had their boilers
out of order; the sailing-vessels had sick crews; there
was nothing available but a little schooner of about 100
tons. Besides, it ww represented that to attempt to
go in a sailing-vessel was madness. We might be
driven off the coast, and be away for a month; or we
might be driven on the coast, which was worse. The
shores were shelving and dangerous, and to be caught
in a westerly gale on a lee-shore was certain death ;
and, then, even the captain of the schooner was ill, and
he would not be off the sick-list for some days.
To all these representations I opposed a civil but
passive resistance. If there was nothing available bat
the schooner, no doubt the schooner would do very well.
If we were away a month, it would be unpleasant; but
we must hope for better luck. If the captain was sick,
we would take a short trip to Astrabad, and probably
he would be a l l right on our return. If not, we would
wait until he recovered. This dogged determination
had itsl effect, and it was arranged that the schooner
should be ready for us on our return from Astrabad.
An officer was told off to accompany us to Astrabad
with two sailors as an escort, and a message was sent
to Perivale (Glez) on the mainland to prepare ponies for
our journey. We were invited to pass the evening at
the house of the Port Captain, and all the officers of the
and
little station were summoned to meet us. Ca Colonel of Engineers fraternized considerably, although,
E
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the latter only epoke Ruqsian, communication was
difficult; but they drank vodky. and other deleterious
mixtures that produced severe headaches the next
morning. On getting up we found that the wind had
risen considerably, and were told that the sea was
too much for the steam hunch which was to have
taken us across, about seven miles, to the mainland.
However, the little schooner was ready; we found her
a very nice vessel, and, ias the wind was fair, we got
over much quicker than the launch could have gone.
Perivale is a miserable little trading station, but it is
to this port that all the trade of the south-east of the
Caspian makes its way ; and the Russian steamers that
ply between Astrabad and Ashourada, having discharged
their passengers at the latter place, come over here to
load with whatever they can pick up. .There is ' a
rickety wooden landing-stage which acts as a pier, and
a small village surrounded by jungle. Here we found
Mirza Suleiman, a Persian, acting as the Russian Agent,
ready to receive us. M. Marquis, which we heard was
the name of the officer appointed to be our cicerone,
was a charming little man ; but, after always addressing
him by that name for some days, we found out that it
was only a soubriq21d.
Mirza Suleiman was a most intelligent Persian, and
had the quiet easy manner which so often characterizes
that nation. He took us to his house while the ponies
were being assembled, and we were told to be very
careful, as the road to Astrabad wlls infested by robbers, three Persians having been carried off only the
day before. We made a formidable party of seven,
all well-armed, and Mirza Suleiman and a guide came
with us, as it had been arranged that we should only go
to a village about fourteen miles on the road that afterias
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noon, proceeding to Astrabad in the morning. Our
sailors did not seem quite comfortable on their steeds,
and M. Marquis looked forward with dread to the
probable results of a forty-five mile ride. The road led
through dense jungle, and we had only gone a few miles
when there were loud. cries in front, and wild-looking
creatures, armed with matchlocks, bolted up into some
high platforms which had been erected in the trees,
where they began blowing away at their matches in
great excitement. They turned dut to be Persians set
to guard the road against Turkomans. I fancy that a
very few Turkomans would have proved a match for
them. Indeed, they seemed considerably relieved when
they found no hostile demonstration was intended by us.
I n good time we reached our village, which, s u r
rounded as it was by forests, reminded me of the jungle
villages of Ceylon. A large yard was assigned to us,
and we were to sleep in a sort of open shed ; which, as
the weather was warm, was by no means unpleasant.
ARer dark the villagers assembled in force, and brought
some dancers and singer& who afforded more amusement
to them than to us. The dances were grotesque and
gross, and the singing very much the same that one
hears all over the East. The shed had been neatly
arranged with ca,rpetR and cushions, and we slept
comfortably enough. We got away early the next
morning, so as to avoid the heat of the day, and pushed
on quickly for Astrabad. The road, like all roads in
Persia, was a mere track through the jungle, and the
haze which had so constantly hung over the mountains
still obscured the view. Occasionally we came upon
small villages and patches of cultivation. Cotton appeared to be the great staple of agriculture, and we
had seen bales at Perivale waiting for the steamer. At
E 2
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last the country became more open; we could see the
walls of h t r a b a d about four miles distant, and soon
reached one of the gates.
Like most frontier towns of Persia, Astrabad is surrounded by a thick mud wall of about thirty-five feet
in height, with flanking towers, and a deep irregular
ditch, which does not extend right round the w d s .
The town contains about 16,000 inhabitants, and dl the
houses are within the walls. The houses themselves
are very poor, composed principdy of mud, the better
class being of u n b m t bricks. Houses of burnt bricks
are very rare in Persia, and a modern construction
of a really substantial character is almost unknown.
We were taken by M. Marquis to the house of
M. Bakouline, the Russian Consul, who very kindly
had rooms prepared for us. Mdme. Bakouline and
her husband, with his suite, were the only Europeans
living at Astrabad. Madame had suffered much in
health, and sadly felt the lonely life. The only event
they had to look forward to was the occasional visit of
an officer fiom Ashourada ; but, Russian officeis having
neither the restless adivity nor the sporting propensities
of the English, their visits were few and far between.
A t the back of the house was a very considerable
garden, in which the bittersrange trees grew to a great
size. They looked very pretty and luxuriant, covered
with their yellow fruit. These bitter-orange trees are
very common in all the low countries in the districh of
Mazanderan and Gilan, and J s o in some gardens on the
lugher plains of Persia. They give a most grateful
shade, but the fiuit is of course uneatable.
M. Bakouline, a very infelhgent and well-informed man,
having heard of our anxiety for sport, sent for a native
hunter, or shikurree, for he was no sportsman himself, and
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knew little about it. Abbas, the hunter, who soon a p
peared, was evidently a character. He had a gun with
him quite as long as a duck-gun ; and M. Bakouline told
me that he had the reputation of being an excellent shot.
Abbas declared that there was sport of all kinds to be
had, but that this was the wrong season of the year. I n
September he said that we could get tiger, reddeer,
antelope, and wild boar in any number; also that there
were large quantities of pheasants in the brushwood
only a mile or two fiom the town; so we agreed to go
out early the next morning.
I n the afternoon the English mirza, or news-letter
writer, called, and placed his house and all he had at my
disposal. These news-letter writers are Persians, and in
correspondence with the Legation at Teheran. At large
towns, or places of importance where there may be difficulty in maintaining a consul, these native letter-writers
are appointed, who acquaint the Minister with any political
events of importance in their respective districts. Russia
keeps up the same system, and the news-writers of the
two nations watch each other jealously, even in the very
remote and little-known regions of Central Asia. I
think our mirza was rather scandalized that we should
be staying with the Russian consul, and I found, on
arriving at Teheran, that the event had been immediately
transmitted to the Legation.
8 . We went out with Abbas the next morning, but were
ut&rly disgusted. We shot a few hares, but ollly saw
one pheasant. These birds are very like the English
pheasant, but with a little white in the wing ; and the
white ring round the neck is very rare.
We found a camp of 3000 men established outside
the walls, and on making inquiries of M. Bakouline
learned that they were going down to the Gourgan
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to collect the taxes from the Turkomans established on

Persian soil. Here cleemed an excellent opportunity
of seeing this part of the country, and I immediately
proposed that, when the camp moved, we should accompany it. M. Bakouline did not welcome this suggestion, but offered to ride to Gourgan with us when
the camp was established. And here I made a little
discovery showing how utterly ignorant we are in E n g
land.of the red state of affairs on these out-of-the-way
and distant frontiers.
It is generally supposed that the lower course of the
river Attrek forms the boundary between Persia and
llussia in the neighbourhood of the Caspian. If a
question were to be asked in the House of Commons,
this would be stated as a fact. As I was very anxious
to see m y and every part of the Attrek, I suggested
to M. Bakouline that when we went to Gourgan I
could take a Persian escort and ride on to the Attrek, as
the rivers ran pardel with each other, and the distance
between them is only about twenty miles. To this
M. Bakouline objected; and, on my pressing him for
his reasons, it turned out that the Russians have really
assumed the Gourgan as the boundary, and that no
Persian armed force could cross that river. Thus Russia
has quietly appropriated both banks of the Attrek and
one bank of the Gourgan. The ulterior importance
of this advance will be discovered hereafter, in dealing
with this question more fully.
Gourgan is the name of a place on the Gourgan river,
where there is a bridge; and here I may mention a
peculiarity about Persian rivers which is most perplexing
to travellers and explorers. Instead of a river having
one name throughout, it is called differently in different
puts, according to the locality it runs through. It is
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as if the Thames were called the Maidenheid river at
Maidenhead; the Richmond river at Richmond ; the
London river in its proximity to that city, and so on.
It will be immediately evident how puzzling this is to
the explorer.
You are travelling, aided by some crude map which
you have proved over and over again to be utterly
incorrect; at last you come to a point where, say, the
Attrek ought to lie, and you see a river not very
far distant. This must be the Attrek, you naturally
think. You ask a native, and are told it is the Monah
river. Yet it ia the Attrek after all ; and, if you had
struck it at a different point, it would have received
a different name. There is no country in the world
where it is so difficult to obtain geographical knowledge
except by actual observation as in Persia. The Persians
generally, even in the highest classes, have no knowledge whatever of maps. They neither undemhd them
nor care for them. Often, when travelling and conversing with the natives, I have, by the aid of map and
compass, pointed in the direction of places which they
thought were only known to themselves, and they have
looked upon it as something akin to necromancy.
I had arranged with M. BaJrouline to pay a h i t to
the Governor the next day, and he was to accompany
us. It was quite evident by this time that our projected visit to Gourgan was contrary to the wish of our
host; and an incident now occurred showing the great
influence of a Russian Consul over Persian officials.
We found the Governor prepared to receive us. His
house, or palace, if it may be so called, was like most
Persian houses of this class. First, you generally pass
through an oubbuilding, which ,is occupied by the
domestics or attendants. From this you emerge into
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a @en with long narrow tanks of water and not
very luxuriant vegetation, though s few orange-trees
give s little shade; then you reach the house itself.
The centre part has a deep verandah on either side, with
one or two lzuge reception rooms between; and the
wings form the private rooms, one being devoted to the
underom, or women's apartments. The verandah at
the baok of the house is the most private, and generally
overlooks the best garden, and here the chief usually
receives his visitors. There is seldom any furniture in
a Persian house. A few carpets and occasionally some
cushions are a l l that will be found ; but, as these carpets
have much to do 64th etiquette in the East, they merit
full description.
The floor is generally covered with a brown felt,
three times as thick as a drugget and somewhat of
the same texture. Then, over perhaps half the room, a
carpet is spread upon the felt; and at the head of the
room, where the chief reclines, there is another small and
fine-texturedcarpet, upon which he sits. Sometimes there
are even more than this number of gradations. According to the rank and position of the person received,
is the carpet he should occupy. Thus, an ordinary
individual coming in to make a report to the chief or
khan would sit upon the felt; people of importance
would sit upon the first carpet ;while one of the relative
rank or position of the khan himself would*situpon the
carpet occupied by the chief. The Persians are a very
p t ~ itc
l
race, but they expect strangers to maintain their
trtr-11 dignity; and nothing pleases them more than to
1 , ~able to humiliate a foreigner in the eyes of their own
prt , p l ~ if
, he will submit, intentionally or unintentionally,
1 ,, t lit: humiliation. By the place taken by a strauger
w i Il l I is rank and importance be viewed ; and an attempt
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is usually made to induce the foreigner to occupy a
carpet lower than his position warrants. If weak enough
to do so, he is ever afterwqds looked down upon in
consequence. There is no country in the world where
etiquette is so jealously maintained as in Persia, and
the traveller would do well thoroughly to acquaint himself with Persian customs and habit.s before travelling
amongst them.
We found Suleiman Khan,unlike most Persians, sitting
in a chair ; and chairs had also been placed for us. He
was a very fine old man, and two attendants with hawks
stood on the steps of the verandah. A Persian convers*
tion is always preceded by certain set enquiries and
replies relative to the health and welldoing of the people
in question. When these had been gone through, the
conversation became more general, and our love of sport
was mentioned to the Governor. All Persians have some
feeling for sport. It is their great redeeming feature,
and Suleiman Khan fortunately was devoted to it. H e
begged us to return in September, and promised that
everything should be done to assist us. H e sent for
some pointers with English blood in them, and ordered
all his hawks to be brought for our inspection. These
he had of three kinds ; the smallest sort for hawking partridges or small birds ; the larger for pheasants, herons,
or larger birds; and the largest, which were more like
small eagles, for hawking antelopes. H e was evidently
devoted to the chase, and was a grand old man with perfect manners. H e had known Sir Henry Rawlinson, and
mentioned several Englishmen who had been connected
with Persia many years before. After an interesting
conversation, I named the Expedition to the Gourgan,
and requested permission to accompany it. It was immediately evident that some communication had passed
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between him and M. Bakouline on this subject, for he .
became much confused, looked rather sheepish, and said
that the Expedition would not go now, that perhaps' it
would not go at all ; with various other lame excuses.
M. Bakouline's subsequent explanations made it clearer
than ever that, seeing our determination to accompany the
Expedition, it had been thought of s d c i e n t importance
to use Russian influence to prevent its departure rather
than permit such an insight into this part of the country.
The Governor begged us to go out hawking the next
day, and offered to send an escort with us, aa we were to
go in the direction of the Kerasou river ; beyond which
were Turkoman villages. Here let me explain the
curious and anomalous position held by the Turkomans
in these parts. The whole northern fiontier of Pmia,
between the Caspian and Afghanistan, borders on the
Turkoman country ; and that fiontier is not defined ; it
varies according to the inroads of the Turkomans, and
the power of the respective Governors to repel those
inroads. It may however be assumed that a continual
state of border warfare prevails. But as the Turkomans
are divided into many tribes, and as each village has its
own independent chiefs, Turkoman villages will sometimes
settle for a time in a semi-friendly way on Persian ground,
and will pay taxes to the Governor, if the Governor has
the power to collect them. Notwithstanding the truce
between them, individual Turkomans, or small parties
belonging to these same villages, will make raids on their
own arccount upon the neighbouring Persians, and capturing men, women, and children, carry them away into the
desert, and sell them, or hold them until a ransom can
be exacted from the relatives. The Turkoman villages
are not held responsible for these raids ; and such is the
dread of the Turkomans, that two or three have been
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known to carry off a dozen Persians, with arms in their
hands, without the latter making any resistance.
Their boldness at sea is equally great. A man will
put off in a little rough canoe, made out of the trunk of
a moderate-sized tree, which looks as if it must sink in
the slightest bad weather. H e will make his way at
night past Ashourada and. Perivale, up the great backwater of A s h o a d a harbour, to the neighbourhood of
some Persian village, where he will pounce upon a.n unsuspecting villager. He binds him hand and foot, and
lays him in the bottom of the canoe, and then passing
close to the Russian fleet, he will carry off his. victim to
the shore of his desert retreat. Before the capture of
Khiva there was always a ready sale for these poor
Persians amongst the Usbegs. Now the principal market
has been destroyed, but the system of capturing for the
sake of exacting ransom ~urvives.
The Persian or Koord Governors are not one whit
behind the Turkomans in cruelty or atrocity. They
also will occasionally make raids, killing and destroying,
or capturing and holding Turkomans of note, when ransom can probably be compelled. The Turkomans and the
Governors benefit by this system, while the poor Persians
suffer at the hands of both. The barbarities inflicted on
both sides (for one is just as bad as the other) are beyond
belief; and yet Turkomans will be seen daily at Astrabad
or any of the fiontier towns, who come in for purposes of
trade, generally to sell horses; and they are allowed to
do this with perfect impunity, although they may be
notorious as the leaders of chpmnuk, as these sanguinary
raids are called. A regular spy system is maintained both
by the Governors and the Turkom~ns; preparations for a
T;tid on a large scale are duly reported ; even the direction it is likely to take is, if possible, indicated. Then
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counter preparations are made to resist it; the women
and flocks are sent away, and a little battle ensues.
But to return to the Governor. Gladly accepting his
hawking invitation, we started off the next morning with
an escort of his " irregular horse ;" and very serviceable
fellows they looked, well mounted on smal1,but well-bred
horses ; on the whole, more usell-looking animals than
the Cossack horses of the Russian irregulars. We went
right away to the banks of the Kerasou, which was here
little more than a broad ditch, and were within half
a mile of the Turkoman village ; but our escort did not
like to go up to it, lest it should lead to difficulties.
We were very unfortunate, but at last found some
young pheasants that could not fly far ; and the hawks
behaved admirably, striking their birds beautifully, and
allowing themselves to be caught as if nothing had
happened.
As there wm no chance of getting to Gourgan, I
determined to return to Ashourada the next day. We
started (June 9th) early in the morning, and finding
that we had very good postrponies pushed on at a quick
pace. When he had got over fully twenty miles, we
halted for breakfast; but found it very difficult to
get our sailors on at this rate, and Gerome had a bad
pony and lagged behind. After breakfast, Gand
C---- dashed on ahead and lost their way; and M.
Marqnis, Gerome, and the sailors, could not get along ;
so that in the end I had to ride on by myself with a
Cossack guide from the Consulate. On reaching Mirza
Suleiman's at Perivale, I found Gand C----missing ;
but to my relief they soon turned up, and in an hour
were succeeded by M. Marquis and s sailor. Gerome
and the other sailor, however, were far behind. I
gave a long lecture on the folly of not keeping to-
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gether when in dangerous parts of the country. Mirza
Suleiman told us that the Turkomans had been on the
road when we passed on our way to Astrabad, and
that they had taken some Persians shortly after. There
was a man-of-war steamer lying off Perivale, and she
sent a boat for us ; and soon we saw a large steam launch
coming, crowded with all the ladies from Ashourada.
The ladies have an extraordina,ry custom of never wearing bonnets or any head-dress when in the open air;
rather a dangerous practice under this burning sun.
Ashourada has a most deadly climate, about on a
par with that of the Gold Coast. Although there is
excellent sport to be had in the neighbowhood, none of
the Russian officers seemed to care about it. I n fact,
I could not understand how they did amuse themselves.
The little island is only a mere sand-bank, with a few
small houses, a hospital, some storehouses and other
buildings; and existence on it must be most monotonous. Playing cards of an evening seemed to be the
main, if not the sole, amusement. I n the sickly season
almost evelyone suffers, and a large proportion die ; but
we were told that the card-playing went on minter- mptedly, a small saucer of quinine being set on the cardtable for use as occasion may require.
We heard that the schooner was ready, that the
captain had recovered, and that we could start the next
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CHAPTER 111.

The Attrek-Tchikishlar-Aahourada-A~hreff 8
s
-Fimskoh--8erbendsn-Boomah00-Tehersn.

ACCORDINULY
we were off a t five in the morning,
with beautiful weather and a favourable though light
breeze. The schooner only drew six feet ; yet even then
we had to keep some little way from the shore, the water
shelving most gradually. We passed Gemushtepe,
where M. VQmMry landed on his interesting and
valuable journey to Khiva Then came a number of
Turkoman tents, showing that the place is still inhabited; and everything brought back to my mind his
most vivid and accurate narrative. There is a general
tendency to doubt the accuracy of travellers who have
penetrated to remote and unfamiliar countries; but,
wherever I have followed on the steps of M. Vdrnbiry,
I have found his descriptions strikingly correct. Soon
after midday we sailed past the mouths of the Gourgan.
The land was one long low line of sand, unbroken by
any hill except at G-emushtepe, where there is a large
mound, looking like a tumulus. This long low shelving
shore, with its shallow water, accounts for the immense
evaporation that must take place in the Caspian, when
we consider that the Oural, Volga, Araxes, and Attrek
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rivers, besides numberless smaller streams, run into it,
and that there is no outlet.
They were very civil to us on board the schooner,
which was a nice weatherly little vessel, and told
us many storie~of the difficulties. they have with the
Turkomans. If the Russians want to communicate
with the land, they do not send parties ashore, but fire
a gun; when the Turkoman boats are bound to come
off. If not, shotted guns follow. After the fishing
season is over, the small Turkomm w o e s Me compulsorily brought to Ashourada, and left there until it
recommences. The Turkoman sailing-vessels are generally of about six tons, with a draught of only two feet ;
yet they go right out to sea in bad weather, without
any compass or means of navigation save quick eyes and
experienced heads.
In the afternoon we anchored off the mouth of the
Attrek. The river runs into a broad backwater, with a
long low strip of sand sheltering it from the sea,
and having only a narrow entrance over a bar with
between two and three feet of water. To the left of
this passage or entry there is some deeper water, also
well protected ; and here the Turkoman vessels lie, and
this is the site of a, s m d Turkoman village. There were
nearly twenty of these vessels at the time we visited it.
Having reconnoitred, I asked the captain if we had not
better make the most of the fair wind and get on to
Tchikishlar ; but a difficulty now arose. The captain
said he had not been told to proceed beyond the Attrek,
and it was impossible that he could exceed his instructions. It was in vain that I reminded him of my
conversation with the Port Captain, in his presence,
relative to Tchikishlar. He was dogged; but I was
equally determined that I would see Tchikishlar.
,
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"The Grand Duke gave me permission to visit the
place," I said, " and I feel bound to go there. If therefore your instructions will not permit you to proceed,
we must return to Ashourada for fresh instructions.
I greatly regret that it will give you the trouble of two
journeys, now that we are within ten miles of the place ;
but, if you cannot take upon yourself to go farther,
what is to be done ? " " I am sure," he replied, " that
I am not mistaken. The Port Captain did not intend
you to go on to Tchikishlar." "In that case," I said,
"I must write to Tiflis to the Grand Duke. Meanwhile, we can go and shoot in the mountains. It will
cause much delay, and I fear additional trouble to you ;
but orders are orders, and, if you cannot proceed, what
else can we do ? "
The captain did not like this reasoning, I could see.
H e went below to cogitate. I n about half-an-hour he
came up.
" I am afraid," he said, " I must take upon myself to
go on. I do not like to disappoint you."
I thanked him for his kindness. During this halfhour, however, the wind had shifted, and it was now
dead ahead ; so we had to beat, and, ae it soon afterwards
got dark, we turned in. A t daybreak we found ourselves
at anchor off Tchikishlm, some little way from the land,
and jumping into the gig rowed in shore. W e saw at
once the absurdity of the fuss which had been made in
England about this place. No Russian troops were
there. The so-called fort ia a common square breast+
work of sand, and the place was now only occupied by
Turkomans. There were a good many of their tents.
The Russians encamped here because the water is good,
and a line of wells is supposed to extend hence to Khiva.
However, as we already know, the Markosoff column
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which d a d d from here for Khiva was beaten back by
natural difficulties ; and I am convinced that Tchikishlar
strategically is quite unimportant.
Having noted all the little that was to be seen, we
went on board and set sail for Ashourada. We
coasted along in only about eight feet of water, our
wake stirring up the sand, which left a yellow line
astern ; and within a couple of hours we were again off
the Attrek. But the wind was now increasing, and the
weather looked threatening, so the captain began to
stand off the shore. It is all very well to cruise about
with only two feet of water under your keel in very fine
weather, but it is vastly different when it begins to blow.
We kept the lead going, but the water deepened very
slowly. "Ten feet !" they cried ; but the wind began
to howl ominously, and the captain looked out to sea
with an anxious eye. "I trust we are not going to
have a westerly gale," said M. Marquis ; " for in a few
hours a tremendous sea and surf run on this coast, and
woe betide any vessel that is caught in shallow water.
h the waves rise, she is sure to bump her bottom out,
and there is no hope of getting on shore for the surf."
" Twelve feet !" cried the man at the lead ; but just then
the wind shifted suddenly. I looked at the compass.
It was due west, and it was now rr dead beat off the
shore. But the little schooner was doing marvellously,
and clawing well to windward. As yet, although there
were ominous signs of bad weather, there was not much
sea on ; but we knew how quickly it would *rise.
''Fourteen feet !" was the next cry. The little vessel
waa beginning to plunge, and, when she did so, a yellow
patch left astern proved how the sand was disturbed.
The wind was increasing fast ; it was beginning to blow
hard, and we shortened sail ; but we still carried as much
F
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Seventeen feet !" It was blowing half
a gale, and the sea rising rapidly ; but the stout little
cr&, close-hauled, was behaving splendidly, and still
clawing steadily off the shore.
" I n twenty feet," said the captain, we shall do
well, unless it. is very bad." But we hung at nineteen
feet for some time, and we began to doubt if we were
getting to windward, until " Twenty-one feet" was
suddenly called, when we found we had been passing a
shallow bank. I n a few minutes more we were in deep
water ; but it was now bloying a perfect gale, and the
sea in-shore, where we had been so recently, was one long
line of surf. It was a n m w escape ; and, had not the
little vessel behaved so well, nothing could have saved
us. We got well tossed about, and were. not sorry,
late in the afternoon, to sight the lightship 'that
marks the passage into the backwater of Ashourada.
Once there, we were in comparatively calm water,
and we beat up to Ashouradtt island, arriving just at
dusk. Thus, instead of a month, we had been absent
only forty hours. To our delight, the steamer for
Enzelli was still lying in the harbour. We rushed on
shore and inquired when she would start, as she should
have left that afternoon, but found she was waiting
for the gale to moderate. We passed the evening at
the house of the Port Captain. I thanked him for all
the trouble he had taken for us, and we had an amicable
conversation, with the expression of all sorts of good
wishes for the ' entente cordiale' between our two
countries. " It is all nonsense," exclaimed Mdme.
Sideroff, with good humour ; " England and Russia are
natural enemies. Their interests are, and ever must
be, antagonistic, and it is of no use pretending that it is
otherwise."
aa we could.
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There can be no doubt that in Central Asia this view
is generally held. The Russians are the most chivalrous
and charming enemies, and very pleasant friends ; but
in the far East it is seen more clearly than we realize
at home, how difficult' must be the future relations
between the two countries. Russia holds nearly all
the north of Asia, for the most part a barren waste,
while in the south lie India and China, a sort of paradise
of fertility and wealth in Russian imaginations. Talk
of India and the south' to a Russian officer whose lot
is cast in these dreary desolate lands, and his eyes
glisten again as he tells you strange stories he has read
and feasted upon of all its glorious Oriental luxury and
riches. Talk. to him of cholera, of fever, and all the
ills that so often thin our ranks in Hindostan, and his
countenance will fall as if you had dispelled a dream of
future happiness. No! Disguise it as we may, plan
as we may in London and St. Petersburg, to the hard
workers in these desert wilds, India is the Land of Promise which they some day hope to reach; and, as
every decade sees their frontier line approach nearer
and nearer by many hundreds of miles, can we wonder
that hope grows high within them as the distant
vision seems to draw so close, and that the desire
t o annex and gain fresh territory becomes almost a
mania ?
The next morning the gale was at its height, and
they told us it offen lasted four days. Four days more
at Ashourada 1 It was a serious prospect. We therefore
held a consultation and decided that, unless there was
a change for the better, we would start next day for
Teheran over the mountains, having heard that we
should be able to get ponies from stage to stage, and
that, although there would be many delays, we should
F 2
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probably do the distance, about 300 miles, in five or six
days. That afternoon we went down to the Turkoman
tents at Ashourada. The Russians maintain a little
colony of Turkoman agents on this island, and, whenever any information or report is required, these agents
am sent into the interior, where a liberal expenditure
of money will nearly always buy over any tribe to Bussian interests. These Turkomims were most amusiug
fellows, and unbounded was their curiosity when they
heard we were Englishmen. I n their eyes, as inMdme.
Sideroff's, Euglish and Russianu are natural enemies ;
but they were most civil to us, and took the greatest
delight in showing their habitations.
A Turkoman tent is the most comfortable migratory
dwelling-place that man has yet devised. At first sight,
it looks heavy ; the arrangement appears complicated ;
and it seems as if it would take s long time to
strike and pack : but, when people are accustomed to
them, this is not the case ; and, where camel transport
can be used, there is nothing in the shape of a tent that
approaches them in comfort. For the information of the
uninitiated, let me explain that a so-called Turkoman
tent is circular. The skeleton framework is composed
of the bamboo-like reed which is so common in every
Persian or Central Asian marsh. These are fastened
together in pieces easily transportable. When a tent
has to be pitched, these s m d reed-frames are connected
with each other and form the skeleton framework of the
circular tent, with a small opening at the top but without any central pole. This framework is covered with
large pieces of felt, which lie outside and are tied inside
to the reeds. Thus a circular dwelling is erected with
a hole in the centre; and over this hole fits a circular
piece of felt, which can cover it or be removed according
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to the weather. Some of the tent$ are twenty feet in
diameter, and the absence of a pole in the centre gives a
considerable amount of accommodation. The length
of the pieces of framework makes it difficult to carry
these tents on mules; and, as baggage in any of the
mountainous parts of North Persia must be so wried,
they are not then suitable; 6ut for travelling in the
plains with camel transport they would be charming.
They are not expensive, costing about £5, and are
very durable. The Turkoman women pitch the tents,
and I was told four of them could do this in twenty
minutes. I doubt the information.
. At night we were taken to the Ashourada Club.
There was not a very large assembly, and card-playing,
as usual, was the only amusement. When I say the
only amusement, I am wrong; for Russian hospitality
is proverbial, and both a strong head and a strong
stomach are requisite for a traveller in these parts.
How the Russians themselves can stand the fiery
compounds they are for ever pouring down their throats
in these far distant lands, I cannot understand. Besides
uodky, all along the Caspian shores one is dosed with
so-called port and sherry. The port is a white compound, which actually has on the label the name of the
Russian factory where it is made ; and the sherry comes
from t.he same establishment : but they have the monopoly of the Caspian. How one did long for some milder
beverage, for the heavy wines of the Caucasus were as
water by comparison. We found that C-s'
friend,
the Colonel of Engineers, was to have been our companion on board the steamer. His wife, we were told,
would be greatly relieved by our change of plans, for she
had attributed her husband's headache to W
s convivial nature; and, when she heard that there was a
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probability of' a fi-esh meeting between the two, she h d
exclaimed, " Ah ! quel malheur ! "
Bidding adieu to our warm-hearted entertainers, we
started the next morning on the little steamer which
M. Marquis commanded, for Kara Tepe, which lies
some way up the backwater. We had determined,
though it was out of our way, to visit Ashreff, the old
Palace of Shah Abbas. As we proceeded westwards,
the backwater soon shallowed to about eight feet; and
west of the island of Ashourada lies the long low strip
of mainland which shelters this backwater from the
sea. This is covered with jungle, and we were told, just
as we were going away, that it was full of game. I n
this one strip the Shah, who came down here on a visit
the year before, killed nine reddeer; and there are often
tigers as well. Of course, at this season the red-deer's
head would have been in velvet; but me regretted
that our friends had not given us all this information
before.
We disembarked at the landing-place for Kara Tepe,
and after waiting a short time our ponies appeared.
The village was .about four miles distant. The women
of this village were quite of a different type from the
Persians generally, and some we saw would have passed
as gipsies. There was one very pretty girl with a
perfect gipsy countenance ; and, unlike most Mahornedan
women, they were careless in concealing their faces.
The people of the place made a desperate attempt to
keep us here for the night; but I had determined to
reach Ashreff, which mas seven miles away, and after
some trouble we pushed on. Here we bade adieu to
M. Marquis, who had piloted us during our whole stay
at Ashourada with the greatest energy and civility.
It was so late before reaching the palace that we
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could see but little. It is a very well-preserved ruin,
and might easily be made habitable. The gardens must
have been pretty, but are of the regular Persian type,
with the usual water-tanks, orange-trees, &c. We
climbed to the upper storey and arranged ourselves for
the night ; but how the frogs did croak ! I have made
acquaintance with the frogs of many lands, but the
Persian are by far and away the noisiest of their species.
We were up early the next morning, exploring the
place; but could not start as soon as was intended, for
the horses did not make their appearance.
The Shah has a new palace, or rather hunting-lodge,
only a few miles from Ashreff, but more in the hills,
called Sophiabbas.
It was nearly ten o'clock before the horses arrived,
thus giving us the first impression of Persian delays ;
which proved to be an almost invariable rule afterwards.
On leaving Ashreff, we followed for a considerable
distance what had evidently once been a paved high
road. Roads are so rare in Persia that the traveller looks
back to the trace of one as a great curiosity. We had a
long stage before us to Sari-thirty-five miles-and the
horses were very indiff'erent. The road ran at the foot
of the hills, and the country was undulating and wooded
or cultivated. It follows the base of the mountains,
intercepted often by deep gulleys ; one more important
than the rest, and deserving the name of river, is
crossed by a massive brick bridge. The day was excessively hot, and the horses were very much done before
we approached Sari. We were not sorry, therefore, to
come across a curious old well of most wonderfully cold
water, rrs clear as crystal, on the left of the road. Good
water is so scarce in Persia that, when met with, it
is thoroughly appreciated. A Persian well, I may add,
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is not an ordinary well. You generally descend to it
by a number of ~ t e p scovered over by a high archway ; from the top of which stalactites and ferns often
hang suspended, giving to these old w e b s very prettg
appearance.
Just before entering Sari we crossed the river Firinbad by a long brick bridge of seventeen pointed arches.
This is the grandest and most important bridge that
I saw in all Persia. It has evidently been extensively
repaired at some time ; the original structure is supposed
to have been erected by Shah Abbas.
There are very few permanent buildings to be found
in Persia. Everything has a temporary and makeshie
look; but nine times out of ten, if you come across
any ruin of more than ordinary beauty, or any work
of public utility, you may be sure that it dates back
to Shah Abbae; while any fortification that iR carried
out with some degree of common sense may invariably
be traced to the time of Nadir Shah.
We went straight to the house of the Russian Mirza,
who forthwith provided us with quarters in the dwelling
of a Khan living a t Sari. Nothing could exceed the
politeness we met with. Cool sherbet was prepared,
and soo1.1 afterwards the ~ h i himself
n
arrived. The
task of interpreting was difficult. The Mirra, however,
spoke Turkish and Persian ; so the Khan spoke to the
Mirza in Persian, the Mirza translated into Turkish for
Gerome, and Gerome retranslated into French for us.
The Khan said that the Governor was most anxious that
we should remain the next day and pay him a visit; but
it was explained that we were obliged to hurry on, and
we begged that he would kindly give an order for postponies at the different stations, as we desired to arrive at
Teheran as soon as possible. This order was immediately
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promised, and the Governor sent word that we must
allow him to send us a Persian dinner. I n due time
this appeared pilau, kabob, and all the regular Persian
dishes. It was excellent; but he went further, and
actually sent some claret. This was civility indeed on
the part of a Mahomedan.
Sari is the seat of government for a very considerable district, including Barfrush, Am01 and a large
part of the low country of Mazanderan, and the hills
to the south. During our short stay here a most
singular character appeared. H e was an Indian, and
must, I fancy, have been in our service; but he gave
no distinct ttccount of himself. H e spoke a few words
of English and had, a curiously accurate knowledge of
different articles in English use. For instance, he knew
a compass by name, and explained its action to the
Persians ; also a measuring tape and an aneroid barometer. He was most officious, and could tell the English
names of some of the medicines in my chest by their
smell. A t last, he got hold of a bottle of the strongest
ammonia, which nearly knocked him backwards, and
considerably cooled his ardour : but he was so forward
that we had to explain to the Khan that we did
not require his company any longer. The fellow was
an utter puzzle, and I never found out his history. He
was too young to have been connected with the mutiny,
except as a mere boy.
We had already become aware that at whatever time
you may wish to start in Persia, you never get off till
two or three hours afterwards. Four o'clock had been
appointed, and it waa half-past six before we were en
route. For the first sixteen miles we passed through a
rich country at the base of the hills, every now and then
coming across the remains of what was evidently the
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road of Shah Abbas with an occasional brick bridge.
Then we began gradually to ascend through high but
thick jungle. It looked amagnificent country for game,
but we saw no signs of either beast or bird beyond a
few tracks of wild boar. A t last we reached Skirgau,
very prettily situated, with a river running to the right,
some open grassy ground 'along the road, and fine
forest on the left. Here we halted for about two hours,
while they sent to the village for fresh ponies.
Skirgau is 550 feet above Sari. We got very fair
ponies at this station, and pushed on to Ziraub, sixteen
miles. The road from Skirgau to Ziraub is one of the
most beautill that I ever travelled ; it 'ascends through
the most perfect woodland scenery that it is possible to
imagine. Giant trees interlaced with' splendid creepers,
deep dark dells revelling in every variety of the fern
tribe, box-trees its thick as a man's waist, wiih a
roaring stream dashing down the valley below, made
a scene which I had only seen equalled by some of the
mountain passes in Ceylon. How we gloried in that
ride. And how little did we think that not many weeks
would elapse before two of us would be ascending that
very path again, deprived, alas ! of our third cheery
companion ! The aneroid showed that we had ascended
1150 feet since leaving Skirgau. Before reaching Ziraub
we left the forest, and came upon open and cultivated
ground. We now had our first experience of a Persian
road. It was a mere track, now winding like a sheep
walk round a rocky ridge, now running down into the
marshy and cultivated fields below. I n some places
it was positively dangerous, and impressed us much.
A few weeks later, and we lodked upon it as a perfect
highway.
Ziraub was a wretched station. There were no horses
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at the post-house, and it was just getting dark; but,
determined to push on, we sent off for a guide and
ponies from the village. We could get nothing to eat,
but had some hard-boiled eggs and a few oranges with
us, on which we made our dinners, and managed
to concoct some tea. Then we lay down under a
shed, and had a short uncomfortable sleep. It was
a feverish-looking spot, and the valley was a succession
of rice-fields. A t about ten o'clock the ponies appeared,
and a guide. What a ride we had that night! We
could see nothing, but followed the guide in single
file, and gave the ponies their heads. The river was
roaring below us, and every moment we expected to be
tumbled into it. Sometimes the ponies missed their
footing, and only righted themselves with a struggle.
The road evidently ascended considerably, and it was
just daylight when we arrived at the next station,
Sufferabad (2500 feet, 25 miles), after scrambling along
a l l night.
The scenery had now changed. There was no longer
a semblance of forest, but high, rocky, barren, b d t i c
mountains, with s few scrubby dwarf shrubs. We hied
to get something to eat at this station, but after waiting
some time they could only produce three eggs; so we
again pushed on, and now commenced gradually ascending a pass. The last part, about thirteen miles from
Sufferabad, was very steep ; and when we reached the top
(6800 feet), the air was cool and refreshing, although
the sun was powerful. There was an old ruined
caravanserai to the left of .the road, while before us
extended large undulating plains, with high mouiltains
away to our right as far as the eye could reach. We
here got a first idea of the barren desert aspect of the
country that characterises the greater part of Persia, and
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through which, with but a few bright spots, we were to
wander for many months and for so many hundreds of
piles.
We halted for two hours at .the head of the pass,
and then pushed on for firoskoh, ten miles beyond.
W e came to the'post-house about three miles before
reaching Firoskoh, but, the ponies wanting shoeing,
we had to go into the town to get them shod. Our
appearance created quite a sensation, for few Europeans
had ever passed up this road. W e rode on about six
miles farther, and, as it was then quite dark, halted
for four hours in a village. It was very cold; so we
made a h e and lay down on some carpets in a large
court-yard of the principal house in the village, and had
a good sleep ; but could get nothing to eat except some
bread and the few oranges that were left. We started at
about two o'clock in the morning, and had a long tiring
march, descending a rocky barren pass, where we saw
a good many francolin, and some partridges and hares.
Gmid Gerome went shooting, but without success.
On arriving at Serbendan (thirty-six miles) we missed
the post-station, and went all round the village before
finding it.
This was a much better station. Carpets and cushions
were provided, and plenty of eggs; so Gerome set to
eame in to
work to manufacture an omelette, and Creport his discovery of a beautifully retired stream, where
we could bathe conveniently.
A h r breakfast and a rest, we again rode on to
Boomahoo (thirty-two miles), arriving there after dark.
We had now crossed the mountains and descended into
the plains: the road was most tedious, barren, and
uninteresting, constantly ascending and descending the
little spurs of the hills. We slept on the top of a house
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at Boomahoo, and started for Teheran (thirty-two miles)
the next morning. I was quite surprised when the
post-ponies arrived. Instead of the wretched sleepy
had a remarkbeasts we had been accustomed to, Cably good-looking grey, and I a well-shaped wiry little
bay, full of life and spirit. Carrying heavy saddle-bags
and a gun, I could not have been riding less than
eighteen stone ; yet my pony made nothing of it, and I
could scarcely hold him. The first twenty miles we did
at a fast pace, and then halted for breakfast. Close by
was a tempting pool surrounded by trees, and we could
not resist a bathe, although in the heat of the sun the
practice is dangerous.
Before us now lay a vast plaix-with, far away, something which looked like a large town. To our right
rose a most striking mountain (Elburz, 15,000 feet),
while in the distance the arid, flat country was dotted
with little green patches, marking the different villages
which surround Teheran. Lying right ~ d e Elburz,
r
in the far distance, were many such green spots. The
ponies were as fresh as ever, and the' road, though
stony, was fiat and good; so as they were very eager,
we let them go, and they galloped all the way into
Teheran without stopping. The heat was temfic, and
every now and then a scorching blaat came over the
plain as if the door of an oven had suddenly been
opened. A t last we saw the walls of Teheran before
us, and passing through a high gateway, where some
sleepy-looking Persian soldiers were on guard, entered
the town.
It was the middle of the day, and no one was about
We had left Gerome far behind, and could not find our
way. I n the distance, however, we caught sight of a
building that towered above the rest and looked the
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most important edifice in the town. " That mnst be the
Shah's palace," said I ; " we shall get some information
there; and we went towards it. There was a large
arched gateway, with most imposing iron gates. Judge
of our delight upon reaching that gateway to see two
letters carved in the s t o n n t w o letters that reminded
us of home, and England, and many other fond
R. !
memories, and told their story at a glance-V.
We knew we were at the British Legation. Riding
through a pretty but unfinished garden t o a handsome
but scarcely completed house, we soon made out that
the whole of the officials were away at Gulhek, eight
miles off, at the foot of Elburz. This village is nearly
1000 feet higher than Teheran, and much cooler. Here
are houses and gardens belonging to the Legation, and
to them everybody retires for the summer months.
But there was a servant left i n charge of the. house
at Teheran, who ushered us into a very nice billiardroom and produced bowls of sherbet and quantities of
ice. How we did enjoy that luxury !
I n the afternoon Captain Pearson, who, in the absence
of Major Smith, was in charge of the Indian telegraph,
and Dr. Baker, the medical &cer to the Legation, came
in. They 11ad heard of our arrival and brought a
message from Mr. Thomson, the minister, asking me
and Gwere to
to come to his house, while Cstay with them. I drove out with Dr. Baker along
a, very fair carriage-road to Gulhek, but only in the
neighbourhood of Teheran are there any such roads.
I n other parts of Persia wheeled vehicles are not to be
found.
Mr. Thomson's residence at Gulhek was very pleasantly situated in a large shady garden, and in front of
the house were two gigantic Indian tents, which formed
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the dining-room. I was most kindly received by bim
and by Mr. Smyth, the Secretary to the Legation. It
seemed quite strange to sit down again, dressed as in
England, to a good civilized dinner, and with ~ n g l i s h
faces around us. The next day I literally revelled in
rest. I sat in the large Indian tent, surrounded with
edpies of ' The Times,' and read up all the back news,
enjoying myself thoroughly in doing nothing.
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CHAPTER IV.
Gulhek-Proepecta of Sport-The Vermin of Pemia-Eaetmrn
Carpeta-Antiqua-Vigilant
Sentriea

Bazaars-

WE reached Gulhek on the 18th June, and for the &st
few days after our arrival indulged in entire repose. We
had heard nothing of our baggage a t Reshdt, but shortly
a note came from Captain Abbott, our Conaul there,
telling us that it was in his charge, and that he was
engaging a muleteer to transport it to Teheran, but
feared there would be a little delay.
Around Gulhek there are many similar villages, and in
these reside the members of the other Legatlbns, namely,
those of Russia, Austria, fiance and Turkey ; so there
is a considerable European society. Captain Pearson
and Dr. Baker lived together, and possessed a billiardtable ; and their hospitable house was a general resort of
an afternoon.
We had many m n g e m e n t s to ma.ke, servants to
engage, horses to buy, &c., &c. Hearing that there
was very fair shooting and excellent trout-fishing to
be had in the mountains, I determined to make our
way slowly towards the East a t a high elevation during
the great heats of July, and then to push on to Meshed
in August; &r that we should act as circumstances
might dictate.
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I had been so pleased with the postpony that
carried me into Teheran that I sent to buy him ;
but could not succeed for nearly a fortnight, and
when he did appear he had been terribly knocked
about. From some fancied resemblance to his great
namesake, I called him Cremorne, and he did credit
to the name. A better little animal never 'lived, nor
one more peculiar in his ways. On the plains he was
so fiery and impetuous that it mas difbcult to hold him,
but in the mountains he was lazy and as quiet as a
sheep. H e was an admirable shooting-pony, and, when
stalking in the mountains, I used to leave him for
hours by himself; and he never moved half-a-dozen
yards from the spot. He was very fast, and the most
untiring little animal I ever came across, and he could
scramble over places in the mountains where one would
have thought nothing but a goat could keep its footing.
Cbought a very handsome little animal, which he
also invested in a black
dubbed Macaroni, and G
pony of a very useful sort.
I engaged a servant named Shaab, who had previously
accompanied Sir F. Goldsmid on his trip along the PersoAfghan boundary, and had been in both Bombay and
England, and spoke Englieh fairly. H e was an Arab
by birth, but a Persian in address. His manners, indeed,
were excellent; but I was told that he had one great
failing-a love of enriching himself at his master's
engaged a man named Zenil Abdeen.
expense. GShaab was a great help to us, thoroughly understanding
as he did how to organize the Expedition; and we set
to work to find the necessary additional servants and
muleteers. When all calculations had been made, we
found that our train would be formidable. Servants
in Persia will not walk as in India; each man must
G
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have his mule. Thus, what with tents, guns, ammunition and supplies, we reckoned that our party would
require nineteen mules. Even the horse-keepers in
Persia have to be mounted, and they are a lazy, careless set, very different from their Indian prototypes.
And now, while the Expedition is organizing, let me
give some account of the preparations I had made for
sport.
From inquiries instituted in authoritative Persian
circles, it did dot appear that Persia was what may be
termed a good shooting-country. There were, I was
told, m o d o n and ibex on the mountains, red-deer in
the jungles of the low countries, and also tigers ; but the
jungles were reported to be so thick that to get either
of the latter was well-nigh impossible. There were wild
asses near Meshed on the plains ; partridges and small
game were generally to be found ; and in the winter enormous quantities of swans, geese, ducks and all kinds of
wild fowl swarmed on the large backwater at Enzelli.
My armament consisted of a double-barrelled No. 12
rifle by Laing, carrying 5 drachma of powder and a rather
heavy ball-the perfection of a useful rifle for all sorts
of game ; a Westley Richards Express ; my old shoulder
single-barrelled duck-gun No. 4, which carried a ball
beautifully up to eighty yards, and with 8 drachms of
powder would be a most formidable weapon for tigers;
and a double-barrelled No. 1 2 Purdey gun. I had also
a revolver of very large bore by Holland, somewhat heavy
until one got accustomed to it, the barrel and all the
works silvered with nickel. This is the greatest possible
comfort, as it entirely prevents rust. During the whole
Expedition one wore a revolver, just as constantly and as
naturally as a shirt. Night and day it never left my side,
and one never moved a step without it. And let me ad-
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vise anyone travelling in these wild countries to adopt the
same system. The fact of its being known that you are
never to be found unarmed produces a very salutary effect.
How difficult it is to find out beforehand what is most
useful in a strange country! I had knocked about
in most parts of the world, and had an idea that cheap
watches, and some ordinary breech-loading military rifles
would be useful as presents ; but was recommended not
to take them. They would have proved invaluable. I
had also made considerable preparations for fishing, and
brought both salmon and trout rods, and all their necessary adjuncts, together with a very large supply of flies
of all kinds ; besides clothes and boots, suitable for both
winter and summer, saddlery, and a small portable Indiarubber boat, intended for the ducks at Enzelli. We had
not forgotten supplies, of which the most useful were
Harvey and Worcester sauce, celery salt, and bakingpowder; and Whitehead's cakes of soup, pea and mulligatawny, which when mixed with Liebig's extract of meat
are excellent. Then we had a small chest of tools ; a large
box of instruments for surveying and taking observations,
and all sorts of articles likely to prove necessary. Multiply most of these things by three, add tents for the
servants, and an I n h tent which Captain Pearson lent
us for ourselves ; and the number of mules required will
not seem so extraordinary.
I shall never forget the opening of the box of supplies
on its arrival at Teheran. The jolting on the road &om
T i f h to Baku had produced the most disastrous results :
-baking-powder and Liebig, insect-powder and Worcester sauce, tea and broken bottles, were all mixed up
together into a compound impossible to describe. I had
been recommended to bring quantities of insect-powder,
but found it useless. The vermin of Persia are quite
a 2

.
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beyond insectpowder: you might as well try to put
out Vesuvius with a watering-pot. We soon gave it up
in despair, and made up our minds for the worst.
Our enjoyment of Teheran was soon rather disagreeably broken, for I was laid up with an attack of fever;
but, thanks to Dr. Baker's kind wre, quickly recovered.
had
Just as I was getting better, I heard that Cbeen taken ill with cholera, and, on going down to
see him, found that he was utterly prostrated. It wm
either cholera, or a form of Mazanderan fever, which
closely resembles it ; and, although he rallied quickly and
was soon about again, he evidently was completely shaken.
His fresh and cheery spirits, T fear, induced him to do
too much, for it was evident tbat he was sadly amiss.
Gand I used to go into Teheran sometimes,
hunting for Persian carpets and curiosities ; but the heat
was intense. No Eastern bazaars are more interesting
than those of Teheran, and anyone living there might
make a most valuable collection of Eastern antique
curiosities. One of the attach& to the French Legation,
who devoted. himself to this object, told me that he had
sent some rare specimens of ancient work to Parin. With
regard to Persian carpets, an impression prevails tbat
you have only to go to Persia to obtain them in profusion. This is quite true with regard to the commoner
qualities; but it is not so with the highest class of
carpets. These are only made for ministers or great
people about the Court, and fetch fabulous pfices. Yon
might -as well go into the shop of a London picturedealer and ask for a Guido ay expect to find one of the
highest class carpets in the shop of a bazaar-man of
Teheran. These fine carpets are of exquisite colouring
and workmanship. They are used for sitting, and not
for walking upon. The Miniwter of Finance had just
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died in difficulties, and some of his carpets were for sltle.
I bought one and GCtwo ; and some of our friends
at Telleran told us that, although they had been there so
many years, they had never seen any of higher quality.
W e also purchased some cnrious old knives and other
magnificent specimens of ancient handicraft in steel
and gold. The brass work of Persia is justly celebrated,
and the modern is quite as ingenious as the ancient.
Specimens, very judiciously selected by Major Smith,
R.E.,have recently been purchased for the Kensington
Museum. I saw them on my return to Teheran, and
presume they have arrived ere this.
While in Teheran, we had opportunities of seeing
something of the Persian soldiers, and Colonel A., an
Italian o&cer who superintends the drill of the troops
quartered there, gave me much useful information.
There are generally nine or ten battalion~~retained
in
the neighbourhood of Teheran, and these are in very fair
order, and well armed and equipped ; but the battalions
away in the provinces are usually in the most lamentable
condition. The men are of a fair class. The battalions
are from 800 to 900 strong, and, if properly officered,
would not be bad troops, for the Persians are hardy and
admirable marchers; in fact, no people in the world
can equal them in the latter quality. I will give
one or two examples. Once, when in the mountains,
sixty miles from Teheran, and 8000 feet above the sea,
I wanted to send a letter to the Legation. A youth
who offered to take it and bring an answer, started
about one o'clock in the afternoon of a Tuesday ; and
on the Wednesday I moved the camp seventeen miles
farther on. Late on Thursday night he was at the new
camp, after having been detained some hours at Teheran.
H e had done 137 nliles in a mountainous country in
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this time ! Again : once, when near Meshed, a man
arrived in camp with letters. H e was in the habit of
carrying them between Meshed and Teheran, and he
usually did the distance, 550 miles, in ten days.
The artillery at Teheran were not badly trained, but
they were carelessly turned out; and the calibres were
various. The Shah has also a camel corps, but no
regular cavalry. A t our Legation at Gulhek there used
always to be an infantry guard. The sentries amused
me much. On going out of the gate, one generally
found the sentry in a light and easy costume, cooking.
On seeing me, he would make a rush for his rifle, put on
his sheep-skin cap, usually hind part before, and immediately " present arms."
During this visit to Teheran the Shah was in Europe,
and it was curious in the evening, at dinner, to get by
the telegraph a report of his doings that day in London,
together with any other events of an interesting nature.
Mr. Thomson had kindly arranged that I should go into
Teheran with him and pay a visit to the head of the
Government, and thus have an opportunity of seeing the
palace ; but I was too unwell with fever to attempt it.
The sport in the immediate neighbonrhood of Gulhek
w a ~of the poorest description, consisting only of a
few quails and hares; but we were told that on the
top of Elbum, only eight hours' ride, there were moufflon and ibex in abundance, and the megaloperdrix, or
great partridge, a magnificent bird, but rather rare.
All the baggage had arrived from Reshdt, and our preparations were completed. We received many warning
reports of the difficult.ies and dangers on our route,
but I am afraid they did not make a deep impression
upon us ; and, all being reported ready, we determined
to start for the mountains.

CHAPTER V.
Elburz-Reduction of our party-The Dooab-Wellaterood-LonlaShemaha-The Gargerood-The h-Tront-fiahing.

AT five o'clock on the morning of July 13th, we got
under weigh, and soon commenced the ascent of Elburz.
The road or track was execrable, hut Cremorne and the
other ponies were as sure-footed as mules. Bare, desolate
rock, nothing could be more uninteresting except for the
glorious view of the plains below as we rapidly ascended
to a great height. By eleven o'clock we were 10,000
feet above the level of the sea, but the mountain still
towered above us ; and about 2000 feet higher we crossed
the head of the pass. Elburz was still nearly 1000
feet above to our right; and below us we observed a
large circular plain, that looked aa if it had once been
a great crater, for there were volcanic-looking hills all
round it. Patches of snow were about the high peaks,
but none on this plain.
Finding a stream of water, we pitched our tent near
it. The aneroids showed 11,900 feet above the sea. It
was Sunday, so we co111d not shoot ; but I determined to
go for a walk to survey the country, and look for signs of
game. I soon ascended some of the hills, but they were
heart-breaking to a deer-stalker. It seemed as if i t had
rained little stone tiles ; the whole country was covered
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with them ; and as you walked they rattled against each
other with a musical tinkling sound. It was impossible
to avoid it. I picked my steps with the greatest care
imaginable, but the result was exactly the same. I had
not gone more than a mile, when I suddenly became
aware of the same tinkling sound high up on a mountain to my left. I had never seen moufflon, and it is
curious how difficult it is at first to detect an animal to
whose colour and shape you are unaccustomed. After
looking: for some little time, I made out seven monfflon
on a mountain above. They had seen me and were
making off. I followed them, although without a gun,
for I wanted to watch their habits, and had not gone
very far when a scurry amongst the loose rocks to the
right attracted my attention, and twelve monfflon
dashed past within about 400 yards' distance. This
was decidedly encouraging. I now ascended the high
mountains in front of me. The herd first- disturbed
had joined some others, and I counted more than
forty passing over the sky-line. I had imagined that
moufflons would more resemble sheep in appearance,
but found them to be thoroughly of the deer tribe.
The horns are somewhat like those of a ram, only not
so curved, and utterly unlike those of the Ovis Ammon
of India or the Big Horn of America.
As evening came on, I turned my steps homewards
and trudged back to camp. The walking was most
difficult, and I little knew how much my fever had
pulled me down until utterly exhausted. Struggling
on, I a t length saw the tents not two miles below,
but could only stagger along a few hundred yards
a t a time. Some snow refreshed me a little, and
by dint of frequent halts I got in to camp. GIadministered a strong jorum of brandy-and-water, and
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I found he had another patient.
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Poor
was
suffering from fever consequent on his recent attack.
This was a bad beginning ; but the cold was intense,
and we were much in hopes that a few days of this
pure mountain air might work wonders. But the
night was so bitter that we determined to move on
and descend to ground some 3000 feet lower the next
day.
Jdy 14th. -G---- was better in the morning,
but not well enough to shoot; so he rode on with
the mules to pitch the camp, while Gand I went
off with our rifles after the m o d o n I had seen the
evening before. We had not gone far when we stumbled
across a shepherd watching a herd of sheep and goats,
and persuaded him to come with us. Our guide evidently knew what he wru~about; but made us follow
him in entirely a different direction, where he said we
were certain to find sport.
After descending about 2000 feet below the site of
our morniug's camp, we ascended the mountains on the
other side. A t last we came to what our stalker
evidently considered a likely spot, and as of course we
had our glasses with us we sat down and spied. We
soon sighted a single ibex, but he had evidently seen the
ponies and was making off ; and at length we reached the
top of the ridge. Here our guide said we must leave
the ponies and follow him. As we could not both go,
on account of the horses, we tossed up, and G---- won.
He went off with our guide, and I stayed behind and
revelled in the lovely view. Below me was a precipice of
about 2000 feet, and I looked down nearly 8000 feet
into a green valley, with a little stream running through
it. Lower still lay Teheran, a mere patch to view, and
the villages about it seeming like green spots in the
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distance,; and far away towards the south stretched an
endless barren desert plain until it was lost in the haze.
A s I gazed, and thought of the fiery scorching blasts
that were sweeping over those sandy wastes, how I
drank in the cold pure air of the mountains and enjoyed
the feeling of returning health !
Gwas away about an hour, and came back with
the information that they had seen'three different lots
of m o d o n , and that he had managed to get two &oh,
but at long distances and without result. Mounting
our ponies, we rode along the ridge for about a mile, when
we again dismounted. Gnow watched the horses
while I went off with our guide. He was very valuable,
for difficult as it is when deer-stalking in Scotland for a
stranger to have any idea of the different currents of
wind, it was far more difficult here. We wandered on for
some distance without seeing any thing, until suddenly
my guide stopped and crouched. About 700 yards
from us was a small doe lying down; and on getting
out my glass I could descry the horns of a nice buck
just below her. The wind was apparently all right, but
it was most awkward stalking, for there were no large
rocks between us and them, and the whole mountain
side was one mass of those wretched noisily musical
stones. It was slow work, for we had to pick our steps
most carefully, and even then a sudden rattling clatter
would bring one's heart into one's mouth.
We took advantage of a little undulation in the
ground, and after a slight detour, the wind being aferent for a short distance, gradually and cautiously
raised our heads, until we saw the tips of the doe's
ears twitching, about 250 yards off. I was anxious
to get nearer, and we had lost sight of the buck, but
knew of course from the position of the doe that he
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was undisturbed ; so, motioning my guide to stop, I
crept cautiously on. Those next fifty yards were most
critical, but I got safely over them into a little hollow
that concealed me. I could now again just detect the
horns of the buck ; and found that I must creep
farther on in order to get a view of any part of his
body ; but the ground was hopeless, and sfter getting
about twenty yards nearer I saw there was no chance of
approaching farther unobserved. Still I could only just
see the base of his horns. There was nothing more to
be done ; so, rising to a kneeling position, I gave a
slight whistle. In an instant the doe was on her legs,
and in another moment up jumped the buck, presenting
a nice long shot. The echo of the little ' Express' rang
out amongst the rocky cliffs, and as the smoke cleared
the little doe was galloping wildly down the mountain
side ; but the buck's heels were in the air, and he was
lying stone-dead with a ball through the neck. My
guide, a Mahomedan, dashed off with my knife, under
the pretence that it was still alive, to cut its throat.
This was a successful first stalk, but I saw at once, by
the nature of the ground, that one would usually have to
rest content with very long shots. This is always most
unsatisfactory. One often reads in books of great sporting characters who invariably kill their deer dead at
250 and 300 yards. It has been my lot to shoot with
some of the best sportsmen and best rifle shots in the
world, and I never have seen this accuracy. On the
contrary, when these long shots have to be taken, a
number of animals often go away wounded, and there is
nothing so distressing to a true sportsnlan as thus to
cause unnecessary and useless suffering.
It was the first shot I had fired at game with my
little ' Express,' and it had certainly made a terrible
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wound. I was, in fact, not accustomed to shoot with
an Express, and must confess, that with all the power
they occasionally show, I would rather have a larger
bore for dangerous game. We constantly hear arguments as to which is the best calibre for large animals.
My experience is that there is no rule for this, and that
it depends upon the strength of the man. My advice
would be to use as large a calibre as you can manage comfortably, without suffering too much from the recoil ; but
never to decrease your charge of powder in order to use a
larger bore. A t big game I would never .use a No. 12
with less than five drachms of powder, or six a t the
least for a No. 10. I cannot myself manage a No.
10, although tolerably strong, and therefore always
use 12-bores, which I believe to be the most useful
handy size for an ordinary man. With these I have
killed elephants, bears, bisons, and all sorts of large
game in different parts of the world ; but without any
question the larger the bore, provided there is an equivalent charge of powder, the more likely are you to stop
the rush of a dangerous animal. I shall always remember with respect the marvellous effect produced in
our elephant-hunting excursions i n Ceylon by the ponderous weapons which my brother, S& S. Baker, generally used; but not one man in a thousand wuld have
managed them. I shall not easily forget the result
when, in a desperate chase, a gun-bearer by mistake
handed me his spare rifle instead of mine, and when I
fired both the elephant and myself were prostrated at the
same moment !
W e had the greatest trouble to get the buck down
the rocky hill to a spot to which the ponies could come.
A t last we succeeded; and, strapping it on to Cremorne, trudged down tlie mountain in the direction of
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our new camp. C-,
not finding a good campingground, had gone on farther than we expected. Captain
and Mrs. Pearson had promised to pay us a visit, and
soon after our arrival they appeared, having ridden from
Teheran that day-a very long ride for a lady. It
was a very pretty camp, a small stream running in
front, almost too small to fish but full of trout, though
not of any size. That night we had fresh trout and
m o d o n steaks for dinner ; and until you have tasted
trout fresh from the streams in the Persian mountains,
you do not know this fish. Talk of Loch Leven ! Its
trout are not to be named in the same breath with those
of Shiristanik and the Lar.
We determined to devote the next day to fishing on
the Dooab river; so we started early in the morning
with Captain and Mrs. Pearson, and after a ride of about
eight miles reached the main river, a beautiful stream ;
the trout, however, were not in a rising mood. We had
but little sport therefore ; but it was a very pleasant picnic, for the scenery was most lovely. During our absence
the camp was moved to some higher ground, four miles
nearer to our first camp on the mountain, as Captain and
Mrs. Pearson were going back the next day, and it would
make their ride easier. Poor Cwas still very unwell
and not improving. Starting early the next day, we
rode back with our friends to the site of our first mountain camp, where we breakfasted. We found that this
was the best ground for shooting, and that the height of
the mountains and the distances were so great that i t
was impossible to combine shooting with fishing.
We had an unsuccessful stalk after moufflon before the
and I started in difPearsons left ; and afterwards GCferent directions, agreeing to make our way beak to the
tent on the lower ground independently. I had a bad day,
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and shot nothing ; and, to make matatters worse, discovered
that Cremorne bad thrown a shoe; so, as no one was
with me, I made my way homewards until I reached a
neck of the mountains, from which the tent was visible,
lying about a couple of thousand feet right below me.
There was a little narrow zigzag path which led down
the nearly perpendicular side of the mountain, and, as it
was so narrow that it was awkward to lead the pony, I
let him go and drove him before me. We had descended
nearly half way, and had come to a part where the
mountain was a little less steep, when to my horror
Cremorne suddenly left the zigzag and walked like a
goat along the almost precipitous side of the hill. I
thought every minute that he must roll to the bottom,
but he scrambled on for about ten yards, and then stood
quietly munching some herbs that grew from the rocks.
A t first I was under the impression that where the
pony could go a man could certainly follow ; but I was
quickly undeceived, for, on attempting it, I had the
narrowest escape of making a sudden descent. I tried
again, but, although I lay flat against the side of the
rock, and clung to any little projection, it waa perfectly
hopeless. Yet there stood provoking Cremorne within
thirty feet of me,,looking as calm and unconcerned as
if he were upon a dead level. I tried coaxing, but it
was useless ; Cremorne looked at me stolidly, but moved
not. The situation was so absurd, and I was so
helpless, that I burst out laughing. There was no
chance of the pony's nloving farther on, for it became a
perfect precipice. I now examined the ground below,
and found that, about ten yards beneath the point
where he was standing, there was a little ledge along
which I could just crawl on all fours. So, as a
last resource, I went up the zigzag until quite above
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him, and then pelted him with small ~tones. B s liking such treatment, he at last scrambled down until
he got on to the ledge. Having accomplished this, I
with great difliculty made my way to him and brought
back the truant. There never was such a pony for
making his way over bad ground. Lest he should
repeat the operation, I had to ride him down the mountain all the rest of the way.
Cwas not so well, and, although I would not
yet tell him so, I began to fear that his health would
never stand a11 the trying ordeals which I knew we had
before us.
The next day GIand I started with the small tent
for the higher ground, as we found it such hard work to
climb about 3000 feet every day before reaching our
shooting-ground. As we were ascending the mountain,
we heard a shot, and on looking with the glasses saw
two men who had evidently just killed a mou5on.
I t turned out to be our old %end the shepherd and his
brother, and we engaged them to come with us the next
day, and during the whole time we remained on the
mountains. It was a bitterly cold night, and we could
not keep ourselves warm. It blew so, too, that what
with the diiliculty of keeping up a fire and the high
elevation, it was no easy matter to get boiling water for
the jorum of hot grog with which we endeavoured to
comfort ourselves. Our camp, be it remembered, was
11,900 feet above the sea
Early the next morning we heard an outcry amongst
the servants, and on rushing out were just in time to
see a herd of ibex passing down the ravine within a
hundred yard8 of our tents; but there was no time to
run back for the rifles. Soon after daybreak, however,
we started off; and my account of this day will show
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that sport, like life, has its gloomy and unfortunate aa
well as its bright and successful features.
We had not proceeded more than a mile from the camp
when we suddenly saw the horn-tips of an ibex, over some
rising ground not 400 yards fiom us. Unfortunately, I
had taken out a horsekeeper that day, which was quite
unnecessary with Cremorne, and had left him about
half a mile down the hill, with strict injunctions not
t o move from that spot. On seeing the horns I
stooped down, and, signing to the shepherd, we crept
quietly towards a large rock which stood by itself in a
sort of broad gulley, and made an excellent hiding-place.
The ibex wae feeding towards us, and the wind was
just right. W e waited patiently, and presently four
magnificent buck ibex appeared. I made certain that
I should get a perfect shot, when suddenly, a small
herd of moufflon showed themselves to our right front,
also moving slowly towards us. This w a annoying,
as it was evident I should have to fire at those that
came up first, and I wanted the ibex. Both herds,
however, came feeding on at the same distance, and
they had got within about 260 .yards when, suddenly,
the leading ibex raised his head in evident alarm.
I was utterly puzzled, for I had never moved and he
was not looking in my direction ; but I saw there was
not a moment to be lost, and, judging the elevation, I
fired, and heard the satishctory thud of the ball which
told that the buck was h i t ; yet he dashed off with the
others. On looking back to see what had given the
alarm, I perceived the horsekeeper coming along with
Cremorne, and singing. This was too much! Intead of running after the buck, I made a dash at the
horsekeeper. I suppose my aspect sl~owedanger, for
he turned, and bolted as hard as he could go. The
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shepherd had gone to look a h r the buck, and on
running u p - I saw it lagging far behind the others,
but getting over 'the rocky ground much faster than
we could follow. It had been hit too low. I had
jhdged the distance at two hundred yar&, but on
stepping i t found that it was two hundred and sixty.
The shepherd, who was as nimble as a goat, declared
that the wounded buck could not go far, and dashed
down after him.
It was curious how soon one missed wounded deer
on this ground. Running fast was impossible, as the
sides of the mountains were nothing but small pieces
of rock piled on each other, which gave way and rolled
over at every step. At last, giving up the search as
useless after a long pursuit, we. returned to the high
ground and began to make our way to the extreme peak
of Elburz. There was a little projecting rock which
commanded a considerable extent of country, and I
was just pulling out my glass to spy, when right
below me, only about 600 yards off, stood three ibex.
Such animals ! One old buck was simply magnificent ;
never had I seen anything like him ! His companions
were large, but he was twice their size, and with his
long black hair and splendid cimeter-shaped horns, he
looked a thorough monarch of the glen. I crouched and
lay quite still, watching him with eager eyes. It was
hopeless to try to stalk him from where we stood, for we
should be exposed all the way, and the wind. would be
wrong directly we got lower down the hill. But to my
delight, he began pawing among the stones, which is
the u s d preface to lying down in the heat of the
day. Only twenty yards from where he was pawing,
&re stood a small rock, and to this it was evident at
a glance, from the nature of the ground, that we could
a

make our way unseen and with the wind in the right
direction: As there would be plenty of time, we lay
still and waited patiently. Presently down he lay, and
soon &rwards the others followed suit. Fort.mately, the
big buck was lying nearest to the rock. I never met with
a more perfect chance of success. We now crept quietly
back, and began to make a circuit on the other side of
the hill. About half a mile below stood Cremorne and
the horsekeeper ; but suddenly, to my horror, the old
shepherd bawled out to the latter not to follow us.
It was too late to stop him, and he declared the ibex
would not hear; but on returning I saw the old buck
and his companions tearing down the hill in a state of
frantic alarm. This was trial number two, and rather
hard for one day.
We now noticed some eagles soaring ominously over
a certain spot about two miles distant, and my guide
declared that the wounded buck was dead. However, as it involved a descent of about 2000 feet, I
thought I would let him go down and explore, iustructing him to meet me again on the top of Elburz. I saw
Gstanding close to Cremorne, and went down to
speak to him. Whilst we were talking, h herd of
moufflon, disturbed from the mountains, galloped over
the open ground not very far from us. I jumped on to
Cremorne, and, riding as fast as possible down a gulley
where I thought there might be a chance of cutting them
06just got a long shot-about 260 yards-as they ran
past. The buck I fired a t gave a bound, but I was not
quite sure at the time whether I had hit it, until following on I came upon the blood track; but there was no
chance of getting it. I now rode up to the highest point
of Elburz and waited for the shepherd. Soon I heard
the little tinkling sound that the moufflon always made
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in moving over the loose stones, and saw a very small
doe that had evidently been alarmed by the shepherd.
Suddenly she stopped, and on looking with my glasses
I spied a fine buck ibex lying down. She soon bolted
away, but he remained. Leaving Cremorne, I stalked
him, but found it would be hopeless to think of getting
nearer than 200 yards; so I took the shot at this
distance, breaking his leg high up at the shoulder, yet
he beat me easily, and though I followed him for an
hour it was useless. This was bad luck-three wounded
bucks in one day; and I almost made a vow I would
take no more long shots. It was distressing to wound
the poor beasts in this way. As I was making my way
back I flushed three megaloperdrix. They were the
first we had seen-magnificent birds, almost the size of
a capercailzie. I had to cross a patch of frozen snow
about half a mile long and almost 100 yards across;
but, although on a slope, I hoped to make my way
by sticking my hunting-knife into the snow and using
it as a kind of drag. For about twenty yards I got on
very well, but then began to go quicker and quicker,
notwithstanding all my efforts to check myself, and I
had a tremendous fall where the snow ended. With
a knife in one hand and a rifle in the other, it was not
pleasant. Fortunately the ground was sofi and muddy,
and I did not hurt the rifle.
On our return to =mp we found that C-,
experiencing no improvement in health, had determined to
return to Teheran. Sorry as I was thus early to lose our
genial, good-hearted companion, I was only too dehghted
that he should again be under proper medical care. I
feared that our parting would not be a temporary one,
for it was quite evident that his health was shattered, and
that to attempt the trying journey that we had before us
H 2
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in his condition would be madness. We continued
to shoot in this neighbourhood, and a few days afterwards heard that Dr. Baker had refused to allow him
to think of proceeding, and had ordered him to return
to England. It was sad thus to lose one of our party,

,

just as we were starting upon our Expedition.
aand I now remodelled our camp to the
requirements of two instead of three. abought
Macaroni, G - - 2 s excellent pony ; I purchqed a very
useful little iron-grey ; and C---.kindly left his rifle
with GC-.
We shot on these high grounds until the 24th July.
I had determined to make our way by the Dooab across
the mountains to the Lar river. This course would
enable us to see new ground and pass through the U s ,
instead of returning to Teheran and taking the road
thence to the Lar. Our first march was to a lovely spot
in the prettiest part of the Dooab ; but the fishing was
very indifferent. W e remained here until the 26th.
Along the banks of the Dooab we found, what ia not
very uncommon in Persia, namely, a good road for some
miles, but with no approaches to it at either end. Following this for about six miles from our camping-ground,
we then struck off into the mountains to a village called
Wellaterood, altogether about fourteen miles. The road
was reported good, but the last eight miles of thi4
village-path were abominable. It was a mere track on
the sloping side of a mountain, generally not more than
about eight inches wide. I n some places even this had
slipped away, and we had to scramble the ponies along
the steep side of the mountain for two or three yards
before recovering the track. How the mules with their
loads managed, I cannot conceive. Two did come to
grief, and fell over into the river below.
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W e remained at Wellaterood until the 29th, as we
heard there wassgood shooting in the mountains, but
found little sport. Amending one of the highest peaks,
from which we had a magnificent view, we were enabled
to map out the country, for no one at Teheran had been
by this road before. Each day 'we struck up the
mountains to different points, bnt with poor result..
Our camp was in a pretty valley by the side of a bright
little streah from which the natives extracted trout, but
the fish would not rise to the fly. On returning to camp
one evening we heard Gerolne having a regular battue.
H e fbed about thirty shots and brought in mie partridge.
The h t day, Gand I went both up and down the
sides of mountains which were so precipitous that I have
ever since wondered how m y ponies could manage to
keep their footing. The ascent at last became so steep
that they could go no further, and we feared to dismount
lest we should roll them down the mountain in doing
so. A t length, with great care, we succeeded in finding
a high bunch of grass that gave a slight foot-hold, and
the ponies then scrambled the rest of the way a b r
us. There never were such clever animals in difficult
ground.
On the 29th we marched to a village called Loula,
about thirty miles off. On the way we passed a broad,
well-cultivated valley, and, near a village called Shemsha,
came upon a seam of coal cropping up from the ground.
Iron-stone was abundant in the same locality, but not
very rich apparently. We could see other coal-seams on
the sides of the mountains, and were told that small
loads are sometimes sent down to Teheran; but there is
only a mule-track, and, although cod is abundant, this
valley is not worked. Persia is rich in mineral wealth ;
but the absence of roads is the curse of the country.
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Thewhole traffic is carried on by mules on the mountains, and mules and camels on the plains, no wheeled
carriages existing. Thus nothing is developed, and the
country is in a state of stagnation.
The next day we marched to the Lar river, about
thirty-two miles. We followed the course of the
h g e r o o d for some distance through a fertile valley,
and by a far better road than usual ; then we ascended a
pass of 10,000 feet in height ; and afterwards looked
down into the valley of the Lar. This pasa marked
the watershed from which the Uargerood runs into
the plains south of the great mountain m g e , while
the Lar runs into the ,Caspian to the north. I n the
valley of the Gtargerood there were numeroua villages,
with much cultivation. I n the valley of the Lar there
was no cultivation, and only the black tents of the
nomads, who migrate there in the summer with their
flocks and herds, and seek the lower grounds in the
winter. When we reached the Lar valley we found but
a small stream, and just below us, in and about it, we
came upon an excited group of twenty or thirty men and
boys engaged in a curious system of fishing. They had
made a dam of stones across the river, and so turned
the mass of the main stream into a new channel. The
shallow wavierbelow, only two or three inches deep, was
full of trout, which could just swim, but not without being
seen. The men were armed with sticks, and whenever a
trout moved they gave chase and knocked it on the head.
Each man had some five or six pounds' weight of trout,
and the sport caused immense excitement.
I was surprised to find the river so small, but on
moving on about a mile we =me upon the main stream,
issuing out of the rocky side of themountain. It was a
beautiful sight. Clear as crystal, the river came foaming
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out of the rock, not through a cavern or channel that it
was possible to enter, but bursting fort11 like a gigantic
spring, and dashing into the valley a full-grown river.
We trudged along by its side for about ten miles, every
minute expecting to reach the camping-ground that
had been indicated to us. A t last we reached the
junction of two streams, which brought a very considerable influx of water, and below lay the Lar fishinggrounds of which we had heard such cheering accounts
in Teheran. What a lovely river for fishing it was!
Sometimes so deep and rapid and narrow that you
could throw a fly across it, at other places so broad
that you could barely reach the middle. It was
just perfection in every way; running through a broad
rocky valley with bare grim peaks on either side, while.
straight in front, with broad pyramidal b a e and snowy
top, rose Demavend, the great mountain of Persia, 20,000
feet in height. Add to this a magnificent climate,
perfectly cool in the great heats of summer, and you
have a fisherman's paradbe. The temptation was too
strong to be resisted ; and a h r selecting a good spot for
the tents on a grassy-green plateau, I put up my rod and
rushed down to the river, wondering whether this also
would prove deceptive, like the Dooab. But, no ! A t
my first throw I had a nice trout; and, when they came
to tell me that the tent wae all prepared and dinner
ready, I had fifty-six as pretty little fish as one could see.
Oh ! ye epicures, take a trip to Persia ; stimulate your
appetites by the fresh air of these mountain-tops, and
then tell me if ever you ate a fish to compare with a Lar
trout that only an hour before was in his native stream.
What pleasant days we passed by the side of that
beautifid river ! Captain and Mis. Pearson soon paid
us another visit, accompanied by Mr. Ellis, who was
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travelling in Persia, and by Mr. Smyth, the Secretary
to the Legation. Mrs. Pearson was a most successful
fisherwoman, and the time paased so happily that we
all grew quite sad when they were obliged to return to
Teheran and wish us a final good-bye. But human
nature is never satisfied. The trout seldom ran more
than about a pound, and we had hopes that by descending the river we might find larger fish; so, when our
friends had gone, we struck our camp and moved about
nine miles lower down, right to the foot of Demavend.
Such a lovely a m p I selected ! for here another stream
came foaming down from the mountains and, joining the
Lar under some high over-shadowing rocks, had worn
a hollow and created a long pool some ten or twelve feet
deep. Then the river dashed on through high rocky
cliffs, winding about amongst great boulders and forming
pools and rapids dear to the heart of a true angler ; whilst
above the point of junction there rose a small rocky
plateau of about a hundred feet in height, which commanded the whole view, and straight in front stood
Demavend, towering up to the skies, yet seen from base
to top in all his grandeur. And our small camp, when
pitched upon the plateau, added another pretty feature.
How striking was the view as we returned of an
evening from our fishing ! The sun just setting in the
west and throwing brilliant hues over the cold, rugged
peaks,-the
lovely river winding about and dashing
over the rocks, with the white tents suddenly appearing
on their picturesque site,-formed a scene never to be
forgotten. This is one of the most pleasant remembrances of Persia How few there are !
I had my rod with me, and in five minutes was at
the deep pool. At the first throw, out darted a fish of
about n pound and a half, and I had him on. I always
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fished with a light troutirod and fine tackle, and these
plucky Lax ,fish, h,a perfect condition, would give some
trouble before they found their way into the landing-net.
I n three throws I had three more fish of nearly e q d
size, but then they grew more w a y ; so I left the water
alone for a time. I believe that pool was bewitched, for
every day I used to try it and always get one fish,
after which the next I hooked invariably got away.
By the time the tent was pitched, in rode a mounted
man with a letter from Teheran; and, as we wanted
some supplies, we eent in a mule with return letters and
a dozen of trout, all over a pound and some nearly two.
We afterwards heard that they were delivered at the
Legation (My miles) in time for breakfast the next
morning. How we did fish ! The trout ran much larger
than they were higher up the stream, though not often
above two pounds. I had been told to bring very small
fie8 out .toPersia, but this was a great mistake. Here
I used to fish with s e t r o u t flies, and with much better
results, for I hooked more fish, lost fewer, and was not
bothered with the small fry. A brown fly, with rather
bright tail and body, was generally the most killing.
We used to fish from early morning until about eleven
o'clock; then the trout would rarely rise much until
three, when we &d
out again and fished until dark.
After dark I never rose a fish, although I tried constantly. I will not weary my reader with each day's
sport during the time we remained at this beautifid camp,
but wiU only give a general description. I used to be
accompanied by Abbas, a tent-pitcher with sporting propensities, whom, however, I never could get to use a
landing-net. Abbas's impression seemed to be that he
ought to hit at the trout with it, and many a nice fish has
he knocked off for me ; but his intentions were excellent.

,
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We sallied out soon after daybreak, and f i s t fished
the pool with the result already described. Then for a
quarter of a mile the river was very rapid, and I only
picked up a fish or two here and there ; but apound trout
would whisk out twenty yards of line before you could
get a pull at him. Then a little lower down there was a
charming spot, and by jumping fkom boulder to boulder
you found yourself in the middle of the river, with the
water rushing down all around you. Just in the eddies
of those bouldere many a nice trout would lie ; and,
when you did get a big one, it was no child's play, for
he was out in the strength of the stream in a moment,
and your winch whistled away without ceasing until he
found himself in the slacker water some thirty yards
below; and then to get him up again against that
stream wanted delicate handling.
Below this was a deep dark pool, but with a sandy
sort of bank shelving down to it. Here there was
scarcely any stream, but from that hole one evening I
pulled out more trout than I could have believed it
possible to catch at one spot. For about twenty minutes
the trout seemed to be possessed, and at every throw
I had two or three on. I did not attempt to play
them, but, gradually dropping the point of the rod and
running away from the water, towed them up the shelving
sand ; and it.is wonderfid what large fish you may land
in this way with light tackle. But then you must have
the shelving bank. Three times I landed all three fish,
and I cannot remember how often I got two.
Below this, again, was a charming pool, which would
have been just the place for a salmon had there been
salmon so high up the river. Here I usually had to
wade, but always got some large trout. A little lower
down, about a mile and a half from our camp, the river
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ran in a dark deep channel, not twenty feet broad,
between two sheer precipitous rocks, and here I always
had to retrace my steps, for there was no way of passing. Curious, however, to know what was beyond, I one
day scrambled up the mountain, and at length espied a
deep valley, through which the river ran for about hdf
a mile before passing out through a similar place. Rut
into this valley there was no path. Not even the nomad
shepherds with their mixed flocks of goats and sheep
appeared to make their way into it. By dint of reconnoitring I at last &covered a passage, and with some
difficulty descended. The river, aRer issuing from the
cleft in the rocks, widened out into a broad pool, and
then divided into two h n e l s for a couple of hundred
.yards ; and juet where these joined again there seemed a
likely spot.
At my b t throw, up rose a fish of about three pounds ;
but he was lightly hooked and was off in a moment;
and &r that, although at every throw great big fellows,
running two, three, and four pounds, would come up and
have a look at the fly, they would not really take it. At
last, in despair, I moved some way lower down ; here I
rose a good four-pound fish, and he was not pricked, so
I waited a minute or two and threw over him again. I n
an instant I had h i on; but at that moment, to my
vexation, a fish of about two pounds took the tail fly,
and my four-pounder soon got off, while I only landed
the smaller one. There was a weird look and feeling
about thia valley. One felt that no European foot had
ever before trodden it ; but the trout ran so much larger
than in any other part of the whole river Lar that I
christened it the Happy Valley. A little lower down
there was a shelving shore. I was done, and had to
wade to get to the next part of the stream. Here I got
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several moderate-sized fish, but 6Bally hooked one of
nearly three pounds; and after a really good fight had
him lying upon the grass.
Every morning I caught &om Gfty to sixty fish, and
generally about the same number in the afternoon. Our
whole camp lived on trout, and we had to devise many
different ways of cooking them, by way of variety.
Boiled trout, fried trout, curried trout, pickled trout,
stewed trout, were all tried in turn, until at last I hit
upon an excellent dish-tmut pie.
Try it, good reader.
Put a beefsteak at the bottom of the pie-dish (we
could only get mutton). Above this place your trout,
unboned, but with the h e a and tails cut off. Add
quantities of hard-boiled eggs, pepper and salt, and other
condiments ; then 6ll up with some strong stock ; put a
paste over and bake slowly (our oven was primitive) ;
and you will have a dish fit for a king, and far superior
to those four-and-twenty blackbirds recorded in the history of our younger days.
But a l l my readers are not fishermen, so I must e'en
put up my rod, and, leaving this lovely spot, push forward again on our long and weary journey.
t

CHAPTER

VI.

ON the 12th A u p t we moved from h junction. I
intended to follow the course of the river for a considerable distance, as it seemed but little known, and then to
cross the mountains by Foulad Meihrtla to Sharood.
We should thus be slowly getting on our way, at the
same time mapping out a little-known country, and
avoiding the heat of the plains. I was &o anxious to
learn if there were salmon in the Lar lower down, aa I
had heard it reported. We knew that about sixteen
miles down the Lar there was a bridge, and as our muleteer, Meshidi Hastan, had gone to Teheran on business,
it w a arranged that he was to meet us at that spot.
We were in hopes that the rule in fishing hitherto, viz.,
that the trout ram larger as we descended the river,
would hold good; but we did not find this tq be the
case on asriving at Lar Bridge, for although we caught
plenty of fish we found none above a pound.
We waited for Meshidi Hassan until the 16th, and
then marched on seventeen miles to the hot springs
Ab-i-Gum, on the slopes of Demavend. After riding
about ten miles we came to some curious sulphur springs,
Ab-i-Aske, which have a great reputation with the
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Persians for their efficacy in cutaneous diseases. A
regular town has grown up around them, full of Persian
lodging-houses ; it is, in fztct, a regular Persian watering
place. We had to ascend about 2000 feet between this
place and Ab-i-Gurm. The hot spring here was very
remarkable. It issued from the rock in a rapid stream
through a stone channel that had been made for it,
about three feet wide ; it was so hot that you could only
just dip your finger into it for an instant without its
being scalded. The effect of this water upon the skin is
supposed to be very great. The stream runs through
a filthy dirty clzannel into a small pond full of black
mud, and to this pond come people from all parts of
Persia who are fitted with cutaneous diseases. A part
of the stream is diverted through a small bath ; but the
black muddy pond appeared to be the favourite resort.
I had intended to march the next day, but in the
evening Shaab headed a deputation from all our followers, begging that we would halt a day in order that
they might have a thorough bath and make other preparations for their journey ; to which petition, as the men
h& behaved well, I agreed. And now that we have
regularly started on our route, let me give a description
of our party.
First there came Gerome. As Gerome and Shaab
rather clashed, and as it was absolutely necessary, from
his knowledge of Persian and of the people, that Shaab
should be head servant for the present, Gerome always
took charge of the transport department, while Shaab
was responsible for supplies. Shaab was my personal
servant; Zenil Abdeen wm G-'s.
Then there was
Abdoollah the cook, and Aboo Cassim, his assistant, who
looked after plates, knives, forks, and utensils ; then Said
Mati and Abbas, the two tentipitchem, and three horse-
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keepers. Meshidi Haasan, a most cheery little muleteer,
owned our nineteen mules, and had four assistants under
him ; so that our whole party mustered seventeen people.
Shaab was mounted on a very good Arab of his own, and
looked a much greater swell than his master, and Gerome
rode one of the spare ponies.
A t Ab-i-Gurm I tried using some of the hot water
for my bath, and it certainly produced a most pleasant
effect upon the skin ; but it was so strongly impregnated
with sulphur as to be quite undrinkable. I n wandering about, I discovered, a t about half a mile distance
from the site of the present spring, the very extensive
remains of baths, evidently of great antiquity; and
curious small pieces of old pottery, quite unlike any
now to be found in Persia, were lying about in immense
quantities; but the fragments were rather minute.
I collected some of the larger specimens. This bathing
establishment had evidently been on a grand scale, and
had occupied a considerable plateau on the side of the
mountain. There must in those days have been an outlet
stream from the mountain at this spot, for the present
stream is lower down. These remains are very curious,
and well worth the attention of the antiquary.
On leaving Ab-i4urm, a little event occurred that
had rather a material effect upon our after-movements.
A mule was sick, and Abbas, one of the farashes,' went
into the village to try to hire another. He was set
upon by a retired. sergeant of the Persian army and
some of his friends, and was severely beaten and cut.
W e did not know of this occurrence until the end of
the day's march; but, as i t would have created a very
bad effect if it had been allowed to go unpunished,
I determined to follow the river right down to Am01
Tent-pitahere.
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in the low country of Mazanderan, and there to lay the
case before the Governor. During this day's march we
kept conetantly descending, always following the banks
of the Lar. The first twelve miles were through a fine
fertile valley ; then the river suddenly ran through
a precipitous rocky pass. The road was difficult, and
eventually we crossed by a most insecure bridge. We
found the remains of two other bridges near the same
a p t , both of which had been washed away by the
roaring torrent, for the stream was very much contracted
and the descent rapid. After getting through this
pass, which was wild and grand, the valley became
utterly barren and sterile, and very narrow. By the
side of the path, there were in different places an
extrax>*
number of little caves artificially cut
into the rock. These, we were told, had been made
long ago as shelters for the muleteers and caravans which
followed this route in olden days, when it was a more
important line of communication between Teheran and
Mazanderan.
After having journeyed about twenty-five miles, we
came suddenly upon a perfect little oasis in this desert,
though it covered only about twenty acres. There were
trees and a rich sort of garden; and we halted here
for some little time, the roads having been so bad that
the mules had fallen far behind. affer pushing on about
five miles further, we found that we had been misled,
and that this fertile spot was Khaloe, where we had
intended to pitch our camp. So we halted at once in
a most barren-looking glen, where a considerable stream
joined the Lar. Here some people we met declared
that salmon were taken in the wet season. I put up
my rod and tried my most tempting flies, but never got
the sign of a rise. The mules did not come up until
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long after dark, and it was past ten o'clock before we
got anything to eat. The camp, however, had settled
down, and large fires were lighted and kept up with
a little prickly shrub, the usual thorn which is found in
such profusion in Northern Persia, and nearly all desert
countries. When dry in summer, it burns with great
brightness, and forms the common fuel of the country.'
The next day, still following the river, we marched
about twenty-two miles to Shahzadeh. Towards the
latter part of this day's journey the country improved;
trees began to appear occasionally; and the river had
very much increased in bulk, and was now the perfee
tion of a salmon river in appearance ; the whole scenery,
in short, resembling parts of Norway. Near Shahzadeh
we noticed a peculiar feature of the great mountain
range which runs from west to east along the whole of
Northern Persia. These mountains are densely clothed
with forest from their base. to 3000 or 4000 feet on
the northern face ; but there is no wood on the southern
side. On first approaching the wooded country from
the mountains the peculiarity is very curious; for
even the small detached hills have no wood on their
southern sides, though thickly clothed on the northern.
Thus, when we looked back at hills which had appeared
barren as we approached, we saw t.hem all covered with
high forest.
Within a few miles of Shallzadeh we came upon an
excellent piece of road, which I was in hopes would
extend to Amol; but, as usual, after running for four
or five miles it again subsided into a track. We now
entered a dense forest, something like that through
* Probably thia shrub, so valurrble in the desert, is alluded to in the
8th v e m of the 58th Palm: " Or ever your pote be made hot with thorns ;
so let indignation vex him even ae a thing that is raw!'
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which we had passed on our road from Sari to Teheran,
comprising magnificent trees of oak, teak, and walnut;
and a dream ran close by that would have turned any
number of saw mills, and then carried the timber down
into the Caspian. But who ever expects to see a sign of
progress in Persia? Nature runs to waste, and Man
does nothing.
As we neared the foot of the mountains, we could
distinctly perceive the sea in the distance ; and, following
the road for about eight miles after leaving the hills,
we arrived at Amol, a wretched-looking town. We
halted on the outskirts, sending Shaab to apprise the
Governor of our approach ; and he soon sent word that
a house would be prepared for us. !Rle place was
almost deserted. Most of the inhabitants go to the
mountains in the summer to avoid the great heat and
the terrible fevers which ravage Mazanderan at this
season of the year. We were talcen to a very good
house, whose owner was away. The place was choked
with rank vegetation and high grass, but, when the
mules arrived, they revelled in it and soon reduced
its height. I now made inquiries with regard to the
salmon, and was assured again that they did come up
the river in the wet season. But the river here has the
usual peculiarity of Persian rivers, that it gets smaller
instead of larger as it runs on; so many watercourses
being cut for irrigation that the main bulk disappears.
A t this point the beautiful Lar had become an insignificant stream.
W e were assured that they caught numbers of salmon
in their nets. I asked to see the nets ; but they could
produce only small casting-nets, declaring that the big
ones were in a village some ten miles away. Whether
this was the truth or not, it is difficult to say. As a
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rule, you may assume that anything you are told in
Persia, and do not yourself see, is untrue. The Persian
finds an innate pleasure in lying that is difiicult to
understand ; and he has not the slightest shame at being
found out. So my salmon inquiries had no definite
result, though I thoroughly believe that salmon do exist.
They are found in nearly all the large streams running
into the Caspian from the Caucasus; still I have m y
doubts whether it is not the sea trout rather than the
true salmon. W e never saw one over twelve pounds,
although I was assured that they were caught of fifteen
and eighteen pounds ; and the fish more resemble the
sea trout, the flesh being less pink than that of the real
salmon.
We did not get away from Am01 until rather late on
the morning of the 21st August. There was considerable difficulty in finding a guide-a circumstance which,
from the after events of the day, was not without its meaning. Our colulnn had been in the habit of marching in
two bodies. As we travelled much faster than the train
and I, Shaab, the cook, and Aboo
of mules, (3Cassim, usually marched first, and after going from
twelve to fifteen miles halted for breakfast. Whilst we
were at breakfast the mules generally came up and
passed us, and we then easily repassed them before
arriving at our h a l t i n g - p h for the night.
We had adopted the same course on this morning, and
after leaving Am01 pushed on with the guide through
a low and very marshy country, covered in places
with %h reeds, and intersected with boggy streams.
W e had not marched far when our guide showed a
strong disinclination to go on with us ; but we should
have been utterly lost without him, as there were numberless cattle tracks which might be mistaken for the
I 2
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main road, which was only a small footpath. W e told
him that he had agreed to come and received his money,
and that he must stick. to his bargain. The c ~ n n t r y
was very flat, with very few trees. After going about
fourteen miles, however, we came to a large tree standing by itself, and -the ground here being drier than the
surrounding marsh we halted for breakfast. W e had
nearly finished, when suddenly my horsekeeper galloped
in with an alarming report. His story, too, was circumgtantial. H e had been with Gerome and the mules, and
they had gone about three miles from Amol, when a
large body of robbers, upwards of a hundred, he said,
had suddenly stopped and surrounded them. Gerome
had told him to gallop on to us, and he had ridden
through them and followed on our tracks. They were
beating the muleteers to death when he left, and pillaging
the baggage.
This wm indeed serious intelligence; for with the
mules, besides ad our effects and all our money, were the
spare fire-arms and ammunition. Of course (3-,
Shaab,
and I were all armed both with guns and revolvers, and,
jumping on to the ponies and taking the horsekeeper
to show us the spot, we rode back at a rapid pace. On
nearing the scene of action, a number of men were seen
armed with knives, spears, and sticks ; but they cleared
the road as we galloped up. Then we came upon
the big Indian tent tossed into a large muddy pool. A
little further on lay some of the baggage, thrown about
in utter confusion, and two muleteers were lying groaning and apparently in extremh. Close by we found
Gerome and the other servants ensconced amongst the
remainder of the baggage. Gerome gave a hurried
account of the attack. He wau riding, au usual, in rear
of the mules, when there was a stoppage in front. On
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riding forward, he was set upon by a large party of men,
who also commenced throwing down the mule-loads
and pillaging. H e immediately sent off the horsekeeper
to me, and h d over the heads of the robbers, who
thereupon fell back into the high grass, but completely
surrounded him and his party. He had formed a sort
of breast-work of the baggage, and established himself
there with the rest of his servants, firing whenever the
attacking party attempted to advance.
A glance round showed the position of ailiim. The
scene of operations was a low marshy flat, intersected by
watercourses and covered with long grass or rice cultivation, and there were a number of high fences round
the rice-fields to keep out the wild boar. Blocking the
road to Am01 stood a par$y of about twenty men; and
in the high grass, and about 200 yards distant, stood the
main body. 0th;r small detached parties were lying
about, completely surrounding Gerome and his associates ; but those on the road by which we had returned
had opened out and let us through. It might evidently
be necessary to open communications with Amol; so
trusting to the effect of a sudden initiative, and calling
to Shaab and Gerome to follow, we dashed straight at
the party blocking the Am01 road. No sooner did these
men find that we were going to attack than they broke
in all directions, running for their lives over the deepest
bogs, and clambering over the fences of the rice-fields.
Judging by the effect thuu produced, we now turned
towards the main body, and went at them full gallop;
but these stood firm, and, after we had gone about a
hundred yards, we found ourselves suddenly brought up
by a deep boggy watercourse about twenty feet wide,
where we were immediately jeered at by the robbers,
who evidently knew the safety of their position. But in
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another instant I spied a place where some adventurous
cow had scrambled into the ditch, and from the footprints
had got safely up the other bank. Where a cow could
go our ponies could go ; so in I went with a desperate
flounder, and with a struggle emerged on the other bank.
G-,
Shaab, and Gerome followed, and, directly our
little party had passed the obstacle, we went straight at
the body of robbers in our front. There was no jeering
now. About half-a-dozen timid spirits turned and ran ;
then a tremor seemed to go through the ranks of the
remainder, and in another moment the whole body was
scattered and flying over the fields in all directions. It
was obviously important to take some prisoners ; but this
was not to be easily done. The country was almost
impassable for horses, and the fugitives naturally knew
the ground, which we did not. Still on we went,
blundering into blind ditches, and scrambling through
marshy bogs. Every other minute the ponies were on
their heads, and Shsab and Gerome were tailing-off
rapidly.
I had marked out some of the ringleaders, and never
lost sight of them; and with all our mishaps we were
steadily gaining upon them, when a high fence appeared
in front, over which they scrambled like monkeys. I
pulled my little grey together, but he had not the
slightest idea of jumping; so, dismounting, I gave the
fence a good Leicestershire swing backwards and forwards for two or three times, and thus brought halfadozen yards of it down with a crash. Meanwhile the
ringleaders had been going' like greyhounds, and were
well ahead again. One man, dressed in blue, who had
been very prominent, was beginning to slacken a little,
and no wonder, for we had come a mile and a half already
at best pace. Before him lay a large deep rice-field, and
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beyond that a friendly village ; once there, he would be
safe. I saw this would be our only chance ; so calling to
Gto take the higher ground, which looked sounder,
I took the little grey tight by the head and drove him
dong through the deep mud, as fast as he could go.
The man saw I was gaining rapidly, and made a last
spurt; but it was no use. H e was within a hundred
yards of the village when I passed him, and in another
minute the muzzle of a gun was at his head and he wae
a prisoner. And a most troublesome prisoner he proved,
for, although at one moment he would beg for mercy,
the next instant he would be shouting to his comrades
who had reached the village to come to his rescue, and
he positively refused to move when we urged him to do
so. Pointing the gun at him was of no me. H e seemed
to know perfectly well that I should not shoot him. We
tried to tie his hands, but this he would not d o w ;
and we felt ridiculously powerless, for I did not want to
hurt him.
There was no help for it. The only way was to get
rid of one's arms and meet him on equal terms. H e
was a powerful muscular man ; so, as I was bigger than
GC-,
I gave him my gun and pistol, and then closed
with our captive; and it was not without a severe
struggle that I threw him and secured his hands with
my handkerchief. Even then he would not move. But
I got G-s'
head rope, and fastening it between the
man's arms, and then attaching it to his pony's girth,
we towed him ignominiously back. Shaab and Gerome
had taken another prisoner, and a third was discovered
hiding in the high grass. These men now confessed the
whole plot.
It appeared that Abbas's assailant at Ab-i-Gum was
a man named Jedoollah, a retired Persian sergeant.
This man and his friend had made their way to Amol,
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and there concocted a plan for robbing us. Jedoollah
belonged to this neighbourhood, and, by painting the
rich plunder and large sums of money that might
be obtained, had no difficulty in getting a number
of villagers to join him. The attack had only been
frustrated by Gerome's cool pluck and judgment in at
once sending on to us, and by the timidity of the
villagers in not closing upon him before we arrived.
Very little had been lost, the principal sufferer being
Meshedi Hassan, the chief muleteer, whose saddle-bags
had been emptied of their contents, including twenty-five
tomauns. The two muleteers, though badly hurt, were
not seriously injured, and the mules, which had been
scattered in all directions, were soon recovered. The
large Indian tent had been nearly destroyed, but fortunately the would-be robbers had never got hold of the
four spare guns and the ammunition, which Gerome had
carefully guarded ; nor had they found our money-bags.
It took a long time to repair damages aud reload the
mnles. Night came on before half the way to Barfrush
had been traversed, and the camp had to be formed in
a feverish, jungly swamp. Military precautions were
taken, and s h a h with five men was placed in charge. of
the prisoners. But in the early morning there was
a sudden alarm. Shaab had gone to sleep ; the guard
had followed suit; and the prisoners were off. Abbas
came and spoke to me reproachfully; in fact, it was
a little my fault. The evening before, he had secured
the captives with ropes. Hearing some groaning, I
went out and found that he had tied them so tightly
that it would be positive torture for men to remain thus
bound all night; and I ordered the cords to be slackened
and the prisoners carefully watched. The result was
that they were all off. How is it that no meh of
Eastern race ever make efficient sentries? Had I an
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Asiatic army as an enemy, I would always attack an
hour before daybreak. Their sentries would be certain
to be asleep, and the men unprepared.
Avgust 22nd.-We marched off rather crestfallen at
the escape of our prisoners, and I own I was a little
relieved when daylight broke, for we were in a hazardous
position, and a determined attack upon our camp would
have been serious. It is true that we should probably
have beaten off any attempt that was likely to be made
upon us; but it would have occasioned considerable
bloodshed, and left a bad impression in connection with
the name of Englishmen. Moreover, in a country like
Persia, where there is a constant jealousy between English
and Russians, it would have been made use of for political
purposes. I was, therefore, most anxious to avoid anything like a rencontre with the natives, and thought
that we had been most fortunate, considering the serious
nature of the previous day's skirmish, in avoiding graver
consequences.
We found that we were quite sixteen miles from
Barfrush, and, as we marched in one body with n~ilitary
precautions, our progress was slow. On reaching Rarfiush, I sent Shaab on to the Governor to report the
circumstances of the attack upon our baggage on the
previous day, whilst we halted for breakfast. The
Governor was absent, but his little son soon appeared
with a large retinue. We explained the whole case, and
received a promise that it should be inquired into. Just
after the encounter we had met an old man on his road
to Teheran. He had been in Bombay, and had known
many Englishmen, and was highly amused at the way in
which the attack had been beaten off. As we wanted to
send letters to Teheran, he came with us for this day's
march, and afterwards' took charge of them.
When the onslaugllt was made, the man in charge of
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the mule from Ab-i-Gurm had bolted, thus proving his
complicity with the intended robbers ; but his mule had
stuck to the othem. We handed it over to the officials
at Barfrush, and took a receipt. A large river runs past
the town,-a deep, sluggish stream of about 100 yards
in breadth; altogether the most important river that
runs into the Caspian in this part of Mazanderan, for
the Lar is almost absorbed in irrigation. There is a
solid brick bridge across it, and it comes about two
miles west of Barfrush.
After breakfast we continued our march, and did not
reach the camping-ground until dark, having accomplished nearly thirty miles. The mules came along
splendidly. There was one beautiful old grey mule that
carried the wet tent. The weight of it was enormous,
for it took eight men to get it on to her back ; yet she
did the distance wonderfully, not lagging a yard behind
the others. All our people were in high glee, and thought
themselves heroes for their conduct the day before. We
made them presents of tea. The troublesome event had
evidently given them great confidence in us, and everyone was on his best behaviour.
The march from Barfrush was through a very rich
and well-cultivated country. It. had not the marshy
character of the district around Amol, and it was well
timbered. Splendid walnut-trees were growing in profusion, and very h e oaks (not exactly like the English
oak), and quantities of sugar-canes near the villages.
W e knew that our next marchwould take us to Skirgau,
which we had passed on our previous journey; and we
had not gone above ten miles when we found ourselves
on the old road from Sari to Skirgau. Just before
reaching this road we passed a pretty village embedded
in plane-trees. Suddenly a young woman rushed out of a
house, crying bitterly, and beating her breast-that s i p
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of Eastern woe-as she " l i h d up her voice itnd wept."
I inquired as to the came of her sorrow, and found that
her brother had that moment died. It was very touching
to see the poor thing's wild grief; but our men looked on
with a cold smile upon their faces. They are a heartless
set, these Persians ! It was quite cheering to get on the
old road again ; but it brought back sad thoughts of the
friend whom we had hoped to have with us, and who
was now on his way homewards.
We did not halt at Skirgau, but pushed on to a
charming camping-ground, about a mile and a half
beyond, which I remembered seeing on our former
journey. It was a lovely spot, a grassy plateau of
about twenty acres, looking down upon the rapid river
below, with the most beautiful jungle and forest on the
other three sides ; the high mountains towering in
the distance, and the vast rich plains of Mazanderan
extending far away to the north. Here I halted for a
day, to heal the wounds of our muleteers, to dry the
tent, which we could not use in its wet state, and generally to repair the damages that had been done in the.
encounter. It looked a most likely place for spott ; but,
although this is the characteristic of the greater part of
the low hill-country of Mazanderan, I was surprised to
see that we met with few signs of game. The absence
of bird life w a ~quite remarkable. The people declared
that there were tigers, and, although from the number
of reddeer horns that we found about in the villages, i t
was certain that these animals also exist, it was curiouv
how seldom we saw their tracks, and only on two occasions during my travels in Persia did I come across
those of a tiger. Wild boar were present in immense
numbers, but they always retired to the jungles in the
day-time. Some of these jungles in the neighbourhood
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of Skirgau are very open ; but it is rather hopeless work
attempting to stalk reddeer in open forest, for they are
certain to hear you, or scent you, before you can see
them ; and we saw nothing but wild boar.
Towards evening I came upon a hut in the jungle with
a little reclaimed land lying round it. Its owners were
evidently known to my shikarree, or guide, and they did
the honours of their establishment in their little way
with great grace and hospitality. The women in this
part of Mazanderan had no Eompunction in showing
themselves without covering their faces, and even brought
us water-melons and walnuts. They were certainly much
handsomer than the Persian women generally are, which
may perhaps account for the absence of timidity. There
was much of what we associate with the gipsy type
about the people in this part of Mazanderan, and in
many villages they spoke Turkish as well as Persian,
showing that there must be a distinction of race.
It now became a question what route we should follow
in order to reach Shahrood. I was very much averse to
pursuing the road that we had before travelled. It is a
sort of duty for a traveller in a littleknown country to
explore as much as he can ; and to follow upon the footsteps
of others ?hen so much remains to be explored shows
utter apathy and want of enterprise. So I determined to
leave this road at Ziraub; and, although no track was
known, I made up my mind to run the risk, and endeavour to get from village to village with nothing but
a compass to guide us. I reckoned (and justly, as it
turned out) that we might find vrllages and village-paths
that' would enable us to make our way, though not
perhaps by a direct route ; and we should thus be mapping
out a country that was quite untravelled, and which no
European had visited.
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CHAPTER VII.
C d e o n e - H a ~ e r 8 8 L ~ W - A t t e n n M m ~ Ali
~eh
--SoffiaM-Deh Mollah-Damghen.

WE knew the power of our ponies and mules in getting
over bad ground; and our men were in the height of
good humour, and ready to follow us anywhere. We
marched through the beautiful forest-path which we had
before traversed between Skirgau and Ziraub, and on
arriving at the latter place struck up the hills to theleft,
instead of following the road, and reached by a mere
track a village called Casaleone. W e had not left the
main route for more than two miles, before we came
across some beautiful forest with occasional grassy glades.
Here we met a native hunter who had been out after
red-deer, and who declared that there were plenty. It
certainly looked a beautiful countiy for game ; but there
was an ominous absence of tracks.
after going about twenty miles fiom Skirgau, we
reached. Cdeone-a cluster of villages, with a considerable quantity of cleared open country, surrounded
on all sides by mountains clothed with magnificent
forest ; and here and there, towards the south, we caught
glimpses of the high bare peaks of the main range of
mountains. It looked altogether so like a good spot for
sport that I determined to stay one day and explore, and,
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if that reconnaissance proved satisfactory, to remain for
a few days and give ourselves up to shooting. Soon
after our arrival we went out to try for a shot at wild
boar, but without success. I came across an enormous
jackal without a tail. We used constantly to hear these
beasts in the low countries of Mazanderan ; and their
sharp, yelping, melancholy cries reminded me of olden
days in India and Ceylon. A heavy shower came on while
we were out, and we reached home wet through. Passing
this day through a most beautiful jungle of box-trees,
some of extraordinary size, andaa thick as a man's waist,
I cut down one very curious young tree, perfectly straight
and about twenty feet long, and gave it to my horsekeeper to carry. H e was a very lazy fellow, and, as he
would never look where he was going, this long box-pole
was constantly getting across some trees in the forest.
path and lifting the poor man bodily off his mule. So I
now cut it in two, and fastened a boar-spear to the end of
the thinner piece. This made a formidable weapon, and
was immediately appropriated by Abbas, who always
marched with it in great pride, and on arriving at the
camping-ground stuck it into the ground at the door of
our tent.
Early the next morning we started with two native
shikuwees in quest of red-deer. Gtook one road
and I another. As they told us there were tigers in
considerable numbers in this forest, I took out my
double-barrelled No. 1 2 and the big No. 4 duck-gun,
with ball cartridges. We soon got into the most
beautiful open forest, but saw very few signs of reddeer
and scarcely any fresh tracks. I took care not to let the
shihrree carry the duck-gun loaded, but unfortunately
he did not know this; and after a long weary walk,
without seeing anything, my guide suddenly stopped,
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raised his gun, and fired. Of course the only result was
the click of the lock, and on rushing forwards I saw one
of the largest wild boar I ever beheld dashing tl~rongh
the forest. I got a long quick shot with the No. 12,
and wounded him desperately; but he got into thick
jungle and beat us. Gmet with no better luck
than myself. I am quite sure that no sport is to be had
in this country except by night-watching or beating.
The f i s t is a very stupid proceeding, and the second
very uncertain over so large an extent of forest.
The head-man of our village willingly gave us every
information. It appeared that one Ibrahim Khan was
at the head of the district, and that he lived forty
miles away in the direction of Foulad Meihala ; that
there was a village path through the jungle and
over the mountain to a place called Hazargereeb; and
that we should there come to an open country with
numerous villages until we reached Aliabad (twentyaix miles), where we were advised to camp, as there
was a river which, we were told, was the upper part
of the Sari river. The head-man gave us a guide,
and we marched through lovely forest that ought to
have teemed with game. About five miles from Casaleone we came across the tracks of a tiger, not many
hours old, but leading into thick jungle. We kept
ascending until we had risen 2000 feet, when' we
rapidly descended for 1500, and came upon a fine
valley, in which lay several flourishing villages. As
far as we could make out, the m e Hazargereeb
applied to the district, and not to any one village in
particular.
In a small pass in the hills, about three miles from
Hazargereeb, we came upon a curious old burnt-brick
column, or minaret, evidently a memorial of the brighter
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days of Persia. There was a village close by, and,
fieding for some of the inhabitants, I questioned them
relative to it. As usual in Persia, we could get no information. These people seem to take no pride and no
interest in their antiquities. Their houses are constructed of mud, even when marble quarries lie beside
them, and there seems to be no faith in, and no wish
for, anything of a permanent character. All that I
could learn about this solitary column was that it was
so old that my informant's father did not remember its
being built; which seemed to be as distant a date as he
was capable of comprehending ;-and this is the ancient
kingdom of Cyrus ! The ruin, which was in fair preservation, was about twenty feet in diameter ; and I should
imagine it to date back to about the time of Shah Abbas.
I cannot imagine for what purpose it was erected, but
there is one somewhat similar in the neighbourhood of
Subsawar.
After passing this column we entered a very broad,
rich vdey, with numerous villages and large tracts of
cultivated land ; in fact, one of the richest and best
cultivated districts that I had yet seen in Persia. There
was a well-to-do air about the place that was very
unusual. We heard immense numbers of quail calling
in the fields on either side of the road, but could not
walk them up, and we had no dog. A t length we
reached Aliabad at the end of the valley, just where a
nice stream dashed through the hills on its way to the
low country. I could not learn that there were any
trout in this dream. I n fact, with the exception of the
Dooab and the Lar and their tributaries, I have not
come across trout in any part of Persia. This is curious
and inexplicable. I have an idea that there may be
trout in the upper part of the Barfrush river, but,
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although this is only about ninety miles from Teheran,
no one has yet been enterprising enough to explore it.
G-- had been very unlucky with his ponies; one
was rather lame, and the other had a sore back. My
little grey also was lame ; the result of bad shoeing at
Am01 the day before the attack upon us. The consequence was that we had to hire ponies from village to
village. We found an extraordinary dislike on the part
of their owners to letting them. Though we paid very
highly and gave the men their money beforehand, there
was a singular conviction that we should take their
ponies altogether. It appears that this is often done
by their Persian masters ; and, never having seen any
Europeans before, they could not believe that they were
likely to prove more just and honest. It was in vain
that they 8aw us give presents to the men whose ponies
we had hired, and send them back. Promises were
always made, yet on starting in the mornixig the ponies
were not forthcoming, and a long delay invariably
ensued before we could get them. However, the head- *
man of Aliabad was profuse in these promises, and
assured us that the ponies should be in camp before
daybreak. But, when morning came, only one appeared
with his owner, a Dervish, who was to act as guide.
He bas a very intelligent fellow, and told us that we
should get no other animals, as the people had purposely
driven them away and the head-man had left the village.
Our inquiries proved the statement to be true; so we
were obliged to dismount the brsekeepers from the
mules: but we had not left this place inore than three
miles, and commenced the ascent of a pass which led
through the mountains, when we met an old man with
t w o ponies coming towards Aliabad. Shaab struck a
bargain with him, and he otfered not only to hire them
K
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to us, but to accompany us to Surkalla, our next camp.
As usual, he received his money in advance. He was
a curious old fellow, with a face like a hawk ; and when
we halted for breakfast I was much pleased with the
way in which he made himself generally useful. I
had noticed him in earnest conversation with some
villagers who passed us whilst at breakfast, going on ,the
same road as ourselves, but attached no importance to
this at t.he time. I now discovered that Cremorne had
thrown a shoe, so that altogether our animals were in a
very dilapidated condition.
After breakfast we resilmed tlie march. The country
was hilly and difficult. A narrow path, by which only
one horse could pass, ran along the steep side of a
mountain. Sometimes through low jungle, and occasionally amongst boulders of rocks, it wound round every
spur of the mountain side, and no distance could be seen
in advance. I was leading, followed by Shaab and G-,
whilst Gerome rode in rear of all the mules. The path
had just opened upon a pretty little level grassy plateau,
of about half an acre in extent ; in about the centre of
which stood a magnificent old oak-tree. A t the further
end a high bank ran down the mountain side, and the
road passed through it by a narrow gap. Just beyond
this bank was a rocky ridge which completely commanded the further end of the plateau. I had just
emerged from the jungle when I became aware that
there were about a dozen men, some armed with guns,
and some with spears and sticks, standing round the
trunk of the old tree ; and my first impression was that
they had been beating the country and shooting. But
directly they saw me they advanced ; and the leader, a
great brawny ill-favoured-looking ruffian, came up with
menacing air, and was about to seize my pony's
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bridle. My gun was in my hand. I n one moment I
had cocked it, and the muzzle was within three feet of
his head. The party close in front of me seemed quite
staggered and paralysed by this prompt action ; but in
another instant, as if by signal, men rose up all along
the bank and from every rock on the ridge, and guns
were levelled at me from ;dl directions. It was like
a scene from " Der Freischiitz." The position was
awkward ; hut I saw it would be difficult for them to
fire without killing their own people, and I kept the
leader covered, and my finger on the trigger. Shaab and
(4were up directly, and the former immediately
asked the meaning of the scene. A hot altercation now
commenced ; but a Persian parley lasts long, and it was
of the utmost importance to gain time for more servants
to come up.
" Give back the horses you have taken," said the
leader. It was explained that no horses had been taken,
that the man had agreed to let his horses as far as
our next camp, and that he had received his payment
for them. This statement was received with a derisive
laugh, and a fresh demand made that the horses should
be immediately given up. By this time stalwart Aboo
Casinl, Abdullah the cook, two muleteers, and the
wounded Abbas, though unarmed, had ranged themselves
in line with their masters ; and Clerome was pushing up
from the rear. Shaab told the people that the horses
had been paid for to go as far as the camping-ground, and
that they would be given up on arriving there, but not
before. On this a general attack was made upon us, the
melke fortunately being so close that the men lining the
bank and rocks were afraid ta use their guns. I n an
instant the two leaders of the mountaineers had their
guns wrested from them, and so well did our men behave
K 2
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that, uotwithstandir~gour inferiority of numbers, tlle
attackers were soon falling back upon their comrades
behind the bank, whilst we had got possession of the
great oak which gave partial cover fiom any fire.
But matters were looking serious. They had poured in
showers of large stones with good effect. T had been twice
hit on the head, but my pith hat saved me. Ghad
a severe contusion of the arm ; Shaab had been knocked
down ; and Aboo Cassim and the cook were hurt and cut
with knives ; and the worst of it was that our assailants
seemed to be aware that we did not wish to use our guns,
and threatening with them no longer prodi~cedany effect.
But there was not a sign of flinching on the part of the
servants, who stood firmly by their masters. It was quite
evident to me that this was not an attempt to rob us,
but an attack made under a mistaken impression, probably
fomented by religious prejudices. It was the first time
that any Europeans had travelled through this part of
the country; and being most auxious that the English
name should not be associated with violence and bloodshed, except in case of dire necessity, I had given strict
orders not to fire without my command; and Ghad seconded my wishes with admirable coolness. But
there is a limit to forbearance, and I was determined
that they should not stop us. Never halt or retreat
in face of an Eastern enemy : it is always fatal. There
was a lull, and I told Shaab to commence another parley
while the guns and ammunition were quickly served out
behind the tree to the best men. I n case of necessity,
I had already made my plan of attack. There was a
rocky knoll to the right unoccupied, and by creeping
round this one could completely enfilade the bank and
Shaab, and the
ridge. 1 determined to leave G-,
rest of our men at the oak-tree, and getting round,
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unperceived, with Gerome and another good man, to
open a flanking fire upon our assailants if necessary;
but I determined not to proceed to extremities except
upon the direst compulsion. So Shaab and I advanced
alone straight towards them, and tried to come to terms.
Unfortunately Shaab's pony during the mlke had strayed
away and joined our enemies. The following parley
now occurred.
"Give back the two ponies," they said, " and the
guns you have captured ; and we will let you pass."
"The ponies are hired and paid for," I replied.
"Clear the road, or in five minutes we will force it.
When you have cleared the road and delivered up the
pony, your guns shall be returned to you."
" Camp here bnight,"
they said; "you shall not
go on."
" W e are Englishmen, and will not be stopped," I
returned ; "and, if you attempt it, the consequences be
on your own heads."
Things looked serious. Fortunately at this juncture
two of the servants of Ibrahim Khan, the Governor of
the district, rode up. The situation was explainkd to
them, and they endeavoured to act as peacemakers. We
now discovered that, while we had been at breakfast,
the old man had pretended that his ponies were being
taken, and had sent on to raise the country in advance ;
and hence the attack upon us. Ibrahim's men tried
to persuade the mountaineers that the ponies had been
paid for ; but the old man denied this. " Look in his
cummerbund," said Shaab. He was searched, and the
money found upon him. This was a happy solution
of' the daculty. The mountaineers gave the old man
a good thrashing, and sent back the pony. I gave
them a lecture, through Shaab, upon the impropriety and
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danger of stopping Englishmen in this forcible manner,
and, on their clearing the road and apologising, restored
their guns. The leader, we were happy to find, had not
come scathless out of the affiy. I determined to take
on the old man, who had so nearly caused mischief,
as a prisoner, and to send him to Ibrahim Khan to be
disposed of. But considerable delay had thus taken
place, and it was plain that we could not reach our
intended camp at Surkalln that night.
The next village we came to was evidently very
hostile, and we had some difficulty in carrying our
prisoner with us without using force. A little farther
on we came to the more important village of AttennB,
and, selecting a defensible site, I resolved to encamp
here. I sent for the head-man, explained what had
happened, read him our papers ordering a l l people in
authority to support us, and offered to place the prisoner
in his charge. I also told him I wanted to send a man
to Ibrahim Khan at Foulad Meihala, twenty miles over
the mountains, with a report of the occurrence. The
old head-man behaved very well, and forwarded my letter.
H e would not accept the charge of the prisoner, but he put
him in irons, and came up and slept in our camp himself.
But we could see plainly that there was a very uneasy feeling throughout the country ; and to fight our way through
these mountains, with a long train of mules, against
mountaineers most of whom had guns, would have been
impossible. The Dervish who had come as our guide had
behaved remarkably well, sticking to us manfully. I had
determined, in case of difficulties, to try and fight our way
to Foulad Meihala, as we heard a good account of Ibrahim
Khan from everyone, and I wanted to keep the Dervish
~ls
a p i d e ; so we paid him well, and he agreed to remain.
We kept a careful watch all night. I n the morning
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we noticed another sign of bad import; all the women
were leaving the village, and going up the mountain.
Amongst wild tribes this is a certain prelude to an
attack. Our ponies all wanted shoeing, and it was impossible that we could march that day. As the morning
drew on, several vlllagets came up in a rather impertinent
manner, and wanted us to release the prisoner. This was
distinctly refused. I anxiously awaited the answer from
Ibrahim Khan, who apparently was much feared and respected. The old head-man was evidently desirous of
giving us support ; but his people seemed unfriendly. I
would not show any distrust, but doctored our men's
wounds, and tried to keep everyone in good humour. I n
the afternoon we were glad to see all the women coming
back ; but presently there was a great clatter of voices, and
about thirty of them, in a state of intense excitement, came
up to our camp and boldly demanded the release of the
prisoner. Here was a complication. What was to be
done? It myas evident that no forcible measures could
be used in this case, and the ladies were very decided. I
had remarked that the wounded Abbas usually seemed to
be a favourite with the fair sex, so I selected him as my
herald. He was .told to explain that the prisoner w e a
very bad man, who had nearly caused the death of many
of their people, and that we were only waiting to hand
him over to Ibrshirn Khan. After a short &e roars
of laughter, and a p e a t amount of fun between the
ladies and my messenger, plainly told me that he was
being successful in his mission ; and soon afterwards the
formidable deputation retired in good humour. Late
in the afternoon a satisfactory letter arrived from Ibrahim
Khan, saying that the head-man of the village would be
held responsible for the prisoner, and that the villagers
who had attacked us should be punished. Accordingly
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we handed the old man over to the head-man, and everyone now became very fiiendly ; both ponies were shod,
and fresh ones promised for to-morrow. They had
become convinced that Englishmen took nothing by
violence. Their sick had been doctored ; they received
handsome payment for what they sold ;and none of their
prejudices had been violated. Even the women came
with uncovered faces to see the " Ingliz," as the little
column filed away in the morning.
During our stay here, my reputation for successful
doctoring brought me many applicants for relief, and to
my surprise even from amongst the women; but as s
lady's doctor, if discreet, always preserves inviolable
secresy, I shall forbear fiom divulging either the cases
or their treatment.
August 20th.-We marched this day with aJl military
precrtutions, our most trustworthy men being armed
with guns and provided with ammunition. We had been
greatly pleased with the behaviour of the servants in the
recent aEay. It was no joke for people only armed
with sticks to fight as they had done, with a number of
men armed with guns, who might have fired at any
moment had not the me&e been too close. A mutual
confidence had sprung up between us, and we knew that
we could thoroughly rely upon them. But I could not
help feeling uneasy for our long train of mules on these
mountainous paths, with numberless little passes, and
places where there was every facility for surprise.
On leaving Attenn6 (4700 feet), we kept constantly
ascending ; and after travelling about ten miles the forest
suddenly ceased, and we saw nothing but the same
bare and barren country before us that we had known
so well near Teheran. It was very curious how suddenly one passed from the wooded slopes into this com-

.
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parative desert; and it is equally curious to find that
the climate changes entirely within a few miles. I n the
wooded country everything was so damp that our guns
required great care ; but, after marching a few miles
beyond this boundary-line, you might leave the guns
outside the tent at night, and not a speck of rust would
be visible in the morning. This proves most conclusively how the destruction of trees will entirely alter
a climate. The fact has been so distinctly proved in
America as to be beyond question ; and it is argued that
Persia, in the olden days, must also have been much more
wooded, and must therefore have had a different climate,
or it could not have supported the millions of population
recorded in its past history. But why the northern slopes
of Mazanderan should remain forest, and none of the
southern slopes of the great range shoilld have any
timber, I have never been able to understand.
We halted for breakfast at a little stream on the verge
of the forest, as we were told that we should find no
water on the road until we got to Surkada, fifteen miles
further on. We had been gradually ascending, and soon
reaclled a height of 7000 feet above the sea We could
distinctly trace to the west two different ridges of the
great mountain range, and the water-shed between was
evidently to the Caspian. We looked over a magnificent
tract of country towards Foulad. Meihala ; high peaks of
rock, dense forest, and occasionally open hills and patches
of wood. This was the most likely-looking ground for
sport that I IW in all Persia, for here there might be a
chance of getting reddeer, and driving for them would be
easy. We picked up a few partridges near Surkada, and
they were tolerably plentiful afterwards throughout our
journey. They give little sport, but are useful for the pot.
They are nearly always found on the rocky sides of the
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hills, and as they invariably run up hill, and do not
rise unless they are come upon suddenly, it is very
difficult to get a flying-shot, and it becomes mere pothunting, as of course you shoot them standing or
running as you get the opportunity. We seldom got
many, four or five brace being a good bag. They were
rather dry, flavourless birds ; but there is a very small
kind found on the Turkoman frontier, which are much
better for the table. Surkada was a deserted-looking
village in a desolate barren country, but there was no
difficulty in hiring horses.
Marching early in the morning for Cheshmeh Ali,
we had an example of the curiously deceptive nature
of the Persian atmosphere with regard to apparent
distance. Cheshmeh Ali seemed 'to lie at 'the foot of
a hill some six or seven miles distant, and we could
not believe that it was a good seventeen miles' march
through a most dreary country. Most part of tlie
way we followed the dry bed of a small river, along
the banks of which a few tamarisks were growing ; but
there was no other sign of vegetation. Cheshmeh Ali
is a little oasis in this desert; a most refreshing spot,
with a river of deliciously clear water running by it, full
of fish, but not trout. Here the Shah has a small
county house, but I doubt his ever occupying it. The
gardens are pretty, and it is altogether one of the few
bright spots that rest upon the memory after travelling
through the desert wilds of this inhospitable land. I
own it was a great temptation to pitch tlie tents at this
pretty place, but I saw that our road followed the river ;
and, as we had not done a full day's work, I gave the
word to push on. Shaab and the muleteers looked
sulky ; they always liked to halt at a good village, while
we, on the contrary, abominated the smells and filt,h,

and usually pitched our camp at some little distance.
However, I gave the order to move, and we marched
down a curious valley with high rocky hills on either
side, and the river winding between. I n one place the
valley became very contracted, and a crag of some
800 feet. completely commanded it. On this were the
remains of old fortifications, actually built of stone.
The country became desolate and barren again ; grettt
rocks of black marble rose in masses, and others with
a most curious mixture of colour. We got over thirty
miles before I gave the word to halt; and near here we
came across a large quarry that had evidently been
worked at some ancient date, but for what purpose it
was impossible to say. On this day I picked up the first
and last fossil that 1 found during my whole travels in
Persia. We knew that we were now approaching the
point where we should strike into the main road, between
Teheran and Shahrood, near 'Damghan.
The next day, after marching for about eight miles, we
emerged from the pass, and could see Damghan in the
distance, with its old minarets.* All the villages we
Damghan was the chief place of the district of Komus, and, as I have
a l r d y said, a dependency of Tabariatnn, anciently forming part of
&wanderan. This province belonged alternately to Media and Khorassen
and the position of Damghan on the extreme frontier of these two c o n tria very often rendered it an object of contention between the petty
tyrants amongst whotn P e b was so frequently divided. I t is not, therefore, enrprising that, after so many vicissitudee, Damghan ahonld be the
sovereigns repaired ita
shadow of what it once wee. Several 8~-g
falling edifices, and Shah Abbas the ( 3 r d rebuilt the city as well as the
interior enceinte now exieting. This is one parasang in mtent, and contained 16,000 housea ; a heap of ruins here and there now attesting the fect.
At the present time there are only about 300 inhabited h o w ; largo
portiom of cultivated land and many gardens occupy much of the ground
on which houses formerly stood. Tho troubles that followed after tho
d-th of Nadir Shah wem the cause which led to the decline of Damghan,
and it receivcd its last blow when Prince A b b Urza, attracted by tho
salubrity of its air, and tho abundance and fertility of ite soil, encampod
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came to henceforth were little forts, although no Turkomans have penebted as far as this for the last twenty
years. I asked why they were built in such an uncomfortable manner, and the answer was that their
" fathers had always built so."
The alteration in circumstances did not seem to be considered of any importance. That day our road over an open plain
wound to such an extent that there was a loss of
about three miles in twelve; yet no one took the short
cut, because, they said, "the road dways had been
so;" the said road being a mere track, and no
better than any other part of the plain. Soon after
reaching the main route, we passed on the left the
remains of a small fort of the same type as those that
mark the old Persian frontier to the north, and which
we now came upon occasionally in travelling towards the
East. I was in hopes that, by making a' long march,
we might reach Deh Mollah that night, and have a short
his army of 50,000men here for thee months in 1832, previonaly to his
departure for the siege of Herat. Everything was devastated by the
Persian troops. With them it is all one and the same thing; friends and
enemies are alike pillaged. Fragments of a mosque in burnt brick, built
by the Arabs with considerable art and taste, still remain; but thc
modem I'ersians have disfigured it by repairing its crumbling walls with
mud and straw. Two elegant and lofty minarets, also built by the Arabs,
have been respected by these ruthless destroyers, and, though a small
cupola which graced the top of one of them haa fallen, they are very
interesting specimens of Eastern architecture. The streets of Dsmghan
are planted on a c h side with the jujub-tree. The citadel, which is on the
western side, crowns an artificial mound of earth, and commands both the
city and the country. The wall of the town and several forts in connection with it are in ruins at several points. When in agood stateof repair,
those works were quite strong enough to resist the attacks of an M t i c
army. Here the unfortunate Shah Rokh, grandson of Nadir Shah, committed suicide a t the age of sixty-four, and it is said he was induced
to commit this act by the injuries and s u f f e ~ g sresulting from
the horrible tortures he w a put to by Agha Mohamed Khan Kajar, to
force him to give up the diamonds he inherited from his grandfather.FERBIE~.
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journey into Shahrood the next day. But night fell and
the mules were tired ; so we halted at ~offiabad;a village
about four miles fiom Deh Mollah. We had marched
thirty-five miles and descended 700 feet. We encamped
outside the village, near a small stream. Gtook
the opportunity of bathing, but was so molested by the
curiosity of the women of the village that he had to
beat a retreat.
Septernher 2nd.-On our march to Shahrood we passed
Deh Mollah, which is the centre of a number of villages.
There were many kanaut streams, running down from
the range of mountains which lies to the north of the
road, and runs parallel to it. These kanauts form the
only water-supply. A kanaut is a boring made into the
side of the mountain where water is likely to be found.
When a spring is pierced, the water is carried by a sort
of underground tunnel until it reaches the village it
is intended to supply. It is then distributed by different
watercourses, and employed in providing the people with
a water-supply, and irrigating the land under cultivation. I n many parts of Persia, now barren and deserted,
one comes across the remains of old kanauts, proving
that a much greater extent of ground was once under
cultivation; but it is scarcely likely that the kanaut
supply alone could have maintained the large population
of Ancient Persia. It is more probable that, as the
original forest and cultivation disappeared through
famine, war, and neglect, these kanauts were made to
supply the deficiency. Except in the neighbdurhood of
Teheran new kanauts are rare; but there can be little
doubt that repairing the old ones on a large scale would
be a very profitable speculation, provided that peace,
progress, and good government could be looked forward
to in Persia.
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We marched twenty-three miles before arriving at
Shahrood ; which is surrounded by the usual mud-walls,
with small towers at intervals. Exactly the same
sort of works probably existed in the days of Nadir
Shah.

A CQSSACB 08 TEE LINE.

CHAPTER VIII.

THEtown of Shallrood and the neighbouring town of
Bostam (four miles distant), form a very important
position. As a strategical point, it has not its equal
in value in all Persia. South of Shahrood the country,
at first barren, soon becomes a perfect desert, which
extends right away to Yezd; and to the north lies the
p e a t range of mountains which extends to Mazanderan
and to Astrabad. The only direct road leading from
Herat and Khorassan to Teheran passes Shahrood ; and,
although there are roads to the Caspian (and good ones,
in a military p i n t of view), this place virtually commands the route from East to West, for here is an
abundant water-supply and a most fertile country. The
climate, too, is healthy, and on the plains of Bostam an
army of 60,000 men might easily be assembled and
maintained. A glance at -the map will show the important strategical position that such a force would
occupy.
Away to the East there is a great dearth of water
for more inore than a hundred miles, and an army could
only advance by driblets and would be crushed in detail.
The road from the West is much easier, and comparatively
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well watered between Damghan and Shahrood ; but west
of Damghan again occurs a vast tract of barren country
almo~tdestitute of water. Thus a large force asse~nbled
between Damghan and Shahrood would virtually separate
Eastern kom Western Persia, either acting towards the
west or towards the east.
The road fiom Astrabad enters the Bostam plain
through a pdsa that migst easily be blocked by a fbrt.
This should be the great military station of Persia ; but,
as usual, nothing has been done, and, in case of war,
Russia could occupy this important position in three
days' march from Astrabad, or in five days from
Ashourada. Curiously enough, there is an old tradition
that here will be fought a great battle between England
and Ruasia for the supremacy of the East. Whoever
fist gave rise to the idea must have had some notion of
military positions and their strategical value.*
Shah-Rood mntaine about nine hnndred housea, an illanstmcted
citadel, bamm with thabhed mfe, two or three camvansereis and
baths. The soil in the neighburhood of the town ia well irrigated by a
small river of excellent water, and, aa well ae an immense breadth of
garden ground, is well cultivated. This town, being situated half way
on the r08d between Teheran and Meshed, and at the point at which
all those of Mazanderan and Upper Khorsssan meet, is a place of great
commercial and strategical importance. I t hae been for some years the
entrep6t for every kind of merchandise, and especially for the rice of
Mazanderan. The manuf~ctureof boots and shoes ie the most celebrated
in Persia, not only for the elegance of the workmanship, but the quality
of the leather. The population ie a mixture of the natives of Mazanderau,
Xhorassan, and Turkistan; but tho latter are the most numerous. The
climate is temperate and healthy.
Bostam, situated about a parasang more to the north, is renowned for
the great fertility of its soil, delicious air, beautiful streams of water,
nod exceUent horses. I t is here we begin to meet with the breedera of
thst race of T u r k o w horses, so much esteemed by the Persians. The
mtbn goods of this locality are also held in great repute. Bostam is the
rhief place of the district, commencing at Deh-Mollah and terminating
n t Abbas-aW. Thirty-eight. villages, all rich and fertile, are within its
I~rnitR. Formcrly this district was the last dependency of the Little
I i o m towards
~
thc East. If the R w i a m ever take Mnzandem, which
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It was fearfully hot when we reached Shahrood, and
very few people were about in the streets. We passed
right through the town, and encamped by a stream close
to the road, on the Bostam side, as I preferred being
near to the water where it entered the town rather
than where it emerged. Our camp lay under a magnificent row of plane-trees, ndd the stream that flowed
past was beautifully clear. We pitched the large tent
with the walls partly over the little river, so that it
actually ran through our tent, and afforded a charming
and most private bathing-place. It also gave an air
of luxurious coolness that was very refreshing, more
especially as the weather was intensely warm. We had
not been long encamped when the usual present of
fruit arrived from the head-man of Shahrood, and he
himself soon afterwards appeared. The fruit, would
have made a perfect picture ; a train of servants brought
it on the large circular silvered dishes or trays
which are so generally used for the purpose. Two
of these were piled up with magnificent peaches;
two with the most beautiful grapes of many sorts ;
one with pomegranates, and one with figs ; and, .when
they were laid d o m in our tent by the bide of the
clear crystal stream, the whole soene was worthy of being
recorded by the hand of an artist. The Shahrood grapes
were excellent, and the head-man placed a garden at our
disposal, in which we could revel, if we pleased, on this
delicious fruit.
The Governor of the district, who lives at Bostam
was away, but expected back shortly. Three thousand
is very probable-for they have, in the k t place, coveted it for s long
time; lrnd in the eeoond, because no one can prevent them--Shah-Rood
and Bostem will be moat important positions for them, and, when
fortified, fl form B fzte dc p0nt S @ E tthe P&B.-FEBBIW~.
L
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infantry soldiers were encamped there, and we were
sorry to find that cholera was raging amongst them.
I therefore gave orders that no communication was to
take place with the camp ; but the soldiers were passing
backwards and forwards all day on their way to Shahrood,
and we were very lucky in having no cases amongst
our party. We were told that it was impossible to go
farther without an escort, on account of the Turkomans,
but that a caravan, escorted by sixty infantry soldiers and
a gun, would be leaving in about ten b y $ ' time on the
road to Meshed. This involved a much longer delay
at Shahrood than we had intended. A few days' rest,
however, was absolutely necessary for the ponies and
mules, which were rather done up. Poor G)----'s
animals were in a bad way. E s beautiful little pony,
Macaroni, had such a sore back that he could not
possibly be ridden for a month or six weeks, and his black
pony was dead lame. Meshidi Hassan, our cheery
muleteer, was delighted at the prospect of getting his
mules into condition again, and all the servants wore
equally pleased at the long halt; but we fretted and
grumbled at the waste of time.
We had not been in camp more than a few hours when
we had an opportunity of finding that it was as easy to
be " done " in the collection of curiosities in the wilds of
Persia as in the haunts of Wardour Street.
A man, who appeared to be passing casually along the
road, got into conversation with Shaab, and asked him
if we should like to see some ancient coins which had
been dug up in the neighbourhood of Damghan.
Knowing that old coins and old relics are found in that
vicinity, which is supposed by some to be the site of the
ancient Hecatompylos, we greedily took the bait. H e
produced a handful of coins, some of which looked curious
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and ancient ; but I noticed that the same die on one side
appeared on coins evidently of two different eras. This
he endeavoured to explain away, but succeeded lamely.
Presently I came upon this die again on an evidently
newer coin, and on looking at the other side discovered
the head of Queen Victoria. I need not say that thereupon he was quickly bundled out of camp. We afterwards heard that he was a notorious forger of ancient
coins, which he sold to the pilgrims on the way to
Meshed, who were not so likely to be surprised at the
head of Her Most Gracious Majesty being dug up at
Damghan as we were. This little event created such
distrust that some time afterwards, at Koochan, I believe
I lost some really valuable coins from the fear of being
again deceived.
September 3rd.-We
had a general rest. A report
came in that six Turkomans had plundered some
camels on the road we were going; but we had
not much fear of being stopped by that number, even
without an escort. We were rather amused, for the
Russian Minister at Teheran had sent ne a message
through Capt. Pearson during our stay on the mountains,
begging us not to go on, as he had positive information
that 6000 Turkomans were on the road between shahrood
and Meshed. We had sent back word that we could
not think of being stopped by mere rumonr, and now
the 6000 resolved themselves into six !
Gerome, who went into the'town and discovered the
Russian Agent, with whom he fraternized, appeared the
next morning looking very seedy. Evidently he had
suffered by his friend's conviviality. He brought us
a bottle of Kahetie wine ; but it tasted so much of the
skin in which the wine had been kept that it was almost
undrinkable.
L 2
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Although the big tent was very comfortable, it was
so unwieldy that I made an attempt to buy another;
but, not succeeding, we left the outer walls and top with
the head-man, and only took the inner, thus getting rid
of more than half the weight.
Septembe~4th.-We had a visit fiom a cobbler, who
declared himself to be shoemaker to the Shah. H e was
very anxious for our custom, and brought a pattern of
his workmanship. I showed him a new pair of boots by
Bowley, of Charing Cross, and he had the assurance to
declare that he could make them equally well. We also
had a visit fiom a native armourer, who produced a
breech-loading rifle of his own construction. The workmanship was very fair, but I should have preferred his
using the rifle himself, for he had evidently a very vague
idea of breech-action.
I n answer to the inquiries we set on foot as to
whether there was any sport to be had in the neighbourhood, we heard there were mouillon and antelope, and
that a shikarree could be found who would show us the
right country. I own I was very sceptical about the
sport; but a few days afterwards in came a man with
the body of a moufflon killed that morning. Gwas not very well; so I arranged to start with Ismael
the shikarree very early the next day, as the ground
was eight miles off, and we ought to be there by
daybreak. 'First starting due west, we then entered the
mountains to the north, and made our way up a steep
pass, but did not see a sign of moufflon. Eventually,
after a hard day, we came down into the valley leading
from the Bostam plains to Astrabad. At this point it
was broad, but utterly uncultivated; we came across
four antelope, but our attempt at hiding and having
them driven towards w proved a failure.
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On reaching camp, I heard that the Governor had

'

arrived, and would receive us that day ; so we rode over
to Bostam, and found him a very civil and intelligent
man. H e entered at once upon politics, and appeared
to have decided English proclivities. He said that he
knew the north of Khowsan well, and had been to
Merv, which he described as a perfect oasis; and he
expressed himself as certain that the Russians, having
reached the Oxus, would soon occupy it. " Once there,"
he said, " they will bring a railway, and then Herat will
go next." H e also told us that the gun and escort would
start on the 12th, and recommended us to go to Budusht,
a village about six miles from Shahrood, the next day,
as we should find the caravan assembling there. H e
promised me a special escort of sixty irregular cavalry,
and begged me to take charge of the whole party, and
to give my own diredion~to them.
Our shikarree was a first-rate shot with a rifle;
and as I thought he would prove very useful and
it would give one more fighting man, we engaged
him to accompany us for the whole trip. The
chance of the journey to Meshed was, I expect, the
great attraction. That morning (Sept. 11th) a long
train passed on the way to Teheran. .It was the
retinue attending the return of the wife of the Sadar
h i m , or Grand Vizier, who, in her husband's absence
in Europe, had made a pilgrimage to Meshed. Among
her numerous attendants were officers mounted upon
some rather good-looking Turkoman horses-he, wellbred animals, quite as large as English horses and much
resernbing them ; and there were actually two carriages.
How they managed to get over some places that we
afterwards passed, it was difficult to understand; but,
of course, they only went at a foot pace. I n addition
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to these there were some tracterevans. The tracterevan
is just like an Indian palanquin ; only, instead of being
carried by men, the poles at each end are fitted upon
mules. This is the regular Persian conveyance for
ladies of the higher ranks on a journey.
Ghad been suffering lately from a sort of low
fever, and Said Mati, the tent farash, was laid up with a
bad attack of fever ; we therefore bought a kudjewh and
put it on the strongest mule. A kudjevah is a sort of
covered pillion, or two sedan chairs hung one on each
side of a mule. It is used by women or sick persons in
Persia, sometimes with a mule and sometimes with a
camel.
I n the middle of the day about twenty of our cavalry
escort appeared. Irregular they were indeed, and their
officer was not forthcoming. As soon as they heard
that we should not start iintil the afternoon, all but
five of them went off to Budusht at once.
They were the wildest-looking troopers possible,
mostly Tartars, but of mixed race, and they told us that
they came from the Turkish frontier. Yet there was
very good material amongst them, both in men and
horses. Most of them were armed with a doublebarrelled gun, slung over the back, a sword, and a knife ;
a few had pistols in addition. They were perfectly
independent, and had little or no idea of drill or
formations of any sort, and still less of discipline.
We found a large caravan of some 7'00 persons
assembled at Bndusht, but the gun and infantry escort
had not arrived. This caravan was composed principally
of pilgrims to Meshed, and was the most heterogeneous
assemblage that it is possible to imagine. Some of
these people had come immense distances, There was
a whole band of men from Lesghia, north of the Cauca-
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sian mountains, Turks from Asia Minor, Khoords from
the Turco-Persian frontier, and Arabs from the wilds of
Arabia ; men and women, both alive and dead, for many
occupied coffine were transported with the caravan for
burial in the holy city. Some had very nice Arab or
Turkoman horses; some were on little yaboos or on
donkeys. We heard here that the chapr, or postman,
travelling with a small escort, had been murdered by the
Turkomans the day before, about M y miles on the road
to Meshed.
Budusht is a large vlllage, and was evidently at one
time a place of much greater importance than it is at
present. Here again I found the ruins of one of the
old raised forts, similar to the ancient frontier forts of
north-western Persia. As I visited and examined it
most minutely, I will give a description of it, which
will serve for the rest; for they are all of the same
character, though varying much in size. This was a
small one, 640 yards in circumference.
These works, composed of solid earth, me raised to a
height of from sixty to a hundred feet. There is no
ditch round them, but it is evident that the earth of
which they are composed has been dug out from the
ground for about 200 or 300 yards round, as this is always
on a rather lower level than the uurrounding country.
The Budusht fort was a perfect ruin, and the rain had
washed great gaps in its sides. These gaps disclosed
quantities of old broken pots, of patterns varying from
those now used in Persia, and I have no doubt that a
careful search with spade and pick would reveal some
curious remains. I carried away some broken pieces
of pottery, and also came upon a coral bead. Coral is
very rarely seen in Persia now ; and, as I found this
in a cleft worn away by the rains, it was probably of
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considerable antiquity. I never met anyone who could
assign a date to these forts. There is a tradition on the
Turkoman fiontier that the larger ones in that country
date back to Khosro; and, as one of them is called
Khosroabad, this may be so; or they may be even of
anterior date. J a h Jerm is the best preserved of any
that I have seen; but that is and has been occupied,
and doubtless often repaired. But they are so solid,
and have hardened to such a degree with age, that
they will still stand for centuries to come as monuments
of a past and more enduring page of Persian history.
I also came across an old ruined caravanserai, built of
burnt brick and with wonderful solidity. Part of it was
in very fair order, and it might w i l y have been repaired;
but this is never done in Persia. Every sovereign
builds a new one of mud or unburnt brick, and gives it
his name. I paid a visit to the assembled pilgrims:
we had anticipated an outburst of hostile feeling from
this body of religions ,hnatics, but found them all apparently welldisposed Perhaps the additional cavalry
escort which through us was to accompany the caravan
had something to do with this friendly feeling. I n
the afternoon the gun made its appearance. It was
an old smooth-bore field-gun, and there was an escort
of about sixty infantry, or mounted rifles more properly,
for they were nearly aU mounted on donkeys. They
were not regular infantry, but irregulars armed with
rifles. A t the end of the barrel, and attached to it,
were two crooked forks fitted on with a hinge, which
served as a rest to the rifle when kneeling down. The
captain in charge, who was a magnificent specimen of
a man, was mounted on a very handsome grey Arab.
Finding that the whole of my new command was
assembled, I gave the order to march at twelve that

CARAVAN TRAVELLING.

night, and let the whole caravan know the hour of
But, as usual, at twelve .o'clock nobody was
No greetar miaery can be conceived than that of travelling with a
caravan, the d d q r h of which are many snd variona The ordinary
muleteere are the greatest liara upon earth, and annoy yon in every possible
way. The djibdar, he who hes or holds the bridle, or chief muleteer,
ia a very different chsracter. He ia generally an intelligent, honest man,
and tamiliRr with the rosda, towns, villageg and habits of the varioae
tribee of the countria through which he pameyn. Merahsnta oftem
p b huge ~ a m eof money in his hrrnde for transit, and I have never
known one of them betray his trust. Hie horsee or mules are aerially
m d and in good aondition, and it often happens that a djilodar owne
from thirty to 5 f t y of each. The lower ordem travel on asses, on which
they place enormoua load^ I t ie true that, when they arrive at a halt,
they take the great& possible care of them. Not only do they feed them
well, but currycomb them, waah them, shampoo their legs, twist and
pnll their noam, ears, and tails, and talk and prsy for them. No father
can have more sihtion for his child than e Pereian hes for his ssa Once
in motion the caravan breaks into small parties of ten or twelve pemm;
that of the djilo-dar ia at the h e of the column, and there, in h n t of
$1, he puts his be& beant, to set an example to the rest by her steady and
wetsined psoa This mule ia always gaily caparisoned, the harneaa
covered with embroidery and other varieties of decoration, in addition to
the bells which give notice of the approach ,of the caravan. After these
detachments coma the merchmndize, also carried by mulee, and t h w
travellem who have only half, nay, sometima only a third, of an ase, for
there ia often e triple pertnership, ride and tie; and the foot passengers
bring up the rear. All halts and h o r n of march are determined by the
cijilodar. If there ia no camvanaerai, he selects the camping-ground:
and the goo& are ranged, under his orders, in a circle or a square,
round which the travellem sleep, the spew within being m e d for the
h o r n and mulea, which are tethered to a long pole. The djilo-dar ia, aa
he well need be, an active fellow, for he htu~eomehee to look aftar 5ve
or
hundred mulee, their burdens and their driven, who are ten
thowand times more troublemme than their b e d . When the halt is
made, he mnouncea the hour of departure for that day or the next morning ;
he also regnlatea the pece, or etop the caravan, by various cries, which are
paesed from month to mouth along the road.
When a carsvim ia attacked by robbers, the Pereian muleteem, if armed
and having the advantage of position and numbers, generally defend themaelva with epirit; but, if there ie any doubt aa to the probable result,
they think only of their mules, cut the harness, throw off the loads, and,
leaving the merchandh to its fate, @lop off aa hard ee they can go. It
ia curious, but, when these scenee take place, the mules seem instinctively
to acent the danger, and show it bg. their energy and rapid stridee, in
singular contra& to their d l y quiet and regular pace. A canrwn of
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ready. The cavalry escort were all still asleep ; the
officer could not be found ; and it was past one before we
could get a dozen men together. Thecaravan the while
was eager to start, and the narrow street of Budusht
was crowded with mules, camela, and donkeys all in
utter confusion. I got to the head of the column and
kept
- them in check, until I could collect the several
escorts ; but in the meantime I let them file out of the
village and assemble on the plain beyond. I told off the
of mulea or h m , on an ordinary paved roed, will carry from four to five
hundred weight, md with that burden will get over one parassng in an
hour and a half; but in the deeert, for instance, between Meshed and
Bokhara, or in the mountah as in the W d e r a n , the distance travelled
will not be so great in the same time. Delays not nnfrequently occur, for
the' Pereian muleteer is most exad in his observance of the exterior forma
of his religion; which, however, is rather a p m f of his hypocrisy than of
his morality, for I am convinced that, generally speaking, he more often
prays to God to help him to cheat and pilfer his onstomere than to entreat
His d t a n c e in keeping him in the right path. But, be t h i ~aa it may,
it is curious to see them, at the hour of prayer, running in front of the
uuavnn to go through them forms. Sometimes there is no water with
which to perform their ablntiona In that case a handful of earth serves
the pnrpose of purification--dirt, not water! With this they rub their
faces and hands, and reciting their namz like so many parrots, and in
a language which they don't understand, mnme their journey. With
them, aa with 118, faith and form can alone save them. When the latter
are strictly performed, and they rigidly obeerve the fsst of the Ramazan,
they think they have a right to commit every species of rascality and
crime, and without being in any way called upon to give an w u n t either
in this world or the next. This doea not apply to muleteers only, but
it may be mid to be the Persien rule of fsith; everything for their creed
and nothing for morals.
Pmvisiom are to be obtained at almost every village; but if they are at
a great distance from one another, or it is at the period of the year when
the Persians keep their horsee on grean food, that is between May and
July, the caravan rarely encamps near the towns; and then the djilo-dar
gives notice, and the traveller lays in a stock. Poultry, eggs, and milk
are to be had in most villages ; but rice for the pilau, the best and most
nutritious food in Persia, is not always to be met with. Ab-d~~kir,
a
favourite dish with the Persians, and very refreshing, is not at all suited
to the stomach of an European, and should be carefully avoided. The
caravanserai-shahs are handsome buildings, but the filthy habits of the
Pcrsiana make them very disagreeable.-Fmaxm
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different arms, as seemed best in case of an ittack, and
at last having got some semblance of order, and having
pushed forward some scouts, gave the word to move on.
It mas a beautifully bright moonlight night, and the
road, or rather track, ran through low, sandy, undulating hills. I rode at the head of the column with
the main body of the cavalry escort. Directly the order
was given to advance, there burst forth loud and
sonorous cries of " Yah Ali ! Yah Ali !" and the whole
mass pushed on at a pace which I thought could not be
long maintained. It seemed to be a regular race. Many
of the poorer pilgrims were on foot, and dashed to the
firont at a rate that was worthy of an English pedestrian.
It was in vain that I urged the escort to keep something
like order. The whole caravan, camels, mules, donkeys
and footmen, came surging forward amid a dense cloud
of dust. Prominent amongst the culprits was Meshidi
Hassan with our own mules, and I could recognise the
deep-toned bell carried by the leader, which long acquaintance had made so familiar. Hour after hour
passed away, and still with unflagging spirit the dense
mass poured on ; the rate of marching being so good
that we had nearly reached our halting-place, by daybreak. But, as day dawned, thew was a general halt,
and the devotees prostrated themselves in prayer. It
was a strange, curious, and impressive scene. Ameyun
was quite a s m d village, situated in some low hills, and
there was but a poor supply of water for the large
numbers composing the caravan.
Our next day's march was to Meyomeed, only fifteen
miles; so I ordered the start for 4 A.M., as there was
no object in arriving at the camping-ground so early,
and the night marching only led to confusion. To my
horror, about 12.30 a wretched artilleryman woke up,
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and immediately began bugling. The consequence was
that the whole caravan prepared for the march. It was
too late to correct the mistake without keeping the poor
people up all night. I therefore sent them on at once
with the infantry escort and gun, k d we followed
quietly and much more comfortably at four with the
cavalry.
Meyomeed was a fine village, lying at the foot of two
remarkable twin mountains, which form a landmark for
many miles round, as in the distance they seem to rise
suddenly out of the great plain. Looking to the north,
a great barren steppe extends for thirty miles, and then
a long range of mountains is seen running east and west.
Between Meyomeed and Miyane Dasht, the next station,
some small sandy hills follow the road; and these are
favourite places of resort for the Turkomans. Soon after
our arrival at Meyomeed, a beautiful present of h i t
appeared, with a notification that the Governor would
pay us a visit in the ahmoon. W e rested during the
day, and in the afternoon he came : an intelligent man,
with the perfect nlanners which are generally found
among the higher classes of Persia. H e told us some
curious stories, showing the singular state of the country
in this perpetual war with the Turkomans ; and he sent
for a Turkoman horse which he considered to be a very
good specimen of the class. I had heard so much of these
Turkoman horses and of their extraordinary powers of
endurance that I was curious to see some reputed good
ones. The animal in question was a bay, of about
sixteen hands, with very fau points, and showing the
peculiarities of the Turkoman breed ; namely, a little inclination to lightness of neck, good deep shoulders, but
rather narrow, a little long in the legs, and the tail set
on rather low ; otherwise it might have been mistaken
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for an English thoroughbred. I asked the Governor
the usual price of such a horse.
" Oh ! I never buy them," he replied. " I send a
spy amongst the Turkoman villages, and he finds out
anyone who has a good horse, remarkable for powers
of endurance and general quality. Then. I make my
arrangements, and despatch a few well-mounted men
at night. They carry off the horse, and come right
away here, perhaps 100 or 150 miles, without stopping
except for a few minutes' halt." There did not seem to
be the least feeling of shame at this system of horsevery
stealing. On the contrary, it was looked upon as ;
creditable performance.
I was anxious to learn at what pace these extraordinary journeys were performed. " I n the event of
danger,': he said, " they come along at a steady gallop,
and we do not consider a horse worth having that will
not @lop forty or fifty miles without stopping. Afterwards, when there is no danger, the pace is reduced to
a fast walk or amble of about five miles an hour ; and
they ride on night and day until they arrive here." I
had previously at Teheran heard reports of the endurance of the Turkoman horses.
I n the races at
Teheran they always beat the h a b s , although, curiously
enough, good Turkomans are scarcely ever seen at the
capital. A t Shahrood a man showed me a bad, leggy
specimen of a Turkoman, which many people assured
me be had ridden from Meshed to Teheran, 550 miles,
in four days, on more than one occasion. I own that at
first I received these extraordinary stories of endurance
with suspicion; but, from instances of the powers of
these animals that have come under my own notice,
I do not now discredit them.
I n the afternoon we went out partridge-shooting, but
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with little success. Ismael was more lucky, and brought
in a good supply.
I found out that another caravan and escort was approaching from Meshed, and that, when we met it, the
two would change escorts. My cavalry were anxious
to know whether they should go on with us or turn
back with the others ; and as I felt convinced that with
the large number of men in the caravan, and with our
infantry and gun, there was very little dread of Turkomans, I decided that they should return. They were
much disappointed thereat, and a small deputation waited
upon me.
" Why not take us with you 3" they said..
" We
have had no pay for six months. Give us a little pay,
and we will follow you anywhere."
" But I am going a long way," I answered. " I may
go into Afghanistan or into the Torkoman country;
who knows ? YOUare the Shah's troops, and belong to
Bostam. How could you come with me ?"
" We don't care in the least for the Shah," they returned. " Only give us some pay, and we will follow you
wherever you choose to lead us, and we will fight for
you as hard as you like."
There were some splendid fellows among them, if only
they had been drilled and disciplined. I explained to
them that, as they had been given to me simply as an
escort by the Governor of Bostam, they m&t return
there, and that I could not take them on. They did not
seem to see the reasoning, and sent word to me several
times afferwards that if I would only give them a little
pay they were ready to go anywhere. This incident
showed me how easy it would be for anyone having the
command of sufficient money to raise an independent
force of irregulars in Central Asia, for they are nearly
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all the same. Only pay them, and they will follow you,
fight for you, and ask no questions.
We had not got over half our journey when there
was a sudden alarm of Turkomans in fiont. The scouts
galloped in, and there was immense excitement. I was
surprised and pleased to find that my cavalry escort were
all full of fight, and that there was not a sign of shirking. We took up a very good position covering the
caravan, and large clouds of dust were seen approaching.
Guns were unslung and loaded, and the infantry were
hurried up ; but we at last discovered it was the Meshed
caravan that was arriving. They soon came up, a long
straggling party of about a thousand people, marching
without any order, and covering between four and five
miles of ground. No wonder that they are waylaid
by s m d parties of Turkomane. Here we changed
escorts, and I bade adieu to my cavalry followers. W e
had to give considerable presents, of which I found a h r wards that Shaab kept nearly half, and we parted the
best of friends.
The captain of the new escort of infantry, or " shooting men," as Shaab always called them, was mounted on
a superior horse. Evidently he was very proud of its
speed, for he was constantly having ~ h o r tspurts with
some of the better mounted men belonging to the car*
van, in which he was always victorious. We sighted
the large caravanserai at E y a n e Dasht for a long
time before we reached it, and when about four miles
distant I cantered on. I had no sooner started than the
captain galloped past me and pulled up ; and he continued to do this, obviously most anxious for a race.
Knowing that Cremorne, though only large pony, was
very fast, I gradually increased my speed. Again the
captain galloped past. W e were now only about two
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miles from the caravanserai ; so I jmt sent Cremorne
along at a good rattling gallop. My friend, who had
pulled up, again came past me at a great pace, but not
so easily this time. I kept on, and saw that the captain
was urging his horse along ahead of me at his best
speed. That, I knew, could not last. Another quarter
of a mile and I was alongside of him, and, the horse
collapsing soon &er, I left him far behind and cantered
into Miyane Dasht alone. Cremorne was a little wonder,
and could do anything.
It is impossible to imagine a more miserable place
than the great caravanserai of Miyane Dasht. The
county around is a perfect desert ; but the caravanserai
itself accommodated the whole of our caravan. Preferring to run the risk of Turkomans to the dirt within,
we camped outside. It was a most defensible and solid
building, and could not have been taken without
artillery, if decently defended. Here we had the first
serious difficulty with our establishment. Shaab and
some of the other servants quarrelled, and we soon heard
that the cook and two of the men had gone off in a huff.
However, as there was no place for them to go to except
the caravanserai, I made pretty certain they would
return. Soon i t transpired that Shaab was in the habit
of robbing us to any extent, not openly (for he could be
trusted with any amount of money), but by charging
double for everything he bought, and only paying away
in reality about half of the amount he was told to
disburse. The other servants now wanted their share of
the plunder, and, as Shaab would keep it all himself, a
general quarrel had ensued.
The water supply at Miyane Dasht was very indifferent.
We had passed two small streams between it and
Meyomeed. The next march to Abbasabad-twenty-eight
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miles-was also supposed to be dangerous, and it was
on this road that the c l a p r had been killed only a few
days before. We came upon the spot, and the clothes
of the murdered man were still lying there covered with
.blood. The country was undula$ing, but a barren desert,
like all this part of Persia. There was a small well
about two-thirds of the way.
Abbasabad, originally a colony of Georgians planted
there by Shah Abbas, was a village of desolate aspect.
At the entrance to the village we met an extremely
intelligent boy, of Georgian extraction, who had been
recently captured by the Turkomans, and carried
off beyond the Attrek, about one hundred and fifty
miles, but who had been ransomed about a fortnight
before. H e was about twelve years old, and gave a
most interesting account of his capture and treatment.
He had .gone out a little way from the village to
collect the dry prickly bush used as fuel in Persia, when
he was pounced upon. They put him on a horse in rear
of a Turkoman, and galloped for many miles, until they
came to the great mount.ains. On reaching a pass
(which, I imagine, must have been near Jah Jerm),
they found that it was occupied; so turned aside, and
made their way over the mountains by a foot-path.
Here,.he said, they halted for a short time ; then they
p s h e d on and crossed a river (which must have been the
Gourgan), and within a few hours a broader river, which
came up to the saddles of the horses. This must have
been the Attrek. His family had ransomed him for
55 tomauns (3222).
It is quite a common thing in this part of the country
to find people who have been captured by the Turkomans
and ransomed. The Russian Expedition to Khiva of
course destroyed the trade in Persian slaves amongst the
M
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Usbegs, which formed the great livelihood of the Turkoman tribes. Thus the market has been very much
diminished, and the Turkomans now only take captives
in the hope of obtaining ransom. But it is to be doubted
whether there will not be more bloodshed, for if there is
no hope of ransom the captives will certainly be killed.
The Persian governors on the frontier adopt the same
system, and usually keep Turkoman prisoners a considerable time if there is a chance of ransom money. This
ransom is generally paid by the Turkomans in the shape
of horses or carpets, since very little ready money ever
passes.
I had been suffering for many days from a wasting
illness, and was getting very weak and low. My things
hung loosely upon me, and I was rapidly becoming quite
a feather-weight.
The next day we marched to Xuzenoon, thirty miles.
A small stream of water runs about four miles horn
Abbasabad, and about half way there is a caravanserai
and well. We passed the dry bed of the Pul-Ebrishim,
a small river which usually has water in it. Over this
is a brick bridge, beyond which the Turkomans rarely
penetrate further eastwards. It WLY weary travelling
over interminable plains. Away to our left lay a range
of mountains, from three thousand to four thousand
feet in height, running east to west, as do nearly all
the ranges hereabouts. Muzenoon at last appeared on a
round hill, raised some two or three hundred feet above
the plain. It was evidently a place of some importance,
and we could see two or three green patches to the
south that marked the existence of villages. It was
most refreshing to see even those small signs of population, after the vast stony waste that we had now been
traversing for some days. We were quite surprised at
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the size of the houses, and were very well located in one,
which saved the trouble of pitching the tent, and was
much cooler. There were two very large caravanserais
standing side by side. One was in ruins, the most
beautifid I had yet seen, and evidently of very ancient
date, the gateway being particularly fine ; its fellow was
only of the common order. Here we parted with our
escort, which was no longer necessary; and also bade
adieu to the caravan.
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CHAPTER IX.

THEnext day we marched to Mehr, twenty-three miles.
There was no water on the road for the first nineteen
miles, until we came to the village of Sutkar. Our road
lay over great stony plains, and from the nature of the
stones washed down from the mountains, it was evident
that copper existed. On inquiry I learned that copper
was extracted by the natives from mines in these same
mountains, and I collected several specimens ; but they
were not very rich in ore. We saw three antelope on
the plain, and tried to drive them-with the usual effect.
Mountains'lay away to the south, and some curious
detached sugar-loaf-shaped hills, rising out of the plains,
were visible in the south-east.
For some time past I had been trying to instil habits
of punctuality into our followers ; but my exertions were
rewarded with the poorest possible results. We never
could get them to be ready at the time appointed for the
morning's start. Nobody ever is ready in Persia, and
old residents in that country never attempt the task.
I tried fines ; but that did not answer, for I found that,
if I persisted, the men would have no wages ! I used to
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have Shaab up, and also Meshidi Hassan, the muleteer,
when the following scene would occur :" Late again one hour to-day. Meshidi Hassan was
not ready with' the mules; I shall fine him."
Meshidi Hassan only showed his teeth, and smiled
blandly (nothing ever put him out), while Shaab apologized thus :" I not wake master in time ; my watch go to sleep.
Meshidi Hassan he not bring mules; all servants get
very lazy, so come late."
"Well, now," I remonstrated; " to-morrow morning
everyone must be in time. Take my other watch, and
mind and call us at two o'clock. W e march at three.''
Everybody made great promise of amendment. I n
the morning I would wake and strike my repeater.
Three o'clock, and all the camp fast asleep.
" Shaab !"
In would come Shaab, rubbing his eyes.
"Why, it's three o'clock, and no one is up!"
Shaab would thereupon rush off, and abuse one of
the servants. Loud outcries, and general quarrelling
ensue ; and, as I look out of the tent, everybody appears
to be on the point of fighting with everybody else; but
it is only wordy war. A t last things settle down. The
cook lights a fire, and makes coffee ; we dress quickly ;
the servants pack the things; and mule after mule is
brought up and loaded. A t this point there is a find
fight between Shaab and Meshidi H a s a n about some
mule that has not got its proper load. We go out to
the fire and drink our coffee. Down comes the big tent,
which is rolled up and loaded on its respective animals.
The ponies are now brought up to us, and about four
o'clock Shaab reports all ready, when we mount and start.
Cook and Aboo Cassim are in close attendance, with
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breakfast in their side-bags; our guide, with Shaab on
his Arab as interpreter is just behind us ; and Gerome
in rear of the baggage. Then the loud, deep bell
of the leading mule sounds vigorously and regularly,
and the softer tones of the others ring out in musical
chorus; and so we advance into the night, over the
parched and desert wastes for many a day and many a
weary hundred miles.
September 19th. - To Subzawar, thirty-four miles.
About four miles from the town we passed a curious
old minaret of burnt brick of the time of Khosro. Subzawar was the most important place that we had reached
since leaving Shahrood. Outside the town there were
many walled gardens, full of quince and orange trees,
and in one of these we pitched the tent. The Russians
have an agent here; and he kindly came and offered
us his house; but, as we found it took much longer
to get the servants off in the morning if we occupied
a house, we politely refused. We had made up our
minds to strike off the main road, and make our way
to the turquoise mines at Maidane. The Governor
gave us two Khoord ghlams (or horsemen) as guides,
and we were told we should hive to pass a bad part
of the country, where the people living in the black
tents were great robbers. The neighbourhood of Subzamr showed signs of very considerable cultivation in
tlle past, but the famine which had occurred a few years
before had ruined it utterly. The neighbouring villages
were deserted, and everything was running to waste.
We started the next day in a north-easterly direction
for Sultanabad, twenty-four miles. Meeting a party of
pilgrims coming from Dereguez, we made anxious inquiries from them relative to the northern frontier ; but,
as we afterwards visited that place, I will not give the
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information obtained. One of our gholams, who was
a fine old Khoord, and a very civil, intelligent fellow,
professed to enlighten me largely respectiug the PersoTurkoman frontier. H e had often been employed against
the Turkomans, and knew the whole boundary line;
and much of his information subsequently proved to
be correct, but there were many glaring inaccuracies,
especially with regard to distances.
After traversing a low range of mountains, we emerged
on some large plains. Many of the rocks showed signs
of copper, and there is considerable mineral wealth in
this vicinity utterly unexplored ; but the dearth of fuel
will probably prevent its ever being made available.
This was a very hot day, and both Gand I had a,
slight touch of fever on our arrival. Sultanabad was
a wretched village, but there was a nice little house
belonging to the Hissama Sultana, in which we were
put up. On this march from Subzawar we had ascended
only 1800 feet at the highest point reached, and we
descended 1000 before we arrived at Sultanabad.
Our old ghola~ncame in the evening to tell us that
between this
and the mines there was a large plain
to cross, infested by robbers who would have full information of our appro;zch, and, knowing the valuable
nature of their prize, would be very likely to make an
attack. I own I was not very uneasy. We could arm
nine men including ourselves, and the two gholams made
eleven; and I much doubted any desultory bands of
robbers attempting such a raid on open plains. A t four
we marched to Maidane, the turquoise mines (twentythree miles). Our old gholant was very cautious, and
we sent on his companion well ahead as a scout. The
mules and muleteers were as usual most annoying.
When we were marching with the caravan, we could
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not keep them back; they were always pushing on to
the front, no matter how fast we went. Now, however,
although we were moving slowly, it was impossible
to keep them up. Every now and then we saw small
parties of men prowling about, apparently without
any ostensible object; but we marched with every precaution, and no attack was made. The turquoise mines
are situated about half way up a low range of mountains.
There are two villages of Maidane, the upper and the
lower; and it was to the former, as nearest to the principal mine, that we made our way. It was only 800 feet
higher than Sultanabad, and we pitched the camp in a
grove of trees outside.
There is one great curse attending travel in Persia.
It is the bad water. Ordinarily clear water, such as one
is used t o in England, is scarcely ever found, and one
becomes accustomed to drink a fluid which cannot be
seen through in a tumbler. Our servants used to be
quite amused a t our constant search for the best water.
A t Maidane we were told that there was an excellent
well, and it certainly looked far above the average ; but
on going to it a little later, just as our people had
been. drawing water for our use, we found a number of'
women bathing in it, and wadhing their clothes.
I was anxious to obtain, if possible, some specimens of
the different minerals that abounded in this neighbourhood. The Persians me always' imagining that they have
discovered silver and gold, and several men came to us
in a, lilysterious way, bringing specimens which turned
out to be different varieties of the conlrnoner metals.
Having heard of an extraordinary mountain about ten
miles off, supposed to be rich in minerals of all kinds, we
sent Geronle off the next day " prospecting ;" but he
returncd with only some not very rich copper ore, and a
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few beautiful specimens of crystallized sdt. It was perfectly white and pure, and Gerome declared that there
was a whole mountain of it.
On the day after our arrival we visited the principal
mine, first ascending the mountain for some hundreds
of feet. Before reaching the entrance we came upon
many thousands of tons of loose stones that had
been excavated Gom the mine, among which I have no
doubt many a valuable turquoise still remained, and at
its entrance we were received by the head of the works
and conducted into a dark cavern. It was some time
before our eyes became accustomed to the light. Soon,
however, we perceived that an immense excavation had
been made in the mountain, and that it descended to a
considerable depth, not by a shaft, but by high and irregular galleries ; and the constant hammering and picking
in the far distance gave an idea of the great extent of the
mine. As the rock was picked out, it was broken up by
the pickers, and any turquoise that came to view exkdcted. Then the rubbish was carried away in baskets
and carefully sorted by experienced hands, who quickly
detected any turquoises remaining. In this sorting we
were allowed to assist. I was astonished at the number
of turquoises found, and equally astonished at the small
number that were of any value. When they f d out of
the rock in which they are encrusted, they have a white,
irregular exterior; but they are often broken in the
process of picking out the rock, and the blue interior is
then exposed ; but, instead of the bright blue stones we
see in England, nearly ninety out of every hundred
are soft and chalky, and of a pale blue hue. These
are not valuable ; but occasionally a fine stone is discovered and it fetches a very considerable sum at the
pit's mouth. I was inclined to think that the price we
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were asked for good stones was as high as would have
been charged in London. Shaab, however, contrived
to make some advantageous purchases. I bought a
piece of the rock with turquoises embedded in it. One
small piece which I rejected was subsequently found to
contain a turquoise of three-quarters of an inch in length,
but of very inferior quality.
On our return to the village we saw the process of
cutting, or rather grinding, the stones. We were taken
into little miserable hovels, where we found men
working with a rough grindstone, and pincers made
of a split piece of wood, with which they secured the
turquoises. They ground the surface just sufficiently
to expose the colour and nature of the stones. There
were pecks of turquoises lying about, yet we did not
see half-a-dozen really good stones of even moderate
size. More than a hundred different mines exist in the
side of the mountain, and there seems no possibility of
the supply ever being exhausted. It does not appear
that either better or worse stones are found at the deeper
levels; and sometimes as good turquoises will be discovered in the friable deposit as in the rock itself. The
extent of the frontage of the mines is about three miles.
It is quite possible, however, that the supply is not
entirely confined to this spot.
The really good stones are purchased at the mines by
merchants, who take them to Meshed, where they are
more carefully cut, but still so indifferently that they
are usually recut on their arrival in London or Paris.
The common chalky, lighbcoloured stones are sold in
Persia, where they are largely used for the decoration
of the silver ornaments that form the horse-trappings
of the chiefs on the frontier. It is digcult to make out
what becomes of the mass of small, indifferent stones
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which, when cut, are usually glued on to the end of small
pieces of wood in bundles, looking precisely like lucifer
matches with blue heads, and just about the same size.
I believe the women in the harems and anderoons
througllout the E a t wear them as ornaments, and they
are also bought in Russia.
September 23rd.-To Nishapoor was a march of thirtysix miles. Nishapoor is an important place. It lies on
a great plain, bounded on the north by high mountains,
from which numberless streams run down and irrigate
the country below. The whole plain is studded with
villages, and it is evident that at some former time cultivation existed on a much wider scale. It would form an
admirable place for the concentration of an army. A
hundred thousand men could be here assembled and
watered.* A very good house in a large garden outside
Nishapoor was in former times one of the richest and largest cities in
Persia, and one of the four royal cities of Khorassan. European authors
inform ns that it was founded by Shah-Poor, the second of tho Tassanide
kings, about A.D. 260. Hence its name, to which wes added neji (or neo)
eignifying a reed both in Ancient and Modern Persian; and this, says
tradition, because the plain in which Nishapoor was situated was then
covered with reeds. But in the opiniqn of Persian historiam the city was
of much more ancient date. Its founder was, they say, Tahmnrat, third
King of the Pish-Dadian dynasty. I t then bore the name of Aber-chehr,
or the Upper Town, and was taken and destroyed by Alexander the Great.
Shnh-Poor restored it, and, to perpetmite the fact,guvo it his name, and
erected an immense statue, which remained standing until the first
invasion of the country by the Mnesulmalls, who in their zeal destroyed it. N i s h a p r a h d e r e d groatly from the invasion of the Arabs ;
and it would have utterly perished had it not been subsequently rebuilt
and repeopled, first by the Taheridos, and aftermar& by tthc Ebffuridecs.
M~hmood,the Ghaznovide, who later still and in the reign of Sebek-tan,
his father, was governor of Khorasssn, fixed his residence at Niahupoor ;
which contributed much to its prosperity. Toghrul Beg, the first sultan
of the 1)gnuaty of the Seljoobrides, also resided here, and his princely
liberality reatored it to its former splendour; but in the year 1153
(Hejira 548), and in the reign of tho Sultan Sarojar, one of the Dynesty, the
T~ukomanstook and ravaged; it so complotcly that, in tho words of
the Persian histmian, Khugnni, when tho inhabitants, who had fled at tho
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the town was prepared for us, and here we parted with
the g h o h . I was getting very weak with my constant
illness, a mere shadow of my former self.
The next day we mmhed to Dermod. Two roads
lead from Nishapoor to Meshed; of which the longer
goes by Sherifabad and avoids the mountains. But
there a much shorter route, though' not so good a road,
over the mountains by Derrood. We found this one
of the prettiest villages we had yet seen, lying in the
gorge just at the foot of the pass, and with a beautiful
stream dashing down the narrow valley, clothed with
trees and gardens on each side. Passing the village,
we encamped at a charming spot under a gigantic old
tree in immediate proximity to the mountain torrent.
Our men were in high good humour at nearing Meshed,
and sat up half the night singing.
The love of poetry and story-telling, which is supposed
to be characteristic of the Persians, has not been exapprosoh of these hordes, returned after their depsrture, it was impossible
to recogrim, amidst the mass of ruins, the position in which their houses
once stood. Nevertheless, such was the fertility of the country, that, with
the assistance of the princes of Khaurizm, into whose hands it fell after the
Seljookidee, Niahapoor rose once more, like a phoenix, from its ashea But
the disasters which attanded the fate of this unfortunate city were not yet
over; for in 1230 (Hejira 617) Kooli Khan, son of Ghen'gis Khan, besieged
and took it. This monster was even more savage than the Turkomans, for
he not only made it a heap of ruins, but massacred the inhabitants and the
people of the adjoining territory to the number of two millions. From
this period Nishapoor became the sport of fortune in every possible way,
reviving and perishing in turn, and has never regained its ancient position
and prosperity. Placed on the extremo frontier of Persia on the side of
Tartary, the Mongols, the Turkomans, and the Uzbeks sacked and plundered it almost from year to year. Towards the commencement of the
eighteenth century, it was little more than one vast ruin, and it remained
in this deplorable state until after the death of Nadir Shah. In 1762
(Hejira 1166), after having stood a six months' siege by Ahmed Shah,
King of the Afghans, it was to some extent restored by Abbas Kooli
Khan, chief of tho Boiyat trilm who declared himsolf ruler over this
district.-FEKKIE~.
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aggerated. I n every camp
may be seen listening
with intense interest while some fable is being narrated,
or some poetry, ofken improvised, is being recited. One
of our muleteers, Hoosein, was the poet of the party.
H e carried with him a small sort of guitar, and would
sit before the camp-fire at night for hours together,
singing long songs of his own composition; to which
the other muleteers and servants were never tired of
listening. They were generally love romances; which
appears the more extraordinary as the restrictions of
Mahomedan life and the seclusion of the women would
seem to interpose considerable obstacles in the indulgence of the tender passion. Perhaps the usual spirit
of opposition in human nature induces the Persians to
lkten the more greedily to recitals which paint it in
glowing colours. Be the cause what it may, however, Hoosein could always command an attentive
audience.
On the following day we crossed the mountains,
marching twenty-three miles ; and, as we neared the
summit of the pass, the cold was intense. W e were
told that on reaching the top we should see Meshed in
the distance, whereas we found ourselves surrounded by
clouds, and could see nothing.
We now descended until about four miles &om the
large village of Jugherk, and encamped a t a very pretty
spot. While the tent was being pitched, a lettercarrier arrived from Meshed bringing us a bag of
lettem, newspapers, kc. We therefore had a lobg
afternoon's reading of all the home news, and studied
the old numbers of ' The Times ' and ' Pal1 Mall Budget;'
which latter, by-the-bye, is a capital paper to have
sent to you when on a wild foreign expedition. We
also found a most civil letter from Abbas Khan, the
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British news-letter writer or agent at Meshed, for the
Legation at Teheran. Abbas Khan said he should
come out and meet us the next day. The climate here
was quite charming, but I was becoming worse. It
was, in fact, getting serious, for it was very evident that
it would be impossible to go on much longer unless
a fdvourable change ensued, and medicines seemed to
produce no effect upon me. We ~ t a y e dat this camp
the next day, when Abbas Khan arrived about noon.
An Afghan by birth, he proved to be a particularly
pleasant man with excellent manners ; but* he had
been at Teheran for a considerable period. He dined
with us, evidently pleased to show that he could use
a knife and fork, and eat like an Englishman; and he
asked us to go on the morrow to a place called Gulistan,
only fourteen miles off, and thence to march into Meshed,
fourteen miles more, the next day, when we should be
properly received, and liorsemen sent out to meet us.
But he gave us some bad news affecting our future
movements. Hussein Khan, the Persian Governor at
Meshed, it appeared, was not on good terms with the
Turkomans at Merv. No caravan had come through for
a very long time ; and Abbas Khan, who considered that
it would be impossible to reach it by Sarakhs, suggested
the advisability of our going on to Herat, and thence
obtaining from Yakhoob Khan an escort to conduct us
to Merv, by the Moorghab. This seemed an excellent
idea, and it tallied with my views exactly; but our hopes
were soon dashed.
" You have an order from the British Government to
go into Afghanistan ? " he asked.
I was obliged to confess we had not. The then
Government had refused to take any responsibility in
the matter.
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" Then it is impossible to go to Herat," he said;
"for some time ago an English officer wanted to make
his way from Teheran to India. He got to Herat and
was very well received by Yakhoob Khan, when orders
came from the English Government that he was not to
be allowed to proceed, and that no Englishman unprovided
with an order from the British Government was to be
received at Herat, or allowed to enter Afghanistan."
This was heart-breaking. After coming all this
distance, at a considerable risk and expense, to find
oneself thwarted, not by difficultiesproper to the occasion,
but by want of support from one's own Government,
seemed too hard. And the position was embittered by
the fact that we had no private object in view-no
thought of anything but getting useful information for
our country. Subsequent events made this still more
painful, for, a few months afterwards, Captain Napier
was sent from India to Meshed; and he followed our
footsteps for a great part of our route.
I was not, however, quite hopeless ; for I had written
to Lord Northbrook from Teheran, begging him to send
to Shere Ali, and to request him to give us every facility
for passing through Afghanistan .* I therefore determined to push on towards Herat, trusting that Yakhoob
Khan, by the time we got there, might have received the
message from India. If not, we could make our way
My letter was unfortunately delayed on its rather complicated j o m e y
to India Lord Northbmk, however, no sooner received it than he m&
kindly sent instrnctiom to the Commissioner at Pesham to request
Shere Mi to forward my views, and to allow me to pace through Afghaniston oven to India if I wished to do so. Curionsly enough, Shere Ali
This shows how foolish we have been in om attempt to cornref&.
pletely isolate Afghanistan h m English travellers or traders. Not
long after this refusal, a Russian agent wae m i v e d a t Herat. Yet we
are accustomed to believe that our influence is paramonnt in that
country.

down the Heri-rood to Sarakhs, and explore the unknown
Perso-Turkoman frontier. The Governor of Khorassan,
we learned, was about to march to Sxakhs with 3000
men. This would give us a good opportunity for exploring the Heri-rood, as it was not likely that any large
bodies of Turkomans would remain in the neighbourhood
with so considerable a Persian force in their rear. The
want of a Government order proved our great stumblingblock. With it I could have gone to any part of
Central Asia: and I own it was with some bitterness
of feeling that we found our action cramped by this
omission. It was a difficulty that I had foreseen, but the
order had been refused lest it might involve action by
the late Government, in case of our deaths by violence.
The next day we marched to Gulistan, through a
narrow but very fertile and well-watered valley. Trees
grew on both sides of the road., and the whole country
looked prosperous-a great improvement upon the barren
tracks we had wandered over lately. W e encamped in a
large garden where there was delightful shade. Gradually
I grew worse. Fortunately I could eat rice and eggs,
but I was getting painfully weak. The next day it was
arranged that we should enter Meshed in uniform, and
be met by a party of horsemen with the nsual ceremony.
W e started at noon. Abbas Khan had a richly caparisoned and very handsome Arab horse brought for me,
and Gerome was mounted on Cremorne. We soon got
a view of Meshed. The great mosque of Imaum Reza,
with its gilded dome, is an impressive object, and it is
visible from a great distance.

MESHED
contains 80,000 inhabitants. It lies on the
plain in the centre of a broad valley some twenty miles in
width, and is surrounded with the u s d high mud walls
and flanking towers ; but the town makes no pretension
to fortifications which could resist artillery fire. I n the
neighbourhood, especially towards the n k h , there are
mimy villages and gardens, but the south side is barren.
We had a very hot ride over the plains, and about four
miles from the town found a hundred mounted men
drawn up to receive us, under the son of the late
overn nor-of Samkhs. At the gate we were met by a
number of farsshes on foot, who cleared the way and
kept off the crowd.*

-\

M. Ferrier giva the following deecription of the town and moeqae :M d e d is m u n d e d by a dry ditch and mud wall, about four m i l ~
end e half in oircnmfmnce, incapable of h t i n g any wgnlar siege.
The aitadel, situated on the m u t h 4 side, is in a bed state of re@;
the c o ~ c t i o is
n of the game plan ae all other Persian fortwElses-an
oblong, with large towem at the angles and amaUer ones at intervale,
connected by aartsine. Within the enceinte of the town are nnmeroua
cemeteries of imm~naeextent, far exceding the requirement8 of the
reeident population The explanation of this ie, that hundreds of devotee3
whose bodia are brought from a coneiderable distance round Mwhed
are buried hew in order that their remains may be near thoee of the h u m
Reza, in whose goad company they hope one day to journey to Heaven,
end enter the Mnasnlman paradise. Besidee these open spots, there are
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I was greatly disappointed with the town. The
houses were poor, and the streets so narrow that two
horsemen could dot ride abreast with comfort. However, a good house had been prepared for us, and Abbas
eome gardens to the wesc of the town; but these are being cleared away
to make mom for houses, which are rising on all sidea
There is only one remarksble building in Meshed-the mosque, in
which is the tomb of the I m a m Reza This is situated in the centre
of the town, and divides the Khiabane into two parts. The Khiabane is
a magnificent promenade, extending from one end of the city to the other,
that is to say, from the gate of Herat to that of Koochan. A large stream
of running water flows along its whole length, shaded on either eide by
5 0 plane-trees, and retail s h o p line each side of the avenue. Tho
merchants meet in very handsome caravanserais of r e n t construction.
and in the b a r n , which, though roofed in, are narrow and of d l
extent, quite unworthy of such a city.
This Khiabane is the general rendezvous of the population of Meshed.
To it a h resort all ~trangere,and the crowds of people assembled between
the h o m of eleven and two are so great that it is difficult to thread one's
way amongst them. The noise and bustle are then indescribable. Fmit,
eherbeta, and other refreshments, with all kinds of Eastern productions
are s p r d out on the banks of the stream, hquently under the very feet
of the ever-passing and crowding people, who jostle and take little heed
of the remonstrances of the owners of the wares. To these may be added
the clamom to buy, with all the chaffering that takes place when s bargain
is being driven in the East. The result of all this is a loud hum, that
may be heard at some distance from the animated and picturesque tide of
hnman life.
The commerce of Meshed is, in some respects, important in connection
with the surrounding and distant countries. Sugam, which are brought
from the refineries of Yezd, form a considerable article of trade. These,
as well as every kind of silk and cotton goods, glass, porcelain, and delf,
brought from Teheran, but of European manufacture, are forwarded to
Central Asia; and hence the merchants receive in return h h r n i r shawls,
black lamb-skim from Bokham, d c e t i d a , camel'e-hair cloth, called
barek, fur cloaks made at Kabul, camels from Khivs, and Turkoman
h o w , which are for the most part disposed of in Persia. There is idso
a large sale of articles manufactured in the province of Meshed. Of t h w
the first in importance are its magnificent csrpets, perhape unequalled for
colour, wear, and beauty in the world ; and shawls of a Kaahmir pattern,
called in Persian medhedea. These are held in greater estimation than
those of Kerman. The felts and the light silk goods (the produce of the
silk in the north) should also be mentioned; and arms, particularly swords,
which have a great reputation.
The quarries in the tnountains, a paraaang south of the city, fumiah
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Khan proved a perfect treasure. Nothing could exceed
his kindness and attention. The change to a house
did me no good I now rarely slept for more than
an hour or two, and felt that I was wasting gradually
away.
A difficulty had occurred in our domestic arrangements,
which gave us endless annoyance during the remainder
of our journey. Shaab had been giving eome trouble
fiom his constant desire to make money. H e repeatedly
tried to camp in villages when he had been positively
told to camp outside them; and I had him up and
spoke very seriously to him. He was trying, we also
heard, to persuade all the other servants to desert us
en muse, frightening them with accounts of the dangerous countries through which we should conduct them.
the material for another branch of local manufacture-a stone of blackish
tint, somewhat resembling plaster, but much harder. This is an excellent
wbetitnte for delf or glass, and is made into many articles of prime
necessity, wch aa cooking-pots, v w s and jugs of every pettern and shspe,
tea-cups, tee-pots, wgar-bash, and srrlt-oellrus. Asssfcatida is slso a
production of norassan.
The prinoipal mosque of Meshed ie an imposing edifice, not only from
its size, but the rich and costly materials of which it is constructed The
building is divided into two park; the ti& into a large qumre court,
in the form of a carevansemi, with two storeys of small apartments
looking into it, where the pilgrims are lodged gratis. This court is paved
with large flag-stonee, the walls being covered with enamelled bricke,
or rather varnished. The blue gronnd of these bringe out in strong
relief mntencee of the Koran, which, in gold and white, ornament this
w - f i c e n t place of worship from the bese to the summit. Shah Abbaa
the G m t waa the founder of this portion of the building; and Nadir Shah
mbeeqnently wetored i t
The second diviaion consists of the mosque, the work of &her Shah, of
Timom origin. It covers the tomb of the Imanm Beza, which is of
marble and decmted with arabesques of most admirable workmauship.
A d v e dver railing, enrmounted by gold ornaments, m u n d s it;
and a large cupola and two minarets, remarkable for their bold conception
aa well aa elegant form, rise above this monument. From half-way up
to the top these are externally covered with rich gilding; and, when the
rays of an Eastern sun are shed upon them, they dazzlo with their
brilliancy the oyea of the spectator.
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As the main object of the servants had been to get
to Meshed, and they were now there, it seemed all the
more probable that he might be successfuL I knew
there was no time to lose ; and therefore ordered them
all to be assembled immediately, when I told them
that if there was a question as to whether they would
follow us farther, or not, they were free agents, and
might go or stay as they liked, but that Shaab who
had misbehaved was from that moment disrated as
head servant. They must decide at once as to their
future course ; and I announced that Gerome would
take Shaab's place. Abbas the farash immediately
decided that he would stick to us, whereupon all the
others followed suit. Shaab was summoned and dismissed, and Abbas appointed in his place as my personal
servant. The next day Shaab presented himself very
penitent. H e confessed that he had tried to persuade
them all to desert, but begged forgiveness and promised
amendment. The loss of his services at this time
was to us very great, for he was a man with excellent
manners, and he thoroughly understood all the forms
of Persian etiquette. I n the various visits that we
had to pay, or in sending on in advance to announce
our arrival, he was invaluable. Moreover, he was our
only Persian interpreter. Gerome spoke Turkish, and
some of the other servants spoke both Turkish and
Persian ; but this involved a double interpretation, which
waa very confused. ~ o n s e ~ u e n t lafter
i,
some time I
took him back, but only in the capacity of interpreter;
and, as Gerome now made all payments and purchases,
Shaab had no opportunity of following his favourite
pursuit of making money out of his masters.
I n the course of the morning presents arrived from
the Governor; trays of the most uneatable little cakes
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and some loaves of sugar ; and he fixed three o'clock next
day for receiving us. When these present^ arrive, you
always pay the servants who bring them about double
the value of the presents. Thus it is by no means a profitable transaction ! Abbas Khan arrived a little later.
H e had news from Dereguez that a considerable number
of Turkomans, terrified by the tax imposed by the
Russians upon the Turkomans near Khiva, had applied
for permission to come in and settle on Persian tenitory
and to become Persian subjects. Abbas Khan also told
me that he knew the Governor of Dereguez, who was
an excellent man, and would, he felt sure, receive us
gladly; but that at the present moment he was on
very bad terms with the Governor of Khorassan. W e
should therefore require to be diplomatic on this point
in our interview appointed to take place on the next
day.
Sptember 30th.-Accompanied by Shaab and Abbas
~ h kwe, paid our visit to the Clovernor, in uniform and
with
state. Chain were provided for our aocomi
modation. W e found the Governor, who was not very
well, surrounded by his officials ; and, as usual, directly
the ceremonious speeches which always commence
Persian interview had been got over, he turned immediately to politics. Abbaa Khan had warned us not
to mention our intention of going to Herat, but to ask
for a general order for such escorts as might be necessary, together with letters for the Governors of Sarakhs,
Kelat, Dereguez, Koochan, and Roojnoord. To t h i ~he
made no objection ; only he advised us not to go to
Dereguez. Upon my representing that we were most
anxious to visit all the frontier, however, he gnve way
after a time. I had a long talk to him about Merv.
He declared it would be impossible for us to get there,

a
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but maintained that it really belonged to Persia. I n
this case why, I inquired, did he not occupy it ?
"We do not want it now," he said; "perhaps some
day we shall take it again." He offered to send a man
the next day, who would give all information about Merv,
where he had lived for many years.
He spoke at length of the Russian encroachments,
and was very anxious to know how far England intended
to let them advance without remonstrance. They were
already beginning, he maintained, to occupy territory
that really belonged to Persia; and he alluded to the
burning of Kizil &vat by a Russian column.
"Why," I asked, '' do you not occupy your own territory, instead of letting it fall into the hands of the
Turkomans 3 "
Shrugging his shoulders, he answered, "Perhaps
some day we shall do so. They are troublesome people."
At the conclusion of our interview we went home
by a different route, so as to see the town. It is a
wretched place, so unlike our dreams of these far Eastern
cities.
October 1st.-Abbaa Khan called early ; and, having
heard of my desire to procure information relative to the
great mineral wealth supposed to exist in the neighbourhood of Meshed, he brought a man named Malek, who
was connected with the few mining operations in activity.
Malek presented specimens of the different ores, and
offered to show us an old and unworked copper mine
that existed not more than five miles from Meshed.
His specimens showed fairly rich copper ore, and very
rich lead combined with silver. But the great difficulty
in this country lies in its want of fuel. Malek declared
there was a coal mine in close proximity to the lead;
and he afterwards obtained specimens. These specimens,
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though showing indications of the presence of coal, were
not really coal, but shale; and a t present, from want of
roads and wheeled carriages, the cost of transport is so
great, that if pure lead could be found it would not
pay the carriage to Russia or other parks of Europe;
whereas, if a coal mine could be worked here, copper
would pay enormously. The cooking-pots and a number
of articles in constant domestic use amongst the Persians
being made of either brass or copper, there would be a
great home demand; to supply which copper is largely
imported into Persia, although the country abounds
in it.
I n the evening we rode out to see the copper mine.
The workings were ancient, but not extensive ; and they
did not then seem to be very rich. The gates of all the
walled towns in Persia being closed at sunset, Abbas
Khan had made arrangements for our entering the town
after dark; but some mistake had occurred. On our
arrival at the gate we found it closed, and had to wait
over an hour before, the error being rectified, we could
gain admission.
October 2nd.-We were very anxious to see the different products of the district, and the principal articles
which formed the trade of the town. Accordingly, silks,
shawls, turquoises, and barek (a cloth made of goats'
hair) were brought to us." The quality of the silk was
A cloth called kourk or barck, wovon of an excwhgly 5 e and silky
wool which grows on tho belly of the camel. Nothing can be softer or
warmer than these bewks, but unluckily they are bedly woven. If they were
better made, they would be preferable to every other kind of cloth. As the
nomads never dye the raw material, the barek ie of the same colour es the
camel. The prim varies from ten shillings to four pounds a piece, and
one is sufficient to make an Afghan robe. The Afghan and Persian
noblm, even the sovereign, always wear i t in the winter. The wool, a
kind of down on the other park5 of the animal, is nsed for kourke of an
inferior quality. Thie down is preserved from tho cffects of the weather
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very poor, atd the prices high. The turquoises were
generally indifferent! and much dearer than they wodd
have been in Bond Street; but some pretty Miuuns,
or pipe-heads, inlaid with turquoises and rubies, were
produced ; and these we bought for comparatively very
moderate sums. They were all subsequently stolen on their
road to England. They were very elegant in shape, and of
quaint workmanship. We were also shown some curious
specimens of the Meshed stoneware. These form articles
of common use, such as basins, cups, &c. They' are
remarkably neat, and the designs cut upon some of them
are uncommon and in excellent taste. They are cut out
of the solid stone, which is soft and easily worked, and of
the consistency of slate. Two kinds are used; one like
very dark slate, the other of a blue-grey colour, and they
are very cheap. Unfortunately, nearly all the specimens
I selected were broken on the journey home.
, Meshed is renowned for its carpets, which, although
not to be compared with the finest carpets made near
Teheran, are of a beautiful texture. In the afternoon
we went to see their manufacture, and the principle
appeared to me much the same as that adopted in the
manufacture of the Gobelins at Paris. A large carpet
was being made in one of the rooms we entered, and
about a third was completed The border was of
admirable workmanship, with the most curious and exquisite blending of colours, altogether a work of art ; and
we should have gone away much impressed with the good
taste of the designer, had not the officials been most
anxious to shorn us the whole of the pattern, when, to
our horror, we fonnd that the centre was to be a steam
by the wool that covers it, which is need for konrks of tho coersest
description. A down similar to that which growe on tho camel, but
infinitely superior in quality, grow8 under the hair of the goat, and cloth
of incomparable beauty and quality is made of i t . - F ~ w r t .
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engine drawn by a horse ! Whether this was intended
as a covert protest against the progress of science in the
West, or to show the contempt of the Persian mind for
an improved system of communication, I cannot say;
but it certainly destroyed a,ll our bright dreams of
Persian taste. And whilst upon this subject let me
remark that, although in their carpets, exquisite designs
are worked and beautiful combinations of colouring
attained, this is almost the only point in which they
do not show vulgarity of imagination. I n their houses
stained glass is commonly introduced with a most gaudy
and coarse effect; and the outside decorations are of the
same character. The wooden framework of the windows
is often of very intricate and pretty design, but all the
colouring of the malls and their pictures are in the
worst possible taste. I n architecture they are equally
behindhand. There is no modem building that I know
of in Persia that even merits mention, and in the interior
decorations a temporary tinselly effect is all that seems
to be aimed at.
As we continued to- explore Meshed, our feeling of
disappointment increased. There is one long and
tolerably wide street through the town. A stream
runs down its centre, and by its side grow a few trees.
This street forms the great approach to the Mosque of
the Imaum Reza ; which we were unable to visit, as any
attempt to do so v o d d have led to a popular outbreak.
Knowing this full well, and the veneration in which it
is held, together with the fact that an endeavour to see
it made by Mr. Eastwick had nearly resulted in serious
consequences, I never made the attempt. We had a
long and trying journey yet before us, and I was most
anxious to study the religious prejudices of the people
in every way. This is absolutely necessary for the
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traveller in Central Asia Any carelessness in this
respect, or the slightest attempt to violate the social
habits and customs of the country, is sure to prove a
fertile source of difficulty. It was, I believe, owing to
the care always shown by my companion and myself
in these respects that we accomplished our arduous
journey with so few difficulties.
We paid a visit this afternoon to a very fine old
Persian Prince who was a son of Futteh Ali Shah. H e
lived in retirement at Meshed, and was a thorough antiquary and lover of the fine arts. H e had collected
some exquisite specimem of old silver and pottery work
from the ruins of Damghan and other ancient Persian
cities. One of his possessions, a vase of carved stone
covered with silver filigree work of a most beautiful
antique pattern, would have created a furore in Paris
or in London. He had also employed workmen to
carve, from his own designs, a curious and pretty
semi-transparent stone found in the neighbourhood of
Meshed; and they had executed very beautiful tables
and many other articles with great finish and most
perfect taste. I urged him to visit Europe with his
curiosities, representing that he would thoroughly
appreciate our collections and the dzerent International
Exhibitions. H e told me that he often longed to do
so; but could not make up his mind for so serious a
departure from his quiet habits, and that now he
thought he was too old to attempt it. The uwal
kalioun was produced, followed by small cups of tea.
The kalioun, which is too well-known to need descrip
tion, appears at every visit. An attendant brings it to
the chief, who hands it to the principal guest,. It is
the etiquette for the guest to refuse it at first, and to
request the chief himself to smoke; but this is always
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declined, and the chief guest then inhales the smoke
three times. This is the correct number. It is then
passed to the chief and eventually smoked by the other
guests. As the mouthpiece is of wood, this indiscriminate smoking by many mouths is not pleasant.
After each person has finished, he blows out the smoke
remaining in the kulioun before handing it on.
Tea is now served in Persia quite as often as coffee.
It is handed round in small and sometimes pretty china
cups. The tea itself is usually good, but it is mixed
with sugar and over-sweetened. Occasionally small pieces
of lemon are introduced, as in Russia; but this is rare,
as lemons are not procurable in the uplands of Persia.
When the kalioun is called for a second time it is a
signal for the visitors to depart.
October 3rd.-I was anxious to see specimens of the
lambskins so much worn by the Persians, which in
England are commonly called Astrakhan; but why so
denominated, it is difficult to understand, seeing that
they come principally either from Shiraz in South Persia,
or from Bokhara The Bokhara skins are much the
more valuable, fetching treble the amount of those of
Shiraz.
Two more horses being required, several were brought
to us which we did not like ; but on this day two nicelooking animals appeared, a grey and a bay. We rode
them in the afternoon, and, approving of them, eEected
their purchase for fifty tomauns each, or 201. The
grey turned out a most useful animal. He carried me
nearly all the rest of the journey without ever getting
sick or sorry, and is now in England.
The evening was spent in the uninteresting but
necessary occupation of counting krans. The kran
(10d.) is a small silver coin, but it. is the largest in
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general circulation in Persia The difficulty this occasions in travelling may be imagined. I n the first place,
as there are no banks and no other circulating medium,
large quantities of silver coins have to be carried;
thus affording a great temptation to robbery; and in
the next, the tediousness of counting out 4001. or 5001.
in tenpenny-pieces may be imagined ; certainly it cannot
be realised. The krans are usually carried in little
red leather bags, which hold about 100 tomauns each.
There is also a half-kran called a b u d ; so that, if
a considerable sum happens to be received in bunabats,
the work of counting is doubled.
W e had given a native merchant in Teheran 8 certain
sum for his bill payable at Meshed, but now found that
we should require a larger amount. W e had no difEculty whatever in getting the money in the bazaar by
giving b& on Teheran to cover the amount. It was
very pleasant to find that English credit stood so high
in this out-of-the-way place. W e drew, if I remember
rightly, about 3001. in this way without any hesitation
being shown ; but as a counter-balance to our pride at
this faith in the national honour we had to count the
amount in krans and bunabats.
October 4th.-I
was getting very ill, although still
struggling on day aRer day. It was impossible that
this could last much longer, and here we were about to
commence the most useful, but most trying and dangerous part of our expedition; a task requiring plenty
of health and strength. I now rarely slept at all at
night, and was reduced to a shadow, very weak and with
no sign of improvement ; in fact, it was impossible to
conceal from myself that I was dying by inches. Only
those who have travelled widely and successfully in very
distant and uuknown lands can fully feel the trial of
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pushing on and severing yourself' farther and farther
from all hope, when sickness has laid its heavy hand
upon you. While health and strength last, to push on
and overcome every difficulty is the first and natural
impulse; but it is in the hour of illness, when the
body and mind are weakened and wasted by disease
and suffering, that stern resolution to conquer or to die
is so much needed. This is why we find so few successful explorers in Central afiica, where constant sickness
has to be braved.
During those sleepless nights at Meshed, a tempting
voice, I must confess, would sometimes expostulate, and
seem to say, "Return while yet there is time, and reach
the Caspian. Sea air alone can save you. Why rush to
certain death? You are not on duty. Yon are merely
trying to carry out a useful work for your country.
Will your country ever thank you for it ? Back to the
Caspian, while you still can move." But before morning
came the vision was chased away, and I again gave orders
to prepare to move forward.
I had sent a letter to Yakhoob Khan at Herat, and
had intended to travel slowly in that direction, hunting
antelope and wild asses on the plains whilst awaiting
his reply; but I waii now too weak for thoughts of
sport. An Afghan agent of Yakhoob Khan had come
to visit us ; and he evidently was most anxious to know
the true object of our journey, and whether there was
any chance of good tidings for his master, for Yakhoc~b
was now on very bad terms with his father, Shere Ali,
and naturally jealous that Abdullah Jan, his youngest
brother, had been nominated to the succession. Clearly
it was hoped that we might have a diplomatic mission
relative thereto; and, although I stated at once that
this wiw not the case, I was not credited. Considering
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that words are intended to conceal the thoughts, an
Afghan never believes you.*
October 5th. - Starting for Sangbust, distant about
twentg-seven miles, we halted for -breakfast a t Turokh
(nine miles), where are the ruins of an old mosque.
About half way between Turokh and Sangbust there is
a well of good water. A t the latter place were numerous streams, and we were located in a curious building
that looked as if i t had once belonged to a large stable,
for there was stabling all round it for numbers i f horses.
This march completely knocked me up. A t last it was
painfully apparent to me that nature could stand no
more. The sun had been very hot. Feverish and
utterly exhausted, with my tongue all blistered and
cleaving to my mouth, I had suffered tortures; yet I
knew that to drink the bad water we came across in
my state was death. Such, however, was the agony of
thirst, that often, lying down, I washed my mouth out,
and bathed my face and head in the welcome fluid. I
was much worse all night, and in the morning it was
evident that moving forward ww hopeless. So Gand I consulted, and decided to return to the neighbourhood of Meshed, and there await the answer from
Yakhoob Khan. Making our way across the country to
the north of the town, we camped in a tolerably shady
garden about five miles from Meshed.
Illhen saying good-bye to Abbas m a n the day
before, he had begged me to use a Persian medicine,
common in the bazaar, which he represented to be most
- -

I have always deeply regretted that the order of our Government
prevented our going to Herat. I feel sure that the infiuence we might have
exerted would have prevented the serious outbreak which occurred between Yakhoob Khan and his father, and which ended in Yakhoob being
imprisoned at Canbnl, where he still remains, and where he probably will
die ~uddenlyand unaccountably. Yakhoob was the h o s t and most promising son of Shere Ali.

efficacious in dysenteric affections. As I had consumed
a,ll my own medicines without producing any effect, I
agreed to try his remedy; which consisted of a small
seed, somewhat resembling linseed and called in Persia
burhang, made into a tea like linseed tea, with the addition of a tea-spoonfid of oil of sweet almonds. 31y diet
was restricted to rice and a mash made of almonds and
sugar, not unpalatable. The effect was marvellous. I n
two days I improved immensely; and, though I had
recurrences of the disease, by immediately flying to
barlllan.9 I managed to continue my journey.
Learning that the Governor of Khorassan was staying
at a small garden-house in the country only about two
miles from us, we sent him a present of a very nice doublebarrelled rifle, and had a message in return, to the effect
that he was anxious to present a horse, and would be
very glad if we would come to see him the next day.
We had a civil letter from Yakhoob Khan, from Herat,
saying that he would much like to receive us, but that
he had the most positive instructions from the Indian
Government not to do so, unless I came with an order
from the British Government. It was evident that
he had dot received any communication from Lord
Northbrook, and I was reluctantly compelled to give
up all hope of reaching Merv by way of Herat and the
Moorghab. And another disappointment came at the
same time. The Governor of Khorassan had determined
not to visit Sarakhs. As this would interfere considerably with any design to explore the Heri-rood, and we
also heard that we should barely have time before the
winter and snows to traverse the frontier between
Sarakhs and the Caspian, if we delayed any longer by
travelling eastward, I determined to push on at once
to Kelat, and then to work as far as possible to the
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west, north of the great range of the Kuren-dagh
mountains.
I was so much better on the Sth, that in the morning
we vieited Hussein Khan, whom we found much more
civil which I shrewdly suspected was from t-he fact of
our Herat trip being given up. I n the afternoon he
sent us a horse, a very indifferent animal that was never
of the slightest use; and we had to make his servant
who brought it an additional present of ten tomauns.
Giving and receiving presents in Persia, in nine cases
out of ten, means much giving and very little receiving.
We had wished the Governor good-bye; and, as I was
anxious to lose no further time and felt stronger, we
started for a short march towards Kelat in the afternoon.
And here let me describe the different roads which run
from Meshed to the most important points, east, north,
and west. First, there are no less than three roads &om
Meshed to Herat: one by Sangbust, Turbat Shaikh
Jam, and Kussan; another a little south, and running
almost parallel; and a third still farther to the south
by Turbatii-Haidiri, Khaf, and Ghorian. To the northeast, the road to Sarakhs follows the Keshef-rood river,
and winds through the mountain range by the Durbund
Pass. By all the roads to Herat and by this road guns
could be conveyed. Farther still to the north, there are
two mountain ways to Kelat impracticable for artillery,
but guns can get there by going first to Saraghs and
then across the plains. From Meshed to the north-west,
there is a good road practicable for artillery through the
broad rich valley which leads to Koochan, Shirvm, and
Boognoord.
The Keshef-rood rises in some springs near the ruins
of Toos, and flowing a few xuiles north of Meshed,
runs through the Durbund Pass to Sarakhs ; near which

1
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it is joined by the Heri-rood, which river, after running
past Herat, winds to the north and the two &r their
conjunction are called the Tejend. This flows through
the desert, some thirty to forty miles north of the
Kuren Dagh mountains, and winds to the west parallel
with it. Its cdurse is marked by immense reed-beda,
and it becomes gradually smaller from evaporat.ion until
it ends iu a large reedy marsh at a place called Tejend,
which is a favourite resort of the Turkomans, and where
there is some cultivation. Tejend lies almost due north
of Abiverd.
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CHAPTER XI.
Kardeh-Hale-Wardeh-IiolabKala

Nadir.

ON leaving the camp near Meshed, we only marched
about ten miles before night fell. We crossed the
Keshef-rood by a massive brick bridge. Nearly all
these Persian bridges have pointed arches, entailing a
steep ascent and descent. W e encamped just outside a
small village, at which was an establishment for making
shira, or grape-honey. The juice of the grape is boiled
down until it is of the consistency of treacle ; in f@ i t
has a taste something between treacle and honey. This
is very popular with the Persians in all districts where
the grape flourishes.
Starting early the next morning, we soon began to
enter the mountains. The country was much cultivated,
and numerous large villages were passed. At length
the valley narrowed into a mere gorge, through which
flowed the stream which fertilizes the land between
this and our last night's halting-place. I n some parts
smaller streams joined it from the mountains on either
side. One of these small streams seemed to be strongly
impregnated with copper. The rocks of a little basin
into which it ran were bright .green; and curiously
enough there was a small fish swimming in it of quite
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a greenish hue. After proceeding about eighteen miles
the gorge widened out into a valley of about two milbroad, evidencing natural fertility ; and beyond it we
saw a village by the side of the river, which looked
promising. This was Kardeh, our intended haltingplace. Here two streams joined, and three valleys
united; one running towards the N.N.E., the other
towards the west, and the third to the south, by which
we had come. The valley, running westward, joins the
main Meshed-Koochan valley, at a distance of twentyone miles, and along its course lie the villages (according
to Abbas Khan) of Gewesherwar, Bara, Gurk, Aguaz,
Miamenah, and Ardek.
Like all the villages in this country, Kardeh was a
little fort. The interior was a regular mbbit warren.
How the people manage to live in these places is a
wonder. The closeness, t,he flth, and the smells are
beyond belief, and the usual combination of execrable
water, which the people seem to prefer, will probably
m o u n t for the gradual diminution of the population.
We found it a great comfort having Abbas Khan with
us, as he could converse through either Shaab or
Gerome, and he kept the former in good order. On the
next day's march we were told that we should cross a
' mountain range to Wardeh, a distance of twenty-nine
miles; so we started early, marching up the valley to
the N.N.E. We halted for breakfast near the village
of Hale, nine miles in advance, where another valley
turned off to the N.N.W., in which, at the distance of
about three miles, lay a large village named Boohoo ;
but we still followed the gorge to the N.N.E. This
gradually became narrower and narrower until in some
places it was not twenty feet wide, with rocks coming
sheer down on either side ; a mere cleft in the mountain.
0 2
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The ascent was continuous, and at last we broke rather
suddenly upon beautiful mountain slop- with a very
considerable amount of vegetation, and the juniper tree
standing not in woods, but singly, or in small patches.
It looked a lovely country for game; but, except partridges, we saw nothing. There were high mountains
botrh to our right and left front; great majestic ridges
of rock, sometimes taking fantastic shapes, and with
their strata running vertically, as if disturbed by some
gigantic upheaval. In places the sides of these mountains were sheer precipices, while the ridges looked
perfectly sharp.
We wound by a zigzag up one of the easiest passes to
our left, but on getting near the summit the road seemed
to end, and we had to look about; farther ascent
seeming utterly hopeless. At last, however, a way was
discovered, up which our clever horses scrambled like
goats; and soon we looked down into a dark valley
on the other side. Three miles off, though the distance
seemed to be a mere stone's-throw, was the desolatelooking village of Wardeh. The valley into which we
now descended was barren and uncultivated, quite different from the fine mountain uplands covered with
grass and wood which we had just left. I t was getting
dark as we reached the village, and after a little time a
house was prepared for us-a mere shed, but with a fireplace ;and the juniper wood soon made a cheerful blaze.
I was uneasy about the mules, which, in spite of strict
orders to keep up, were always lagging behind ; and even
the mounted servants, instead of remaining with us,
were always dropping to the rear. Often had I spoken
about this lately; and, being now in a country where
umall straggling parties of Turkomans might be enwuntered, I had threatened to inflict a fine upon all lagga,rds
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on the next occasion. We had halted nearly an hour
to allow of their overtaking us; yet no signs of their
approach were visible. Only Shaab and Ismail were with
us. Two hours had elapsed since our arrival, and it
seemed evident that they had mistaken their road. I
had quite given them up for that night, and had just
made arrangements to despatch a messenger to a village
which it was thought they might have reached, when
they all appeared. As usual, they had fallen behind, and
had got off the road ; but after wandering about for two
hours they fortunately met a vlllager out shooting, who
had directed them safely.
I had them all brought before me, and after a severe
lecture fined them. In a few minutes it was evident
that something was wrong. Instead of our things being
unpacked, no one appeared. We ~ e n tout after our
respective servants, when Gerome came in, very wrath,
with the information that all the servants had mutinied ;
that they would not obey him, that they refused to do
anything, and that they declared their intention of
returning to Meshed. We also heard that they had
endeavoured to persuade the horsekeepers to desert us.
I immediately sent for the horsekeepers, and warned
them that we knew what was going on, that these
men would certainly sufFer; and advised them not to
be led away. Old Mehemet Ali, my own syce, who bad
been in Bombay, pledged himself for the fidelity of the
horsekeepera. Still it was a most unpleasant predicament. We did not know how far we could trust Shaab.
Gerome worked like a horse, and we cooked our o m
dinners ; but to be utterly deserted en ma.w in this most
out-of-the-way part of the country was very serious,
especially as Abbas Khan told us there was no chance of
getting servants of any description where we were going.
'
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The bull, I saw, must be taken by the horns. We
were quite certain that the men would not try to make
their way back before morning, and then not very early,
from their dread of Turkomans. Sending for the headman of the vlllage, I showed him my papers from the
Governor of Khorassan, and told him that in the
morning all these men must be seized and brought to
me as prisoners, and that I held him responsible for
them from that moment. H e promised faithfully that
they should not be allowed to leave the village. According to Gerome's statement, Seid Maty, the tent
farash, had been the instigator of the mutiny. There
was a regular conspiracy, in fact, and they had already
been selling some of our things. Gerome had come
upon them in the very act of dividing the spoil. H e
had noticed that Abbas had a gold coin in his purse ;
and, as gold is very uncommon in Persia, he asked me
if I had given him one. I then discovered that a gold
Napoleon which had been in my waistcoat-pocket was
missing, and this proved to be the coin in question. So
here was a clear case of theft.
At a very early hour in the morning back came Zenil
Abdeen, GF----'s
servant, very penitent and begging for
forgiveness ; which for some time was refused. At
last, however, as a matter of policy, he was pardoned.
This we knew would sow dissension in the camp of the
mutineers. We then set to work ourselves to pack a l l
the things on the mules, and prepared to start. When
dl was ready, I told the head-man to produce the
prisoners. But the pardon of Zenil Abdeen and the
preparation for departure without assistance were already
producing their effect ; and loud lamentations were heard
from the men who had been so inipudent the night
before.
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However, determined to make an example, I fixed
upon Seid Maty, the ringleader, and Abbas, the thief,
for dismissal. The four culprits were laid down in
succession, and Ismail applied the stick. An amusing
scene now occurred. Abdullah, the cook, carried the
whip, m d was supposed to be the executioner on such
an occasion; but I had endeavoured to rule by moral
force (quite a mistake in Persia), and the whip had
never been used.'
Abdullah was waiting for his own
whipping, and Ismail was operating rather inefficiently
upon Seid Maty. Abdullall, disgusted at seeing his duty
so bungled, rushed forward, and wanted to belabour his
fellow-culprit. This, however, was not dowed, and in
another minute he was receiving his own punishment.
At the termination of this scene, there was a general
appeal for forgiveness; and, &r a severe lecture, pardon was extended to all but Seid Maty and Abbau, who
were dismissed. Even these two men, instead of carrying out their intention of returning to Meshed, were
now in abject dread of Turkomans; and they followed
in our train.
Nothing could exceed the civility and humility of our
followers. I had been too lenient and had spared the
rod over much. This Persians cannot long understand.
Accustomed as they have been for generations to be
ruled only by force and by fear of punishment, they
cannot realize a merciful sway. The servants had
all been most anxious to go to Meshed and visit the
Holy Shrine; but now that this had been done, and
they found themselves bound for a strange and wild
country, going apparently into the heart of that dreaded
land of the Turkomans, all their bad points began to
* In travelling in Persia one servant always camea a whip, which he
in cnscs of mkbekaviour.
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develop. I must, however, do them the justice to say
that, except in one or two instances, I did not detect
signs of fear so long as they were with us. They simply
wanted to get home, not liking the discomfort.
Ever since our departure from Meshed we had met
small parties of soldiers, in a wretched state, coming
from Kelat. They begged us not to .go on there, as
everybody was dying of typhus fever; and certainly
more miserable objects than these poor creatures it was
difiicult to picture. Still, having heard of the importance of Kelat, I had determined to see it, and to report
upon it ; so we pushed forward.
After leaving Wardeh, we crossed the mountain for a
considerable .distance to a high point from which there
was a glorious view. Below us lay a mass of jagged
peaks, and we could distinguish the precipitous natural
walls of Kelat amongst the lower ridges, while far
beyond stretched the great salt desert of Turkomania,
extending right away to the Oxus. Soon we began
to descend, and coming upon an enormous number
of partridges, halted for breakfast and did a little
shooting. But here a mishap occurred that might have
been most serious in its consequences, and which nearly
and I had
lost me my staunch companion. Gseparated. The hillside was broken by steep and rocky
ravines, and one had to descend very carefully, creep
it appears,
ing down over sloping slabs of rock. GC-,
was making his way down one of these places with
his gun loaded, but on half-cock, and he had rksted
it for a moment on a projecting ledge, when, to his
horror, it suddenly slipped, and, sliding down muzzle
upwards, went off, the discharge being straight at him
within three yards. Fortunately, Ghad on some
large, I~igh, brown leather riding-boots. Directly he
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recovered himself, he made his way down to the breakfast place, where I had just arrived. One of his boots
was cut all to pieces by the shot, and it was an anxious
time until we got them off and examined the injury.
Bappily, this was not very serious. About nine shots
had entered the leg in one place, and five in another;
but they were only flesh wounds. Neither vein nor
artery had been injured. It was a most merciful escape.
We now descended rapidly, eventually getting into
a narrow rocky gorge, with a beautifully clear stream
dashing through it. Suddenly we emerged upon a
valley about three miles broad, and before us lay the
fortress of Kelat. .
Kelat, about which so little is known, certainly deservee to be reckoned one of the wonders of the world.
It is a gigantic fortress, formed b y Nature, only
slightly aided by man. The walh are mountains of
from 800 to 1200 feet high, and with a sheer perpendicular scarp between 300 and 600 feet ; sometirhes more.
It is an irregular oblong in form, about twenty-one miles
long by &om five to seven broad. There are only five
entrances t.hrough narrow natural scarps, and these are
fortified. Three of them are on the northern face, one
is on the eastern, and another on the southern. The
ground enclosed within is very rich, and it might be
a perfect garden and self-supplying. The stream which
we had followed runs right through t-he place, in at the
southern entrance and out at one of the northern.
There is also some cultivation outside the work; and
after being used for irrigating a considerable tract of
land this stream is allowed to revert to its natural
channel, whereby it forms the main supply of water used
by the inhabitants. Hence, I imagine, the great unhealthiness of the place. But there are several springs
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within the fortress, and one just outside the southern
gate. Moreover, there are numbers of old kanauts, and
I have no doubt that an a.mple supply of good water
could thus be obtained for the cultivation of the whole
interior. That it once had a much larger population,
and was in a more prosperous state, the numberless
remains of villages testify. Everything about it now
betokens utter ruin and neglect.
The Persians maintain a battalion of regular troops
here, besides some irregular cavalry and a few guns.
The battalion now occupying it had arrived from Teheran
900 strong, only three months before. Since that time
300 had died of typhus, and the remainder were in the
most miserable condition. The officers had all deserted
their men, and gone off, and those men who had any
money had done likewise; but the mass were left
without pay. About 200 still occupied the houses near
the southern gate, and a sort of guard was kept up ; but
the men were in a ghastly state, and lay here and there
dying of the fatal scourge. We hastened on for about
six miles inside the fortress, until we reached the town,
in which was situated the residence of the Governor.
Having heard that there was a spring immediately
without the town, I refused the offer of a very good
house, being anxious to keep all our followers as much
as possible from the fever-stricken place; so we encamped by the spring. This water was excellent, and
I gave the most stringent orders that no one should
cook with or drink any other. Although this spring
was within 300 yards of the town, the inhabitants did
not come to it ; the polluted river water was 100 yards
nearer for them. Truly they are an impossible people !
These precautions had so good an effect, that we had not
a single case of typhus in our camp.
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I found that the Governor was away, and had taken
most of the irregular cavalry with him. I n his absence
his son, a nice lad of only about twelve years old, paid
us a visit and did the honours. The town had some
trace of its former grandeur, in the shape of a burntibrick
building, t h a t evidently had once been a place of some
importance.
The next morning we heard that there had been
a fight with the Turkomans just outside the gates, and
t.hat several had been killed and others taken prisoners.
Anxious to see them, I requested that the prisoners
might be brought to me. Accordingly, they were
marched up, heavily chained, and a Turkoman, who had
a pass, attended them. He had come in relative to the
ransom of some Persians. They were hard, wiry-looking
men, without an ounce of superfluous flesh. One, a mere
boy of about fifteen, was Persian by birth. He had been
captured in his youth, and now fought against his own
countrymen, and also, we were told, acted as a spy.
There is a curious look of merry cunning about most
of this m e . We had a long conversation with the free
Turkoman ; and when he heard we were Englishmen
he was evidently much interested in us. Being most
anxious that the British name should stand well with
these people, I interested myself about the prisoners.
The Kelat authorities promised me that they should not
be executed, but that time should be given for their
friends to ransom them ; and I impressed upon the free
Turkoman the necessity of immediately communicating
with these friends. I also left a little money to provide
them with food. There was one fine man among them
who was reported to be a desperate character, and who
had killed two of the Khoords before he was captured.
These men had comc from Merv, and had only bee11
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thirty-six hours on their journey, riding the same horses
that they had been taken on. I examined their captured
arms, which consisted of the usual Eastern cimiter and
a double-barrelled, muzzle-loading, smooth-bored gun.
This is the ordinary weapon both of Khoords and Turk*
mans. They are generally of very common make, and
mostly of Russian manufacture. They thrust in a piece
of rag over the powder, and ram down the ball also
enveloped in rag. The gun is carried slung over the
shoulder, muzzle upwards, so that the ball does not get
loose. The powder, which is of local manufacture, is
of very fine grain, and they believe in its strength as
compared with English powder. I do not.
Poor Gwas obliged to be very carehl with his
wounded leg ; so he moved off for an easy day's journey.
while I went to the &la Nadir, a high hill to the north
of the fortress, &om which I had been told a wonderful
view of the surrounding country could be obtained,
and to the remains of the palace of Nadir Shah, who
had not only made Kelat his stronghold, but had
scarped the rock wherever Nature had failed to do so.
A most intelligent chief of the Khoord irreguh-s
accompanied me. We ascended the hills within the
fortress by a zigzag but fair path to t.he height of 1500
feet, when we came to some beautiful undulating downs
of very considerable extent, and a, village containing over
150 houses. There was a small spring here, but I was
told that it was very uncertain, and that the villagers
were sometimes obliged to send down to the low country
for water. There was, however, a certain arnount of
cultivation, proving that there must generally be a fair
supply. A little further on we came to the ruins of the
old palace, which was of .burnt brick, and almost repairable. With wliat interest one looks at any remains
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connected with this great man, who, at a time when the
fortunes of Persia appeared utterly desperate, by dint
of sheer genius and determination of will, and within
a few short years, cleansed his,country of foreign enemies,
conquered Afghanistan, forced that barrier of mountains
which now guards our Indian &ontier, and which we
are so wont to consider impregnable, and with only
80,000 men crushed those monarchies which it took us
a century to subjugate, and, fixlally marching through
the heart of Hindostan, conquered Delhi! To those
who know the Persian character, and remember that
. these events occurred only 136 years ago, the warlike
genios of Nadir Shah appeam astounding.
Not far from the palace we found the remains of a
large well. The water waa evidently drawn up by
mules, and the whole work waa on a considerable scale.
It truck me forcibly that these healthy plateaus would
be the best places for encamping troops, and I have no
doubt that t.he works of Nadir had some such object in
thus providing a considerable water-supply. We mounted
the high hills north of the ruined palace. I was cantering forward, when the Khoord called to me to stop ; and
in another moment I found a precipice of a 1000 feet
below me, the wall of the fortress ; and such a view in
front !
There is one great advantage possessed by the explorer in northern Persia in the summer and autumn
months ; it is the extreme clearness of the air, which,
combined with the height of the mountains, enables one
to take observations at incredible distances. Thus the
traveller commands an immense range on either side of
his route. As an instance of this, I may mention that
subsequently, from the top of a high mountain, near
Shohan, we not only saw the two h a s already mentioned

.
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above Meyomeed at a distance of one hundred miles, but
clearly distinguished a conical mountain, well known to
travellers on the Meshed road, which lies thirty miles to
the south of those hills.
It was a glorious scene that lay stretched before me.
Let me try. to carry my readers with me, and give an
idea of the geography of all this district.
It will be remembered, in looking back to our past
route, that between Nishapoor and Meshed we crossed a
high range of mountains. This range runs south of Meshed
right away to Boognoord, nearly east and west, as do
most of the ranges in northern Persia. North of this
range runs the broad fertile valley in which lie Shirvan,
Koochan, and Meshed, having its watershed a little east
of Koochan ; the Attrek rising north of this valley near
Koochan and flowing west ; and the Keshef-rood, which
afterwards combines with the Heri-rood, flowing east.
North of this valley, again, lies the great range of the
Kuren Dagh which we had crossed between Meshed and
Kelat, the mountains usually ranging from 8000 to 11,000
feet. This range generally runs from W.N.W. to E.S. E.,
but sometimes almost N.W. to S.E. Kelat lies at the
northern foot of this range, and on a mountain i n Kelat
I was now standing. Below me, far as the eye could
reach, and hundreds of miles beyond the range of vision,
lay the great Turkoman plains, the vast salt desert,
stretching right away to the Oxus, and then on again to
the Sir Darya. To me, looking down upon them from
this height, there was gomething curiously impressive in
these extensive deserts, backed by the bold sharp outlines
of the Kuren Dagh.
Away to the E.S.E., and about sixty miles off,
lay Sarakhs, as clearly visible as if it had been only
twenty miles distant. Thence the river Tejend could
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be plainly traced by the broad, dark reed-bed that
marked its course, running far out into the desert opposite
Kelat, at a distance of about forty miles, but drawing
slightly nearer to the mountains farther west. And
there, out in the desert to the N.N.W., so sharp and
clear that one could not believe in the distance, lay
Abiverd, now an unoccupied ruin, but once an important
town, and to the N.W. were the many villages of Dere
F e z , looking green and pleasant amidst the great area
of sandy waste.
" And tliere ! Look there !" said my guide, pointing
E.N.E., " do you not see ? There is Merv."
I strained my eyes, and struggled to believe that, on
the far dim horizon, I did discern a darker, deeper shade,
and that,-that was M e r v - o r fancy; but somewhere
there it lay. And then there came that longing which
ever enters the explorer's heart, to penetrate the misty
veil, and stand upon the little-known oasis, with its
vast and ancient remains of once important cities. I
did not then know that this was the nearest point to
Merv that we should reach ; our advance thwarted, not
by difficulties that we could not surmount, but by
those created through the intense caution of our own
Government.
After I had made my observations, I sat for nearly an
hour on that mountain-top in a dreamy reverie. The
immense future political importance of the scene which
lay at my feet gave it an almost painful and absorbing
interest. That great background of mountains, one felt,
was the true old frontier of North-Western Persia ; and
there to the east, again, I saw it runniug on, and knew
that -Iwas looking at Afghanistan with all its wild and
thrilling memories. Then, when my mind wandered to
the great political problems of the future, and I thought
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of British and Russian notes and imaginary difficulties
in defining frontier boundaries in these regions, the
whole thing seemed a farce, for Nature had drawn a line
more clearly than the hand of man could ever fashion it.
'I'hose~giant mountains formed the outer wall ; Tejend
and Merv the advance posts; beyond, the sea of desert
right away to the Oxus. If Russia had the Oxus, and
a line were drawn between it and Mew, what better
boundary could be found ? But Merv is the outwork of
both Khomsan and Afghanistan; and if the outwork
falls, Herat will soon f d with it.
My guide awoke me from my reverie, and gave me
interesting information as to the country immediately
around us. Right dong the plain from Deregtlez, and
away to Sarakhs, we could trace the line of old forts
which follows the base of the hills, and marks, as a rule,
the farthest point on the plain which the mountain
streams reach. These forts are precisely of the character
of those described at Budhust, only much larger. Kelat
itself lay below us, and we could see at the south-east
corner another mountain of equal height to that on
which we stood, surrounded also by a high plateau of
undulating ground within the fortress; and on that
plateau I was told there was a good spring, and a village
of 300 houses.
The northern face of the fortress seemed higher than
the southern, and in m o ~ parts
t
there was a sheer precipice. I thought of our improvements in guns and our
pride in their fiarful power. How petty it all seemed
in face of this great work of Nature ! Here was a wall,
E~sl~ioned
by no human hands, which dl the artillery of
Ehrope might batter at for a century and never make a
visible impression ; and then what a garden the interior
t,l' the place might be made! The garrison, besides,
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could be almost self-supporting, for the land was rich
and wanted nothing but man's care and industry.
Care and industry ! And below me lay ruin and
neglect; roofless mud walls, fields untilled, and poor
deserted soldiers dying at their posts.
I n a strategical point of view, the possession of Kelat
would be of great importance, if it were well garrisoned,
although it does not command any very practicable pass
through the mountains. But, lying at the foot of the
range, it could scarcely be passed by an army marching
along the base of the mountains from Kizil Arvat to
Sarakhs, unless by moving away to the Tejend from
Dereguez and then following that river. Even then, a
force collected here would be witllin striking distance,
and with an impregnable work at its back.
Having made all my observations, we rode down again
to our old camping-ground. On the way, the Khoord
gave me a long account of a celebrated Turkoman
horse that had been captured some time before fiom a
Turkoman chief. A party of Tekks from Merv made
an inroad upon the E h o r d territory ; but the Khoords
had already learned, by means of spies, that a &paaul,
or raid, waa intended, and had mustered in strength to
resist it. The Turkoman party therefore found itself
cut off by a vastly superior force. Their only hope lay
in crossing the mountains; but here again they were
waylaid. The chief was riding a high-class Turkoman
of great repute for its extraordinary powers of speed
and endurance, but in dashing down the hillside he
was shot. With its owner still clinging to it, the
animal galloped wildly down the mountain, and, falling
over the rocks, waa captured, but very much cut and
bruised. As I was most anxiou~to see a really highclass Turkoman horse, the chief promised to send for
P
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him, if I would wait a little before starting to rejoin
G-.
Accordingly, the animal was produced. He was
certainly a perfed type of a thoroughbred Turkoman,
much resembling an English race-horse in appearance,
and standing a little under sixteen hands. I found that
it was almost impossible to obtain high-class horses of
great repute. Enormous prices are asked for them;
but after some trouble I was enabled, through the
good offices of Abbas Khan, to purchase this horse;
and now, after marching some thousands of miles, and
going through many adventures, he is in England safe
and well, and likely to prove of immense value in giving
a strain of extraordmaq stoutness to our thoroughbred
stock. He is the h t and only thoroughbred Turkoman that ever has reached this country.
The Turkomslns value their horses exclusively by their
performances, and they put them to extreme tests.

CHAPTER XII.
The Tnrkomane end the Pereiana

AND here let me give as account of the extraordinq
people against whom for some weeks we were now to
keep watch and ward by day and by night.
The Tnrkomans occupy the country between Khiva,
the Oxus, and the North Persian frontier, and are
divided into many tribes; but the principal of these
inhabit the south of this great tract, viz., the Yamouts,
the Goklane, and the TekBs. The Yamouts occupy the
shores of the Caspian, and are, as has been mentioned,
water as well as land pirates. They are supposed to
number about 40,000 tents. The Gtoklms occupy the
country of the upper Gourgan, the Attrek, and Simbur,
and number about 12,000 tents. The Tekk are divided
into two bodies; the Akhal Telrbs, who live on the
northern slopes of the Kuren Dagh mountains, and at
Tejend; and the Merv Tekbs, who inhabit the great
oasis of Merv, and the banks of the Moorghab river.
Each of these bodies numbers a b u t 30,000 tents ; and
each Turkoman tent on an average turns out a mounted
horseman. The number of men available for the field
may therefore be easily calculated.
The T~wkomansare a Turkish race, and speak adialect
P 2
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of Turkish, and they hold the Sonnie faith. In person
they are muscular, heavy-limbed men, with large hands,
rather flat, broad faces, and small eyes; thus showing
much of the Tartar type. There is generally a merry,
cunning twinkle about their eyes which does not give
the idea of a hard, cold-blooded .race. It is difficult to
define the Turkoman government, as they are nearly
the only people in the world who really appear to rule
themselves. In each d l a g e there is usually, however,
one man, or Aksakul, who takes the lead, and whose
advice or command is generally followed ; and amongst
the Tekk the threatening of danger has brought a real
leader to the surface in the person of Kourschid Khan,
a man much respected for his bravery and general
character, but who holds a very uncertain position.
The Turkomans seem to be ruled by an unwritten
law or tradition. Certainly they live under the very
essence of a Republic; the mollalis, or priests, have
no doubt a considerable influence; but tribal feeling
appears to be the leading sentiment or law which
regulates the political state of these strange and barbarous people.
That the Turkoman type should still be so distinctly
marked is very curious, as they constantly capture
Persian girls, who become their wives, and so must
bring a strong infusion of Persian blood into the race ;
but it is not traceable either in their appearance or in
their habits. The peculiar characteristic of the Turkomans is their bold, independent air. Their domestic
habits are simple in the extreme. They have rarely
more than one wife; and the women have great latitude
accorded to them. They are never veiled. w in most
other Mahomedan countries, and they occupy themselves thoroughly with the doniestic concerns of their
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lords. The latter, when not engaged in predatory expeditions, lead a most indolent life ; looking after their
horses, smoking, and gossiping being their u ~ u a loccupations. The care of the flocks and herds, as well m
the execution of a little agriculture being entrusted to
the boys and women. These last lead an active life,
and much of their spare time is devoted to weaving the
carpets, which are the only articles of luxury allowed in
the tents. These tents have been already described;
and it is the province of the women to strike and pack
them whenever a move is contemplated. The men wear
the long brown woollen or cotton dress that is common
both with the Khoords and Usbegs ; but both men and
women often wear a red silk or cotton shirt beneath.
The'former wear the usual black or brown sheepskin cap,
but it is generally smaller and lower than those worn
in Persia. The ladies on gala occasions indulge in
considerable finery. Their head-dresses are then most
elaborate, the hair being plaited and arranged into
host fantastic shapes; and they dehght in high red or
yellow boots, and adorn themselves with numberless
trinkets.
The diet of the Turkomans is most frugal. A little
millet and milk forms the staple food, and they move
their camps from place to place as the season renders it
convenient for getting pasture for their flocks, or raising
the s m d grain crops that sutlicc! for their needs.
Their manners are coarse and rough, presenting a
great contrast to the polish of the Persians ; but, on the
other hand, they are manly, brave, and enduring. Their
reputation for hospitality is widely known. They are
brought up, however, from childhood to consider that
violent robbery is the highest of virtues, and every
growing youth looks forward to the day when he may
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win his spurs by joining in a chapaoul, or raid. But,
if the Turkomans are lazy in their habits and careless
of their wives, there is one thing to which their whole
attention is devoted-their horses. And well do these
noble animals deserve all the care that is lavished upon
them, for in courage, speed and endurance combined,
they stand at the head of the equine race.
Now, what is the Turkoman horse ? It is probable
that the race dates back originally, like our own
thorough-bred, to the Arab. But the race is now distinct ; and, besides being so much larger, they far excel
the Arabs both in speed and endurance. It is reported
that Tamerlane brought upwards of 14,000 of the best
Arab mares into this country, and both Shah Abbas
and Nadir Shah also imported many Nedjedeh mares.
I n appearance they more nearly resemble the English
thoroughbred or race-horse than any other type, and
average about the same height, perhaps, if anything,
standing a little higher. I have heard them described
in India as having large, coarse, plain heads; but
those are Afghan horses, and not true thorough-bred
Turkomans. I have seen them with very good action,
but this is u s u d y spoilt by the custom of tying the
hind and fore leg of the colt on each side together, in
order to make them " tripple " or walk " disconnected "
at the fast easy pace in which a Turkoman delights
It is at this pace, about five miles an hour, that they do
their long, slow journeys, while the quick raids are
made at a slow gallop.
There can be no doubt that the pasturage of the Turkoman steppes is peculiarly favourable to the development
of the horse. I n the spring these animals are generally
fed on green food, but afterwards on barley, chopped
straw, and clovp-hay. They are most carefully clothed,
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but stand in the open air. The care that the Turkoman
takes in clothing his horse when not in work is most
singular. They have thick felt coverings made, both as
hoods and rugs completely enveloping the whole body.
It is generally supposed that the Turkoman horse has no
mane ; but this is a mistake. The fact is, that the thick,
heavy hoods wear away the mane, and prevent its free
growth, and then the Turkoman trims or hogs it, as we
should say.* Just as the squire in olden days followed
on a humbler animal bearing his knight's helmet, so
a high-class Turkoman is nearly always followed by a
yaboo, or pony, carrying his heavy clothing.
Every horse is carefully tested, and his qua,lity is
exactly kl~ownby the tribe ; and a horse of extreme
merit is most closely guarded, and never sold except for
a very large sum. They are raced over long distances,
extending to as much as forty and fifty miles; but
they also have shorter races of five or six miles to test
speed. The horses are sedulously prepared before being
thus tried. Of course, all the horses in the Turkoman
country are not of high quality, and good hardy, useful
animals, averaging about 15.2 in height, can be purchased for from 151. to 201., whereas a very high-class
horse will sometimes fetch between 4001. and 5001., or
even more. The Turkoman is quite as gentle as the
Arab, and generally more quiet and sedate in his ways
and habits, whilst equally courageous.
That they would prove as fast as the best English
me-horses for very short distances, it is difficult to
believe, for they have not been bred wholly for speed;
but there is no reason to doubt that they would hold
their own in our long races. Their stamina and general
The horse I brought to England hed no mane, but since his arrival it

has grown freely.
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powers of endurance are certainly far in excess of those
of the British thoroughbred horse. It is melancholy
for any one who knows how our Indian cavalry are
mounted, to think that within easy reach there lies this
splendid field for the purchase of the finest animals in
the world, but which we persistently refuse to develope ;
it would interfere with the Indian studs and their vested
rights, which produce very bad animals at a ruinous
cost.
The whole pride of a Turkoman consists in a reputation for bravery, cunning, and endurance, earned in .
their numerous chrprrouls. M. Ferrier, a Frenchman well
acquainted with Central Asia, gives such a vivid description of the preparation for, and the execution of, one of
these raids, that I prefer quoting his very words :" The rapidity with which the Turkomans accomplish
great distances on their pillaging excursions is really
inconceivable. The following is the manner in which
they prepare for them. When a chief is determined
upon making a foray, he plants his lance, surmounted by
his C O ~ O Uinto
~ S ,the ground in front of his tent, and a
crier invites d good Mussulmans in the name of the
Prophet to range themselves under his banner, and join
in the raid upon the Persian infidels. His wishes, however, are no law to any of the tribe, for the Turkoman
enjoys the most perfect liberty; and those only who
have confidence in their chlef ride up and strike their
lances into the ground near his, the signal that the
volunteer has decided to follow his fortunes. When the
chief thinks that he has assembled a sufficient number
of men to insure the success of the expedition, he names
that day month as the day of departure, this time being
required for each man to get his horse into that high
state of condition without which he could not support
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the extraordinary fatigue and hardships he h h to
undergo. During this month the forage of a horse for
twenty-four hours consists of six pounds of hay, or
clover hay, and about three pounds of barley, or one
half the ordinary quantity of corn. This reduces the
animal considerably in flesh ; which is the object in view,
the first step in his training. E s pace improves under
it, and he is thus prepared for the strengthening and
somewhat singular food which he is subsequently to have.
The horse is then put to his full speed for half an hour
every day, and is not fed until some considerable time
after he comes in. Very little water is given him, and,
if he is eager to drink, it is a sign that he ought to fast
a little longer ; but this training never exceeds a month.
The thirty days having elapsed, the Turkomans take the
field, each of them with two horses ; the one, the charger
which has been trained in the manner described, the
other, a yaboo, or inferior animal used for burden, which
the Turkoman mounts on leaving his mu1 (encampment),
and which carries him to the Persian territory. This
follows him without saddle or bridle, and never strays
from the party, for both have been accustomed to follow
their master like dogs from the time they were foals.
The first day's march seldom exceeds three p m a n g s ;*
the second, four; the third, five; and the fourth,
six. When they arrive at this point, the Turkomans
change the forage of the charger, and substitute four
pounds and a quarter of barley-flour, two pounds of
maize-flour, and two pounds of raw sheep's-tail fat,
chopped very fine, all well mixed and kneaded together.
This is one day's ration, without either straw or hay.
The homes are very fond of this food, which is given
them in balls, and puts them in tip-top condition ; and
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after having been fed in this manner for four days they
are capable of supporting the longest forced marches.
Then, and not till then, their masters mount them, and
prepaxe for the work of pillage.
"Previously to this, however, they look for some
hiding-place fortified by Nature, which will furnish them
with a secure retreat under adverse eventualities. While
they are quietly resting themselves and their horses here,
three or four are detached Gom the band to ascertain,
if possible, whether any caravans are likely to pass.
Sometimes these scouts will join the ka&
in the guise
of inoffensive travellers ; and, as they go along, they take
very good care to find out the nature and value of the
merchandise, and the number of armed men ; after which,
suddenly disappearing, they convey this information to
their companions. Though the Turkomans do not run
much risk in such reconnaissances, they prefer, for
prudence' sake, to obtain this information from Persians
living in the frontier villages, with whom they are
frequently in communication, and pay accordingly.
These vagabonds, who, without an idea of pity, thus
deliver up their unfortunate countrymen to these bandits,
explore the roads and give intelhgence, which is generally but too accurate. During the time thus occupied
in reconnoitring, the main body of the Turkomans
that remain concealed are not inactive. The majority
scour the immediate neighbourhood in small parties of
five or six ; and, as their numbers do not attract attention, they frequently manage to carry off some of the
peasants working in the fields. This is the ordinary
prelude to operations on a large scale. I n the evening
they rejoin their fi-iends to hear the news from their
scouts, and deliberate upon their plans for the morrow.
When the attack is at length decided upon, half-al6
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dozen men are selected by the chief to remain with the
provisions and yaboos ; the rest, mounted on their best
horses, gallop quickly to the appointed spot, whether
village or caravan, upon either of which they fall like a
whirlwind, andwhich they devastate in like manner; finally
sweeping up and carrying off everything, including men,
women, and children, that come8 in their way. I n a
few minutes all is over. Incendiarism is not unfrequently their last act; and, leaving the flames and
smoke to tell the tale of desolation to the distant villages,
they fly with their booty, and gain the spot where they
left their horses, putting from thirty to forty parasangs
behind them without drawing bit, and in an incredibly
Their
short apace of time reach their encampment.'
horses, accustomed to these long and rapid journeys,
accomplish them without knocking up; but this is not
the case with the unhappy persons who have been kidnapped. These, if few in number, are generally taken
up behind their captors ; or, if more numerous, they tie
them on the horses they have stolen, and drive them
before them until the animals drop with fatigue. The
unhappy prisoners they carried are then attached by a
long cord to the saddle-bows of their brutal tormentors,
who drag them along, sometimes walking, sometimes
running, according to the pace a t which their own horses
are going at the time. Woe to those who slacken their
pace I For directly any show symptoms of fatigue, the
head of the Turkoman's lance pricks and forces them
on to further exertion; and should they fall through
nature giving way entirely, they are killed without
remorse.
" Of one hundred Persians thus carried off and obliged
to march with their captors, scarcely a third reach
* A parssnug is 41 miles.
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Turkestan, or at any rate the spot whence the party
set out on their villainous e x e t i o n . A Turkoman's
sensibility is never awakened to suffering, no matter how
temble-the sentiment of pity is unknown to them. A
Persian in their eyes is simply a mercantile and marketable commodity, and not worth taking care of after it
has been injured. They are merciless by habit and by
calculation. A prisoner who could make his escape
would never forget the treatment he had received at
their hands, and would certainly take his revenge by
giving information at the first military post he came
to. I n killing his captive, therefore, a Turkoman looks
upon the act as one of self-defence."
I can most fully endorse M. Ferrier's views. The
boldness of these people may be conceived, when we
remember that they oRen enter Persian territory -for
a distance of 200 miles, trusting to their own cunning
and to the endurance of their horses to make their way
back in safety. But it is evident that this -would be
impossible, were there any honest desire on the part
of the Persian Government to resist these inroads. The
Turkoman's first onset is made with the greatest k h ;
but they rarely or never attack more than twice. They
have a proverb which says, "Try twice; then back
the third time." That, uuder European officers, they
would make the finest irregular cavalry in the world,
there can be little doubt. The war in which, a few
years ago, less than 5000 of the Merv Turkomans
utterly defeated a Persian regular army of nearly 20,000
men, taking most of its guns, and the desperate attacks
made upon a force of Russian infantry after the recent
occupation of Khiva, prove that they only require
organization and directiou to make them most formidable
enemies.
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The Persians are of the Shiah sect of Mahomedans,
whilst the Turkomans are Sonnies. Without entering
upon any lengthened disquisition on'the difference of
creeds held by these two sections of the Mahomedan
faith, a short explanation may be interesting to those
who have only a limited knowledge of the East.
When Mahomet ' died, the choice of a successor
became difficult. Abou Bekr, Omar, Othman, and
Ali, his most faithful followers, all had claims. Ali
had married Fatima, the daughter of Mahomet, by
whom he had two sons, Hassan and Hoosein, the only
lineal descexidants of the Prophet; and of these four
claimants Ali was by far the greatest warrior. But
the choice fell on the venerable Abou Bekr, who, carrying out the views of Mahomet, immediately commenced
that extraordinary career of conquest and proselytism
by the sword, which was consummated and consolidated
by his successor, the high-minded and far-seeing Omar.
On the death of Omar, the Kaliphate fell into t.he weak
hands of Othman, and only on his assassination did Ali
succeed. But the weakness of Othman had already
sown the seeds of disunion in the new faith ; and Ali,
more of a soldier than a statesman, was quite unable
to guide the unruly and unwieldy power which so
suddenly threatened to submerge the world. On the
assassination of Ali,Hassan succeeded to the Kdiphate ;
but soon shunned the dangerous leadership, and abdicated. Hoosein perished in a vain attempt to sustain
the hereditary principle. But the followers of the direct
branch did not fall away, and a sectarian difference
isolated them more completely from the majority of the
Mahomedan converts. For a difference of belief had
already crept in. Whilst the followers of Ali made tlie
Koran, as written by the Prophet, the standard of tlieir
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faith, the majority accepted the sayings and reported
wishes of Mahomet as an unwritten law, and compiled
these sayings into articles of belief.
Thus the Shiahs, or followers of Ali, soon became
separated by bitter sectarian differences from the Sonnies,
or acceptors of the more extended doctrines which were
firmly upheld by the succeeding Caliphs.
As usual, these differences created a greater anirnosity than that existing between the Mahomedans and
the holders of some different hiths. I n fact, the more
enlightened Mahomedans are usually surprised to find
how few of their tenets are violated by the Protestant
belief. There can be no doubt that Mahomet derived
the foundation of the faith which he inculcated from the
Nestorian Christians, and he fully acknowledged Christ,
or Isa, as one of the holiest of the prophets, though
denying his Divine origin. But the great principle of
Mahornedanism lay in the abolition of the worship of
idols, then so prevalent. They cannot now make nice
distinctions between the real and the ideal, and hold that
the Roman Catholics actually worship the figures of
our Saviour and the Virgin, to which they bow. But
when the principles of the Christian faith are fully
understood, they often show themselves very tolerant.
A mere traveller should content himself with thoroughly
explaining those general principles ; and urging the
divine precepts of Faith, Hope, and Charity, as applied
to religious differences. To enter upon argument beyond
this point can serve no right or useful end, and only
leads to embittered feeling.

CHAPTER X I I I .
IThad been arranged that an escort of a dozen men
were to remain behind to accompany me to our new
camp, but only three were forthcoming. The first part
of our way to Dereguez being through the mountains,
we were told that there was no great chance of meeting
Turkomanq though we could not be assured of safety.
In U, we were warned that &om this moment we must
never consider ourselves safe, but march with every
military precaution, having our arms ready for use at
a moment's notice. The Governor of Kelat waa absent
with the greater number of irregular horsemen ; and
therefore, instead of taking the lower road across the
plain, where Turkomans are always lurking, we took the
upper, though much longer, route through the low
mountains. Nter riding about eight miles, I came
across a beautiful stream running down into the plains,
and on this stream a few miles below lay the large
village of Igdalik. Four miles farther on there was
another rivulet, and about eighteen miles from Kelat I
came upon Gand the camp, pitched just outside
the village of Idalek, which lies on a pretty little mountain stream in a very rich valley.
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Only those who have travelled long and far in Persia
can imagine how refreshing it is to come across a plentiful
supply of good water a t every few miles ; and this is the
character of the entire northern slope of the Kuren
Dagh range. What a splendid country this would be
under settled rule ! But Persia seems to take no trouble
in maintaining her frontier. Unless some action is
taken it appears likely soon to lapse into Russian hands,
and will thus give them a perfectly level, rich, and
well-watered highway from the Caspian to Herat, with
forts that only want occupying along the entire line.
Yet we seem ready to allow this part of Persia to pass
away from her without a remonstrance ; and so defective
is our topographical knowledge, that we scarcely realize
that this is Persia, and arguments upon the point are
common in the daily papers between disputants on
Central Asian affairs. No European foot had ever before
passed along this route, and no Russian had ever
penetrated here. There is an intense pleasure in feeling
that you have got to entirely new ground. This
pleasure was greatly enhanced when we hurried to our
maps that we had brought from England,-the very latest
productions of the Topographical Department, suppo~ed
to be secret treasures, and upon which our diplomatic
arrangements with the Russian Government were being
made,-and
found that they were utterly useless,
giving no idea whatever of the geographical features of
the country. So entirely incorrect were they, that we
threw them on one side. They gave us no guidance
whatever, and were simply misleading at every step.
And yet we wonder that we have boundary questions
constantly to refer to arbitration, which are invariably
decided against us !
Gwas most careful a.nd hard-working in his
,
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observations, and for many hundreds of miles never
missed an angle in the road we followed, ever marching
on, compass and note-book in hand. Notwithstanding
the rumours of Turkomans, we slept outside the walls
of the village, which, of course, like all others in this
country, is a fort, and the gates were carefully closed at
sundown. We had nine smars and four " shooting men,"
as Shaab invariably called our infantry escort. These
were not regular soldiers, but villagers armed with rifles,
and usually excellent shots.
The next day we marched to .Laim (sixteen miles)
through the mountains. We had scouts out to the front,
and advanced ready for an immediate fight. About seven
miles from Idalek, we passed another beautiful mountain
stream ; we found Laim a wretched ruined village, but
a fine mountain river ran dashing past into the plains.
This is the river that waters Abiverd. Availing ourselves of a small grove of large trees outside the vlllage,
we pitched our tent here. Walking up the stream for
about half a mile until it came foaming down through
a cleft in the mountains, I was making my way back,
when a bird rose a few paces from me. I could scarcely
believe my eyes, for if not a woodcock, it was the ghost
of one ; yet we had never heard of this bird in eastern
Persia. (3was quite incredulous when told about
it. Unfortunately, I had only a rifle with me.
October 15th.-We knew we had a long march before
us to Chepishli, in the district of Dereguez; but our
guides varied much in their estimates; so we started
very early and kept ascending the mountains until we
were 7000 feet above the sea. The mountain-slopes,
instead of being barren, as in most parts of Persia, were
covered with grass and thickly sprinkled with junipertrees, which imparted to the whole country a cheerful
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appearance after the desolation to which we had been
so long accustomed; and this feature continued right
along these northern slopes of the Kuren Dagh.
Descending rapidly, we reached a point beyond which
we were told it would be folly to proceed without increasing our escort; accordingly, our guide was despatched to an adjacent village to procure more armed
men, and we halted for breakfast by the side of a nice
stream. Just after halting we flushed two unmistakable
woodcocks, and I cried out in triumph to G-.
We
marked them down at only a few hundred yards off;
and taking my gun, I knocked them both over, but lost
one in some reeds. The bird we found was beautihl,
with the most splendid plumage, rather darker than our
English woodcock, and very. large. The vllhgers told
us that they were not uncommon along the banks of
these mountain streams, but we never saw any again.
Soon a whole posse of the wildestrlooking mountaineers
appeared on foot, armed with very long small-bore rifles,
with an immense amount of metal, and they offered to
come as escort. But we now heard there - were two
roads, one by the mountains and one by the plains;
the latter being reported to be much the shorter, but
very dangerous, as Turkomans were always lurking in
the vicinity of a river that we should have to cross.
We had already come nine miles, and even by the latter
road it was thirty-four miles further to Chepishli, and
no d l a g e along the whole way. I decided for the
lower road; and having, through Shaab, addressed our
escort, and endeavoured to excite their warlike ardour in
case of accidents, we pushed on, following the course of
the stream. We soon reached the base of the main
range, and struck into the hills or small mountains
which, in the province of Dereguez, jut right out into
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the plains. But, as we approached these plains and the
dreaded river, a change came over the spirit of our little
force. I n other words, they funked shamefully, and
eventually came to a halt, declaring we should all be
cut up by the Turkomans if we went any farther,
and distinctly declining to advance a step. It was in
vain I urged that we could beat off a very respectable
force of Turkomans, and showed them my breech-loading
.rifle. They did not intend risking themselves, and,
having escorted us whilst there was scarcely any danger,
deliberately turned back when we wanted their services.
Kor was this all. The worst of it was that our former
escort, only fifteen strong, did not like going on alone.
However, I assured them we were so well armed that we
ought to hold our own, and I think my little " Express "
rifle decided them. Our servants talked about it to
such an extent that the rumour preceded us wherever
we went ; the general opinion of the d a g e r s being
that it would go on firing all day without loading, and
could kill men at the rate of about thirty a minute.
These 'fifteen men were really good fellowa, and
promises of high pay, backed by their faith in the
"Express," carried the day. At last we reached the
river, the largest stream we had encountered since
leaving Kelat. It wound down a broad open valley,
which we scouted well before descending from the hills.
The scouts reported that a party of about sixty Turkomans had been at the river in the morning, but there
were no signs of them now. Still the general impression was that we should be specially waylaid both
on account of our valuable luggage, and the considerable
amount of money that we were known to carry with us,
and also in the hope of getting an enormous ransom.
This ransom, we were told, had already been estimated
Q 2

at 400,0001. It appeared that a French pliotographer,
who accompanied the Persian army in its advance to
Merv a few years before, had been captured by the
Turkomans, and on the decided application of the French
Government he was ransomed for no less a sum than
10,0001.
" Surely," t'hey reasoned, " if a little Frenchman
travelling about to take pictures is worth 10,0001., two
English officers might be worth 400,0001. ;" and to that
sum they stnck. I impressed upon theni, however, that
we did not intend to be taken alive, that we should
be very valueless dead, and that the breech-loadem would
probably account for a good many Turkomans first. I
must confess I was uneasy about our baggage, for to
defend a long train of mules with so small a party would
be difficult. We halted at the river to water our horses,
and, as usual, the escort adopted the custom generally
prevalent among the Turkomans and Khoords, of galloping about directly after they had watered them. l'hey
declared that otherwise they would have the gripes.
We always followed our English ideas, and our steeds
never suffered as they predicted.
Leaving this river, which winds down into the
desert, and then, running to the left, waters Suran,
Khosroabad, and hiher frontier villages of Dereguez, we
entered some low hills, just the sort of places that the
Turkomans del&ht in. Our men were the best scouts
that we had yet met with ; but it was now getting dark
and the mules came on but slowly. Moreover, the
wretched mule-bells rang out in the night air, telling
our whereabouts to anyone within two or three miles.
Then, when it got quite dark, the scouts were useless ;
so we drew tlicm in and advanced altogether with the
mules. Our guides lost their way and got off the track,
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but we managed to keep the right direction, and the
country was open. The journey seemed interminable,
and it was not until half-past nine that we joyfully
welcomed the walls of Chepishli; and making our way
through the narrow streets of a considerable and, of
course, fortified town, we were safely deposited in a
house that had been prepared for our reception.
There is no doubt we had run a very great risk, and
given the Tnrkomans a chance which we never gave
them again; but we had d r i h d into the difficulty
through the cowardice of the infantry escort. I was
not going to turn back, for it would have had a bad
moral effect ; and we did not intend to let them believe
that Englishmen could be stopped by such a danger.
I am inclined to think that the Russian advance to
Khiva, and the antagonism which is supposed to exist
between the English and Russians, helped us materially,
for there was an impression that we might have come
to promise English support, and, they were no doubt
careful not to lose a possible %end by attacking two
officers who might in their opinion be envoys. The
report of the kindness I had shown to the Turkoman
prisoners would also spread over the whole country.
No doubt a l l this assisted us, for a well-planned attack
from about a hundred Turkomans would have most
likely succeeded.
Early the next morning, we were visited by the
brother of the Governor of Dereguez. And here let
me state that Dereguez, instead of being a town, as
marked on all old maps, is a prorince containing mare
than a hundred villages, the chief town being Mahomedabad, nine miles distant from Chepisllli. This town,
together with Nowhandan and many villages, lies on
a plain at the foot of the main range, surrounded
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by small mountains which separate it from the desert;
and beyond these mountains and on the verge of the
desert, lie important forts, such as Khosroabad, Suran,
and many others. I n the middle of this plain there is
a spring, but the main water-supply is derived from a
rapid river which descends from the Kuren Dagh range
near Duringa, and then waters several d l a g e s and also
the towns on the plains. I n tracing Persian rivers
on the map, the student must ever remember that,
through the water being taken for irrigation, they usually
become less and less after they leave the mountains, and
are eventually so expended.
Dereguez certainly hat a more verdant well-to-do
aspect than any Persian province that I have seen except
Gilan and Mazanderan, where Nature has done everything, but man nothing. Even the face of the great
mountains has a freshness not seen from the southern
side. The people are Khoords. They have been ruled
by the same family for 150 years, and there is a manliness about them, combined with a degree of order and
cleanliness, that is quite unusual in Persia. I n case
of emergency, Dereguez can turn out about a thoiisand
mounted men, and about 3000 armed infantry mountaineers could be assembled from the different villages.
They, however, would be merely armed men, without
the slightest discipline or organization, but useful in
defending their own walled villages. I n fact, infantry
are never considered in these countries ; cavalry only are
thought of any importance. How they will me the
mistake when they some day come across good regular
infantry on those great plains !
I'he Governor's brother was riding a fine grey Turkoman, well over sixteen hands in height, a bony thoroughbred horse which, as we were told, had a great reputa-
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tion. I was astonished at the size of the horses generally.
They were quite as high as English horses, but rather
narrow ; and nearly all thoroughbred.
A body of a hundred men had come to take us to
Mahomedabad. We did not start until the afternoon,
and were much amused by some of our escort. One
man would go off at full @lop, and another would
chase him. Then they would fire at each other, and
go through all t.he phases of a mimic fight ; a roughlooking set of men, but every now and then one came
across the beau ideal of an irregular horseman. They
had no idea of order nor any kind of drill, but simply
swarmed after their chief, quite independently. If
properly organized and officered, they would make very
formidable cavalry, for they all ride well-in fact, may
be said to live on horseback. They were usually armed
with a double-barrelled gun or rifle and a sabre ; and
sometimes with pistols in addition.
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CHAPTER XIV.

MAHOMEDABAD
was a large walled town, at the gates of
which we were received by the farazhes of the Governor.
We passed down the main street'througk the bazaar,
and were much struck by the extraordinary difference
between the people and those of other towns we had
visited. There was a well-to-do air about everything
that showed good government at a ghnce. A chief
brought a most civil message from the Governor, telling
us that a house had been prepared for us, but requesting
that we would come and pay him a visit at once, and
take tea with him. I apologised for our dusty state,
but he begged earnestly that we would not consider
this.
I n front of the Governor's palace was a large courtyard, picketed in the middle of which was a magnificent
Turkoman horse of a dun colour, but quite thoroughbred
and standing nearly seventeen hands high. H e was an
enormous animal, with great power and perfect shape,
lIut n.nfortunately he had slightly broken knees. There
,T;~s ilso a tame moufflon walking about. The Governor,
hlilpr Khan, we found to be a man of middle age and
vcrv prepossessing manners. Nothing could exceed his

civility, and there was a genial air of truth and good
nature about him which we were not accustomed to, and
which further acquaintance did not belie. He was full
of schemes for the general improvement of his province,
and for the discomfiture of predatory Turkomans. Of
course he reverted to politics, on which ,subject 'his
remarks were. true and sensible. On the way to our
house we passed a large tank constructed for the purpose
of storing a supply of water for the town in the event
, of its being surrounded by Turkomans and the outer
supply cut off.
" I am shut out by the mountains," said the
Governor, "and have 30,000 Turkomans within two
days' ride of me; therefore I am obliged to take every
precaution."
We had not been long installed when a messenger
arrived to request that information might be furnished
of all our requirements, and to intimate that on no
account were we to be allowed to purchase any articles
of food, as the chief wished to provide everything during
our stay. And we found this was no mere empty form.
I took the greatest care, however, that this generosity
should not be abused by our servants, a very necessary
precaution, as Persian servants invariably exact and rob
in the name of their masters.
October 17th.-We had a quiet day's rest, but, being
still most anxious to push on to Merv if it were possible
after we had paid a short visit here, I had a long consultation with Abbas Khan on the subject. H e advised me to
write a letter to Kourschid Khan, the chief of the TekGs,
asking him to send some one who could escort us. Abbas
Khan thought that any effort to reach Merv without
Kourschid's sanction, and without a special order from
our own Government to go there, would be hopeless;
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but he promised to speak to Alayar Khan, in whom
he had great confidence, and to request him to send a
messenger with a letter to Kourschid Khan.
G-s'
leg was still troublesome, and he wisely
determined to lav up whilst we stayed here.
October 18th.-In the morning me had a visit from
a curious personage, one Mollah Saduk, a sort of fool
or jester to the Governor, but, like some of the jesters
of old, with a considerable fund of shrewdness hidden
beneath his nonsense. H e seemed quite a character,
and had, I was told, no little infliience. H e came to
say that, if we would allow it, Alayar Khan would
breakfast with us that morning, that is to say, that he
the Governor would send breakfast, but that it would
give him the opportunity of meeting us in a friendly
manner. W e replied that we should be delighted;
accordingly he arrived in a short time with some of his
chief retainers, Mollah Sad& amongst the number.
Abbas Khan, who was very proud of being able to use a
knife and fork like an Englishman, expatiated on the
merits of our system, as contrasted with the Persian
plan of always eating with the fingers.
We found the Governor and his party most friendly
and amusing, and they gave us much information relative to the place and country. We now discovered why
the Governor of Khorassan was unwilling that we should
visit Dereguez. The .political relatione between himself
and our host were on the most critical footing. They
had long, it appeared, been upon bad terms, owing to
the circumstance that Alayar Khan, who was rather
independent, would not rob his people to pay the accustomed presents which the Persian governors usually
wring from those under them. Things had at last got
to such a pitch that he had been ordered to present
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himself at Meshed. Knowing full well the dangerous
import of this order, on one pretence or another he
omitted to go. H e had just heard that Hussein Khan
had assembled a force and was about to march to Dereguez. This was the force we had seen at Meshed, and
we now discovered that the contemplated visit to
Sarakhs was only a pretence, and that Dereguez was
the real point of movement. Alayar Khan, in great
distress, had made overtures to the Governor of Koochan,
who had promised his aid. He mas also on good terms
with some of the T e G Turkomans, who were ready to
support him. So here was a very pretty little civil war
apparently about to burst out, and I much feared that it
would rather interfere with our explorations.
I had to be most diplomatic, as the chief would ask
my advice upon certain points, and I was determined
not to be mixed up in any of these quarrels. We had
a very long talk with him about Merv. He told me
that he would send us on with some friendly Turkomans
if we only had an order from our own Government to
go there ;-but that without that it would be impossible
for him to take the responsibility.
" I f anything happened to you," he said, " I should be
held responsible for it, and be compelled to pay the
ransom if you were taken prisoners ; whereas, if you had
an order from your Government, it would of course
absolve me from risk."
H e advised me to write to Kourschid Khan, and,
having procured a Turkoman to carry the letter, I sent
him off at once to Merv.
Alayar Khan was agreat sportsman. H e cast longing
eyes at my little Express rifle, and I felt that it would
have to be given to him. Unfortunately there were
rather less than one hundred rounds of ammunition left
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for it, but one could see that his heart was set upon it.
Its fame, as usual, had gone before us. This giving of
presents was a great tax. All other English travellers
in this part of the world had been sent on special
Government service, and the presents were given by
and I had either to pay the
Government ; but Gpenalty ourselves, or else to discredit the English name
for liberality, which of course we mould not do.
Vduable rifles and Purdey guns had therefore to be
parted with, which made the pursuit of geographical .
information rather an expensive process. I was very
loth to part with my Express, as we had still a long
journey before us, and it was my pet rifle; but Alayar
Khan was so truly civil, and anxious to do his best for
us in every way, that I felt it must be done.
We had a very amusing breakfast. There was a most
benevolent looking old Khan in attendance, who, we
heard, was trying to. patch up the quarrel with the
Governor of Khorassan; and Mollah Saduk went
through dl sorts of grotesque tricks which afforded
great amusement to everybody, but which seemed to me
rather coarse than witty. Naturally the conversation
became political, as is always the case in the East. The
Governor asked me to ride out with him in the afternoon, and take tea in his gardens a little way outside
the city. As we passed through the town I could not
help being struck by the respect and evident affection
shown to him by the people generally. The gardens
were rather pretty, and there war a kiosque in the
centre, from which a fine view of the surrounding
country could be obtained. It was evidentslythe great
delight of the chief to ascend this kiosque and glory in
his inheritance; and, with the exception of the wooded
countries of Gilan and Mazanderan, this was certainly
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the pleasantest district we had visited. We sent for
our field-glasses and telescopes, and Alayar Khan enjoyed explaining the general topography. H e seemed
thoroughly to enter into our wish for more extended
geographical information, and was most ready to supply
it. From this position we commanded a very extensive
view.
To the south, about fifteen miles away, lay the great
range of the Buren Dagh ; these mountains, unlike the
usual barren hilh of Persia, having a distinctly green
hue, and being thinly sprinkled with juniper-trees. A.ll
around us extended a great plain dotted with many
villages. The gardens near Mahomedabad were of considerable extent; and away to the west lay the town of
Nowhandan, with still more extensive vineyards and
gardens. I had asked Abbas Khan whether wine was
ever made, and soon found that these Khoord chiefs
were not strict observers of the Koran in vinous respects.
Away to the north, and only about ten miles distant,
lay another long range of low mountains separating
these plains from the great salt desert. . The hills
seemed to join the main range both to the east and
to the west, thus inclosing the district within a semicircle. On the lower hills, nearest to us, Alayar Khan
pointed out watch-towers in different directions, from
which information was immediately given of the a p
proach of any roving parties of Turkomans. The plain
was dotted with the little circular towers which are to
be found around every town and village within reach of
Turkoman forays. These small mud towers, of about
fifteen feet in height, are only entered by a hole through
which a man can just creep on all fours, and are distributed about in immense numbers ; sometimes over a
hnndred may be counted in the vicinity of one town.
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To these the shepherds or husbandmen run if Turkomans
suddenly appear ; and as the Khoords are usually armed,
and the process of entering in the presence of an armed
man would be decidedly unpleasant, they are generally safe
for a time, and remain until their enemies have absconded.
Alayar Khan explained to me that there were many
villages both amongst the low surrounding mountains,
and even at their northern foot, on the great salt plains.
I was very amioua to visit Abiverd, and made inquiries
about it. " It is not now occupied,'"he said, "although
it was once a large and important town. I sometimes
send a small force from here at certain seasons of the
year, and occasionally the Turkomans come and occupy
it for a time if we are not there, for there are considerable gardens still left. W e will go down to that
neighbourhood," he continued, " in a few days ; and, if
you are fond of sport, you shall see how many pheasants
and partridges we will get." H e explained that the
pheasants were found in the great reed-beds which
usually mark the spots where the mountain streams run
into the desert and are absorbed by it. Some of these,
especially that where the Tejend terminates, are of immense extent. Wild boar and tigers, he told me, were
also found in them ; the former in great numbers : but
to go down to these places required a considerable
escort, as they were close to the Tekh Turkomans on
the Tejend, and to those at Annau and Askabat. H e
promised, however, to accompany me in the course of a
few days with an escort of seven or eight hundred
mounted men.
He then began a long political conversation, as usual,
relative to England and Russh ; and some of his remarlis
were most shrewd.
"We hear," observed he, "that England is no longer
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the power she used to be ; that you have got great riches
and think of nothing else, but that you never fight now."
" I f we do not fight," I explained, "it is not from
any loss of power ; but we have su5cient territory, and
instead of trying to conquer more, we are endeavouring,
by means of railways, roads, and general improvement,
to make the most of the Great Empire reigned over by
Her Majesty."
" But if you are so strong," he rejoined, " and if you
can still fight, why did you the other day pay tribute
to America ?"
To explain the Alabama Indemnity to a fighting
Khoord chief, through Shaab as interpreter, was no
easy matter; still I did my best, and ended by saying
that we lived on an island, and were so strong at
sea that we had nothing to f w from anyone.
" But India is not an island," he remarked.
" Do you
intend to give that up to the Russians without fighting?
Perhaps the Russians will not take tribute."
'' The Russians are a long way off," I interposed ; "and,
as you know, there are great steppes between difficult to
march over."
" Yes," was the reply ; " ten years ago the Russians
were a long way off this place ; but where are they now ?
They are at Samarcand ; they have taken Khokand ;*
and Bokhara is really theirs whenever they like to take
it. Then, we heard that England had told them they
must not take Khiva; but they took it. Now they
are on the Oxus. They have been to Kizil Arvat, at
the foot of these very mountains, and have burnt it.
Soon they will come to Merv; and two or three years
after that, they will be at Herat. Do you think all
They always persisted that all Khoknnd wae virtually Bussien. It
hns since boen annexed.
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the people you have conquered in Hindostan will be
as quiet as they are now when Russia is at Herat?
And how can you prevent her ? " he asked. " Your
'fleet cannot come to Herat. Of what use will it be
to you when you have to fight with Russia for India?"
I told him of the immense population of the British
Empire, and of our great wealth, which would have its
effect if a struggle ever came.
" But you have no army," he urged; " at least, so we
hear. It is said, that where you have one man Russia
has six. How can one man stand against six? And,
if you really have great riches and plenty of men, why
have you no army 1"
I found we were getting on to difficult ground, and
endeavoured to use the views of the extreme British
school of optimists ; but although these may pacify John
Bull, the Khoord chief knew too much of the East to
be misled by cloudy phrases, and I .had to divert the
conversation to other topics.
Alayar Khan was really a very shrewd, well-informed
man, with an amount of clear common sense and an
absence of prejudice rarely found in the East. He
asked me what I thought of the horses and men composing his escort. I replied that the men seemed
excellent horsemen, and remarkably well mounted ; but
that they would be improved by a little drill, as from
their independent mode of action they would prove
rather unmanageable in large numbers.
"That is just what they require," he exclaimed.
" Under English or Bussian oficers they would make &strate cavalry ; but I have nobody who can drill them, and
they do as they choose. I have my several captains, who
each command 100 men; but these bodies do not move
with any sort of order, as you observe. They never will
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do so unless they have English or Russian officers to
teach them."
"There would also be a difficulty," I said, " in time
of war from the fact of each man having a different firearm, and no regular supply of powder or ball."
" We make very good powder," he replied ; " and there
is plenty of lead in the country ; but, as you.say, it would
be a great di5culty if we had to fight for more than a
few days."
H e showed me the powder, and pointed out his little
factory in the distance. It was of a very fine round
grain, but, as I afterwards discovered, nothing like
English gunpowder in strength.
Alayar Khan presented me with some splendid quinces,
profusion ; and
which grew in his garden in the
after looking lovingly at his province, and describing
its beauties both for sport and agriculture, he descended
with me to a lower storey, where we had to smoke the
inevitable kalioun. It was a beautiful evening, and
after wandering for months over the barren plains of
Persia, and seeing nothing but ruin and misrule, I could
sympat,hise with my host's feelings. Here he lay, with
his little province around him, outside the great barrier
of mountains that protects Northern Persia; a mere
outpost, as it were, and with thousands of the wild Tekhs
within two marches of him; yet beneath us lay a
smiling landscape, with order and evident respect for
authority.
I complimented him upon the general state of the
province as contrasted with the condition of those we had
passed through. " It has been in my family for more
than 150 years," he said, " even before the time of Nadir.
But a few years ago intrigues were set on foot against
me at Teheran, because I did not send the usual taxes.
R
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I was sent for to Teheran and displaced ; but in a short
time the Turkomans overran the whole province, and
the place was in such a desperate state that they sent
me back. Now you shall see that even the villages on
the great plain are in good order. I have even Turkoman villiges," he added, "which I will show yon.
They behave very fairly, and will not let their countrymen ~ l u n d e rus if they can help it. Lately a good many
have come in. They feel certain that the Russians will
soon be at Merv, and they prefer to settle here."
To my inquiries about Kourschid Khan, the Turkoman
chief of Merv, he answered : " He is a very brave and
good man ; but he does not know how to act. When
the Russians went to Klliva he began fortifying Merv,
and got thirty-four guns from different places, some from
the Usbegs and some from Afghanistan; but I do not
think he can possibly resist the Russians unless he gets
some help. Will England give him any 9"
"How can England possibly help the TekGs at that
great distance from Hindostan ?" said I. " Moreover,
we have nothing to do with them ; and if they plunder
the Russians, of course they provoke attack."
" They have not done so," he replied. " The T e k k
had nothing to do with the Khivan Expedition; still
the Russians will come here all the same. Why,"
added he, "they have actually taxed the Turkomans.
Who will gather the t,axes? Soon they will come to
Kizil Arvat, then to Bourma and Nissa, and then to
Merv ;all to collect the taxes, of course, from people who
have never fought against them, and who are separated by
some hundreds of miles from the Turkomans at Khiva"
But what can the TekGs do ?" I asked. " mt do
they wish for? You say that some have come over the
frontier, and formed villages in your province. Why do
I'
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not more of them follow, if they do not feel safe where
they are ?"
" They will not come in large numbers," he responded.
" They would rather join Shere Ali.
They get on
better with the Afghans, and like them much better
than they do the Persians." *
" But do you mean," I inquired, " that they would
like to be under Shere Ali?"
"Much better than under the Russians," was the
answer. " But, as you know, Merv is very fertile ; so is
the country at the base of the mountains right away to
Kizil h a t ; and the Persian Government makes no
attempt to disturb the Turkomans settled there, although
it belongs to Persia just as much as this province. The
Russians will take it from the Turkomans, and then of
course Persia will lose it altogether. I will send you to
Kalkatchinar," he added, " some day. Those are my
Turkoman villages in the extreme west ; and from them
you will see Annau, Askabat, Nissa, and away towards
Kizil Arvat. All that country is occupied by the
&ha1 Tekb. You see, at Annau and Askabat they are
quite close to us; but we watch the passes. Still, at
times they give trouble. Only two years tigo they were
right round Mahomedabad in thousands, and we had to
keep within the walls. They ravaged the country and
retired. They never remain long ; but 1 have spies, and
usually find out beforehand when a c i c a w is preparing, and whether in large uumbers. It takes them
nearly a month to get their horses in condition, and
as my spies let me know in time, I am ready for them,
unleslr indeed they come in very large force."
" And you return the compliment," was my comment,
" and make raids upon them 3 "
* The Afghans hold the m e faith as the Tnrkomans.
R 2
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" Often," he acknowledged.
" It is the way of the
country. W e are always a t war. Yet I have many
friends amongst the Turkomans, and they come in and
sell horses or trade with us in different ways. But you
must be very careful," he continued, " and must promise
not to leave the town without me or without a proper
escort. I would rather be with you myself, for (who
knows ?) the Ramazan is approaching, and some fanatic
may shoot you; and I should never forgive myself if
anything happened."
I told him that I wished to go out shooting sometimes,
and thought a small escort would be quite sufficient.
'' No," he said ; " I will go with you. Only tell me,
and I will be ready a t any time."
W e rode back a t dusk, and I noticed that in the
bazaars he took every pains to show the people his
consideration for me, making me ride in front of him if
the road narrowed, or in passing the gates. The bazaars
were thronged with people, mostly well dressed, and
with a manly, satisfied air about them. As the weather
was getting cold, they were clad in the long yellow
sheepskin coats which are so common in this country,
and in black sheepskin caps. These mats are made with
the woolly side in, the skin itself, which forms the outr
side, being tanned to the consistency and colour of washleather. They look neat, and are very warm and cornfortable. The sleeves are made absurdly long, and very tight
round the wrist, so that the hands can be drawn inside
i n very cold weather ; when they serve as gloves.
On arriving home, I inquired about the wine of the
country. Shaab was very mysterious; but at last he
announced that a man had promised to bring in four
bottles when it was dark, but that it must not be mentioned. Soon afterwards it appeared. Very light, but
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pleasant and refreshing, I am convinced that it might be
made into a sort of champagne. After this we always
managed to keep up a supply during our stay in the
Khoord country. The same evening Mollah Saduk
came in with an air of secrecy, and after the lapse of
some time asked whether we could kindly spare a couple
of bottles of English wine for the Governor. We gave
him two bottles of claret. They are always mysterious
about it ; but there is no doubt that a large amount of
wine is both made and drunk in this neighbourhood.
Properly corked, it would be excellent; but it is very
carelessly manufactured, and then put into large round
glass bottles holding about half a gallon, and which are
stoppered with a piece of rag and some clay. Of course
it will not keep long under these circumstances. Some
of it was very slightly effervescent.
The next day we endeavoured to buy ancient arms
and armour, genuine specimens of which can be found
here. Some curious old helmets and chain-armour were
offered ; but, the prices asked being exorbitant, we could
not make any purchases.
I wau to have gone out shooting with the Governor in
the afternoon, but Mollah Saduk came to say he was
asleep. I do not know whether it was the effect of
the claret. It is curious that these people, who do
not usually drink wine, when they break through the
rule almost invariably drink to intoxication. This, they
seem to think, is the great object; and accordingly they
generally prefer brandy, which operates more quickly.
Mollah Saduk told me that preparations had been
made for our starting next day to Abiverd and the low
countries on our great pheasant-shooting expedition, and
requested me to be ready early in the morning. 8-'s
leg was getting better, but he wisely determined to resist
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temptation, and lay up mtil it was well. We were to be
absent for a day or two ; so I made preparations accordingly, and took two servants and two mules besides Shaab.
We were off at daybreak, I riding my little grey
"Imam." I always rode him now, for he was a most
charming little horse, and it was considered rather infra
dig. to ride upon ponies. Cremorne, therefore, had an
easy time of it. The rendezvous was just outside the
town, and a most curious scene presented itself. The
horsemen were streaming through the gates without any
sort of order, each man carrying attached to his saddle
whatever he wm likely to want. About a mile outside
the gates I saw about 500 horsemen assembled, and on
riding up found Alayar Khan in their midst. H e introduced me to his next eldest brother whom I had not
yet met, and who was Governor of Nowhandan, the
neighbouring large town. Two other brothers were &o
present, one of whom had received us on our arrival at
Chepishli. They seemed mther in awe of the chief,
and there was no brotherly familiarity. All of them
were very well mounted, and amongst the throng were
some splendid specimens of fine horsemen and Turkoman horses. About a couple of hundred men came
straggling up to us by ones and twos; but no notice
was taken of their being late. I could not help thinking, that if I might pick about 500 out of the lot and just put them together for a few months, what a fine
regiment I could make, for almost every man was a
horseman ! Mollah Saduk appeared mounted on a fat,
cobby, grey pony, and was, as usual, full of antics,
which provoked roars of laughter. Abbas Khan had
joined me, and at last all were assembled, so we moved
off; the crowd of men following without the slightest
attempt at order, and pressing at our heels
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Our course was due east, towards some hills a few
miles distant, and in the direction of the river which we
had crossed during our night ride to Chepishli. A few
scouts were sent out to the right and left of the road,
and we had not been long amongst the hills when a
s d l herd of moufflon were disturbed, and they dashed
across the track only a few hundred yards in front of us.
Immediately there was a general scurry, and away went
two or three hundred men as hard as they &uld go,
firing at full gallop, without the slightest injury to the
moufflon. After a chase of about a mile, the deer got
among the rocky hille, where they soon beat us. Alayar
Khan was very anxious to know if I had taken a shot.
On expressing my disbelief in shooting from horseback,
he told me that they nearly always fired mounted ;
and seeing some partridges running before us, he rode
towards them and knocked one over from his horse.
I saw him shoot well afterwards, but of course he
missed very o h n , as the best shot must on horseback.
H e told me that this was their system of fighting, and
that t,hey galloped towards the enemy, continually firing
whilst at the gallop. I explained that our system with
cavalry was to form a line and charge straight in with
the sword, and that our firing was usually from a
distance and dismounted. He seemed to think that
this was a much better plan, but again urged that he
could not make a change without European officers.
We now reached a higher range of hills, and a peaked
mountsin lay to our left. The chief was most anxious
that I should climb it, ;rs he said there was a fine view
and he would explain the country to me. There wae,
indeed, a beautiful view of the great desert and surrounding country. Abiverd lay to our front, with its
two old towers still standing; and Kelat stood out
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grandly to our right, not looking more than twenty
miles away, though we knew it was three days' journey.
Just below us wound the river which we had crossed on
our march to Chepishli. ARer flowing through a broad
valley, it ran out into the plain through a narrow pass
commanded on the right bank by a fortified village, and,
winding for a few miles out into the desert, it turned to
its left and watered several small vlllage forts, which we
could see in the distance. Farther on we could trace
the Tejend river running far beyond Abiverd, and in the
distance a large dark patch marked Tejend itself, the
termination of the Tejend river with its great beds of
reeds, and the favourite camping ground of the Turkomans. Here they cultivate a considerable amount of
land, and it is the first day's halt in going &om Dereguez
to Merv. I had a iong talk to the Governor about Merv.
" Why do you want to go there ? " he inquired.
" Have you any message from your Government to the
Turkomans ? If you have an order from your Government, I will send you at once. I can get a thousand
friendly Turkomans for your escort, if necessary. But,
if you have no order, it would be madness. I could not
send you ; you would certainly be taken prisoner or
killed."
I was obliged to confess that I had no special message
for the Turkomans, and unfortunately no order from
my Government.
We now descended to the river Rood Bw,and I was
told that the " chasse " for partridges was about to commence. AU my ideas of splendid shooting received
a severe shock, but a most interesting and amusing
scene began. The whole '700 men divided, and scattering by twos and threes covered a vast extent of country,
some riding through the brushwood that fringed the
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river. Soon an immense number of partridges rose in
different directions, but there was no shooting. The
partridges, seeing men on all sides, took a good long
flight; but the moment they dropped, the nearest party
of horsemen chased them at a gallop. Then the partridges, instead of rising again, would run, and, when
nearly overtaken, would crouch and let the men jump
off and pick them up. Every now and then birds would
come over our heads, and we got a few shots, but not
many. The whole scene was most exciting. As each
bird dropped, loud shouts of " Hoy, Gelder hoy ! " were
raised to attract the attention of the distant horsemen,
and then a race ensued after the poor birds. An enormous number of partridges were on foot, and the shouts
and the chasing were incessant. It was evidently a
popular sport, and no wonder, for men came riding up
to the chief with the captured birds, and for every bird
received a bunabat (5d.). I n the course of two hours
we got over a thousand partridges, and Alayar Khan
told me that they sometimes got two thousand ; but as
I was anxious to go to Abiverd, and we had a long ride
before us to Skirgau, where we were to sleep, and as it
was important to get in before dark, he thought it better
to push on. While we had been engaged in " partridge
catching," I~mail,who had gone farther up the river,
killed a wild boar that had been disturbed by the
beaters.
Following the course of the river, we soon emerged
upon the great desert. At the pass we were met by
some of Alayar Khan's Turkomans from the villages
which he had recently formed. I noticed the same look
of merry cunning about them that I had remarked
before, both at Kelat and at Ashoursda Their chief
especially seemed much amused, and was full of questions.
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No European had ever penetrated to these parts, and
arrival had created a sensation. We pushed right
out into the desert in the direction of Abiverd, passing
or wild ass, which abounds
many tracks of the go~rk~rer,
and provides considerable sport, for only a very good
horse will ride one down. I n fact, the Khoords will tell
you, in describing the merits of a good animal, that
he can ride down a goorkher. Abiverd we found quite
in ruins. Two brick towers, however, still stood as
monuments of its former glory. I was very desirous
to explore the old remains, but Alayar Khan was
anxious to get to our resting-place and would move on ;
turning sharp, therefore, to the left, we made our way
towards a village about eight miles distant, and nearer to
the foot of the hills. It was dark when we reached it, and
Skirgau, we ascertained, lay still two miles farther on.
All these villages are forts, and Skirgau was one of
the old frontier earthworks which I have before described ; but it was thoroughly occupied. Our 700 men
disappeared mysteriously. Some remained behind at
the lmt village ; some pushed on to one farther ahead ;
and a swarm followed us through the gates and into
a perfect rabbit-warren of small huts and narrow little
streets, in which a horse could only just turn. Abbm
Khan and I occupied one small house that had been
prepared for us; but how all our horses, and those
of about 200 of the escort, were stowed away in this
place has always been a puzzle to me. No commissariat
arrangements appeared to be necessary ; every man provided for himself and looked after himself.
As we had ridden along in the evening over the salt
sandy desert, with the swarm of men following on our
track, I could fancy how Genghis Khan and Tamerlane,
in the days long gone by, had croskd those great deserts,
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and led their countless hordes towards the west, consuming everything in their line of march. But I also
thought how in the face of modern science all the glory
of these warlike hordes had departed, and that the breechloader and the long-range rifle had for ever destroyed
the danger to modern armies. Still such men, if well
armed and drilled, would be very valuable in acting
upon lines of communication. It is s h n g e that these
wild horsemen have never recognised this in their contests with Russian troops. n e y will attack the Russian
infantry, and are of course beaten and subjugated;
whereas if, abstaining from fighting, they would hang
upon the line of communication,they would become very
formidable, with their great powers of endurance and
matchless horses.
Why this country should produce such horses is indeed
singular. Why on these deserts the Arab should have
grown into an animal more like an English raoe-horse
than any other horse in the world, but with powers
of endurance possessed by no other race, is beyond
comprehension. And here, whilst there is a perfect
dearth of horses in India, any number may be procured
for a third of the sum given for stud-breds or Australians. Yet we have never dug into this mine of
wealth, and never shall, for it will soon pass into other
hands.
I had noticed that the chief had been rather depressed
all day,and Abbas Khan explained to me the reason.
His relations with Khorassan were, it would seem,
critical. The Governor of Khoraasan had marched from
Meshed with 3000 men, and had reached Kelat. Alayar
Khan had the promised support of Koochan, which
could turn out 1000 horsemen, who were all ready, and
1000 Torkomans besides were prepared to join him.
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H e had sent a messenger to Kelat, offering to pay half
the sum that had been demanded of him; but at the
same time letting it be known that this was the ultimatum, and that, if the Kelat force advanced, a host
of Turkomans would hang upon its rear. The issue
was of course momentous to him, and his distressed look
showed that he felt great anxiety.
At daybreak the next morning 1 had a message
asking me to join him, as he wished to show me some
sport. I found him seated on the top of a tower on the
northern side of the fort, which commanded the whole
of the plain below. A quarter of a mile from the village
was an immense reed-bed. The chief, who was evidently
in high spirits, informed me that his difficulty was over.
Hussein Khan, considering that discretion was the
wiser course, had discovered that the presence of his
troops was required in Seistan, south of Meshed, and,
accepting the half sum offered, had retired from Kelat.
The scene at our feet was sufficiently exciting, but I
could not stand patiently on the tower without longing
to take part in it. The reed-bed was being beaten by
the mounted men, and the whole country was alive with
wild boar, which were being chased and fired at in all
directions. But the horsemen had far too great a
respect for the wild boar to have any great success.
The usual plan was to gallop after them at about 80
yards' distance, firing and loading at the gallop; and the
results were what might be expected.
I begged Alayar Khan to let me go down and join in
the chase; but he said that he had made arrangements
for our sport by-and-by, that this was merely an interlude, and that it was very amusing to sit there, drink
tea, and look on. The country being beautifully open,
one might have had splendid boar-spearing directly
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the pig could be driven from the reed-bed. When I
explained our system of boar-spearing to the chief, he
pronounced it to be frightfully dangerous. " Pray," he
said, "do not attempt anything of the sort whilst you
are with me. Suppose an accident happened; what
should I do ? You are my guest, and I am responsible
for your safety ; pray be careful." I explained that we
always hunted them thus in India; but he would not
be satisfied.
I noticed that there were numberless pheasants in this
reed-bed, and we soon afterwards mounted our horses
and proceeded to a similar place about three miles off;
where we found the escort assembled. They scattered
all over the country, as on the previous day, and fhe
same system was recommenced, but with pheasants
instead of partridges. The bed was as well stocked
with these birds as the best preserved covers in Norfolk.
What splendid shooting one might have by beating
these reed-beds scientifically, and with a good number
of guns ! But that was not the way of the country, and
soon " Hoy, Gelder hoy !" resounded on all sides, and
pheasants came pouring in to the chief, who again distributed his bunabats liberally. Many of these birds
were brought in alive and quite unhurt. They were
just like the English pheasant ; very few had the ring
round the neck, but a good many were slightly pied in
the wing. I n the course of three hours we had about a
thousand.
Coming across the quite fresh tracks of a tiger, I
wanted to follow him up ; but they declared that he
would have gone off to the reed-beds near Abiverd
probably, and that it would be impossible to find him
again. I t struck me forcibly that there was no desire
on t h e t part to meet with so dangerous a beast. Alayar
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Khan watched over me as if I were a child, and when he
ascertained that I was on the tracks of the tiger, sent
and begged me to join him and remain with him. Soon
afterwards there was great shooting, and a magnificent
wild boar burst from the reeds, followed by some forty
or fifty men about a hundred yards off, firing in the
most random manner. The boar came to bay, when,
galloping up to a few yards of him, my steady little
grey stood like a rock, and, as he charged, I gave him
the right barrel of my No. 1 2 and knocked him over
dead. How we all escaped without being shot was
extraordinary, for bullets were whistling about in every
direction, and no one seemed to dream that such a
contingency might happen. Directly I had killed the
boar, half-adozen men dismounted and hacked him to
pieces with their cimeters. 1 was surprised at their
asking whether they should not keep a piece of the
boar for me; and by declining, I evidently rose high
in their estimation. Alayar Khan reproved me gently
for what he called "running into such danger" whilst
with him, and the horsemen were loud in their praises
of the rifle, at which I grew anxious, fearing that this
trusty old friend might also be coveted.
We breakfasted close to what the chief called a stream
of good water, but which no one in England would have
touched. Mollah Saduk perpetrated his usual gross
antics, and everybody was intensely amused except
myself. The chief called up his best shots and best
rifles, and practice wm carried on at a small tower
about 500 yards distant, Alayar Khan shooting with
my 'Express,' which he had already learned that I
intended to present to him, and which lle viewed as
a mother might her pet child. The Khoord rifles had
no chance against the ' Express.' Fortunately I had a
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d u m m ~cartridge, or somebody would have been shot
in the loading and extracting that went on by way of
showing the rapidity with which it could be fired. A
buzz of admiration burst from the throng of lookers-on,
and the chief was in ecstacies with his present.
We now began to make our way back to Mahomedabad, which was about twenty miles distant, still
beating any patches of reeds, and capturing more
pheasants. I never once saw a bird rise a second time,
though they would often run considerable distancee
before crouching. This system of '' bird-catching " is
very curious. Of course there can be no special peculiarity about these pheasants and partridges, and no
doubt our own would do exactly the same under the
same circumstances. The birds appear to get uttsrly
scared at seeing horsemen in all directions, and at
finding themselves chased whenever they alight ; but I
should like to see the system tested, if it were possible,
with English partridges. Autumn manoeuvres on some
Dometshire down might give an opportunity, if any
proprietor of the shooting were willing to try the
experiment.
We soon reached the lower hills that separate the
great deserts from Mahomedabad. The country was
very barren, all sandy waste. The swarming escort
thronged around us, and raised so thick a dust that we
could only see for a few yards ; occasionally some of the
captains would call them back if they pressed in front of
the chief and myself, but with only a momentary effect.
When we halted for a short time, the chief desired to
show me how well his men could shoot at a gallop.
One man took off his sheepskin cap and laid it on the
ground. Then picked shots rode quickly past at about
twenty yards, and fired as they galloped ; but very few
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hit it. H e was very urgent that I should try, and with
some little reluctance I attempted it. The first shot
was a failure ; but the second, which struck close under
the cap, was pronounced very creditable. I soon found
out the knack. When nearing the object, the horse
should be urged to his utmost speed, the reins dropped
for a moment, aim taken, and the object fired at immediately after it has been passed ; but, of course, the
sbooting is very wild, as all mounted firing must be,
even with the most practised shots.
We now got amongst the low mountains which
separate the plains of Dereguez from the desert
towards the north, and I was surprised to see some
rich well-watered valleys and several flourishing villages.
The roofs of all the houses were crowded with women and
children, eager to see the first Frank that had ever
visited their country. I had a long and interesting
conversation with Alayar Khan. He was most anxious
t,o know all about Englaad. I astonished him with an
account of the revenue of the British Empire, and dwelt,
in connexion therewith, upon the very light taxation.
Hereupon he begged me to give him a general description of our system of government. I now found
myself embarked in an attempt to explain the British
Constitution through an indifferent interpreter to a
Khoord chief-that British Constitution which we all
admire so much, but which " no fellow can understand."
Soon, however, I brought Alayar Khan back to his own
land, and to the politics of Central Asia ; subjects upon
which, from his thorough knowledge of the country, and
from his clear common sense, 'his opinion was of considerable value. I asked him how it was that he was
so thoroughly acquainted with all that was passing both
in Khiva, Bokhara and Khokand, seeing that almost
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every day he had some fresh piece of news for me. " We
have a regular system of correspondence a t these places,"
he mid ; " and people are always going and coming.
We have no newspapers, like you ; but we have newswriters and keep up constant communication with the
surrounding states."
H e immediately reverted to the old topic-England
and Rnssia.
"It is of no use talking of Persia, Afghanistan, and
Bokhara,," he proceeded. "There are only two real
powers in Asia,-England and Russia; and in course
of time all the others will become vassals of one or
the other. You talk to me of Afghanistan as an independent state. You will never get the people of Central
Asia to believe it. We know full well that Shere Ali
must be more or less the vassal of England or of Russia.
Do you suppose we are so ignorant of the value of
Herat ? Whatever you may say or think, there is not
a bazaar in Hindostan that would not believe that yolu
rule had departed if that city fell into Russian hands.
You have told me of all your wealth, and that you have
a population nearly three times as great as Russia ; but
most of these people must be in Hindostan : and suppose
they turned against you, as they undoubtedly would if
Russia were at Herat ? No ! I believe in your riches,
but not in your men. You acknowledge that Russia
has a much larger army. While she is far away from
you, that does not m a t h ; but she is coming nearer
and nearer-so fast, indeed, that it will soon be a question
of life and death to 'hdia. Your safety consists in
keeping her a long way off. Instead of that, however,
you are letting her advance at a prodigious rate; and '
in a few years you will pay the penalty: but then it
will be too late. See how far she has advanced in the
8
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last ten years! Ten years more will bring her to
your frontier; and do yon believe that your people will
remain quiet in Hindostan when she is there ? No!
Yon will have constant intrigues and constant wars.
I believe yon govern very well everyone says so ;
much better than the Bussians,-and you try to do real
good to the people yon have conquered. But you hve
conquered them, and they will w i ~ hfor change. They
may- repent it afterwards; but that will not prevent
their turning against yon at.the time."
I spoke of Afghanistan as a barrier that might prevent
any near approach. He laughed at the idea.
" Do you believe that the Afghans could stand one
moment against the Russians ? " he asked. '' Why, ten
thousand Ruseians could march fiom Rixil h a t to
Candahar. No ! We have no c h c e against them now.
Things 'have changed; we cannot fight %&st your
new guns ; and we- have no training. English troops
might stop the Russians, but not Afghans. Besides,"
he continued, "do you suppose all the Af'ghans would
be with you ? They will do anything for money. You
would pay them, and so would Russia. Half, therefbre,
would be for you, m d half for her. But that is not of
much importance. They could not stand against either
one or the other. But,"-he was emphatic here,-" how
do you expect to prevent Russia &om titking Herat,
when once she is at Merv? -8re you going to send
English troops to Herat ? "
" l'here is no present idea of anything of the kind,"
I said ; " and Russia is not yet at Merv."
" But she will be, and that soon," he urged ; "if you
do not prevent her. You talk of an Afghan frontier;
but where is that fiontier ? Sometimes it is here ; sometimes it is there ; it depends upon who rules at Herat
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or Caubul. The Moorghab river runs from Afghanistan
to 'Merv. You know well that in this country, where
there is water, troops can move. The banks of the
Moorghab are fertile. How near to Herat along this
river do you intend to let Russia advance and settle ?"
Utterly nonplussed, I took refuge in Mr. Grant
it would be a long time before
Duff's theory-that
all this happened. "Yes," he responded; "but it
will happen; and you will have to fight when it is
too late, whereas, if you wonld act now, it would
never happen."
I am afraid I did not come very well out of the controversy. He met theories by facts ;and if the optimists
and advocates of masterly inactivity-which in this case
simply means doing nothing that is troublesome, but
letting difficulties accumulate for those who come after
you--could only have listened to him, I think they
would have felt less happy in their minds. Never before
in Persia had I met a man so ready to give geographicd information ; and all his descriptions of places we
subsequently visited were correct. This is very rare in
Persia, where an atmosphere of fhehood seems to
prevail. I told him plainly that we were anxious to
map out this country, which was so little known, and
showed him our existing maps, in which his province
was marked simply as one town called Dereguez. H e
offered every aid, and gave it without any arrikre penske.
It was quite dark when we reached Mahomedabad,
and some of the escort galloped forwards, firing their
guns and giving notice of our approach. Then our
cavalcade melted away, most of them straggling off to
the different .villages to which they belonged ; and we
had only about 200 men lea upon our entry into the
town.
s tL
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I FOUND Gimproving rapidly from his rest, and he
had no event to chronicle during my absence.
Gerome was laid up very ill with a bad sore throat.
Poor fellow ! he could scarcely speak ; I doctored him,
but was sadly afraid for a day or two that he was
going to have a bad fever. The drainage of our establishment was evidently not in such a state se would have
passed the Sanitary Commissioners, and we often used
to fear the result. We had a supply of carbolic acid,
but soon expended it all in a vain attempt to counteract
the smells. Moreover, the well horn which we derived
our water was within a few feet of the sewer. We sent
out for other water, but it looked worse than our own ;
and, on the principle of the " Devil you know," we gdve
it up and succumbed to circumstances.
A b h Khan was now obliged to leave us, and we were
very sorry to lose him. H e was an excellent man, and
a most valuable servant to the Legation, for his knowledge and ideas of politics were far in advance of ,the
general run of persons of his class. A man of excellent
manners and address, he had often been of the greatest
service to us from his familiarity with the country. He
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was devoted to his work, but must have had a difficult
game to play. As an example of the mode in which
unjustly petty economies, carried to an extreme on the
part of the Government, may act in farquarters of the
world, I may mention a little instance that came to my
knowledge with regard to him. A t Meshed there are
two news-writers, one English and the other Rnssian,
and they send a courier with their letters every month
to Teheran. Owing, however, to some order respecting expenses issued by the late Government, the sum
allowed for the courier from Meshed was withdrawn.
Thus Abbas Khan found either that all his letters must
go through the regnlar post, where they would of course
be opened and read, or else that he must continue to
send a courier at his own expense. And this he did
rather than have England looked down upon and be
sneered at hy his Russian rival. The office of reporter
from Meshed, it must be borne in mind, should be no
sinecure. Close to that part of Central Asia which is
certainly the most important, near to Herat and the
Afghan frontier, England has no other representative for
many hundreds of miles. Rather than allow his office
and the country he represented to suffer, Abbas Khan
forwarded the courier at his own expense, and thus
consumed nearly all the pay he received from the British
Government.
I gave Abbas Khan a commission to execute. Considering that the importation of such a horse into England might prove of invaluable use in adding staying
powers to our thoroughbred stock, I had resolved to
purchase a high-class Turkoman stallion, and having discovered by this time that it was impossible to procure
a really kt-class throughbred horse of known repute
under a fabulous sum; my thoughts turned to the

-
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animal we had seen at Kelat, and I gave Abbas Khan
authority to bny him for me. This commission he faithfully executed; but the horse did not arrive at Teheran
until after we had left. Forwarded by the kindness of
Major Smith, R.E.,he and my little grey " Imaum"
marched right away by Tabreez and Erivan to TifIis,
and, being sent on from there to Constastinople, arrived
safely in England after spendmg more than a year on
the journey.
I believe that " Merv " will prove most useful in imparting endurance to the English racehorse of the future.
Standing nearly sixteen hands high, remarkable both
for speed and endurance, and of course quite thoroughbred, he may have as great an influence on the thoroughbred horse of the future, as the Darley Arabian has had
in the past. " Imaum " I brought home as a specimen
of the class of animal that might be purchased in any
number for our Indian &valry at a cost of from £15 to
£20, although he is very much smaller than the u s d run
of horses, wbich would average about 15.1i to 15.2.
October 24th.-The
Gtovernor sent word that, if I
liked, he would go out at one o'clock to shoot bustards,
which are found in considerable numbers in the plaina
round Mahomedabad. W e shot a few of the smaller
sort, but did not see any of the larger kind on this side
of the mountains. Some of the Glovernor's men killed
two or three with ball when they were too wild to be
approached with guns. It showed very good shooting,
but utterly destroyed the birds. We also got a few
partridges, and some of the smaller sort, which for the
table were preferable to the larger.
No message had yet wived from Merv. I generally
spent my clays in writing during the morning, and
in a shooting-ride with Alayar Khan in the afternoon.
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On these expeditions Mollah Sad& was an invariable
attendant. There was a good deal of shrewd commonsense about the "jester," and if one wanted anything
done, he was quite the best person to apply to.
I had given Alayar Khan all the castridges that were
remaining for the Express rifle ; but it struck me that, as
we had some chlorate of potash and sulphuret of antimony,
it might be possible to reload the caps of the fued cartridges
with detonating powder, and that, if the chief got a, cast
of the ball, he might use the cases over again, since we
had the tools for reloading. Accordingly I set to work,
and succeeded adimrably. Alayar Khan .got a perfect
cast of the bullet in stone, and from this mould a good
supply of bullets was made. We had a, long interview
at his house one morning, when I explained the whole
process. H e was very anxious to see the new cartridges
tested. At the end of the courtyard, about eighty yards
off, was a building with a large mark of a bullet in
the walls.
" Fire at that," he said.
The ball hit the mark exactly, merely enlarging the
hole, and the next shot was not an inch to the right;
wherenpon he was quite happy and contented. Having
made some detonating powder, I gave it to him with
many cautions as to its use and danger.
I now determined to wait no longer, but to start
for Duringa and Kalkatchinar, whence we could always
return if the Merv letter proved satisfactory. At any
rate, we should be continuing our explorations in the
meantime.
October 27th.-In the morning I visited h y a r Khan.
H e was holding a great durbar in the courtyard, but,
upon seeing me, immediately rose and received me in
his house. H e told me that he wished to present mc
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with a horse, and directed them to bring into the yard
one he had just selected. It was not a very preposbut afterwards proved to he
sessing-looking &al,
of great repute, and a h t - r a t e horse both for pace
and endurance. I n fact, no one could have behaved
better than this Khoord chief. His llospitality and
kindness were thoroughly genuine. Having one day
mentioned to him my wish to see a wild ass, he
immediately sent off a man into the desert, who returned with one that he had shot. It was a large
animal, ae big es a small mule, of a yellowdun colour,
and with a black stripe down the back. They are considered very good to eat, and the flesh is much prized.
Today we discovered that Shaab had given my watch,
which I had allowed him to wear, to the old Khan from
Meshed, of' cowse receiving a large present in return.
This was rather too cool. Upon my explaining the
circumstance to the Governor, the watch was sent back,
and no doubt the present had also to be refunded. Subsequently I met the old Khan, and myself presented
him with the watch. S h b was to leave us at Koochan,
and his ruling spirit made him employ the residue of his
time to the best advantage. I never knew a man so
eaten up with avarice. But for this infirmity he would
have made an excellent servant.
October 28th.-Had
a final shooting excursion with
Alayar Khan, as we had arranged to leave the nest
day for Nowhandan. From the long delay in answering my letter, I began to despair somewhat about
our chance of geeing Merv.
October 29 th.-We started with Alayar Khan and a
considerable escort ; and he accompanied us to within a
few miles of Nowhandan, where his brother met us with
one hundred men. We now bade good-bye to the kind-
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hearted chief, aRer a most affectionate farewell. H e
had really grown quite fond of us, and nothing could
have exceeded his kindness during our whole stay. H e
had arranged, he said, that his brother should attend
upon us with an escort of 200 men until our return to
him, if the Merv letter proved satisfactory, or until we
reached Koochan, if it were otherwise. Around Nowhandan we saw large vineyards, and Mollah Saduk, who
came to wish us good-bye, brought some excellent
wine manufactured therefrom.
The letter from Merv soon afterwards arrived. Kourechid Khan wrote most civilly, but begged us on no acconnt to come there, as it would give rise to great trouble
with his people, and he could not be answerable for our
safety. Of course, in the face of this letter, it would have
been absurd to attempt to push forward to Merv. I determined, therefore, to make our way to Annau, Askabat,
and Nissa; then crossing the mountains to Koochan,
to trace the source of the Attrek, and follow it down to
tlie farthest point possible, exploring the country about
the Monah valley. W e had the Russian survey with us,
giving the country from Kizil h a t to Burma, the
west slopes of the Kuren Dagh from Kizil Arvat to the
Simbur, and the course of the Attrek from its junction
with the Simbur to the Caspian. My object was to
complete the unknown and unmapped Kuren Dagh
range from Dereguez to Burma, and the Attrek fiom
its source to its descent into the plains.
Let me here give a description of Merv, for, from
its great strategical value as the key to Herat, this
casis seems destined to become so important in the
future history of the East, that it merits more than a
passing notice. The following particulars are derived
from a variety of sources. Whilst at Meshed, Kelat,

.
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and Dereguez, I constantly met people who knew it well, and from them I never failed to endeavour to
extract information concerning it. I also held conversations on the subject with Mr. Taylor Thomson,
who visited Merv on his way to Khiva in 1842. From
these sources I have gathered the present short sketch.
The original town of Merv is said to have been built
by Alexander the Great, and it afterwards became one
of the most important cities of Persia. Like most of
the great cities of past empirea, it hait its days of prosperity and times of adversity. When the successors of
Mahomet turned their arms against Persia in their
successful endeavours to proselytise with fire and sword,
we know that Yesdegird, the humbled satrap, was compelled to take refuge in this fwdistanf capital. But even
this isolated oasis did not long escape the ever-conquering
Saracens and was obliged to accept the new relqpon.
Eventually it became a constant source of contention
between the Persians and the Usbegs. In 1787
it was conquered by Shah Moorad of Bokhara, who
wasted the country, and endeavoured to destroy the
watercourses to which it owed its prosperity. From
that time it seems to have gradually decayed, being
sometimes occupied for a time by Persia, but ultimately relinquished entirely to the Turkomans. A
few years ago, Persia determining again to take permanent possession of it, aent an army of 20,000 men
against Merv. The place was occupied with little
di&ulty, and the Persian army then lapued, into a
state of utter listlessness. No precautions were taken;
and the Turkomans, having collected about 5000
men, suddenly surprised the Persian camp, utterly
routing it, and taking most of their guns, besides
numberless prisoners. The Persians, thoroughly dis-
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couraged, have since then made no further attempt,
although they still pretend that it belongs to them.
Merv is situated in the desert, about 100 miles northof the Kuren Dagh range. It comprises an oasis 90
miles in circumference ; and through this runs the river
Moorghab, which rises in the mountains immediately
north of Herat. This river now runs, beyond the oasis
of Merv, for nearly 100 miles into the desert; but
probably, when Merv was occupied and flourishing, all
its waters were consumed in irrigation. Merv is
remarkable for its fine climate and its.extraordinary
fertility. The former is the more remarkable, because
Khoondooz, Andekhui, and Balkh, which have a somewhat sirnihr position at the northern foot of the
mountains, are all very unhealthy. Even the upper
waters of the Moorghab are notoriously insalubrious.
The soil of Merv yields no less than three crops in
the year, and in its palmy days it maintained a pop&
tion of upwards of a million. As in m e t Persian
districts highly blessed by Nature, the remains of several
towns of different eraa may still be h e d The ruins
of four large cities are distinctly visible at the present
day. It has ever been a weakness with Persian conquerors to destroy flourishing towns, and to build new
ones in close proximity to their dtes. But although the
cities have been destroyed (and, as the Turkomans
occupy tents, no attempt has been made to rebuild
them), the v a t watercourses created in different ages,
much dilapidated though they are, still survive.
When the recent Russian Expedition to Khiva convinced the TekB Turkomans that their independence
would soon be threatened, they, under the leadership
of Kourschid Khan, commenced an extensive system
of fortification by making use of these watercourses,
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and by building walls and earthworks which they armed
with thirty-four guns, some of which were taken from
the Persians, and some obtained from the Usbegs and
Afghans. Finding, however, that Khiva could make
no resistance to the Russian troops, they stopped the
works, and now await in fear and trembling their
impending fate ; casting longing eyes the while towards
any Power that they tehink may rescue them from their
dreaded and hated enemy. For, although the Russians
have not been engaged wit11 the Merv Turkomanq their
cruelty to some of the other tribes has given them
a very bad name in this part of Central Asia. The
T e k b have recently been making overtures to Shere
Ali, and there can be no doubt that Merv is the
natural outwork of Herat, with the advantage of a
water-supply all the way between the two cities, whereas between Merv and the Oxus at Chajui tt tract of
desert extends, with only a few brackish wells. It
would therefore seem to be very desirable that Russia
should not cross this desert tract.
Strategically it
would be, so to say, forming a lodgment on the glacis of
Herat. It is curious that neither Dost Mahomed nor
Shere Ali has occupied Merv. Lying just on the
borders of Afghanistan, such a consummation would
be most desirable, and it would avoid the certain complications that must arise if it falls into Russian hands.
I f Persia reoccupied her true boundary on the northern
slopes ofthe Kuren Dagh, all the Akhal Tekiis both could
and would remove to Merv ; and with an Afghan garrison occupying that place, these dreaded barbarians might
be converted into a useful and efficient frontier force.
I was anxious to accomplish our journey before the
rniny season set in, for in a strategical point of view
a knowledge of the water-supply was most important,
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and no idea could be formed of this when the rains had
once be-.,
We were told we might expect them
during the last fortnight of November ; so I determined
to push on without loss of time.
Nowhandan lies about seven miles west of Mahomedabad. We had now turned our faces to the West,
and every mile was bringing us homewards. Although
we had failed in our attempt to reach Merv, I felt that
we were doing much more useful work in thus exploring
the northern slopes of the Kureu Dagh. Herv had been
visited by several Englishmen, whereas these northern
slopes were absolutely unknown, and no European had
ever yet set foot on them. I inquired eagerly wherever we
went if any Russian had penetrated here ? but the answer
was everywhere the same, that no Frank before ourselves
had ever visited this part of the country. Gwas
most careful in his observations, and the patient way in
which he kept his journal, recording every angle in the
road for mile after mile of these long weary journeys,
was most persevering, while I kept the notes of the more
distant ranges, and general features of the country.
Those who have not travelled in Persia can never
imagine the utter weaxiness of spirit that comes over one
when marching slowly for months in that barren, uninteresting land. At one time I had thought that I should
never set my face westward; but now we were journeying
on with the sun at our backs of a morning, not b e g in
our faces, and reminding us that we were ever travelling
away from all that was most dear to us.
October 30th.-We started from Nowhandan with our
escort and the brother of Alayar Khan, with the design
of marching to Duringa, the most northern I(hoord
village of the province of Dereguez, although the TurkoInan villages of Kalliatchinar, also belonging to Dere-
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guez, lie in the valley which leads from Duringa down into
the plains near Annau. Passing nnmeroua little vlllage
forts, we marched up the course of the river which waters
Nowhandan and Mahomedabad. So intense was the
curiosity to see us that the roofs of all the houses were
crowded. The stream increased considerably in volume
as we progressed.* To the left we paased two detached
mountains lying out on the plain and separating us
from the main range of the Kuren Dagh. The rocky
hills dividing the Dereguez plai~mfrom the desert still
continued on our right, and drew in g r a d d y towards the main mountains. Mahomet Ali, my old
horsekeeper, had decorated the tail of my little grey
" Imanm," with blue beads.
It was a spell, he said,
to keep him strong and well on our journey ; but, M they
spoilt his tail, I was obliged to explain to Mahomet Ali
that ''Imaum " required no spell, only attention on, his
part and plenty of corn. And my spell had the better
effect of the two. The horse that Alayar Khan had
given me proved so bad a hack that I scarcely ever
rode anything but ','Imaum " for the rest of the journey.
after travelling about twenty-five miles, we came upon
the three d a g e s of Duringa lying within a few miles
of each other ; all on the stream which waters the
western Dereguez villages, and which at this point
was very rapid, for we had ascended considerably fi-om
Nowhandan.
October 3lst.-The
low m g e of mountains to the
north of Dereguez closes in and joins the main range
just west of Duringa; and after ascending some 600
feet and marching N.N.W., we descended by a valley
in which a stream ran fiom a spring and watered the
Turkoman villages of Kalkatchinar. These dlages, as
This river is gradually absorbed in irrigation.
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1 have before mentioned, .are under the rule of Alayar
Khan.
. There were a good many partridges on the rocky
hills to our right, and a wild-looking village youth was
stalking them with a very heavy small-bore rifle. . I
heard him fire five or aix shots, and soon afterwards he
came down the mountain to us with five partridges, all
killed with ball. This was very good shooting; and
thes youth must have been an awkward customer on his
native mountains.
We pmsed the three villages of Kalkatchinar, all
regular forts and lying on the stream that flowed through
the rapidly descending valley. A t last, after riding
about fifteen miles from Duringa, we came to a narrow
pass, the only way from the desert into this part of
Dereguez. It was guarded by eight or nine villagers,
Turkomans from KaUtatchinar, but keeping guard to
prevent their countrymen the T e k b of h n a u fiom
making any sudden raid upon them. Annau lay peacefully just below at the foot of the hills. I noticed a
mysterious consultation going on between the chief's
brother and some of his principal followers ; among whom
was one splendid Khoord, who had attracted my attention on our expedition to Abiverd. H e was a light and
wiry, yet powerfbl man, and the beau ideal of an irregular
horseman. H e rode a beautiful thoroughbred brown
Turkoman of about 15.3 in height ; and I had heard
that he was renowned for the number of Turkomans he
had slain arid the forays he had led. This man was in
earnest conversation with the leader of our party. After
a time the Chief of Nowhandan came to me.
'& H y men are anxious that you should see a chapul,"
he said ; "and have proposed that, taking sixty of the
best mounted men, leaving the rest here as a support,
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we should swoop down on Annau. They have no idea
that we are here; and we shall take them by surprise.
It is an excellent opportunity."
This excellent opportunity meant a dash at the devoted
village, the murder of all the men, and the capture of all
the women, children, and flocks.
I explained to our leader that this must not be ; that
we, as English officers, had no quarrel with the Turkomans; and that, much as we were interested in their
manners and customs, I could not permit such an act,
nor become a participator in it. My decision was very
badly received, and, after a fiesh consultation, another
attempt was made to persuade me. Firm as a rock,
I said that if anything of the sort were attempted, I
should send a letter to Alayar Khan, who would be
very angry. The project was reluctantly abandoned ;
and below us, looking as peaceful as if war and rapine
were unknown, lay the unsuspecting village-the
men
and boys lazily tending their herds, the women weaving
carpets iu the tents, and the children basking in the sun,
never dreaming that their savage enemies were plotting
murder and destruction just above them, and that a
few short minutes would have sealed their fate. Little
thought they that the Feringhi was whispering words of
mercy on their behalf, and saving them from captivity
and death.
Not suffering our escort, to remain any longer under
the influence of temptation, I gave the order to make for
a high mountain peak above the lowest village, fiom
which it was evident we could get good observations of
the base of the Kuren Dagh and the Turkoman ~ l l a g e s ,
and take angles. We had some dilXculty, and took a considerable time in the ascent ; but it well repaid the trouble.
Right below us lay Annau and Askabat; beyond, was
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Nissa ; and standing out frorn the great range, yet severed
from it only by five or six miles, stood the prominent
mountain Markuh, a great landmark, and one that
proved very useful to us abrwards. Beyond Markuh
lay Akhal, but in the far distance I saw what puzzled
me extremely-a lofty range of mountains bending up
towards the north-west until lost in the distance..
What could this mean? Did the main range run
suddenly north-west beyond Markuh? Or was it a
detached range, such as the Dereguez low mountains,
only higher ? W e could see that, as far as the eye could
reach, the country at the foot of the plain was wellwatered, and the range of white-looking forts which I
had seen and traced all the way from Sarakhs still
continued. The Turkomans who had followed us up
the hill were naturally conversant with the country, and
they spoke of these slopes as a sort of paradise-plenty
of good water and fertility everywhere, and Turkonlan
villages in numbers right away to Kizil Arvat. After
taking all the different bearings, we wended our way
back to Duringa.
Nommher 1st.-We
were determined to go from
Duringa to Koochan. There is a main road fiom
Mahomedabad ; but, having come far away to the west,
we had to cross the mountains by a different pass.
We passed the other villages of Duringa, as we still
ascended the river, but finding, &r proceeding a few
miles, that it came right down through a cleR in the
rock, we crossed it and left it on our right, ascending a
gently sloping ravine. This gradually grew narrower
and narrower, until in some parts it was no more than
is both the name of a p h and a large district, and givee its
of the
m e to all the Turkomane living at the beae of this
Kuren Degh chain.
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fifty yards in width. Occasionally its dreariness was
relieved by trees, and by more verdure than usual.
Here our chief came to wish us good-bye. There was
little or no chance, he said, of meeting Turkomans between this and Koochan. H e would provide nu with an
escort of a dozen men, which we should find ample. I
gave him my deer-stalking telescope, for we were $tting
very short of presents, and there were several chiefs yet
to be propitiated.
Gradually ascending until the aneroid marked 8000
feet we reached the top of the pass; and still the peaks
rose at least 2000 feet higher on either side. Just as
we neared the crest of the ridge there was an alarm
of Turkomans ; but it was only some armed villagers
who, seeing us, had mistaken us for Turkomans, and
were bolting wildly up the most rocky peaks in order
to escape. We now descended considerably, and looked
down to the south of the Kuren Dagh range. The hills
seemed to lie in successive ridges, eaeh tow&& the south
lower than the other. After marching about thirty
miles we arrived at the villages
of Inchd, where we were
to halt for the night. The evenings were now very cold
on the mountains, and we were not sorry to get into a
hut with a fireplace and chimney, in which we soon
had some logs of juniper-wood blazing merrily. The
horses, well clothed, stood out, but, although there was
a hard frost each night, they did not seem to suffer;
gnd "Imaum" was
sleek as when we started from
Meshed.
Before we left Dereguez, I had asked Alayar Khan to
let me lake one of his men as a servant, for it had been
arranged that Shaab should leave us at Koochan, and we
should have been short-handed. He did not much like
the application. " Suppose he turns out badly, and r o b
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yon," he said, " what shall I do then ? Give me a paper
saying you will take all the responsibility."
I complied with this demand, and Roostum, a smart,
active Khoord, who had volunteered to come if his chief
consented, was now installed a my servant. H e had
never acted in that capacity, but was willing and anxious
to do his best. The Governor of Koochan, we ascertained, had been here only a few days before with a large
number of mounted men, ready, I suspect, in case Alayar
Khan had required his services.
The next morning was damp and misty, and we had
a wretchedly cold ride. Gradually descending until we
looked right intu the Koochan valley, we siw numberless
villages in d directions ; and the town of Koochan,
evidently of some importance, and surrounded by extensive gardens, was lying below us. This is the same
broad fertile valley in which Meshed lies, and which
runs by Koochm and Shirvan to the Attrek. I n fact,
m at Kelat, Dereguez, and Duringa, we had been traversing the northern, so we were now progressing along
the southern slopes of the Kuren Dagh. But away
again to the south of the broad valley lay another high
range, but not so lofty as that from which we had
descended. This is the range which we had crossed
between Derrood and Meshed, and which separates
Meshed from Nishapoor, and forms the southern ridge
of this broad and fertile Meshed-Koochan valley.
We had been assured that we should find the Governor
of Kmchan most civil, and that he knew we were about
to pay him a visit; but we were within two miles of
the town, and there mm no sign of anyone coming to
meet us. Despatching Shaab, therefore, in advance to
herald our approach, we waited in order to give time
to repair the omission. I n about an hour Shaab returned
T 2
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very cross. The Governor was asleep, and no preparations had been made for us. I would wait no longer,
but pushed on. A t the entrance-gate we met a few
faraahes and the Mirza to the Governor; who, profuse
in his apologies, said we had not been expected so
early, that the Governor was asleep, and that they
had been afraid to awake him, but that a house would
be ready for us directly. We followed him through the
town for a considerable distance. The place was in a
dilapidated state, having been almost destroyed by an
earthquake about two years before; and we were told
that these convulsions of Nature were frequent here.
On reaching the house allotted to us, which was a
very good one, we found it still occupied ; but the people
were then clearing out. As in Persia to pass over
any omission of etiquette is the greatest error, I had to
pretend to be in' a towering passion, and told the headman that we had intended to stay for two or three
days, but should certainly now leave the next morning.
When everything had settled down, the truth came
out. Koochan makes excellent wine, and the Governor
~ometimesover-indulged. This had been the case the
night before; and he had not been himself when we
arrived, and had consequently issued no directions for
our proper reception. Later in the afiernoon another
chief waited on us, who, on the part of the Governor,
expressed his extreme regret at what had occurred, and
begged us to overlook it, and not to think of leaving on
the next day. Tlie Governor, he assured us, had been
looking forward to our visit, and was most anxious to
please us in every way. This untoward event had
happened from pure accident. And, by way of making
amends, he brought us two chairs and a table.
It may seem extraordinary, but, as for months past we
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had been sitting on the ground, no one can imagine the
extreme delight with which we welcomed these reminders
of European civilisation. No simulated anger could stand
against this provision of comfort ; and, slowly relenting,
I agreed to accept the apology, arranged to pay a visit
to the Governor the next day, and engaged not to prooeed on our journey until the day after. As though
the table and chairs were not enough, an excellent Persian
dinner w a ~sent to us, with some capital Koochm wine,
BO that, ere we sought our beds, the Governor was quite
forgiven.
N d e r 3rd.-Paying om visit to the Governor, we
found him living, not in a house, but in a very large
Turkoman tent; and now saw how very comfortable
these tents might be made. The floor was covered all
over with thick felt, and on this were spread some
beautiful carpets. The inside was lined with chintz.
There was a small stove in the tent, and close to the
Governor and on his especial carpet were chairs awaiting
us. H e was most civil, and offered to do anything in
his power, A beautiful kalioum, profusely inlaid with
precious stones, was brought in.
Of course he talked politics. It was the old story
again-England and Russia, and their relative might.
He proved rather inquisitive, and wanted to know the
number of men in our army; and I am afraid that in
my answer I included the militia and volunteem H e
was evidently puzzled to imagine what had brought us
there if we had no political mission. I told him boldly
that we had come to see the country and make a map
of it.
'' And what does your Government pay you for coming
all this way and doing so ? " he inquired.
I explained that we were paid nothing.
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" But who pays for all your mules-your
expenses 3 "
I told him that we paid for them ourselves.
But
what can induce you to spend your money in this
way ? 'What good can it do you ?"-I answered that in
England we took pleasure in any work that might be
of advantage to our country, and that we looked upon
that as a sufficient reward.
Ah 1" he exclaimed with a sigh; "none of Iran's
children would do anything for her without being paid."
He gave us a letter to his brother at S k a n , requesting him to do all that we required, and he explained
where we should find the source of the Attrek. .
" You passed a dry watercourse coming into the town,"
he said. " Well, in the winter and .spring there is water
in it which comes down from a village called Itabile in the
hills, about fourteen miles from here. This is the commencement of the Attrek when there is water in it ; but
the real commencement is at a very curious spring which
I will tell my brother to direct you to, aa it is only a
few miles from Shirvan. That spring, as you d l see,
is the true source of the river, which, eventually reaches
the plains and runs into the Caspian."
November 4th.-Knowing
that we had a long march
(thirty-six miles) to Shirvan, we started early. Our
escort of about twenty men, was commanded by a fine
old Rhoord, mounted on a great, bony Turkoman horse,
nearly seventeen hands high. There was another horse
in the escort standing about 16.1, and with immense
lione and powers, yet looking quite thoroughbred. In
Engl:~ndit would have been worth 2001. as a weightcnrq-ing hunter, and I could have bought 'it for 251.
W h a t splendid artillery horses could be purchased here
for India! And yet the Indian Government will not
'evelope this source of supply.
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We passed numberless villages; the whole valley was
well watered and largely cultivated, and the sides of the
mountains on either hand teemed with flocks and herds.
The road was so level and good, as to be ewily practicable
for artillery. About three miles before reaching Shirvan
we found a strong escort drawn up to receive us, and of
a different stamp from any we had yet seen. These were
regular mounted rifles, and they were actually formed up
in an attempt at a line.
Shirvan k a large and important town, and our arrival
had attracted a vast crowd. A house with a good
garden was ready for our accommodation; and we engaged to call upon the Governor in the morning before
proceeding to Boojnoord. It was thirty-six miles to
that place, and I doubted whether we should get there
before night, as we had determined regularly to explore
the source of the Attrek.
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CHAPTER XVI.

INSTEAD of following the main road between Shirvan
and Boojnoord, we kept more to the north, and about
five miles from the town came upon the E r a l h a n ,
the extraordinary spring horn which the Attrek really
rises. It was a dark pool of about sixty yards in diameter, and into it from the south rsn a stream, which
issued from the surface in numberless springs only a few
yards higher up. I n the centre of this dark pool, also,,
numerous springs bubbled up ; and so great wes the
supply, that out of the north side of the pool ran a river,
the virgin Attrek, which at the distance of a few hundred
yards entered the then dry watercourse traced by us
horn Koochan, that begins at Itabile, fourteen miles from
that place.
Ka.ra b a n (the black caldron) is certainly a most
curious spot; and it is singular that it hss never been
mentioned by any travellers passing Shirvan, since
Baillie Fraser, Burnes, and one or two other Englishmen have marched along the road fkom Koochan to
Boojnoord. I n fact, there are no dilEculties in doing
so. The Twkomans never cross the Kuren Dagh in this
neighbourhood, and between Meshed and Boojnoord there
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is a good road all the way, much better and easier than the
often-travelled main road between Shahrood and Meshed.
These travellers, I suppose, kept along the main road
from Shirvan to Boojnoord, and did not strike away to
the west in search of the Attrek source as we had done.
For the Attrek does not flow past Boojnoord, but more
to the north ; and a range of mountains lies between it
and the plain on h i c h the town of Boojnoord stands.
had bought three
When we left Constantinople Gpint bottles of champagne, which we had agreed were
not to be drunk until we reached the source of the
Attrek. Curiously enough one of our party had broken
down, and one bottle of champagne had been broken.
The other two were still intact, and, ordering them to
be put into the spring to cool while breakfast was being
prepared, we sat down to sketch the curious source of
this much-debated river. When breakfast wm ready,
the champagne was produced, and we drank to the
Attrek and friends at home ; but the wine was lukewarm. Yet we had seen it put into the water. Running down to the stream, I dipped my hands into it. It
was a tepid spring, and in it we had been t r p g to
cool champagne !
Avoiding the direct road to Boojnoord, we, followed
the river, eager to trace the stream along its course, now
that we had once found it. But we had lost so much
time in our examination of the spring, and by adopting this longer route, that it was evident we should
not reach Boojnoord that night, I determined, therefore, to camp by the river side. Late in the afternoon
we came to a p l a e where the broad valley through
which it ran, closing in, became a narrow rocky
gorge. Here we were informed the Koochan province
ended and Boojnoord began. A little beyond, and on
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the left bank of the Attrek, lay a small village, Sissou,
at which I resolved to halt, and therefore sent on Gerome
to see the head-man of the village, and to make arrangements. On our arrival, we found the gate of the village
closed, and all the villagers, with the head-man, seated
on the w d s . H e dil~tinctlyrefused us admission, and
was most insolent.. I showed him the paper which we
had received from the Governor of Khorassan, and also
one from the Shah's representative a t Teheran, but,
laughing at both documents, be eaid he did not care for
either, that we had no order from his Governor, and
that we should neither have supplies of any kind nor
enter the village. Further informing us that it was
nine miles to the next village, he suggested the advisability of our returning to Koochan.
The old Khoord cap& who was escorting us was
much vexed, and urged us to return to a Koochan village,
where we should be made welcome ; but I was determined
not to turn back, although, from the evident hostility
of the people, it seemed very likely that we should be
attacked. Accordingly I selected a defensible site for our
camp, with the deep banks of the river protectipg it on
three sides. But we were much puzzled to amount for
this exhibition of hostility. Roostum, my Dereguez
servant, knew this country well, and on consulting him
he let a ray of light into the mystery. The Koochan
and Boojnoord Governors, he informed me, were on
very bad terms in consequence of the late quarrel with
the Governor of Khorassan, the Boojnoord people having
refused to join the Khoords of Koochan and Dereguez in
case of matters coming to a crisis. Immedhtely it struck
me that the hostility shown by the natives of Sissou,
instead of being directed against us personally, might have
been provoked by our having an armed escort from
a
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Koochan. Thereupon I sent Roostum to see the headman of the village for the purpose of investigating and
reporting on the matter. H e soon returned with a
message to this effect :"Tell the Englishmen that if they will send away
their escort, this village and all that is in it is theirs."
Calling up the old Khoord captain, I explained that
we must now send him back. H e was a very fine old
fellow, and wm in great distress.
" Suppose I leave you alone here," he said, "and anything happens to you-what shall I do ? You will be
left here without friends, and you do not know how
these people may act."
We tried to aUay his fears ; and fiually it was agreed
that, returning, he should wait for the night at the
nearest Koochan village, to which we were to send
a mounted messenger in the event of any difficulty
arising. When the escort had departed, we again rode
down to the village. The gates were open; the headman received us most courteously, and a very good
room, which stood over the gateway of the village, was
prepared for us ; whilst supplies of all kinds were reailily
forthcoming.
The next day we marched for Boojnoord, still following the course of the river, and eventually leaving
it suddenly, and striking due south through an opening
in the mountain, which, we were told, was about nine
miles from the town. A more important fort than any
we had yet seen in these parts, and which, if it mounted
guns, would command the Attrek valley, stood near the
point of our departure from the stream. Next we came
upon a small river, which rises in a beautifully clear
spring gushing out of the side of the mountain, at a
very pretty spot where some large trees gave shelter
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from the sun ; and, pushing on after breakfast, we at
l d t came to a great plain surrounded by mountains.
I n the uorthem centre of this plain lay the important
town of Boojuoord. We were still about four miles
distant, when we were met by an escort of two hundred
men, headed by a chief; and it was notified that a house
had been prepared for us in the town, and also one
outside, and that we could occupy whichever we liked.
Choosing the latter, we were taken to a summer palace
which had been occupied by the Shah on his visit here.
It was a handsome building standing in a large garden,
but we soon discovered that it would be very cold for
this season of the year. From our escort, unfortunately,
we obtained the particulars of an event which, I saw
at once, would interfere most considerably with our
plans. A chapaoul on a grand scale had just been made
by the whole force of Boojnoord horsemen upon some
Turkomans living on the Gourgan. The Boojnoord force
had captured a large quantity of sheep and camels, but
it had lost ten men killed and a good many wounded.
Under these circumstances it would be difficult to get
the large escort that we wanted for our expedition down
the Attrek. Roostum, my servant, had repeatedly been
down the Attrek from its rise to the Caspian. I n fat,
not many years ago he had spent months with a large
force in clearing it of Turkomans ; and he was positive
that it could not be attempted with less than 800 men
I designed to try it with 200, if we could get them;
but judged that, having just returned from a trying
and long expedition, I should never persuade the Clovernor to give so many.
Tho next day the Governor, Yar Mahomed Khan,
paid us a visit; and, on broaching the subject to him,
the difficulty anticipated presented itself. But he offered
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to forward us a part of the way, so far indeed that we
could see where the river ran into the plains. Moreover, he entered most fully into our plans and maps,
himself drawing up one for our inspection. It was the
crudest idea of mapping that it is possible to conceive,
and failed to convey m y useful information. It was
settled that we should cross the mountains and collect m
increased escort in the m ~ s tadvanced Khoord villages,
and also that, instead of returning to Boojnoord, we
should make our way by Semulghm to Shohan, which
would be on our way to Shahrood. Upon being told that
we found our present residence very cold, and h b permission sought to move into the to-,
the Governor
immediately put a very fine house at our disposal; in
fact, far the best we had occupied in Persia; and into it
we moved on the same afternoon.
Recently we had been suffering from domestic d S culties. The cook and Aboo Cassim did not get on kith
Gerome, and there had been constant troubles ; but now
came a crisis. The cook, we discovered, had gone to
the Governor's head-man and requested him, in our
name, to furnish an immense quantity of supplies.
Having obtained these, the two sold them and pocketed
tha proceeds. On this disclosure, Abdnlla was very
impudent, and rushed into our room in a most insolent
manner; but left it more quickly than he entered.
Aboo Cassim and he then went into the town and
deserted. Ascertaining that they were going about,
trying to excite a strong relqpous feeling against us and
Clerome as infidels, which is always dangerous in a
Mahomedan country, I reported them to the Governor, who declared that he would send them to prison
for a week. The next morning they appeared for their
wages, of which a small portion was due to them. We
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paid them, although they were very impertinent ; and,
to their no small surprise, they were then marched
off to the gaol.
We determined to send the greater number of the
mules and baggage direct to Shohan, and to make our
trip in light marching order.
Nmmber 8th.-We d e d upon the Governor and had
a long conversation on the subject of the Attrek and the
geography of the country. H e had an unprepossessing
manner, but was an intelligent man, and informed us
that he was fond of reading, and made a particular
study of the life of Peter the Great. Wine actually
was served to us openly during our visit ; but he told
me that he drank only arrack or brandy himself, wine
not being strong enough; and this was said before
all his attendants. Neither before nor since have
I ever met with so open and flagrant a violation of the
Koran on the part of a Mahornedan. We arranged
to start the next day, and the Governor begged us to
call at his house, as he wished to give us two horses.
I had to present him with my Purdey breechloading
gun, for all our other presents were exhausted. We
had even been obliged to purchase Gemme's gun for
presentation to the Governor of Koochan.
I n the morning, two Turkoman chiefs, who had come
into Boojnoord to sell horses, visited us. They gave me
an immensity of information relative to the country
about Kizil Amat and the slopes of the Kuren Dagh.
These two chiefs, Imra Khan and Niaz Bahadur, were
two of the largest Turkoman horse-dealers. I asked them
how many horses they could supply of the chss of my
little grey ' Imaum,' only rather larger, at an average of
201. They would undertake, they aaid, to deliver 1000
in ten days, or 15,000 in three months. This will give
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some idea of the extent of the supply available in the
Turkoman country.
They described the slopes of the Kuren Dagh, between
Kizil Arvat and the point a t which we had left, them
near Markuh, as being most fertile and well watered ;
and at Bishagan, a point a little south of Kariz, they
represented the water-supply to be so great that thirty
Turkoman villages were located there, with much
cultivation. Niaz Bakadur was a splendid looking man,
and hah the reputation of being one of the greatest
warriors of the T e E Turkomans. They were most
anxious to know whether England intended to let them
be swallowed up by Russia, and asked me eagerly
whether I had brought them a good message fmm our
Government.
"What wo~tld yon consider a good message ? " I
inquired. " What do you wish for from England ? "
" W e want to be under England," they replied.
"That is the great wish' of the Tekbs. We do not
want to be under Russia."
"But Hindostan is a long way from here," I said.
Afghanistan intervenes. How could yon then be under
England ? "
To this they replied that Shere Ali wa.. really a v a s d
of England. " He must do aa she likes. We want to
be in the same position, and we would do whatever
England wished to defend the frontier."
" But you would not like being under Shere Ali ? "
was my' next interrogation : to which they answered,
" We should not mind ; but we do not want to be under
Russia or Persia."
I was obliged to say that we had no message to
deliver to them, although they earnestly implored me to
write a few lines to the effect that England would not
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desert them, which they might take to Kourschid Khan
at Merv.
Having dismissed them, a wretched old chestnut
animal, perfectly valueless, appeared, which was said
to be a present from the Governor. We heard that
he had been imbibing freely and was not yet awake ;
PO, leaving a civil message, we started on our way.
I purchased a rather fine specimen of the Klioord
carpets at Boojnoord. They are cheap and pretty,
rather thicker than the common Persian carpeta known
in England, and usually in quieter colours. The Turkoman productions, on the other hand, are distinct, being
thicker and finer than the Khoord. The finer varieties
of Turkoman carpets are very difficult to procure.
Alayar Khan gave me one at Dereguez; but they are
very rare, and to my mind not pretty, lacking the harmonious blending of brilliant colours which distinguishes
the Persian.
We had a small escort of men under a chief named
Ramazan Beg, whose village lay in the Monah valley.
Marching north, we soon began the ascent of the
mountains which separate the Boojnoord plains from
the Attrek. We halted in the mountains for breakfast ; and, to my surprise, although it was during the
Ramazan, Ramazan Beg not only made a heavy meal
but afterwards applied to us for some brandy, which
he declined to dilute with water. Three times he came
with the same request ; and we were obliged at last to
refuse, as I did not wish to travel about with a drunken
Khoord chief during the Ramazm, to the scandal of all
true believers, who would lay the whole blame upn the
English infidels.
When we reached the head of the pass, I saw that by
acending the high peak of a neighbouring mountain we
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should obtain a splendid view, so, sendiug the mules on,
we rode to the summit. It was a very clear afternoon,
and we could not have chosen a better site for observations. Looking northwards, the valley of the Attrek
lay at our feet, and far as the eye could reach to the
north-west lay an uninterrupted block of mountains. I
have seen no country like it ih any part of the world.
An apparently endless mass of barren, rugged peaks.
But, to our delight, to the north-east we recognided
our old friend Markuh; and could see the whole range
of the Kuren Dagh towering over the lower mountains,
and could trace it all the way to Kizil &vat. Above,
Kizil Arvat stood a lofiy peak, higher than'its neighbours, and just above Bishagan, the peaks of the Kuren
Dagh were also exceptionally high. Thus we confirmed
the fact that .we had discovered a great range of monptains, of from 8000 to 11,000 feet in height, unmarked
on existing maps and previously unknown. We could
not command a very extensive view of the course of the
Attrek from this point, but a small mountain stream,
the Chirinchi, ran into it here below us. On recent
Russian maps this stream is marked as the Attrek ; the
Kuren Dagh range is ignored ; and the Attrek is made
to rise at Dereguez, and flow into the Monah valley. The
Attrek is marked atq the Russian boundary, and thus a
large portion of Persian territory is quietly appro'priated.
The Attrek ran through a broad fertile valley, the
descent being gradual and the stream sluggish ; winding
very considerably, and with very deep banks. Much of
the water being drawn off for irrigation, the river here
b generally only about thirty feet wide, but it is deep
in most places. There are numerous villages along
both banks, and the extreme Persian village beyond it
to the north, occupied by the Boojnoard Khoods, lies
on the mountain-side, eight miles from the river.
U
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We now descended until we were close to the stream,
and eventually put up for the night at a small
village. Ramazan Beg entertained us with a variety
of stories, and pretended to have an intimate acquaintance with the whole country. Even in Persia, where
truth is almost unknown, he was a perfect Prince of
Liars. H e assured us that about a year ago a Russisn
officer, accompanied by some Cossacks, had ridden up
the Monah valley to the spot where we then were;
Beg-had
talked to the Russian
that he-Ramazan
officer ; and he then described a fight between the Cossacks and the Turkomans. I made numerous inquiries
afterwards as to the truth of this story, and learned that
there was not the shadow of a foundation for it. Wheri
Beg had told us so, they exclaimed
we said that Ramwith a smile, " Ah ! Ramazan Beg, of course ! " However, he did find me rather a nice Turkoman carpet,
which had been captured a few days before by a Khoord
in the village. The history of this carpet will give
some idea of the kind of life led on the border. About
a week before, a Turkoman had come into the Monah
village to trade, and amongst other things brought
this carpet ; but, wanting too much for it, he could not
effect its sale. Some of the Khoords, discovering where
he came from, assembled a few men, made a dash at the
village at early dawn, killed the man, and got his carpet.
This sort of thing is of daily occurrence. Of course
all the Khoord villages are fortified, while the Turkomans
live in tents, as already described, and are therefore
much more assailable ; yet they manage to hold their
own pretty e q d y . The Boojnoord Governor, we
heard, had appropriated to his own use three-fourths
of the cattle and spoil taken in the last foray. It was
naturally to be expected that the Turkomans would soon
make a return raid on a large scale. Then the Khoord
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villagers would suffer, but the Governor would not be
a penny the poorer. With an indolent, effete Government like that of Persia, it may easily be conceived how
difficult it is to stop such a system, as the frontier
Governors derive a large income from it. BIoreover,
the chief officials at Teheran often extort presents of
great value from them ; so that they also benefit ; and
an organized system of extortion prevails fiom the
highest to the lowest. It is a shameful state of things.
Ten thousand men properly commanded could hold
the Persian line of frontier from the Caspian by Kipil
Arvat' to Sarakhs, and a few block-houses properly
placed would prevent a single Turkoman from ever
entering beyond the mountains. Yet many thousand
equare miles of Persian territory are either devastated
or unoccupied, through the condition of terror induced
by' these raidR, whilat at Teheran there are troops enough,
in good order and armed with breech-loaders, to easily
hold all of this now useless country. And, rather
than exert herself to keep the Turkomans in order,
Persia is apparently willing, without a remonstrance,
to see this, the finest part of her territory, occupied by
Russia; and England stands by, and, from want of
geographical knowledge, is unaware that the spoliation
is being accomplished, and imaginea that Russia is only
occupying forts in the desert, instead of a fertile and
most important part of the Persian frontier.
November 10th.-Starting very early, we pushed down
the valley to P i s h d , which is the most advanced
Khoord village. From here until it runs from these
mountains on to the desert plains near its junction with
the Simbur, that is, for nearly a hundred miles of its
course, the Attrek flows through a broad fertile valley,
which is sometimes eight or nine miles in width, but
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it is a mere gorge. Yet,
though water is plentifnl and the soil fertile, not a
village is to be found along ita banlrs. It is a tract
which both Khoords and Tnrkomans are afraid to inhabit, for its occupation by one side would immediately
occasionally doses in until

provoke a raid by the other. Wandering Tnrkomans
flit about the valley, and here Tnrkoman chapaouls halt
and refresh both before and sdter making raids into
the Persian territory ; and so dangerous is it considered,
that the Khoords united with Boostnm in declaring that
it could not be safely traversed with less than 800 men.
I believe that this is an exaggeration, and should have
had no hesitation in attempting it with a quarter of that
force ; but the Khoords would not come.
Before entering Pishcalla, we had been met by the headman of that place, a magnificent specimen of a Khoord
chief, who was mounted on the finest chesnut Turkoman
that we had seen during the whole time that we were on
this frontier. The horse attracted my special attention.
H e was clean thoroughbred, standing about 16.1, with
great bone and power. Literally, there was not a fault
to find with him ; and, moreover, he had excellent action.
But there is nothing quite perfect in this world, for his
master told me that the noble animal was getting old,
and for years had suffered firom running sores in his legs
which he could not cure, and which looked rather like
the Indian disease bursattee. At one time the performances of this horse had been the pride of the country.
I noticed that everyone looked very hard at the ugly
animal that Alayar Khan had presented to me at Dereguez, and asked if they knew him 3
" We know him well," was the reply.
"We have
faster horses ; but, for a gallop of fifty miles, there are
very few that can beat him. He is a celebrated Booj-

noord horse, and belonged to the Governor's son ; but
was taken by the Turkomans, and we heard afterwards
that Alayar Khan had recaptured him."
Thus the kind chief had really given me one of
his best horses, though it was of poor appearance.
These horsemen of the Boojnoord district were mounted
quite as well, if not better, than those of Dereguez and
Koochan. Boojnoord can turn out about 1200 of them.
I n men, arms, and equipment they were of exactly the
same class.
We intended to push down the valley as far as the
Khoords would go. I had been promised one hundred
men, but only about thirty turned up; and &r proceeding some distance they positively refused to advance.
.They declared that the Turkomans, spying us from the
mountains, would come down in large numbers and cut
us off from Pishcalla. As they would not go farther we
made them ascend a high peak on the left bank, from
which we could get good observations. From this peak
we had a very fine view, and could trace the Attrek
along its whole course, until it ran fkom the mountains
into the plains. Numerous streams fed it both on the
right and on the left bank ; but from the general formation of the mountains I am convinced that there are
n~anyother streams, besides the Simbur, which run down
from the. mountains between the junction of that river
with the Attrek and Kizil &vat ; and that the country
in that neighbourhood, which is distinctly Persian soil
and guarded by very ,old Persian forts, but which the
Russians are now about to occupy, will be found to be
highly cultivated and well watered.
Roosturn, who was by my side, and knew every yard
of the Attrek below this point, described it to me ; and,
a s I found him always accurate in his descriptions of
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places that we afterwards visited, I have no doubt that
his account was correct. I n the broad open vales that
we saw, wild asses, he said, were to be found in immense
numbers, whilst in the reed-beds which fringed the river,
and in some places were of very considerable extent,
wild boar abounded. Just before its descent into the
desert the Attrek runs through a gorge, where it is
more rapid; but generally it is rather sluggish, and of
the same character aa its course in the Monah valley,
growing larger, however, as it continues to be fed by the
rivers that run into it, and which will be found marked
and named on our map. After its descent into the plains
it often opens out into wide marshes covered with reeds,
sometimes so large that it is di$cult to trace the course
of the river. I n many places it is fordable in the
summer, but even at that season horses can only just
cross it without swimming. As it runs to the Caspian
it contracts from the evaporation in the desert. This
may account for the statement made to me by Colonel
Stebnitski, who surveyed its lower course, that it was
no more than twelve yards wide at the part where he
follmed it.
From our position on this peak we commanded a
perfect view of the whole of this great block of mountains, extending right away from Markuh in the east, to
Kizil Arvat in the north, and to the high mountains
which separate the Attrek and the Gourgan in the west.
Let me try to give the reader a clear view of this littleknown region, which is now becoming of eo much impor
tance, and which is written about with such vague ideas
of its geographical features.
1 ! e great range of mountains which lies to the
south of the Caspian, and of which Demavend forms
the highest peak, runs just south of Astrabad and the
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Gourgan river ; but about sixty miles from &ska%ad
the range becomes broken and several passes occur;
and about 100 miles from Astrabad it turns suddenly
to the north-east, the mountains at this point becoming
much lower, and falling as it were into a successio~lof
ridges running generally east and west. Through these
ridges run the Attrek, the Simbur, and, I believe,
other streams.* These charwteristics continue to Kizil
Arvat, when it suddenly t&s to the south-east, making
Kizil h a t the apex of this vart mountain block;
and it continues this south-eastern course to Markuh,
when it turns to the E.S.E., and so continues with
slight variation to Sarakhs, and on by the afghan
frontier.
The whole triangular block & h a thrown out is one
mass of broken mountain, utterly uncultivated, and
with no paths by which even a Turkoman can make
his way without leading his horse. The water-shed of
this block, with the exception of the actual north-east
slopes of the Kuren Dagh, is all to the west, and the
Attrek and Simbur receive the numerous feeders; but
I feel sure there are others, though they may not be
of equal importance. The north-east slopes, as already
mentioned, are well watered by numerous mountain
streams. South of this triangular block lie several
Burnea writes as follows of the country on the Cfourgan :- " At
length we cleared tho valley of tho Goorgan river, and debouched upon
the plain eastwards of the Caspian. Tho landecape was vory imposing.
To our left the hills, now running in range, rose to a great height, clad to
the summit with forest trees and foliage. To our right the extensive
plains, which are watered by the rivers Attrek and Goorgan, and richly
verdant, were studded with innumerable encampments of 'hkomans, and
diversified by flocks and herds. In our front, at a distanoe, we descried
the lofty mountains of Elboorz, that seemed to shut up an otherwise
houndlw plain. Such a scene would have tlelightcd anyone, much more
a wonderer from the d w r t s of Scythin."
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ranges of high mountains, all running nearly due east
and west; which indeed is the peculiar feature of all
northern Persia. Thus, to get into the country before
described in the neighbo.urhood of Meyomeed and Abasabad, the Turkomans have to advance through passes
in these mountain chains ; and yet the Persians will not
take the trouble to place block-houses and a few idastry
in each of the passes, and there are not many. Where
there are no passes there are no Turkomans, for they
dislike the mountains and cling closely to the plains ;
but they assemble in the Attrek valley, dash through on
to the great level country between Jah Jerm and Meyomeed, and there lie in wait. Having made their captures,
they will then gallop back and reach the Attrek again,
marcliing for 100 or 120 miles, without stopping for
more than a few minutes at a time.
Returning to Pishcalla just before dark, we remained
there for the night.
Novender 1 lth.-Our course was south-west on leaving
the Monah valley and the Attrek, and we struck into
the plains of Semulghan. These plains are separated
from the Monah valley and Attrek by s range of low
mountains, and to the west of Semulghan stands a high
detached mountain, the highest within a circuit of s
hundred miles. We now came across the curious feature
before noticed in Mazanderan, that solne of the mountain slopes were wooded towards the north. We reached
Shahabad (thirteen miles) early in the day ; and, hearing
that there was very good pheasant shooting near a t
and I went out in the afternoon. We
hand, G-saw very few pheasants, but a good many partridges;
and being now reduced, by the process of giving presents,
to my single-barrelled duck-gun, it proved very awkward
at partridges.

CHAPTER XVII.

November 12th.-Shohan was our next destination. After
crossing a mountain range to the south by a very- bad
road, we entered a well-wakered valley. We had crossed
the mnge at a very considerable height, and from a lofty
peak confirmed our former observations. Then, again
ascending another high range, we obtained a most extensive view to the 'south. Although 100 miles distant
from Meyomeed, we could quite clearly see the two
mountains beyo& it, and could plainly distinguish a
conical mountain which lies over thirty miles farther to
the south. The clearness of the atmosphere in Persia
during the summer and autumn is quite extraordinary.
We descended to S h o b , which lay below us, by one
of the-worst roads we had traversed during the whole of
our journey. Gand I, who were riding horses,
were obliged to dismount--a thing we .had rarely done
black pony would cerbefore. Cremorne and G-'8
tainly have obviated this necessity; but, riding the
Dereguez horse, I had the narrowest escape of going
down the mountain side.
On our arrival at Shohan (twenty-one miles) the
mules from Boojnood were awaiting us, aud also a
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was also promised for the next day's journey to Jah
Jerm, as the Turkomans are sometimes troublesome along
this route. Sanghos would probably make one of the
best head-quarters for sport in Northern Persia. Here
anyone might get good ibex and moufflon-shooting in the
mountains just above the town ; plenty of wild asses on
the plains, about six miles to the south; and splendid
pig-sticking, if it were properly organized. The large
bustard also, and a bird about the size of the capercailzie,
which we were unable to recognise, abound in the neighbourhood. It is of a red-brown with whitish wings ;
and we saw immense numbers in the cultivated fields
about here. The people told us they were very good
to eat.
Our cook and Abbas, we discovered, had been released
from prison directly we left Boojnoord; but they had
been fleeced of their money by the oflicials of that place.
They now turned up at Sanghos.
November 14th.-To Jah Jerm was a march of thirtytwo miles; and being told that we were certain on the
way to see wild asses, which we had determined to try
and ride down, it was evident that the horses would
have a long day. We therefore started before daybreak.
About four miles from Sanghos *e passed a large village,
the only one between that place and Jah Jerm. The
range of mountains already mentioned lay to our right,
and to our left extended a great plain about ten miles
broad, bounded on the' south by another low range.
Through the centre of this plain ran a sluggish stream,
its banks studded with tamarisks, reeds, and low bushes.
Here, it was said, we should find the gourkher, or'wild ass.
The people also reported that wild boar abounded in this
cover, and that they came to the cultivated ground near
the village every night, returning in the early morning.

.
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As it is about six miles to their covert, and the beautiful sandy plain is excellent galloping ground, it may
be imagined what an excellent site for pipticking this
place dords. We despatched scouts to look out for
gourkher, while we went after some antelope that we
saw on the left of the road. On our return, one of
the men reported wild asses near the brackish stream
about four miles off. When we arrived there they were
gone ; but we came across numberless fresh tracks,
proving that they were very plentifnl. The tracks were
curious, and looked as if' the whole herd had followed
each other in Indian file. The ground was good, but
rather heavy going, being covered with a salt m d y
crust, through which the horses' feet sank at each stride ;
and near the brackish gully it was very rough and
broken, though quite rideable.
We I d not proceeded far, when we came suddenly
upon a herd of fourteen gourkher; but they took the
alarm when we were within a third of a mile of them,
and went away at a good pace. The men of our escort
had been bragging a l l the morning about their great
feats of horsemanship, a d how they constantly rode
down the gourkher ; and we were anxious to see how
they would perform. I was riding ' Jmaum,' and
U-wirs on the bay horse that he had bought a t
Meshed. The wild asses halted for a moment, and
we got within a quarter of a mile of them; then off
they started again at a great pace. I saw that we
were gaining upon them steadily though slowly, and
that it was simply a question of staying power.
was riding on the left, and I upon the right ; and at h t
we got within about 300 yards, after which our advantage
increased very slowly. The wild asses now made for the
rough bushy ground near the stream, and in going over

I
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this they gained a slight advantage. On, on we went
for more than half an hour. At one time I was within
200 yards, when they ~uddenly crossed the nullah,
which was deep; and, by the time I got over, it was
evident that ' Imaum ' had gone quite far enough, and
that it would be useless to pemevere. On looking back
we saw that the whole of our escort. were completely
tailed off. Roostum on ' Cremorne ' was the only man
within half a mile of us. (3-s'
horse was nearly us
much done a., ' I m a m , ' and we halted and dismounted ;
after an interval, striking away for the Jah Jerm road.
We now saw plenty of gourkher, but the horses were
not fit to try again, and, besides, we had long marches
before us.
My Dereguez horse was in reserve, and I was very
anxious to see whether he was worthy of his renown ;
but, of course, the stupid horsekeeper had not kept near
us, and was nowhere to be found. We had come much
farther than we imagined, and it took a long time to
get back to the track; when it became a question
whether we were ahead of, or behind, the mules. After
a time, however, we saw them coming up in the
distance, and marched on with them. The escort had
become much scattered, but there were some armed
villagers on foot with the mules.
It was a long time before my horsekeeper appeared,
and the afternoon was drawing to a close ; but, getting
on to the Dereguez horse, I struck off unattended into the
plains. The men pointed out the tracks where some
Turkomans had passed that morning ; and begged me to
keep a sharp look-out. ARer going about two miles,
I espied some gourkher; but they had already been
alarmed, and were moving very fast, unfortunately,
in the opposite direction to Jah Jerm. The temp-
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tation, however, was strong, and away T went in
pursuit. My hitherto neglected horse now proved
himself to be well worthy of his reputation. He was
extraordinarily fast, and went like a steam-engine, as
though he would never stop. After riding about three
miles and gaining upon the wild asses hand over hand,
I became aware of some small parties of Inen who were
evidently stalking me, though at a distance of about
a mile ; and I saw that if I persevered they would get
between me and Jah Jerm. Pulling up, therefore, I was
compelled to retrace my steps, to avoid being cut off. I
knew that I was so well mounted that, by preventing
this manoeuvre, there was but little chance of their
catching me ; and, having just given Dereguez his wind
for a moment, I sent him along at a good rattling pace
in the direction of Jah Jerm. They followed for three
or four miles, and then gave up the pursuit.
Evening was just falling when we reached the remains
of cultivated ground near J a h Jerm. This was of
great extent, and showed that the place had once been
of considerable importance. There were m y number
of the Turkoman towers, already described, dotted
about in all directions; many hundreds of them, and
more than we had seen in the neighbourhood of any
other town.
Jah Jerm, which is a fine specimen of one of the old
earthen forts, stands well, guarding a broad pass in the
mountains, through which the Turkoman marauders
nevertheless manage constantly to make their way.
One field-gun is stationed at this hrt, but, as the
Turkomans pass it at night, this is of liftle use.
Finding that two routes conducted to Shahrood, one
more to the north by Nardin, where Afrasiab Khan
holds the command as Governor, and one by Riabad, we
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adopted the road to the south, and marched to Riabad
(forty-two miles). A range of mountains still extended
to our right ; to our left was a broad plain ; and three
successive low ranges in the far distance interposed between us and the Shahrood-Meshed road. Rut these
terminated, and we could then see nothing but plain
soon right away to Meyomeed, about forty miles. After
marching fourteen miles we came to a pass through the
mountains to our right which, we were told, was
frequented by the Turkomans. I t was not 100 yards
broad, and in the centre of it stood a s m d old earthfort, but unoccupied by troops. Here was a little
stream of good water. About thirteen miles farther on,
we came upon the ruins of a curious old fort surrounded
by the remains of gardens. It was of brick, and inlaid
in parts with blue enamelled tiles. Here was another
stream, and the place was occupied by a solitary shepherd,
who for some unknown reason was never molested by
the Turkomans. Having observed the quite fresh tracks
of a Turkoman party on the road before us, we marched
with every precaution ; but neither were we attacked,
nor did we see anything of them. It was getting dark
when we reached Riabad, a most wretched place, where
we had to put up over a stable. We had not passed a
single village between this and the outskirte of J a h
Jerm.
W e were now only sixty-seven miles from Shahrood,
and I determined to accomplish the distance in one day.
Meshedi Hassan, when consulted, declared that his mules
would m&e it. After Magas (forty miles away), there
would be no fear of Turkomans, as we should soon
afterwards be on the B o s h plains. Starting, therefore,
at two o'clock in the morning, we marched over a most
drearily desolate country. For thirty miles there was
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not a sign of a village, and no water. Then we came to
two wretched little places, and here, Magas being visible
in the distance, we dismissed the greater part of our
escort. Before us, and on our right, was the main mountain range lying north of Bostam and Shahrood; and
south of the Bostam plains on t,his side runs a low range
of hills, to the south of which lay Magas, a large village
of flourishing appearance. Here we halted for breakfast,
the mules having f d e n behind. I waa feeling very
unwell. An attack of fever was coming on that was
destined to prove very troublesome.
The mules arrived just as we were on the point of
starting; and, knowing now that they would be quite
safe, we determined to march the intervening distance at a
good pace, so as to get to Shahrood before dark. Although
our horses had lately been doing hard work, they were
as fresh as possible ; so, putting Roostum in front on
'Cremorne,'.we told him to lead at exactly the pace they
are accustomed to maintain when returning horn a
Turkoman c h a p d . Accordingly he led at a slow, steady
gallop, an excellent pace for getting over the ground; and
at this rate he mid they often go fifty or sixty miles without stopping. When we reached the plains of Bostam
there was so much cultivation that we lost the track, and
had to cross some very rough ground before we could
recover it. A good stream ran through the plains, the
same which afterwards passe8 Budusht, from which the
caravan had started on our journey to Meshed. By the
time we reached Bostam I waa very unwell; but ' Imaum,'
although he had gone over 160 miles in this and the
two previous days, was so fiesh that he would not go
quietly, and we galloped the four miles into Shahrood
at a fast pace. ' Cremorne ' ran away with Roostum
just when we reached the town; and this occurred,
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be it noted, at the end of sixty-seven miles. Here we
soon found our old friend, the civil head-man of Shahrood,
with whom we had left part of the large tent and other
things. We put up a t the chupar had, or postrhouse;
which we had no sooner reached than a regular attack of
fever aad ague supervened, and I passed a wretched night.
The Russian commercial agent here urged us to
push on if we wished to catch the last steamer of the
year on the Caspian.
It is curious that the Russians, with no aptitude for
trade, should have a perfect passion for extending their
commerce throughout Central Asia. It may be urged
that this is a mere blind, and that, noting the results
of our commercial settlements in Hindostan, it forms a
mere prelude and pretence for conquest. I do not think
that this is the case, although the argument is plausible.
Most of the Russian Central Asian trade is carried on
by Armenians, and the Armenian is sharper in his
dealings than the Jew. Moreover, Russia, when she
has the power, invariably excludes all foreign goods by
prohibitive duties. With fairly even m e m of communication she could never hold her own against England ;
but late English Governments have had so great a
dread of responsibility that they have virtually closed
Afghanistan as an outlet for British commerce, and
the whole trade of Central Asia is slowly drifting into
Russian hands.
We had determined to leave our mules, baggage, and
horses behind in the charge of Meshidi Hassan, to come
on by regular stages, whilst we rode post to Teheran.
Gerome, Roostum, and Zenil Abdeen, (r---s'
servant,
were to accompany us. I expected that I should be well
enough to start the next day, though perhaps a little
weak ; so we arranged to go only two stages, Deh Mollah
x
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and Damghan. At twelve o'clock at night Meshidi
Hassan came in with the baggage. This was very good
work for the mules, for sixty-seven miles is a long
journey for these animals. 'The muleteers had marched
all the way. There was so much to be arranged, that it
was midday before we lefi, and we bade good-bye to
Meshidi Hassan, Ismail, and all those who had followed
our fortunes so far, as we knew that we should leave
Teheran before their arrival.
The post-ponies were wretched animals. G-'
s
came down before we were clear of the town. And
here let me explain the system of riding post in
Persia. This can only be done on the main mads, such
as Teheran to Meshed, or from Teheran to Ispahan,
Tabreez or Reshdt. There are chapar hanks, or posthouses, at stations varying much in distance, but generally about twenty-five or thirty miles apart. At each
of these stations some five or six wretched ponies are
kept, and, if you have an order from Government, yon
can get relays at each post-house upon paying for the
same. Miserable as these animals usually are, they are
in such hard condition, that you can reckon upon doing
the journey at the rate of from six to seven miles m hour.
But it sometimes happens that there are no post-ponies
at the next station ;in which m e , after a rest, the same
animals have to do another journey. The ponies seem
to be aware of this contingency. I have never ridden a
Hampstead donkey, but I should say i t was a willing
steed compared to the usual chapar pony of Persia. Of
course, occasionally we came across an exception to the
rule, and I have met with some excellent animals, 'Crernorne' for example; but usually both whip and spurs
are requisite to get along, and one feels ashamed at the
m o u n t of both that is absolutely necessary. Riding
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chpr,to be done pleasantly, should only be attempted
by two persons and a servant, who should ride on
ahead to order the. horses to be ready. Europeans
riding chupar usually travel about seventy miles a
day, sleeping at the chapar hunks at night; but by
riding night and day, aa the couriers do who carry
the Legation post-bags from Teheran to Trebizond,
much longer distances can of course be accomplished.
Unless a messenger goes on ahead, a long time is always
lost in getting the horses ready. We generally reckoned
upon a delay of nearly an hour at each post-house.
We did the short journey to Deh Mollah very quickly,
but there the fresh ponies wanted shoeing. It was quite
dark when we arrived within four miles of Damghan,
and we had some difficulty in finding our way. A t last
we discovered the gate and entered through a covered
passage, about one hundred yards long, and lighted by
small oil-lamps. I had another attack of fever on my
arrival, and felt very unwell; but got better towards
morning, although I could not obtain rest. We started
at 4.30. Our first stage was to Goocheh (thirty-two
miles). After the &st twelve miles, which are well
watered, the country is level, barren, and uninteresting ;
no more water is found, and only a small supply at
Goocheh. The next stage wm to Aheyoon (thirty-four
miles), and there was no water all the way ; but we had
a fairly level road until nearing Aheyoon, when some
rocky hills have to be ascended. To our dismay we found
no fresh ponies at the station, and, after resting there
for about two hours, had to ride on the same animals
to Semnoon, tlwtg- miles more. Just beyond Aheyoon
there is a pass, and a rather hilly road leads up to
within seven miles of Semnoon, which lies on a large
plain and is a very considerable town.
s2
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Between Aheyoon and Semnoon a fresh attack of f e ~ e r
came on, and before we reached the latter place I was
completely exhausted and obliged to hold on by the mane
of the pony. We got a little water at the outskirts of the
town, and I just managed to reach the chupar hunk, but
then had to be lifted off the pony and carried into the
postihouse. This was a bad attack, and it was very
annoying, as it seemed impossible that I could get on
sent to the head-man to try to get
next day. asome mules and a tracteravan to carry me by easy
stages ; but, dthough he promised mules, he could find
no tracteravan.
Having taken quantities of quinine, I felt better in
the early morning, so, waking up G-,
we agreed to
make an easy day of it. We started at 7.30. The
f i s t stage was to Lasjird (thirty-two miles). There are
several villages about Semnoon, with the remains of a
large town, and a good stream of water about nineteen
miles from Semnoon. There is a small pass at h j i r d ,
and the village is built on the site of an old fort. The
next stage was to Dehnamuck (thirty-two miles). About
eleven miles from Lasjird there is a well. I got on all
right, having ridden seventy-four miles without another attack of fever. We were now only 122 miles
from Teheran, and I determined to try and reach it the
next day. Accordingly we started at two o'clock in
the morning with a guide, not being able ourselves to
make out the road in the dark, and riding fast a t night
over the rough ground was very awkward work. Our
guide himself had three falls before day broke.
New the first station, Kishlak, we passed through a
rich district. Here the river Garjerood runs down from
the mountain, and, branching into numberless channels,
irrigates a vast alluvial plain, producing great fertility.
3
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The next stage to Eymanee Keij was through a defile
in the mountains. A long ridge runs to the south
from the main chain, and by passing through this defile
a considerable circuit is avoided. A salt stream ran
through it, the banks of which were encrusted with pure
ualt. We got to Eywanee Keij in good time, and
hoped to reach Teheran by about eight o'clock in the
evening; but there waa a long delay in getting horses,
and as they proved very indifferent, it was nearly dusk
when we reached the last stage before Teheran. G
and I had got ahead of the servants, and here again
occurred a long delay. I was very weak, but we got a
guide and pushed on rapidly until it grew dark. Then
the road became so bad that we could not proceed out of
a walk, and the ponies were pitching on to their heads
continudy. I shall never forget that night's ride.
I was miserably ill and utterly exhausted, being often
obliged to cling round the pony's neck, for I could not sit
up in the saddle ; and the journey seemed interminable.
Several d a g e s on the outskirts of Teheran were passed,
but it seemed as if we should never reach Teheran itself.
What agony I endured! And with what a feeling of
relief did we welcome the gate of the town, when we
came upon it suddenly in the darkness at about eleven
o'clock ! But the gate was closed, m d the guard refused
to open it. They said they had not the key, and could
not admit us without an order. However, some money
being passed to them under the gate, they agreed to
send off a, man to the commandant. The night was
bitterly cold; and, to add to our miseries, it began to
rain. 'The men of the guard thrust some dry firewood
under the gate, and G
lighted a fire. Utterly
exhausted, I lay in the rain, and dozed. It was two
hours before they brought the keys. Curiously enough,
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we could not find anyone to tell us the way to the
British Legation ; and a man, who offered to be our
guide, took us to the building that used to be occupied
by the Legation before the new house was built.
We wandered about for two hours, and at last found
ourselves in the bazaar. Here, as it was the Rarnazan,
some people were up; and at a coffee-house that was
open we succeeded in getting some tea. A t length we
met a man who knew the Turkish Embassy; and
thither we repaired. They would be able, I thought,
at least to direct us. It was now three o'clock in the
morning, and when we reached the Turkish Embassy
we could not wake any of the inmates. Wandering on in a hopeless state, I suddenly recogiised
the peculiar wall of the Legation garden. A t last we
were all right after our long and trying journey,
back again with our own countrymen, and sure of a
hearty English welcome. We had been twenty-six
hours on the r o d . We proceeded to the house of
Mr. Smyth, the Secretary to the Legation, and, although
we woke him from his sleep a d gave him endless
trouble, he was kindness itself; and in less than an
hour the exhausted inner man had been refieshed, and
we were sleeping comfortably in real beds.
How we appreciated the comfort of a good English
bed after being absent from that luxury for months !
Chairs, tables, and such like articles, usually considered
necessaries of life, appeared to us now as extraordinary
luxuries. Everything in this world is comparative ;
and what little things will give extreme pleasure when
we have been long deprived of them !
Gput up permanently with Mr. Smyth ; but
Mr. Thomson, the Minister, who had been my kind
host for so long a time at Gulhek, had left word that
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a room was ready for me at the Legation; and in the
afternoon I revelled in comfortable rooms, easy chairs,
and late newspapers. We luxuriated in rest; and,
although in one's dreams at night the everlasting tinkle
of the mule-bells still seemed to sound in the ears, it
was delicious to wake to a totally different scene from
that we had been so long wustomed to. Instead of
toil, and dirt, and fleas, one lay in clean sheets and
a comfortable bed. Then a well-served breakfast and
white table-cloth brought back all the delights of civilization; and at night, when we sat down to a good
dinner in evening dress, with a pleasant party of our
own countrymen, the past seemed h o s t like a dream.
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CHAPTER

Teheran

.

- Stampol-Rostow-Momow-St.
- Beshdt -Enzelli -Lenkoran- Baku-DerbendPetemburg.
gawin

THE Shah had returned; but we had with us only the
things we had carried in our saddle-bags. Our wardrobe
therefore was very limited, and I declined to ask for
an audience. We spent the four days that we could
d o r d to remain in Teheran in a state of perfect and
blissfal quiet. Sir J. Dickson, doctor to the Embassy,
took me in hand, and I soon felt much better. We paid
a visit to the bazaar, where we made a few purch-.
The bazaars of Teheran are an endless source of interest
and amusement. Our good fiends the Pearsons had
started for England; Dr. Baker was as kind and hospitable as ever; and we were very sorry to leave our
host, but the 25th had arrived, and, bidding good-bye
to all at Teheran, we had to start away, riding post to
Enzelli, to catch the steamer.
The journey was only about 220 miles, and we expected to do it easily in three days; but we left a
margin of forty-eight hours to provide for accidents, as
this was the last steamer of the year, and to miss it
would be dismtrous. We had next to part with all the
servants except Gerome. Roostum had behaved very
well, and I gave him 'Cremorne.' H e had ridden the
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good pony ever since we leR Dereguez, and was very
fond of him. H e followed us out of the town to see
the last of me, and then we pushed rapidly on, as it was
late in the afternoon, and we wanted to reach the first
post-station before dark. The stages on this road were
not so long as those we had been accustomed to ; but
since our arrival at Teheran the rains had set in, and
the whole face of the country was altered. The great
range of mountains that still ran a t our right was
covered with snow, and where, only a few weeks before,
no water could have been found, foaming watercourses
ran, requiring conetantly to be waded.
We started early next morning and rode three stages,
when, to my distress, another attack of fever came on,
and we had to halt for the night. The following
morning we were off again, and reached Kasvin in time
for breakfast.
Kasvin, once an important town containing 100,000
inhabitants, lies at the junction of the roads from Reshdt
and Tabreez. It was in the hills near here that the
" Old Man of the Mountain," or Chief of the Assassins,
is supposed to have lived. The means by which he sncceeded in forming this infamous sect are curious. He is
reported to have enclosed a garden and peopled it with
mortal Houris and d the delights of a Mahomedan
Paradise. Young men were drugged and conveyed
when asleep to this spot, and after a time redrugged and
returned to their homes. They were then promised a
return to the abode of bliss if they executed the stern
decrees of the chief.
Up to this point we had been following the plains,
with the great Elburz range to our right, and in fact
'the main route to Tabreez ; but the Reshdt road, striking
off to the right at Kasvin, soon enters and crosses the
'
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mountains in order to reach the Caspian. It was not
until passing the poshtation beyond Kasvin that w e
were fairly in the mountains. At this, the sixth station
from Teheran we heard of a good village, about fourteen
miles beyond ; and as I s t i l l felt able to go on, though
very weak, we pushed forward. Between this etation
and the vlllsge we crossed the highest point of the pass,
and just then a bitterly cold storm came on. Before we
could reach the village I had a violent attack of fever,
and had to be supported from my pony to the house of
the head-man, which was immediately placed at our
disposal. I shall not forget this kind old mim, for any
show of good feeling is rare in Persia I have a dim
but grateful recollection of his lighting a fire, rolling
me up in rugs, and patiently rubbing my feet by way
of promoting circulation, when I was shivering in the
aguish stage of the fever.' I began to get seriously
uneasy about missing the steamer ; and it seemed so
hard that poor Gshould be delayed on my account.
Baillie Fraser thna apeake of the Pereisn character :-#I The oppwssion
and injnatice of their superiors have produced the worst moral d e c t on
the Persian -try.
They are devoid of truth and all ita attributes,
candour, frankness, and honesty. They are treacherous and deceitful,
deficient in gratitude, and all the more amiable diepositione of the mind.
To protect themselves from extortion, they m r t to b u d and untruths.
Unchecked by any principle inonlouted in youth, nay, encouraged by the
oxample of their snperiors, they posseee themeelves nmrupulonaly of the
property of others. They are, perhaps, not naturally cruel, but the little
value set upon human life, and the aata of cruelty so frequentlycommitted
before their eyes, by their rulers, have familiarized them with bloodehed ;
they are but too apt to draw the knife on slight occasions ; and were it
not for the fear of oonseqnencea, their frays would often be fatal.
' I The valuable qualities of the Persisn peasantry are confined, it k
to bo feered, to thoir activity and intelligence, and these they certainly
possess. In some situations, where they are further removed from the
malign influence and tyranny of their rulers, they are said to poesese
moro independence and blunt honesty; and this I hope and bciievo
to be tho cam, although I am little able to confirm it on tho strength
of exporienco."
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I had always prided myself upon being able to ride
indefinite distances without feeling fatigue, but was now
so we& and feeble that I could not do seventy miles
in the day, without an attack of fever. The next day
I was still so ill that I could only ride to the foot of the
pass, a distance of about thirty miles.
November 29th.-We hoped to ride into Reshdt, rn I
was better. We traversed a very pretty road following
the course of a considerable river. The barren mountains had given place to a beautiful diversity of rock,
wood and water; and near the eighth station the
country became thickly wooded, with all the features of
the Mirzanderan northern slopes. The higher mountains
were covered with snow, and the scenery was quite
lovely. The road was in bad order from the rains, and I
had the most impracticable pony. It was a far greater
exertion to me to get him along than for him to carry
me. We were nearing the last station before Reshdt,
when another violent attack of fever came on ; but I was
just able to get to the post-station. This lay in the
middle of the jungle, and there was a wild boar quietly
walking about in a little open clearing not one hundred
yards off. I was past shooting, however, and had to be
helped into the chapur h R
GC-,
who was afraid I should not be able to get on
the next day, now rode into Reshdt for the purpose of
.procuring a tracteravan to carry me. Once or twice he
had urged my being carried, but I had persisted in being
able to ride to the Caspian. Before the tracteravan
arrived in the morning, I was able to ride into Reshdt,
where we were most kindly received by our Consul,
Captain Abbott, and his wife, who put us up and did
their utmost to make us comfortable.
Reshdt is a very feverish place, but it would be a
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paradise for a sportsman during the months of October,
November and December. Reddeer and tigers are
found in the great woods, and wild boar in immense
numbers. The inland water of Enzelli swarms with
wild fowl, and there ia also very good pheasant-shooting
in the neighbourhood. The scenery is charming; and
in November, looking south at the range of snowcovered mountains from the great Enzelli backwater,
and at the beautiful forest-slopes tinted with many
colours, with the waters of the great inland bay as a
foreground, it leaves little to be desired.
I had heard of the wild-fowl shooting at Enzelli ; and,
having a passion for duck-punting, had taken 'out an
India-rubber boat, and made other preparations for this
sport before leaving England. But now I was obliged
to give up aJl idea of sport, for I was too unwell to
attempt it. We were advised that we ought to be at
Enzelli the next day, as the steamer might after that
be expected at any moment. - A t Reshdt unusual excitement prevailed ; for the short line of railway, which was
to be the commencement of Baron Reuter's j&mtic
scheme for the reorganization of Persia, was just completed, and the engineers employed in surveying the
extension of the line to Kasvin and Teheran were
often here, and gave new life to this generdy quiet
place. We met a Mr. Jenner at the Abbotts', who was
employed under Baron Renter, and had led a curious and
adventurous life, having served under Gtaribaldi in Italy,
then in the Turkish army, and afterwards in Persia.
December 1st.-After breakfast we started to ride to
Peribazaar (five miles), whence we were to proceed by
boat to Enzelli. I was very ill in the morning, a fresh
attack of fever coming on; but, having ridden nearly
600 :miles since the first attack, was determined to
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complete the last five miles ; and we rode off with Capt.
and Mrs.Abbott. But it was not to be. I had not
gone a mile, when I could no longer sit upon my pony,
and wae carried into the house of the Governor of
h h d t . After waiting a few hours until the most
violent paroxysms had passed, a tracteravan was
procured, and I was carried to Peribazaar, and there
deposited in the boat. The whole scene is confused and
blurred in my memory, but I recollect trying to raise
myself in the boat to see Rome wild swans that were
not far off; and that was all I saw of the famous wildfowl ground of Northern Persia
We slept at a very nice house at Enzelli, and early
the next morning the steamer ' Constantine ' was reported
in sight. On going on board we found our old friend
in the Russian navy who had so kindly put us up at
Ashourada. We ~tartedin the afternoon. Nothing
could exceed the beauty of the view from the deck of the
steamer. Enzelli lay in the foreground on a narrow
strip of land, picturesque and well-wo-ded ; and the
back-water of Enzelli stretched beyond like a vast lake ;
whilst the bend in the Caspian towards the north
formed a semicircle of lofty mountains, whose bases
were covered with forest and exhibited the beautiful
autumn tints, their rugged peaks being all white with
snow. We said good-bye to our kind host, Captain
Abbott ; the paddle-wheels revolved slowly, and we were
off.
As we w e d at the lovely view before us we bade
farewell to Persia.
. When we thought of all those dreary journeys
through arid, burning wastes, of the dreadful monotony
of those long and trying marches, with the same endless
recurrencc of sandy plains and rocky peaks, and of the

,
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utter absence of colour to relieve the eye from the everpresent dusty hue that girt both hill and valley, this
lovely scene seemed like a beautifnl mirage sent to charm
our thoughts fiom the past, and to leave a last and false
impression of Persian beauty.
The next morning, when we woke, we were anchored
at Lenkoran. The sea air had driven away the fever,
and I immediately went on shore, as the
and Gcaptain said we should not start until the evening.
We found a modest hotel, at which we got some breakfast, and, hiring a carriage, drove away to the north.
About three miles fiom the town, on the left of the road,
we came to a little lake covered with reeds. A man in
a small canoe was cutting them, and the whole place
swarmed with snipe. If you threw a stone amongst the
reeds, four or five would rise immediately. I never saw
such numbers. We drove on some distance to another
lake, but saw very few ducks, though the natives
declared that at night the place was covered with them ;
which I could believe. We did not leave until late in
the evening ; when a violent storm came on, and some
of the passengers and ship's officers who were on
shore were nearly drowned in coming off, for the native
boatmen got frightened and would not stick to their
oars.
The next affernoon we were steaming into Baku, and
again found ourselves at the HBtel Dominiqne. It was
now a question how we should return. The steamer
did not go farther north than Baku. We had the choice,
therefore, either of posting over the old road we had
traversed 400 miles to Tiflis, and so home by the Black
Sea, as we had come, or of posting 800 miles over the
steppes to Itostov, and thence taking the railway to
Moscow and St. Petersburg. We were warned that it
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was rather late in the year for this journey, and that we
might be caught in the violent snow-storms which make
these steppes at times very dangerous in winter. But
it was new ground, and one quite dreaded that monotonous drive to Tiflis over again. So we bought a tarantasse, which (as before described) is a little phaeton wit11
a hood, but with no seats inside. Then we got two
mattresses, and endless skins and rugs. I had found
thick coats waiting for me at Reshdt, and plenty of the
warmeut clothing, which had been left there during our
trip. Altogether it seemed that we might defy any
amount of cold. Gerome, who had invested in the
warm coats of the country, now appeared with the aspect
in the
of a Tartar. We paid a visit to Madame S-,
abaence of the Governor, who was away in Tiflis; and
having kindly received from the Russian authorities an
order for post-horses all along the route, we started on
the afternoon of the second day. Supplies had been
laid in for the journey, aa we heard that we should get
nothing, except in the few large towns, along the road.
Among other provisions, me purchased at Baku some
excellent white Crimean wine that was very cheap. It
is well worthy of introduction to England.
We were determined to travel night and day, and were
told that it would take eight days, owing to the frequency
of the stoppages. I had hoped to pass through the mountains of Lesghia, but the road follows the plains near the
Caspian, and the mountains are only seen in the distance.
Gwas sadly afraid that my health would break
down, but the sea air had done me much good, and I felt
quite strong again. There were no springs to our
little carriage, and the roads were rough. Under these
circumstances our powers of digestion were not equd
to heavy meals; so we lived almost entirely upon figs,
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biscuits and Crimean wine; upon which diet we got
on famously.
Early on the morning of the second day we were a t
Derbend on the Caspian, a quaint old place with a wall
running from the town to the neighbouring mountains,
and thus closing the pass. There are curious old towers
still standing along this wall, and it is altogether a very
interesting place. We pnshed forward, and on the
third morning, and all that day, had a beautihl though
distant view of the Caucasus, which was now covered
with snow. I could recognise Kasbek, and, late in
the afiernoon, Elburz. About one hundred miles beyond
Derbend we reached the steppes ; but, instead of finding
them deserted and unpopulated, we came constantly to
flourishing Russian military settlements-large thriving
towns, with a splendid race of men of the pure Cossack
type. The conscription had lately taken place, and the
recruits were now being marched away. How we should
have liked such recruits for our army !
A t every ten or twelve miles we came to a considerable town, generally with immense barracks on the hut
principle. The roofs of a l l the houses were f i s t thatched
and then covered with mud plaster, which gives them
a very trim appearance. The road crossed several considerable rivers, and on the evening of the fifih day
we reached Stavropol. Just before our arrival it
began to snow. Stavropol is a very large, clean-looking
town, and we found a good hotel; but the attempt to
get post-horses and push on was strenuously resisted.
They said that a steppe snow-storm had just set
m, and that to attempt to go on at night would be
certaih death; that it constantly happened that travellers
(especially those in carriages with wheels) who were
caught in these storms were completely snowed up,
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frozen to death, and not discovered for weeks; that it
would be impossible to keep the road at night; in fact,
that if we wanted to go we must go by ourselves, as we
should get neither post-horses nor driver. We thought
at the'time that they were anxious to detain us at the
hotel, and that all this was an exaggeration. However,
there was no help for it, and we had to sleep there. I n
the morning I met an Austrian officer who waa travelling,
and who knew this country well. H e fully endorsed
all that we had heard, and begged us to wait at St&vropol until the storm had subsided; but as this delay
might be indefinite, and aa we found that the driver
fiom the post-house waa willing to try it, we started
about nine o'clock.
It was not until we got right out into the steppes
that I fully realised the awfid nature of the storm.
The wind howled and blew a perfect hurricane, and the
drifting snow was so thick that we could not see twenty
yards in advance of the horses. Fortunately, the line
of telegraph-posts which followed the track served aa
a guide. The cold was so intense that, notwithstanding
all our wraps and skins, we were half-frozen. It was
impossible to expose the f a to the storm, and we
wrapped our heads completely in thick rugs ; yet, even
then, our breath froze and made the inside of the rug
a mass of ice. How the driver managed, I do not know ;
but he only just exposed his eyes. Happily the snow
had not lasted long, so that it was not deep except in
the drifts; but I could now thoroughly recognise the
danger that we should run if this weather continued.
Towards the afternoon the sky cleared, and it was fine
but intensely cold. W e halted for about an hour at
a large military settlement, the main street of which
was over three miles in length. Altogether, I was strY
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prised to find these barren steppes well-I might almost
say thickly-populated by a fine and hardy race.
What a fearful power Russia will become in thc
future! Already a railway runs right through thest.
steppes, and there is dired communication with ~ o s o o w
and St. Petersburg up to Vladikavkaz. A railway is
being made from there to Tiflis, and on to Erivan, and
another from Tiflis to Baku.
It is a common argument with the "Masterly I n activity " school of Indian politicians, that there can be
no danger from Bussia in the East until her railway
system is more advanced, and that this must take twenty
years ; when those who follow us must, I suppose, shift
for themselves. But do those who hold these views
ever study the present railway system of Russia, and
reflect that the whole of that system has been worked
out in the last twenty years? h d yet it is seriously
urged that it will take Russia twenty years to make
a railway from Orenburg to Samarcand! Truly these
politicians hold convenient theories. It is so easy to do
nothing, so easy to shift our own responsibilities on to
the shoulders of succeeding generations ! What matter
if they find that years of neglect and want of foresight
have heaped up insurmountable difficulties, that ought
to have been avoided by common care and prudence?
The present will last our day, and give no trouble.
Let the future take care of itself.
The night afker leaving Stavropol was more intensely
cold than it is possible to conceive. It was not snowing,
but a gale was blowing which nothing seemed to have
power to keep ont. I got seriously anxious about
Gerome, who was on the box with the driver, and who,
although well provided with warm things, felt it sadly.
The next day the stlowstorm recommenced with in-
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creased fury. Towards the afternoon the scene became
terrible, and recalled all the warnings we had received
at Stavropol, for now the snow grew deep upon the track.
We had five horses to the little carriage, yet they
strained and toiled fearfully ; the drifts grew deeper and
deeper every moment ; and, if we stopped for a minute,
the snow accumulated round the carriage to a most
alarming extent. The hurricane roared over the steppe,
and it was inlpossible to see twenty yards in any direction. The horses, utterly tired, could only drag the
caniage about 200 yarda at a time without stopping
for a moment to take breath. The snow grew deeper
and their strength less. Fortunately the telegraphpoets still served as rs guide, and we knew at least that
we were on the right road. The efforts of the poor
horses became shorter and shorter, and we now struggled
on only for a few yards at a time, until at last, plunging
into a deeper drift than ever, we came to a stand-still.
All seemed hopeless, for in an hour's time we l~hould
be completely buried and frozen to death. But our
driver descended from his box, and went plunging forward through the snow on foot. Soon after he disappeared we heard a joyful shout; and he hurried back
and urged the horses forward again with a violent application of the whip. The plucky beasts, responding to
the call, made a last effort and dragged us on for another
twenty yards; when, looking through the snow, to our
left we discerned a mall house. It was the b t house
of the village in which lay the next post-station, and we
were saved !
The snow in the village streets was not nearly so
thick. The horses, seeming to know that their stable
was at hand, tugged us forward, and in another quarter
of an hour we were in a warm and comparatively cornY 2
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fortable room, congratulating ourselves upon our escape,
and listening to the wild storm which raged outside but
could not penetrate through the double windows of our
welcome refuge. But how to get on was the question.
It was evidently hopeless to attempt to proceed farther
in the carriage even when the storm subsided; so we
came to terms with the keeper of the post-station, who
in exchange for a present of our carriage agreed to lend
us two uledges to take us on to Rostov.
By the next morning the snow had ceased, and we
started in our sledges ; Gand I in front, and
Gerome with our small stock of baggage in the second.
We were obliged to take a Cossack to show us the road,
as we left the telegraph-posts for this stage. Only a
few Cossacks, we were told, who seemed to have an
intuitive power of finding the way, could act as guides
over the snowy waste we should have to traverse.
The light gliding movement of the sledge was delightful after travelling over the snow on wheels. Occasionally a horse would sink into a gulley, and only leave his
head visible; but everything was soon rectified, and we
got on at a fair pace. By mid-day we saw the first
sign of the new railway, which did not before take the
line of the post-road. I n a few hours more some higher
ground appeared in front, with a large town extending
for a considerable distance; and then in a few minutes
we pulled up on the banks of the frozen Don. And
there on the other side, p u f i g and blowing, came an
engine and train; and a wild thrill of dehght passed
through our hearts. No more weary riding over b m e n
. wastes ; no more struggling by slow post-stages over
endless steppes ! The iron horse was before us. Those
two raik of iron ran in one uninterrupted track to Caliiis,
and we already felt at home. But our troubles were
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not quite at an end. A thaw had set in, and it was
doubtful whether the river would bear the sledges. At
the sides the ice was quite thin. An officer and a party
of soldiers, however, appeared, who placed boards fiom
the bank, and so we got on to the thicker ice. A
country sledge followed ours. As we progressed the ice
cracked ominously. We were about three parts of the
way across when there was a sudden crash behind us;
and on looking quickly back I saw that the ice had
broken, and that the country sledge, horses and all, were
struggling in the water. Fortunately it was not very
close to Gerome's sledge, and in a few minutes more we
were safely on the Rostov side of the Don ; still we had
about seven miles to drive. I was quite surprised to see
how thickly peopled this district seemed to be. For
the whole seven miles it was an almost continuous
town; large, clean, well-to-do looking houses, and a
thriving aspect about everything. There were several
good hotels, and we soon found ourselves surrounded
by an air of civilization which we had not been accustamed to for months, and sitting down to a tuble
&Ute.

Our train from Moscow leaving early the next morning, we were off before daybreak, speeding towards the
north. We followed the banks of the Don for some
distance, constantly passing large thriving towns ; then
we struck due north and gradually wound our way over
a, steppe-like country, which evidently was only thinly
populated. The scenery was dreary and monotonous, and
the railways of Southern Russia are painfully slow.
People appear to take railway journeys for the purpose
of eating and drinking, for at almost every other station
there was a stoppage with this object; and about
every eighty miles we stayed for rn hour to make a
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heavy meal. And admirably these refreshment rooms
are arranged. On entering, a cook, in most c o ~ e c tcap
and dress, stands before a row of spiritrlamps, and over
each spirit-lamp rests a copper containing some savonry
dish. A small bill of fare proclaims the contents. The
waiting, however, is very moderate ; and it is wisest to
wait upon oneself.
Why should France and Russia have the monopoly i n
all Europe of decent refreshment rooms ? For both
Germany and Italy lag far behind them, while England
is last of all in the race. Many old abuses have been
swept away by the force of public opinion; but t h e
British refreshment room is impregnable, scorning alike
the wants of the age and the power of the Press. When
s h d we find a really bold Chancellor of the Exchequer,
who will lay a heavy impost upon stale buns, pork pies,
and sausage-rolls, and thus bring their fortress crumbling to the ground or pay off the National Debt?
We were disgusted with the nonsense shown with
regard to wines. The wines of the Don and Crimea are
excellent, and were procurable at Rostov at ridiculously
low prices. Yet at the first refreshment station we
found nothing but what pretended to be French or
Spanish wines, at very high prices. On asking for the
wine of the country, we were told that they did not keep
such a thing as Russian wine, that everything was
French; and the wine-list was a curiosity, U t t e and
M6doc being of the same price ; and probably with p t
justice. "Give us some Russian beer, then," we said,
to the great disgust of the waiter ; and that we found to
be excellent.
Nothing could exceed the monotony of the landscape ;
but the carriages were very comfortable and well provided
with stoves and double windows, so that we were some-
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times unpleasantly warm. Our fellow-travellers were
enveloped in those enormous fur coats which are peculiar
to Russia. Some of the furs are magnificent; and, as
there is no possibility of imitation, the Russian higher or
richer classes can be detected at a glance in winter. Wo
travelled on day and night for fifty-two hours, and at an
average rate of only fourteen miles an hour, including
stoppages, until we reached Moscow. I n some places
long screens had been erected by the side of the railway
to protect the line from snowdrifts ; but we experienced
no difficulty, although how the line is kept clear in
violent snow-storms I do not understand.
We had been recommended to go to the Stravansky
Bazaar Hotel at Moscow, but, on our arrival at the
station, the hotel touts who assaulted us either professed
to know nothing about it or declared it was closed.
However, taking a carriage, we discovered that this
was only an attempt to mislead. The new and spacious
hotel was remarkably well managed, and had all the
comforts of the best hotels of London and Paris.
Of courae we rushed off to the Kremlin, ascending
the bell tower, from which we had a magnificent view of
this most grand and splendid city. Moscow is unlike
any other town in the world. The architecture is not
Eastern, and it is not ancient, but it stands per se ; and
I know no place so well worth a visit. But I have
no intention of describing Russia or Russia's towns.
Christmas was drawing very near, and our sole object,
i~fterour long and trying journey, was to speed away
to those chalk cliffs that held all that waa near and
dear to us. The same night, therefore, we were again on
the line to St. Petersburg; where the express trains
approach more nearly to usual European rates of speed.
The country is painfully uninteresting, consisting as it
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does of neperending pine-woods, and deep sluggish rivers
with villages on their banks, succeeded by more pinewoods. We reached St. Petersburg in the morning.
I had o h n read accounts of St. Petersburg, but was
surprised to see so beautifid and striking a city. In
spite of the desperate cold, we dashed about in sledges,
and made the usual purchases of malachite m d furs.
We called upon Lord A. Loftus, whom I had known
at Berlin ; but he was away in London. Mr. Mitchell,
of the Embassy, hearing that we had called, kindly
asked us to his house, and we there met both Mi.
Schuyler and Mr. Dilke, the former having just arrived
fiom Bokhara and the latter from Samarcand. So we
formed quite a Central-Asian party, and passed a very
interesting evening in comparing notes. The next
morning we were off again, and the following night we
were at Konigsberg on the Prussian frontier. We did
not halt again for more than about an hour. Berlin
flashed by on one day; Brussels on the next; and in
the afternoon we were crossing from Ostend. That
same evening we ran into the Charing Cross Station ;
where, with a hearty shake of the hand to my staunch
companion, who had stuck to me so manfully " in sickness and in health," our Central-Asian E x e t i o n
terminated.

I
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POLITICAL AND STRATEGICAL REPORT

C E N T R A L ASIA.
THEstrategical policy of England in Central Aeia opens out a
wide field for reflection. It is evident that the intereete of this
country in &a are bound up with the p e s s i o n of our Indian
Empire ; and it is equally evident that the maintenance of that
Empire can only be permanently and seriously imperilled by
one European Power. Political and strategical coneideratione
are so intermingled, that it will be impossible to separate them
when dealing with the relative positione of England and Russia
in the East. But if it be assumed that it is mainly ae they
directly or indirectly affect our position in India that Rnssian
advances become important, it will help to narrow the vast
field of political, military, and geographical inquiry which has
to be traversed in the careful coneideration of this question.
India-that grand and valuable dependency of this country,
+mntaine a native and conquered population of nearly two
hundred rnilliona* It embracee many different m e and
many1 different religions, and it unitea under. British rule
tribe6 and countries that have for centuries been in constant
antagonism to each other. Within the range of mountains
which guards the northern frontier and marb the boundary of
Hindostan, many minor and some important independent Statee
The population of Britieh India ie 193,000D000;that of the i n d e
The revenue derived from Britieh
ia about EiODOOO,OOO1.;that claimed by the rulers of independat
Native S t s h about 16,000,0001.
dent Native Stetes 48,000,000.
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still exist. The nature and the religion alike of most of them
tribes and countries are adverse to progress and civilization.
Their very traditions are records of intrigue, of war, and
of disorder. They possess the excitability and impatience of
steady political control which is so characteristic of Eastern
races.
This great Empire is now held by less than 60,000 British
troops. A careful and paternal Government is endeavouring
to attract the people to our rule by a more equitable system of
administration, by the construction of railways and public works,
which will benefit the country generally, and by the maintenance of that order and tranquillity which must be the basis
of all material prosperity. But, with our most sanguine
hopes for the future, many years must elapse before the
mass of our conquered Indian subjects will so thoroughly appreciate the advantages of our system as not to wish for change.
It must be many years before we can hope to rule by the
general will of the people themselves, without the force to
coerce that will in case of necessity. Moreover, there is a
tendency in Asiatics to worship power, and to believe in material
force. At present England, in their minds, embodies the idea
of a great and subjugating powei, and they obey instinctively.
Prestige has over their minds an extraordinary influence.
Whilst this state of things continues, India will offer an easy
field for the intrigues of any neighbouring nation The ease
with which we have governed that country in the past has
resulted from its practical isolation from European politics, and
the absence of any rival h a t i c State. Upon thh isolation the
safety of our Empire depends. No one who is acquainted
with Asiatic character can doubt that the near approach of any
rival would so unsettle the minds of our Indian subjects as to
prove an utter hindrance to that process of willing absorption
which is the present great object of our Government. It must
be remembered that England in the past has had an advantage
over all the other European Powers. Her own home frontier,
protected by the sea and guarded by a superior. fleet, hes
isolated her from the danger of invasion which has constantly
menaced the Continental Statsa and compelled them to keep
up gigantic military armamente. Beyond our Indian boundary
the eame immunity has existed. The immense distance which
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separatd our frontier from that of Russia, the difficulty of communication, and the weakness and instability of the countries
which intervened, have hitherto a h isolated India from danger
of attack. But it cannot be too carefully remembered that if
ever Russian territory touchea or too closely approaches ours
in the East, provided, as mill certainly be the cam, that her
railway communication is established, this immunity will have
p d away, and that we shall then come under the same
category as the continental powers of Europe, and either have
to vie in number with their armies, or hold our Indian Empire
upon sufferance.
Thus the part which England must play in the futnre of the
great Central Asian queation becomes a question of policy.
The dangers which loom in that future are still so far distant
that firmness and consistsncy may for ever avert them, while a
weak or vacillating line of action must inevitably lead to the
gravest difficulties, and, probably, to the gravest dieasters in
time to come. But thia is a question which must be eettled,
for it will no longer bear postponement. And, in considering
our general policy in the East, it must be remembered that,
although we may naturally wish to avoid responsibilities relative
to certain frontier countries, we have not the power to do eo
without throwing those countriee under the direct influence of
Russia, who would immediately accept the responsibilities from
which we might be inclined to shrink.
We have also to consider that, with E a r n nrces, an active
policy has greater charms and produces a greater impression
than passive inaction. Throughout the whole East this cam
has already produced ib effect. In the wildest parts of Central
Asia, in the farthest deserts of Turkomania, there isa strong
and a growing belief that the power of England is on the wane,
and that the ever-conquering Russians are destined before long
to drive us from Hind&.
To side with the stronger power
is the natural characteristic of Eastern races. To intrigue in
the intareeta of that power is the natural consequence of such a
belieE And should our prestige in the Esst decline, so will the
difficulties of holding India proportionately increase.
What, then, ie our position in the East? And what haa led
up to the preaent situation ?
Nature has given the whole of Southern Hindostan a sea
boundary, while a high rangc of mountains guards a11 the
'
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northern frontier which is apprmha6le by land. This range
to the north and north-east is so'koh and of such extent,
as to be impregnable if seriously defended; and it is only on
the north-west that sev&' practicable paam exist by which
the s e c ~ t yof Indip.might be imperilled. Thus Hindostan
might be likened to a gigantic fortress; but it has this dL+
advantage, that the glacis is not in posseseion of the garrison,
and that the passes themeelvea are held, in some instances, by
doubtful alliee. Past military hietoy haa proved in all ages
that the passage of a mountain chain is neither a di5cult nor
a formidable operation if the pssses are in possession of the
attackers ; and that India forms no exception to this rule, and
is not impregnable from the north-weat, i proved by the f w t
that only 136 years ago Nadir Shah, at the head of a Persian
force of only 80,000 men, forced these passes, and, advancing
into the heart of India, conquered Delhi.
Even before British territory had been carried up to the
foot of the chain of mountains which bounds north-western Hindostan, Indian statesmen had seen this difficulty looming in the
future, and had sought to counteract it. 'The dissensions of the
Afghans, caused by disputes relative to succession, favoured their
projects. I n that county succession to the sovereignty lies
in selection by the sovereign amongst .his sons. This system,
dangerous under any form of religion, is doubly objectionable
under the Mahornedan faith, and ever has led, and ever must
lead, to interminable family feu& and popular revolutions. The
situation gave a plausible opening for the action of our Indian
diplomatists. They found Rnssia s t e d d y and rapidly advancing
southwards, conquering tribe after tribe of the wild Kirghie,
and usingup the warlike energy of them recent acquisitione by
employing them under Russian officers in further and atill
further conquests. Then Khiva, Bokhara, Khokand seemed the
only feeble barriera that could stem, for a time, this steady
onward progress towards the bankb of the Oxua ; and the Oxus
once gained, gave water commuuicatioxi right up to the frontier
of Afghanistan.
Herat had ever, and justly, been considered throughout the
East as the key to India From near Herat far into the
deserts of Turkomania runs the river Moorghab, forming,
eventually, the great oaris of Merv, only 140 miles from the
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banks of the Oxus. Thus, as Herat was the key to India,
so was Merv the key to Herat. For Merv, with this water
communication nearly complete, lies only 240 miles from Herat,
while Herat is 540 miles from the frontier mountsin-passeg of
Hindoatan..
Moreover, the tenure of Herat was never long
secure. Now conquered temporarily by Persia, now held
by some disappointed and rebel son or brother of the ruler of
Afghanistan, it was a constant focus of intrigue. It was well
known that the design of handing it over to Russia had been
seriously contemplated, and that the great Northern Power had
entered into 'secret negotiations with thie object. Once a t
Merv, she could evidently reach Herat long before an expedition starting from India could arrive there. Once at Herat,
and every Indian in Hindostan would believe that the mle.of
England in the East had set, and would act acoordingly. So
imminent had this danger apparently become that in 1838,
notwithstanding that Runjeet Singh, who had consolidated the
Sikh power and maintained a large army under European
officers, lay between us and the Khyber Pase leading to Caubd,
notwithstanding that the warlike and faithless Ameers of Scinde
interposed between us and the southern pase of the Bolan
leading to Candahar and Herat, it mas determined to occupy
afghanistan, and to place on the throne a sovereign who would
yield eteady obedience to British commands.
At that time Dost Mahomed, one of the cleverest and most
warlike rulers that Afghanistan had ever produced, a man of
real genius, and poseeasing great influence over the Afghans,
opposed our advance. Yet, although less than 6000 British
troop and 11,000 natives were employed in this expedition,
the occupation of the country was accomplished with ridiculous
ease, and in a few short months British regiments had occupied
Candahar and Caubul, and a British Resident guided the
councils of the ruler of Herat.t Utterly disheartened, Doat
Mahomed surrendered at discretion, and became a State
prisoner. Afghanistan was at our feet. But 8 prolonged and
feeble occupation was determined upon, and then there followed
640 milee from Quottah; but 740 from J&cobsbad, on our Indian
frontier.
t The &han force, coneisting principally of cavalry, would be comparatively useless against tho present long-range broech-loading rifiea
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a mrim of political mistakes, and a degree of military imbecility
unparalleled in the history of any country, culminating in a
fearful disaeter, and the destruction of the little force with its
maaa of camp followere which had been left at C a u b d A
small avenging army e d y reconquered the 'loet positions,
and then the country wee abandoned. This disaster marks a
great era in Indian policy which cannot be too attentively
atudied. The incompetency which had led to it, the smallness
of the force which had accomplished the occnpation, the utter
inability of the Afghans to withstand organized European troops,
were all forgotten in the profound impression which the disaster
itaelf had created.
A falee and exaggerated idea of ,the power of Afghanistan t o
repel an invasion remained, and waa handed down to future
Indian politicians. It was held that, if we had so tidered,
Russia if she pushed into Afghanistan would suffer a h , and
that thus Afghanistan would form a safe bulwark to our Indian
Empire. Even the geography of the country was ignored, and
the
that Rneeia might advance to Herat and Candahar
without ever involving herself in mountain pasaea, as we had
done a t Caubnl, was lo& sight of. And the geography of Afghaniatan is peculiar. Herat, Candahar and Caubul, the three most
important strategical points, lie at the angles of a triangle ; Herat
on the weat, Candahar on the aouth, Caubul on the & Yet
there is no road for an army between Herat and Canbul without
going far to the north, tlrrough intricate mountain passes, or
through the plains south to Candahar, and thence by Ghagnee
to Caubul. Thus Candahar becomes a most important strategical point, for ita porrseesion closes the road between Eaetern
and Western Afghanistan. Qnettah, at the mouth of the Bolan,
which virtually commands Candahar, which had not belonged
to Afghanistan, and which was in our poesession, which had
been before the occupation reported on aa an important point,
valuable from its climate, ita position, and ita strategical importance, waa yielded up in the new and unreasoning reaction,
and a ateady policy of paaaive inaction commenced.
But events are stronger than policy.
Runjeet Singh, the lion of the Punjab, had died, and the
disorders which ensued compelled an onward movement, which
only ended at the foot of the Himalayan chain and the mouth
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of the Khyber ; while, in Scinde, Napier, crushing the troublesome Ameem at Meeanee with a mere handful of troops, brought
our rule and influence up to the foot of the Bolan.
Dost Mahomed reigned again in Afghanistan, and by his
decision and energy brought back the frontier of that country
to its old limits. And when in 1854 war actually broke out with
Russia, none of those Eastern problems which had for so many
years been watched by Russian and Indian statesmen were
solved. With France, England, Sardinia, and Tukkey all bearing
upon her in the west, with Austria neutralizing a large army on
her frontier, and the Circaesians and Lesghians in insurrection
in the Caucasus, Ruasia had not a man to spare for the Eastern
counter-move; but that counter-move was planned, and we
know in what it consisted. Moreover, intrigues were set on foot
amongst the independent states in Hindostan; intrigues which,
acting upon congenial soil, had probably no slight connection
with the great Indian Mutiny which broke out three years later,
and which, although we were at peace with every European
power, shook our Empire in the East to ita foundations, and tried
the Imperial military resources to the utmost.
Beyond the western frontier of Afghanistan, and next in
importance amongst the native statss, lies Persia.
Persia, the only one of the great empires of ancient times
which has survived, has little in her condition which is hopeful
for the future. A grossly corrupt system of government, a
bankrupt treasury, no fleet, and an army which for any practical purpose is useless, form no glowing picture of national
prosperity.'
Constantly in dread of invasion either by the
* Tho Persian army is composed of 76 battalions of infantry, 60,000
irregnlar cavalry (nominally), and 120 grins ; but this force ie imaginary.
Though the battalions exiat, most of them are the merest cedres. The
regiments near Teheran are kept up at a strength of from 800 to 900
men, and are in comparatively good order; but those far distant dwindle
away to nothing. Persia could prohbly place about 35,000 infantry in
the field. The irregular cavalry could not muster more than 25,000; and
they are without diecipline, organization, or cohesion, a d would be more
dangerous to their friends than to their enemies. But both in the cavalry
and infantry there is good m~terial. The gnne nominally number 120,
but they are of all sorts of calibres, and not more than 60 could be put in
the field. Each dietrict has to supply a certsin nmnber of men to the
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Russians, Turb or Afghans, her roads and lines of commnnication have purposely been left undeveloped. The natural r d t
has ensued. Her commerce has dwindled; famine and mi*
government have done their work ; and everything tends
towards ruin and decay. But Persia, thus fallen through misgovernment and corruption to almost the lowest point which
a once p t nation can reach without dissolution, occupies a
very important @tion in connection with India and the
Central Asian question, both politically and strategically. A
short review of the geography of that country ie necessary, in
order to understand this position exactly.
Persia may be described as a vast desert, except where water
is found, when her soil is a marvel of fertility. The great c h i n
of mountains which runs south of the Black Sea in Asia Minor,
end which then forms the southern boundary of Russia in the
Caucasus, marks the old northern frontier of Persia, and
eventually join^ the Hindoo Koosh in Afghanistan. At the base
of these mountains on the shores of the Caspian lie the rich
provinces of Ghilan and Mazanderan utterly neglected, bnt
perhaps the moat fertile belt of country in the dorld. The
northern mountain slopes are fringed with valuable foreste of
teak, oak, walnut, and box, while coal and iron are found on
the southern plateau.
But this is the only part of Persia thus enriched by Nature.
The rest is desert, except where streams run through the
country, when artificial irrigation often brings large tracts
under cultivation. This is especially the case near Kermanshah
and Hamadan on the Turkish frontier. But the whole Eastern
centre of Peraia is a vast salt plain, uncultivatsd and uninhabited, and which, from its want of water, can only be passed by
small caravam of camels on a few roads where brackish wells
exist, and even then with great di5culty. This d w r t reaches
almost from the south of the great mountain chain already
mentioned near Damghan and Shahrbod in the north to the
Indian Ocean in the south; thus virtually, and for etrategical
purposes, separating Eastern from Western Persia by a narrow
army. No commissariat existe, and the troops when marching live upon
the country. Since the Shah's return fromEurope, &orb have been made
to improve the Porsian army, and breech-loaders are being introduced.
The suooeas of thie attempt at improvement remains to be am.
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passage both on the north and south, the northern belt being
fertile and well watered, the southern barren and difficult.
Thus, any force holding Aatrabad and Shahrood would practically isolate the whole of Eastern Persia, for the roads from
west to east in Northern Persia are watered and easy, while
those in Southern Persia are arid and d ~ c d tand
, there are
no roads between, as the desert intervenes
W h e i Russia in 1828 conquered and took from Persia the
rich western shore of the southern Caspian, and forced that
country to sign the ~ r & oft ~Turkmantchai, she turned the
Caspian into a purely Russian lake. Not only was Persia
prohibited from keeping vessels of war on the Caspian, but she
actually was not permitted to trade from her own s h o w under
her own flag. Consequently, the harbours of Enzelli and
Ashourada, which would have been so important for this
nation's northern maritime trade, were rendered useless, and
Ashourada Island, which commands an important inland water,
was afterwards handed over to Russia, but with the proviso
that she should erect no fort and build no dockyard. +
But Ashourada harbour is of immense strategical importance,
and so thoroughly wm thia recognized by Russia that, although
lying far from her own shows, and having a deadly climate
in the later Bummer months, she made it her principal naval
station in the Caspian. The value of this strategical poaition
will at once be seen by studying the map of the adjacent
country, and considering the nature of that northern frontier .
of Persia which intervene0 between the Caspian apd Afghanistan,
and by which lie the only direct roads which lead from the
Caspian to Herat, the south being barred by the salt desert.
The great chain of mountains already mentioned runs between
* This has been adhered to, and all vessels have to be sent to Bakn for
repairs Ashonrada L one of some d l sandy islands which lie to tho
north of a large inland water. The island8 are only raised some eight or
nine 'feet out of the eea, and in heavy gala the surf washea half over the
.island. The soundings of this inland water are given on the accompanying map. There is very little trade from Ashourah, and it can only be
held by Rumin from the great facility which it would give for the march
of a large army eastward. The Persians have built two insignificant forts
on the mainland, to the west, which are unimportant. No dil3culty would
exist in landing an army of any strength on the east side, and one march
would take it to the Gourgan, where there is an abundant water-supply,
and another march would bring it to the Attrek

z
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Astrabad and Shahrood; but about 100 miles to the esat it
breaks into irregular spurs, and a great trian,anlar block, of
equal general height to the main chain, is thrown out to the
north, having its salient angle at Kizil Arvat, and again joining
the main chain near Dereguez. From the weetern base of this
vast triangular block of monntains into the Caspian, near
Ashourada, runs the River Gourgan, while only twenty milea
more to the north lies the Attrek.
The Gourgan is of no strategical importance except as
affording an immediate water-supply to a force of any strength
landing from the harbour of Ashourada It is very different
with the Attrek. Rising far to the east, near Koochan, in a
small village called Itabile, sometimes dry and pometimes deep
and sluggish, it runs as an uncertain little stream to Shirvau ;
where it is fed by a comtant and extraordinary tepid spring
called Karakazan. Passing north of Boojuoord, it winds
through a broad, rich valley with but little sudden fall, and
collecting the watershed of the greater portion of the block
of monntains already mentioned, by numerous mountain
streams it passes out of this block into the plain. Meeting the
Simbur at this point, it runs with uncertain depth, sometimes
passing through large marshes or overflows; and, unnavigable
except by boats of very light draught, it eventually enters the
Caspian through the Bay of Hassan Kouli, having only a
depth of two feet a t the bar."
Thus, along the banks of the river an army might march
to Eoochan by a comparatively level and easy road. From
Koochan to Meshed lies a broad, well-watered valley, teeming
with supplies; and from Meshed to Herat the road has often
been tmversed by large armies. But this is not the only route
from Ashourada to Herat. If the right bank of the Attrek
were followed to the junction of the Simbur, an army might
march dong the plains at the foot of the mountains to G i l
Arvat, and thence by Burma, Nissa, Abiverd, and Kelat, to
Sarakhs.
Kumberless streams running from the mountains give a
The Turkomans have sailing-boats of from four to six toneJ which
only draw two feet of vatar. These, towed by steam launchtsJ will
hilitate the supply of an army marching up the banks of the Attrek as
far as the junction with the Simbnr ; but the river cannot be looked upon
ae nsvigabla
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aupply of good water all the way, and the road would be
level and easy. All along thia route from Kizil Arvat to
Sarakhs, at distances of seven or eight miles, lie the old Persian
forte built probably in the time of Khosro, which mark the true
Persian frontier, but many of which are now occupied by the
Tnrkomam. Dbaive earthworks etanding out of the plains
a t the foot of the hills, they will remain for many centuries to
come as decaying monumenp of the past.* Near Sarakhs the
Heri-mod joins the Eeshef-rood and forms the River Tejend.
The bank of the Heri-rood, which runs from Herat to this
point, would then be followed. Thue this ia another and eaay
road from Ashourada to Herat. By both thew routes wheeled
transport might be used.
From Perivale (Gez), a amall landing-place on the southern
aide of Ashourada harbour, a road (40 miles) leads to Astrabad,
and another (50 miles) from Aatrabad to Shahrood. If Shahrood were seized and held, it would prevent any possibility of
relieving Eastern Persia from the west, and it would completely
cover the march of armies to the East by the two routes
indicated, or by the more difficult but well-known road which
lead8 by Muzenoon, Subsawar, and Nishapore to Meshed.
It is evident, then, that Bshourada Harbour is a moat
important strategical point. Bnd it ia the more important,
because the eeetern shore of the Caspian d o p a so gradually
that veseels fsnnot lie near the land on account of the shallow
draught of water, and the sudden and dangerow gales which
spring up in that seat There ia no other harbour nearer than
Kraanovodsk, and a t Krasnovodsk there ia a dearth of fresh
They would form admirable dep8ta for the supply of an army
mruohing by thie route, and if mounted with guns would be almost

impregnsble, as they atend out of the plains and command all the surrounding country. They are entered by a sloping road, which nauully
leada through a large gateway. In tho88 that are occupied, the mud
h o w am cmmmed together ao cloee that they resemble e warren.
They are quite umasuilable by the Tnrkomana Water is always found
near them, and they are often surrounded by a large belt of fertile conntry,
which wae evidently once well cultivated.
t Near the mouth of the Attrek there ia only a depth of nine feet of
water at t h e e mila from the ahore, aAd the water shelves moet gndnally ;
hence the difEcnlty of landing men or suppliee on this coast, and the
importance of A h o u d a harbour, where troop and suppliea d d be
disembarked in m y weather.
2

2
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water. Although the draught of water in Bshourada harbour
is only fourteen feet, all the veseele in the Caepian have beer1
built to enter it, and they might rtll lie there perfectly landlocked at one time.
From Ashourada we have seen that the great range of
mountains before indicated runs along the northern frontier of
Persia and Afghanistan until it merges with the Hindoo K m h .
But the nature of this frontier remains to be considered.
North of this range, extanding right away to the Oxus, lie the
great deeert ~teppesof Turkomania. But it is a mistake to
suppose that the Turkomans inhabit theae steppea. Them wild
and warlike people are divided into three distinct tribes, viz,
the Yamouts, the Goklans, and the TekBs ;but, as it would be
impossible to live in the desert, these nomads are gathered on
the banks of the Oxue in the north, the banks of the Attrek
and Gourgan in the south, and all along the northern and wellwatered slopes of the great mountain range, or a t Merv and
the' banks of the Moorghab, beyond Afghan territory. The
Yamouts lie near Khiva, on the b a n b of the Oxus and on the
shores of the Caspian. The Goklans inhabit the banks of the
Simbur and Lower Attrek. The Tekhs, far the most powerful
and warlike tribe, inhabit the northern base of the mountains
from K i d Arvat to Tejend, and also Merv, and the banks of
the Moorghab.
For centuries every man's hand has been against the Turkomans, and their hands against every man. Shut in by the
much more numerous, but less warlike, Usbegs on the north,
and by the Persians on the south, they could only hold their
own by the sword, and through the marvellous breed of
horses which their country produces ; but, although a mere
handful of men in comparison, they have driven the Pereians
from many parts of their proper frontier, and occupied the
fertile northern slopes of the great mountain range. So little
chance had the effeminate Persians against these brave and
warlike hordes, that Shsh Abbm more than 200 years ago transplanted Khoords from the Turkish frontier, and organized
military colonies between Astrabad and the Afghan boundary
forming the provinces of Astrabad, Boojnoord, Koochan,
Dereguez, Kelat, and Snrakhs.
The Khoords are as fine a race a the Turkomalls, and between
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the two a constant an3 barbarous border warfare prevails ; and
although the Turkomans are accused, and justly, of barbarity,
they do not approach the cold-blooded cruelty of the Persian
provinces with which they are constantly at war. As long aa
Khiva and Bokhara were great slave-mark, the Turkomans
made raids into Persian territory, in order to capture prisoners,
whom they afterwards sold to 'the Usbegs. But in the North
Persian provinces a price is set upon the heads of the Turkomans, and constant and bloody reprisals are made. Nor ia it
likely that this state or thingu will cease, except by interference from without, as it is to Q e intereat of the Persian
Governors to keep up this warfare.* In this war each T~ukoman takes what he can gain by his own prowess ; but in the
return raids the Persian Governors take the lion's share of
the booty, and their subjects alone suffer.
The Turkoman tribes form small republics, but republics
without m y head. They live in felt tents, which they move
according to the season of the year, and obey, to a certain
extent, the heads of their respective villages, who meet together
for consultation in case of any great emergency. But this ie not
the case at present with the Tekbs, who have rallied under one
chief, Kourschid Khan, a man of great bravery and a fine and
determined character, who resides at Herv. Thus the Tekihs
are perfectly distinct from' the Yamouta and the Goklans, and
are removed by some hundreds of miles from those Yamouta
who are settled on the Oxns, near Khiva, and who were
engaged against the Russians in the recent campaign.
During that campaign, frightened a t Rnssia's near approkh,
the Tekh commenced fortifyingMerv, aud succeeded in obtaining
thirty-four old field-piecesfrom Khiva and Afghanistan ; but the
works, commenced on a most extensive scale, were !eft uncompleted. Brave to a degree, usually armed with a lance, a sabre,
and a double-barrelled gun, often of Birmingham manufacture,
and mounted on that splendid and enduring race of Arabs, which,
from the peculiaritiee of soil, now equal Engliuh thoroughbreds
in size and resemble them in appearance, the Turkoman is the
beau ideal of a wild irregular horseman. They have'many fine
Of c o r n the Russian occupation of Khiva has lessened the inducement to make raids for davea, and flocks and herds are now the principal
booty on both sidea
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. and noble qualities, but from generation to generation they have
found themselves preyed upon by their more numerons neighbours, and have otlly preserved their traditions of independence
by their hardihood and courage. When settled on the Persian
frontier under the Hoordish Governors, they are soon found
very tractable, and loyally resist tho inroads of their compatriots.
At present, from want of organization, they would fall an easy
prey to any European army; but should they ever come under
European officers (a result which might easily be brought about)
these 120,000 magnificent horsemen, guarding ae they do
that great sea of desert, which extending from the Caspian to
Balkh now isolatea B w i a from Herat and India, would form
a splendid frontier force. If they be conquered, however, and
brought under Russian rule and leading, Afghanistan will ever
lie at their mercy.
These brave wild tribe8 are destined to play a prominent
part in that great question which time will unavoidably bring
upon us in the East. At thq present moment, acared by the
recent Hussian advances, and knowing that they mu& next fall
a prey to the great onward wave, they are ready to rally upon
any friendly power, and their nomadic habits would render
their concentration or migration easy. They have already made
overtures to Persia ; but Persia, feeble and inert, fern them,
and there is a traditional hatred between the two. They would
readily rally on Afghanistan, but the differences and jealousies
between the late ruler of Herat and his father, Shere Ali, have
hitherto prevented any satishctory arrangement, although
Kourschid Khan sent his eldest son last year on a mission to
Shere Ali with this object.
I t is singular that, with the dearth of horses which now exists
in India, the magnificent breed which is to be found in such
boundless numbers amongst the Turkomans has never made ite
way on any large scale into Hindoatan.

The advances of Russia in Central Asia have been so constant
and so rapid during the last half century, that they can best be
traced by the accompuying map.
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About the time when England was meeting with disaeters
in Afghanistan, Russia sent an e x m t i o n against Khiva, which
perished in the deaerta. But t h b mishnp seemed but to whet
her appetite for conqueet. Puehing steadily forwards, she soon
had forte along the line of the Sir 'Darya ; then, finding that
near the Sea of Aral her farther progreaa was barred by the
great desert of Kizil Kum, she turned that desert towards the
east, and, occupying Taehkend, soon reduced both Khokand
and Bokhara to submimion, and established hemelf a t Samarcand. Once having passed the great frontier line of the Sir
Darya, it was little likely that she would halt short of the Oxus.
Let her, however, paee that true boundary line backed by its
sea of desert, and where will she halt again short of the Indian
Ocean? It is of little use to trace the events of those past
forty years which have pnshed her frontier so far to the south.
It ie more important cawfnlly to study her present position and
her future prospects.
The conquest of Khiva, the construction of forte on the Oxee,
and the treaty with Bokhm giving the right of eetablishing
trading po& along the line of the Oxus, virtually make
that great river the present boundary of R u d a in the &t.*
And, although she is not establiehed upon its whole course,
we already see her contemplating further conqneata south of
this line. For es Rnssia extends her conquests in Khokand
and probably in Bokhara, she will require more and more
troop, and it will probably happen that before her railway
e y d m is completed we shall find a large Russian army in
position to act from the line of the Oxus. Upon this next
move will the whole fate of Central deia virtually depend.
For, es hse already been shown, m t h of the Oxus lie the
eo-called Turkoman, but really uninhabited, deserte extending
from the Caspian to Balkh. Thus she cannot croes the desert
without either mupying a part of the old and true frontier
of Persia, or threatening Herat, if she advancea to Merv.
Yet, on the other hand, lies the difficulty that Persia han
Rneeie hae a resident at Bokhana, and both Bokhana and K h o b d
are virtnally Russian. I wee laughed at when I eeeerted the contrary to
the Koords and Tnrkomans. They &dl " The Rnssiene may not actually
occupy both countries, but the Khans are obliged to do whatever Bnsaie
tells them." Since this wes written, Khokand hue been annexed.
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allowed the Turkomans to occupy that part of her northern
territory extending from the Gourgan along the mountains aa
far as Dereguez, and has not the energy t o bring them under
control.
That Russia should wish for a settled frontier is perfectly
reasonable. Until she has a defined boundary to the south,
she must continue to advance. W e proved in India how
constant our own extension of territory became, in defiance of
minutes from England and the declared wish of wccessive
Governmente; and the causea which operate in Russia a r e
stronger still. For there are many fiery spirits on her frontier,
who have been banished, from political or other canam, to t h e
wild and desert lands of Tartary. To these men, accoetomed
to the life of capitals, a passive existence in the deeert steppes
is fearfully irksome. Distinction in warlike operations gives
their great and only hope of return. They live for war; and
whatever may be the feelings and policy a t St. Petersburg,
their ambition is boundless. To them India lies, though still
far away, as a sort of Land of Promise. Their camps will be
found to be full of books giving the most glowing descriptions
of its riches, its beauty, and its grandeur; all such a contrast
to the dreary sands with sparse verdure and little water, and
the poor and simple nomads amongst whom their lot ie wt.
To these men, with nothing else to think of, the whole
geography of Central Asia is familiar. To them the political
relations of different states, the important strategical points,
the desirable lines of communication are honsehold word&
How little are they known in Enrope, and how powerless to
control is the Cabinet of St. Petereburg! Some Yamout
Turkomans attack a Russian poet ; how easy to report that they
were Tekb, and to direct a new expedition against the latter if
an important etrategical position is to be gained ! Who thinks
or cares in Europe that the two are hundreds of miles apart ?
They are all Turkomans ! But this is not the only cause that
tends to lessen the power of the St. Petersburg Cabinet t o
cox~trolits increase of territory in the East. There has been
for many years, in Russia, a department specially charged with
the knowledge and administration of Eastern affairs. That
department is thoroughly conversant with the geography and
political relations of all those states which bear directly or
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indirectly on the Central Asian qnestion, and it is a department
which is consistent both in its policy and in its action.
In England succeslriveGovernmenta may hold different views,
or, even if en cwcmde, it is not always that the opinions of the
Foreign and of the India Office may be, identical But in
R w i a a traditional policy has been upheld, and that policy
dabs back to Peter the Great; and we know that he aimed
a t curbing Englkh power in the East by eventually absorbing
Persia and establishing Russian authority at Herat and upon
the Persian Gulf, thus getting that outlet to the sea which
Nature seems to have denied, and at the Bame time threatening
India on its weakest flank. And where can Russia find a
settled frontier in Central dsia until she comes in contact with
conntriea under British rule or influence ? Persia, as has been
shown, has allowed the Turkomans to settle within that boundary
of forts which marks her northern frontier east of the Caspian ;
and a Russian column only two years ago actually advanced to
those forts at K i d Arvat and Burma, and burnt the former.
If this is not the boundary of Persia, how i it to be defined?
Yet in a State Paper, within the last few years, we have assumed
that boundary to be " well-known." Certainly the Persians do
; the accompanying map, aa
not know it t o p ~ ~ p p h i c a l l yand
will be seen by comparing it with others, is the first and only
one that shows that country with any degree of accuracy from
actual personal surveys.
Here, in England, the mouth of the Attrek is assumed to be
the boundary of Ruseia on the Caspian, and it is understood
that the Persians have agreed to admit Russian rights as far
inland 'as the junction of the Attrek with the Simbur, i.e., a part
of the old Persian line. But on the spot the Russians have
assumed a right to the Gourgan, and a Persian force cannot
now c m the Gourgan. This at once violates the ancient line.
Some Russian m a p even claim the whole line of the Attrek,
and falsely make that river rise near Abiverd instead of near
Hoochan, thus absorbing parte of several Persian provinces.
Moreover, we know that Ruseia is now planning expeditions
the Tekh, who were not in contact with her a t Rhiva,
and who occupy a part of the old Persian frontier, arid that
fertile and well-watered part which forms the main road for the
march of an army from the Caspian to Herat. Thus Dereguez,
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the important fortress of Kelat, arid Sarakhs, all lie north of
the mountain chain, and are distinctly Persian provinces held
by Khoord Governors. How then can the Persian frontier be
defined, if once the ancient and well-marked boundary is
allowed to pass into Russian hands? For it must be remembered that the Turkomans merely hold parts of this line from the
inertnees of the Persian Government, and that their hold is
conetantly fluctuating. An energetic Governor will drive them
back and reoccupy the real h n t i e r : a careless sucoeesor will
allow it again to lapse.
For example, a part of Dereguez which lies in a poeition
especially open to Turkoman attacks waa not many years
ago in their hands ; but ita present energetic Koord
Governor, Alayar Khan, haa not only recovered the old
boundary, but many Tnrkoman villages now remain ae part of
the province. It is evident that unless some c l e a ~definition of
Persian frontier is agreed upon, and the term " well known "
abandoned, serions difficulties must arise in the future. Moreover, according to the wording of the State paper alluded to,
the Afghan frontier is more or leas dependent on the true
definition of the Persian. A line drawn from Kojah Saleh to
the north of Deregez, which L admittedly Persian, plrrces Merv
south of that line, or in Afghan territory. The Russian
proposal, which spoke of a line through the deeerts, would have
mured to both Afghanistan and Persia safe and true boundaries.
That desert is the sea which separates Southern Central from
Ndrthern Central Asia; and, if Russia once cn>ssee it, where
can she halt again in her search for a boundary line?

Having thus briefly aketcbed the political and geographical
positions of those countries which most nearly and immediately
affect the Central Asian difficulty, a most important question
still remains for review, viz., the inflnence which future railways
will have, both strategically and politically, upon the country
now under consideration. And this, again, becomes a great
question of policy. For here a passive line of action is sure to
succumb to the active. We may consider that it would be
advantageous for us not to increase the facility of land commn-
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nimtion betweeu Europe and India. But, if Russia takes the
contrary view, not only will railways in course of time connect
the east and the weet, but all those railways will be constructed
in Russian interests, and for Ruesia's strategical advantage.
And it ia well a t once to discard the idea that railways would
be unpopular in the wild countries which intervene. The
advantage of railways is now well known amongst the wildest
tribes of the East. They hear exaggerated reports of the riches
and facilities of trade which follow in their train, and lament the
want of money and resourma which prevent their introduction.
With this stateof feeling existing, and with Russia anxious to
pmh her lines of c o m m ~ c a t i o ntoward8 the Eaet, the conetruction of railways is only a matter of time. Asmming thia
to be the case, there arisee a great atrategical queation which has
apparently hitherto been much omitted in the coneideration of
future eventualities beyond our own borders, and yet upon which
That it ia so will be
the whole future muet hinge, vie.-gange.
immediately evident. For railways would completely obviate
those difficulties of transport, supply, and want of water, upon
which the security of India from attack now depends. But, for
the concentration and wpply of large bodiee of men, a plentiful
rolling stock ia absolutely requisite,' and a break of gauge at
once neutralizes this supply. Rnesis, and Russia only, has foreseen thie difficulty. On her western frontier ahe has considered
the difference which railways would make in any future invasion
from the Qerman or Austrian side, aided by all the rolling stock
of either of those two countries, and she hes broken her galige
a t her proper frontier. Thua by withdrawing her rolling stock,
she renders her railways practically useless to an invader. And
in the great etrategical systems of railways which she h a inaugurated since the Crimean war, this object has never been lost
sight of. Uniformity of gauge within her own temtory, and a
different gauge from other countries that border on her, has
been carefully maintained:
The following is a list showing the gaugea of all the Bnsaian linea :I. 6-feet gangs Tamtkoe-Selo.
II. &feet page. Nicolea St Petereburg-Wamaw.
M~oecow-Ni@iNovgorod' Beltio Port Riga -Diintrbnrg. Don -Volga
MOBCOW-Wu.
Moecow-Jaraelsol.
Voronetz-Roetov.
WaraawOdessa Diinabarg-Vitebek.
Biezau-Kozlov.
T e q l - B r e s t . Bahonin-Ivanovo. Orel-Vitelmk, MOBCOWKourek. Rimjck-Morchanck.
Orel-4rimd. Konreb--Kiev.
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The question of railway comrnunimtion with Southern and
Central Asia was brought prominently forward even before the
Crimean War. At that time the Suez Canal wee not constructed, and was supposed to be an impossible unde-.
All the main Indian trade passed round the Cape, while
passengers and light goods were transported vili the Mediterranean to Alexandria, and by canal and river boate to Cairo,
next by carriage acrose the desert to Suez, and forwarded thence
by steamers.
Russia had no railway communication. Some attention had
been paid to military roads, but movements of large bodies of
troops to distant parts of her vast empire could only be made
by long, toilsome, and destructive marches. The Crimean war
developed this weakness to the utmoat. It was found that not
one-third of the troops forwarded from the north-west ever
reached the Crimea; while, in one instance, a whole brigade
disappeared on the march, destroyed by htigue and sicknets.
Engaged foryeam in a desultory war with the C i m i a n s in the
Caucasus, it was only through the command of the Caspian Sea
and communication by the Volga that Russia could hold her o m
upon the Turkish frontier' of Asia bfinor. Yet such were the
difficultiea of transport that, towards the end of the eiege of
Kars, the Russians in the Caucasus and on the Turkish frontier
were in a most perilous position, although Rusaia had a t that
time 150,000 men in the Caucaeu&
But no sooner was the war over than she turned her whole

-

Biga Urittan. Konrsk -Eharhv. Kharkov - Nioolaiewk
Griazi-Tearitape.
Tambov-Kozlov.
Nomtorgok B y b i
Bologoe. Tambor -Saratov. Kiev -Brest -Berditchev.
MOBCOW
- Brest. Riajsk -Viazma Poti -Tifiis. Liban Oonetantinov. Riga -Bolderaa ~ u d v a r o v c + B o ~ ~ yBr&
.
-4raiero. Lowvo--Sevastopol.
111. kfeet 81-inch gange. Warsaw-Vienna.
Warssw-Brombeq.
Iodzi.
IV. 3-feet 6-inch gauge. Livny (State line). Novgorod. J-vVologda
I t will be seen that the Polish lines are 4 feet 83 inches, or the gange of
d l the other European lines, and the same aa our own nsrrow ganga
On all her main lines, except the short Tsarskoe &lo, and the Livny,
Novgorod and J d a v Vologda, a &feet gauge hrre bean adopted. Thie
looks as if the Siberian lines Wereto be oonetrncted on the %feet 6-inch
gauge, whilst all the sonthorn and ~ ~ n t h + m t e rlinea
n
ere on the gen-1
&feet gauge. The Indian railmy8 are ell on the 6-feet Cinch gongs
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attention to remedying this vital defect. Railways were
projected, not, as usual, fbr commercial purpose!, but based
purely on strategical considerations; and, the money being
raised by Governmeut guartmtees, they w?re executed with
marvellous rapidity, and over an immense extent of country.*
From that time to the present, and with unflagging determination, Russia has pushed forwards her strategical system of
railways, and developed the steam communication of her rivers
and inland seas. Continuous railway communication now exists
between St. Petersburg and Vladikavkaa in the Caucasus. A
railway is being constructed between Vladikavkas and Tiflis,
which is to be continued to Erivan. Within the Iaat few months
a concession has been signed, giving the right of extending
this line to Tabreez in Persia, thus bringing the whole land
trade of the East through Russia, and cutting it off Gom
Turkey, and at the Rame time placing Persia immediately a t the
mercy of Rwia, in case of any differences ariaing between them.
This concession appears to have excited little observation ; yet,
both in a etrategical and commercial point of view, i t is the most
important step which haa been taken by Ruesia in the East
during the lest thirty years. For between Tabreez and Teheran
and Herat, there is no engineering difficulty of the slightest importsnce in the construction of a railway. Moreover, Tabreez,
although not the capital, is the largest town in Peraia.t
While this rapid extension haa been taking place towards
the south, railways have been projected which will give another
line of communication bearing upon Herat, by Orenburg, the
Sir Darya, and the Oxus, and which only awaits the reports on
the navigability of the latter river to be decided upon. M.
Lessepe, enconra,oed by the Russian Government, haa actually
made preliminary survey% with the view of continuing this
railway to India. Baffled by the engineering difEculties of the
Hindoo Koosh, he has announced that a practicable pasa does
exist into Cashmere by Kashgar and the Pamir steppee.
Although the present independence of Eashgar, and the
immense rangee of mountains that have to be traversed, do not
* TOa great extent with English money.
t This hse not escaped the attention of the present Oovernment, and
the c 0 n d o n for the Persian part of thie railway has been refused, The
Rneeien part ia to be d e d out.
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make this discovery of any immediate atrategical importance,
provided that Eaahgar'e independence ie maintained.
With regard to steam commnnication by water, the almosb
exclusive poeseseion of the Caapian Sea held by Russia, in
connection with her present milway system, and the natural
advantages recently developed on the ahoree of the Caspian,
muat give her extraordinary power over Western Central Asia
For along the Persian shores of the Caspian there are only
two good harbours, Ashourads and Heehdt, or more properly
Enzelli. The Russians by the occupation of Ashourada hare
absorbed the one. Rahdt, by dredging away the bar, a simple
engineering operation, would become one of the finest ports on
the Caspian ; bat what object has Persia in undertaking such a
work when no trade ie permitted to her from her own northern
porta ? Russia, herself, doea not hold the countries represented
by the remaining shoree. From the Astara river on the west to
Kinderli, on the e a t , may be mid to be in her occupation ; but
from Kinderli to the Attrek, with the exception of Fort Kmmavodsk and its magnificent harbour, she has no permanent port
and no sovereignty; yet by a mere topographical aesnmption
the whole of this country ie held to be in her poseession.
The Rueaian fleet on this sea is by no means the formidable
flotilla which has been recently represented. The vessel13 and
their armament are completely of a bye-gone type; but as no
other war vessels exist on that sea, and none but Russian trade
is permitted, they answer their purpose.*
The fleet is oomposed of the following steam-vessels :Horse-power.

. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . . .
Urn1 . .
. . . .
Noer-edin~dab. . . .
.
. . . .
Derbent.
. . .
Verbend .
grsanorodsh' . . . ..)
Peraianud . . . . .
Khivinotz . . . . .
Bukhareet . . . . .
Tulen
Burlak
Kura

40
SO
100
100
160
160

-

GUM. Tonnage. Dn-

1

M
t
.

6.25
2-5
4.66
4.66

1860

7.
7.

1855

7

206
54
290
290
587
537

5

409

9.

6
4

409
409

9.

1857
1857

9.

1851

..

7
7
8

1855
18fZ

1862
1855

Umlm.
60
60
60

4 amall steam-tugs. 3 steam-traneporia 14 sailing transports, usually
carrying 1gun, and of very light draught of water. None of thew vessels
carry guns of large calibre.
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I u the meantime steamers ot' a class better euitsd for the
transport of troop are springing up, through the Caucasian
Mercury Company ; and the discovery of immense supplies of
naphtha in the neighbourhood of Baku, and its simple applicstion to steam purposes has obviated the disadvantages which
previody existed through the hqgh price of coal.
The importance of this discovery, or rather the extansion of
what was previously a monopoly, may be judged from the
following data:-Coal (anthracite from the Don) costa, a t
Baku, 41. 3s. a ton. Naphtha, used for steamers, 16s. 6d. per
toa Only three tone of naphtha are burnt for every four tons
of coal, and it is expected that the price of naphtha will fall a t
least one-half when the working is further developed, and proper
&am appliance8 introduced.
The pure naphtha, aa drawn from the wells, is not need ;i t is
the refuse after dirrtillation which is found so valuable for &am
pnrpoeea This is not highly infiammable, and its use seems
perfectly safe and thoroughly under contml. Veasele originally
fitted for burning cod can burn this naphtha with very little
alteration. The naphtha is forced into the furnace in the form
of spray mixed with a jet of steam. One stoker is sufficient
for a large ateamer. All the engineers of vessels burning
naphtha speak in the highest terms of thh fuel. It ia only
reasonable to anppose that in the course of a few years the
main trade of the Caspian will be almost entirely carried on by
eteamers, more especially as the d i n g trade ia peculiarly
dangerous and uncertain,both from the sudden gales, which are
common, the scarcity of good porte, and the gradually shelving
nature of the shores, thus compelling vessels to anchor in
ahallow water with the obvious danger of being caught on a
lee shore.
Although the Persian coast of Mazanderan would furnish
any amount of timber peculiarly applicable to shipbuilding
purposes, the Russians have no ship-building yard on the
Caspian, and the mall dockyard and arsenal at Baku is only
used for repairs; the Ruesian veesels being floated down the
Volga and over the bar a t Astrakhan either on rafts, or,
if of light draught of water, without bcrllast. When railway
commuuication ia opened from Rueaia to the shores of the
Caspian, and elso from Reshdt into Mazanderan in Persia, it
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seems probable that Baku will become a great building centm
for the Caspian.
The five principal Ru~sianports on the Caspian are, or will
be, Astrakhan, Petrofsk, Baku, ~sh'ourada,and Krasnevodsk.
Astrakhan, a t the mouth of the Volga, must always be of some
importance, but tho shallow water between it and the Caspian
will hamper and curtail ite trade, and the establishment of railway communication to Petrohk or Baku will deprive it of its
present importance as the only means of communication for
heavy goods between Russia and the Caspian.
Petrofsk is an artificial harbour of no great extent, and its
consequence will mainly depend upon the line taken by t h e
railway.
Baku, a fine natural bay, fairly safe as a port, and capable of
great improvement, the centre of the naphtha discoveries, and
present seat of the naval dockyard and arsenal, seems destined
to become the great western port of the Caspian. Ashonrada,
a small island in the south-east, commanding a most extensive,
safe, but shallow anchorage, has already been described.
Krasnovodsk, on the eastern shore, is by far the h e s t
natural harbour of the Caspian, perfectly safe, and with a
draught of water of from 22 to 26 feet. Its importance will
increase as Rumia's poseessions to the east become more
consolidated. Near here the Oxus once ran into the Caspian ;
the old source ie distinct, and it seems not only possible but
probable that i t will be used as a canal, or give a line for a
future railway. Want of water has impeded the development
of Krasnovodsk, but this difficulty is being gradually overcome.
Naphtha is found in co~~siderable
quantities on the island of
Cheleken, to the south of the entrance of the harbour. This
island is now in possession of the Turkomans.
Thus, if the railways in contemplation are completed, this
great inland sea, on which Russia is the solo and exclusive
naval and commercial'power, must give her the strategical and
commercial command of Western Central Asia,
While during the last sixteen years Russia haa been making
such vast and extraordinary strides in her system of communication, what ha8 been done by England, Turkey, or Persia, in
facilitating commuuication between the west and east? The
Euphrates Valley Railway scheme, for which a guarantee by
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the British Government was asked, may be clsssed as an
alternative scheme to the Si~ezCanal; and, had the latter
proved an impossibility, i t might have merited a certain
consideration, although even then it would have been open to
the very serious, if not vital, objection of the great unhealthiness
of the Lower Euphrates during the greater portion of the year.
But now that the Suez Canal is ult fdaccompZi, and steamers,
capable of carrying 2000 troops and all their material, can pass
direct from England to India, the Euphrates Valley Railway,
with its double embarkation, becomes a thing of the past. I t
meets no present want. I t could scarcely be supposed that
Turkey, whose financial position is auch that railway communication between Constantinople and the rest of Europe is still
incotnplete, would lend herself to such a project. It was a
mere high road to India, and gave Turkey no strategical
advantage whatever in case of difficulties with Russia; and
i t followed a line where, for a considerable distance, water
communication already existed. If Turkey were to lend herself to the construction of a railway in Asia Minor, it is evident
that a line from Constantinople, which in case of war wol~ld
enable her rapidly to concentrate her troops towards Erxeroum
and on the Upper Tigris, and would open out her trade with the
East, now flowing with such difficulty of land carriage by
Trebizond or Samsoon, is what she most requires.
It has been urged that the alternative line to the Suez Canal
by the Euphrates is still necessary, for that the righta of
neutrals in the use of the canal would make it dangerous for
England to trust to it in case of war, as communication might
a t any time be impeded by the wilful connivance of a neutral in
any hostile design on the part of the other belligerent. But
the Euphrates Valley scheme in itaelf, to be of use to England,
assumes an alliance with Turkey; and, although it would be
necessary, it would not be difficult to frame such arrangenlents
with the Egyptian Government as would maintain the neutral
character of the canal from any serious violation.
It might almost as plausibly be urged that, if the Euphrates
Valley line were constructed, the Arabs might be bribed to
destroy bridges, or impede the line in time of war. But if an
alternative line would be advantageous to England, and if any
line to the East implies an alliance with Turkey, why should
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not such a line be adopted as would give active strategieal
advantages both to Turkey and England in csee of war, since
their interests in Asia wonld probably be identical, and a
British guarantee be given to the undertaking ? Such a line ia
not only in contemplation by the Turkbh Government, but has
actually been commenced. It has been opened from Scutari to
b e d , and from Imed to Angora the works ate being pushed
on, and the idea is to carry on this line by Sivas and Mmul to
Bagdad. Branch linea are contemplated, and are being surveyed,
to Sinope and Samsoon on the Black Sea.
While these projects are being considered or executed in
Turkey, what has been done by Persia?
A gigantic undertaking was projected by Baron Reuter, and
a concession obtained from the Persian Government, which
virtually placed the whole future of Persia in the hands of
Baron Reuter. Baron Reuter applied to the British Government for wch guarantees as were likely to make his c o n k o n
a financial success. Had the British Government enconraged
the undertaking on its own terma, it would have brought.
Persia completely under British influence, and prevented the
possibility of Russian advances or projects in Persia, which
could tell tigainst India in the future. The concernion wae
therefore mturally opposed by Russia; but it waa also opposed
by our own Government, and its financial prospects being thus
destroyed, it has since remained in abeyance.
Two ideas were suggested by Baron Renter. Firat, to construct a railway from Tabreez to Reshdt, from Rsshdt to Teheran,
from Teheran to Iapahan and south to Bushire. This line would
be entirely to the strategical advantage of Russia. It would
place Tabreez virtually in possession of Russia. The main line
running almost due north and south would not facilitate English
communication with India. As the southern portion of the
line wonld present inimense engineering difficulties, it is probable that the northern portion would be completed and the
southern omitted; which would thus place Persia a t the mercy
of Russia in case of war, with no possibility of assistance being
afforded from without.
But there is an alternative line which would be to the entire
advantage of England strategically, and which could be conutructed with much fewer engineering difficulties, and which, I
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believe, if English influence with Persia and Baron Reuter had
been exerted, would have replaced the one suggested. This
would make Iepahan a railway centre; and from it a railway
wo~lldbe carried south-west by Yezd to Bunder Abbas, west to
Bagdad, and north to Teheran.
burning that direct railway communication with India is
desirable, and thht for future purposes railway communication
between Calais and Constantinople may be looked upon aa
certain, which would be the beat line, having due regard to the
strategical and commercial requirements of England, Turkey,
and Persia, and also with a due consideration for the engineering difficulties which exist? It is not difficult to trace the
course which anch a railway should have. It would follow tlle
proposed Turkish line from Scutari by Angora, Sivas, Diarbekir,
to Mosul and Bagdad; thence, by Ispahan and Yezd, to Bunder
Abbas; and from Bunder Abbas it would follow the coast as
closely as poseible to Kurrachee, so that any power in command
of the sea could impede or destroy this line, if necessary.
This railway would unite both strategical and commercial
advantagm. As has been shown, it follows a line already projected in Turkey. The short connecting link with Persia could
only be objected to through the existing jealousies between the
Turkish and Persian Covernmente, which English influence
would doubtless snffice to allay. The Persian line would follow
the course I have suggested. The apparent and possible objection
by the Persian Government is, that it leaves out Tabreez.
Tabreez is, perhap, a t present, the most important town in
Persia, but it owes its importance to being on the highway of
the great caravan trade that flows from the East throilgh
Trebizond, Samsoon, &c. I t lies close to the Russian frontier.
Thus, Persia is at present in the position of probably having
her principal town in the hands of the enemy shortly after a
declaration of war. But, if the line suggested were carried out,
all the trade would naturally follow the railway. Tabreez would
lose ita importance, and Ispahan would recover ita old and
proper position as the capital of Persia
The carriage of the Indian mails and passengers would be of
so much importance, financially, to the Persian railways, that
it must prove a great inducement to take any route propoeed by
tlie British Government. But the question of Persian rrrilwnys
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is now in such a condition that they must fall almost immediately either under English or Ruesian influence. It would
appear that England haa everything to gain by lending her
sanction and encouragement to B r o n Renter's scheme, if
carried out ae proposed by her. English influence in Persia
muat enormously increase from the number of Englishmen
employed on the railways. The lines would be virtually in
the hands of Englishmen.
The objection which might be raised to the alternative plan
proposed is that it assumes an alliance between England,
Persia, and Turkey, in case of war. This objection must always
exist to any through system of railway communication with
India But the line suggested has many strategical advantngee,
even assuming the treble alliance aa improbable. Steam communication, both by Turkish and English vessels, exists from
the mouth of the &
,
i
T to Bagdad, and even to Mosul except in
summer. Steam oommunication by the Euphratee is even easier
than by the Tigris, and the distance between the two rivers at
Bagdad is only h u t forty miles. Thus the strategic81 sdvantagea would lie with England, in the w e of a simple,alliance
with either of these two or of a joint alliance with both.
In face of the immense strides completed or making by
Russia in railway communication for strstegical purposes, the
time has evidently arrived when England can no longer view any
further advances with indifference, nor mffer the whole land
trade of the East to leave its old channels, and flow through the
territory of the great northern power.

Htrving pointed out the serious disadvantages that must a r b
from tillowing Kusaia closely to approach Herat, and to exercise
from there a direct influence upon our Eastern Empire, it will
be necessary for us to consider the relative military strengths
that could be brought to bear by both Russia and England in
the East, in case of a war between thoee two countries.
Rueaia has recently adopted a system of general compulsory
service on the Pmssian model ; but she hw gone farther than
P m i a . For the latter keeps her soldiers only three years
in the ranks and four ymra in the reserve, afterwads passing
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them into the Landwehr and Landsturm. But Eussia keeps
them six years in the ranks and nine yeara in the reserve, t h m
giving a longer training and eventually a larger reserve ; and
there can be little doubt that these trained men, on leaving
the reserve, will (as in Pmssia) be made available for the
defence of the county as long as they remain serviceable.' It
ie calculated that in nineteen years the Rnssisn army will have
been raised by this system to nearly 3,000,000 trained soldiers,
and thie eatimats does not include her frontier Cossacks, which
number about 400,000 irregular cavalry. In the course of yearn
when the Russian Landwehr and Landsturm are formed, this
enormous force will be farther augmented, and probably
3,000,000 will be available for offensive purpoees, and properly
supplied with that due proportion of cavalry, artillery, engineers
and administrative train, without which numbers are useless.
Even a t the present moment the numbers composing the
Russian army are most formidable. The active force which
could be placed in the field consista of 580 battalions of infantry
and 32 of riflm, 56 regiments of cavalry, 1400 field p s and
400 mitrailleuse, 11 battalions of sappers, 1 company Turkestan
sappers, 6 half-battalions pontooniers, 6 telegraph-parks. I n
addition to this force there are 80 reserve battalions of infantry,
56 s q d r o n s of cavalry, 12 field batteries, 4 horse batteries, 4
battalions of sappers. There are besides 48 frontier battalions of
infantry and 25 garrison battalions, with 91 companies of garrison
artillery. The whole forming a force 1,130,000 men, and to
these must be added between 300,000 and 400,000 Cossack8.t
The new Russian army organization u the moht fearful
embodiment of military power ever attempted by any nation.
It involves the principle of u n i v e d obligatory service in the
twentieth year, and some 700,000 youths annually attain this
prescribed age. But the State claims the services of every
man for 20 yeam, viz., 6 years in the ranks, 9 in the reserve, and
5 in the Landsturm (Opolchengi). Deducting 40 per cent. for
Thew is every probability of the eir years' service in the rsn$l
being reduced. This will of courae incresse the army more rapidly and
give a much larger number of men even than the present system.
t This force, under the influence of the new orgmization, is comtrrntly
inorwing, and the Rnsrrian army is now larger than the numbera gven
above, which ropreeented the army before the recent changes had bewn to
have effect.
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physical or other unfitness, it leaves 420,000 men annually
available. Of these the army only takes into its ranks about
150,000, leaving 270,000 in .reserve. These 150,000 in 20
years would give 3,000,000 of trained men for the regular army,
minus losses ; and, in addition to this number, there are about
400,000 frontier Cossacks.
But, in reserve to this terrible force, there are the 2'70,000
annually drawn, but not passed into the ranks, which in twenty
years will give an additiond strength of 5,400,000, minus loeses,
untrained, or only partially trained, but liable to immediate
eervice. The difficulty will lie in providing cadres and materiel
of war for this huge force ; but Russia is taking this difficulty
in hand, and is already spending 30,000,0002. annually on her
army. She is imitating the German system generally, and
great reforms are being worked out,-not before they were
wanted, for the Russian army a t present, although even now
most formidable in its numbers, is not in the most efficient state,
either as regards ita staff or the organization of its existing
reserves, for immediate action. But every year will w x this
fearful force growing both in strength and in efficiency with
giant Rtrides.
What is the strength and composition of the British Army
which could be opposed to this enormous force in defence of our
posseseions in the East ?
Our army is divided into the Home, the Colonial, and the
Indian. The two former and the latter are so dissimilar that
they must be considered separately. The Home army coneists
of 77 battalions of infantry, 22 cavalry regiments, 340 guns.
All this force would be available in case of emergency, as the
militia could be embodied, and would replace them in the
Home garrisons. Of the Colonial force of 21 battalions, a t
least 7 battalions from the Mediterranean garrisons would be
available, as they might be replaced by militia, as they were
during the Crimean War. This would give an available
strength of 84 battalions, or the infantry of 4 corps. But what
would be the state of efficiency of this very small army, if
required for service ?
A British corps d ' a d , in time of war, is organized as
follows, exclusive of dep6ts :-
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This is the approved organization of a British m p s 6awmk
in the field. The Medical Department is not filled in ; naturally
it would depend more or less upon the nature of the servica ;
and i t does not include the transport necessary for forming
dep6ta of supplies and maintaining communications, but merely
the transport actually belonging to the army, and which could
not be drawn from the country in which the operations took
place. By multiplying this table by four, and comparing it
with our present etrength, our existing deficienciee can be seen
a t a glance. But it will be necessary to deduct from the
strength of the Brmy 20 per cent. in the infantry, cavalry,
artillery, &a,to account for recruits who would join the defits,
the sick, and men unfit for active service. Thie gives the
following results :-
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Thus we find that in Cavalry we should be deficient of two
regiments : in all 5540 men, and 6991 horses. As the cavalrp
regiments are now kept up ss mere cad= and no reserve exists
for this arm, and as it would certainly take eighteen months to
complete and train the men neceasay to increase them to a
war strength, it follows that no British army of whatever
etrength could be placed in the field that would not be deficient
in this arm, and thus incomplete as an army. And if the whole
army were put in the field it would require two more regiments,
the cadrea of which do not even exist
I n the Artillery we see there would be a ddciency of 4
batteries, 24 guns, and 3912 men, and 3960 horses; and ar
no trained reserve exiets, it would, as in the cam of the cavalry,
be eighteen months before the existing batteries could take the
field in an efficient state, unless garrison batteries were drawn
upon, in which case they would cease to be efficient. But not
only are the batteriea deficient in any =me, but they have
no ammunition oolumna ; and guns without ammunition d d
be of little use. These necemry reserve ammunition columns,
it will be seen, show a deficiency of 4536 men and 5232 horses.
In the Infantry there would be a deficiency of 46,283 men.
To fill np this deficiency we have a reserve of 7500 trained
men, and a reserve of 29,800 men from the militia, the latter
necessarily only partially trained. I n 1876, it is true, that the
shortcservice men of 1870 will begin to pses into the m r v a
But, in the course of six years after that date, even this reeerve
of trained soldiers, if not suffered to re-engage in large numbers,
will only form a %rat reserve of about 36,000. With regard to
the Engineera, we find that no snfficient force of trained men
exists, and the companies have not the organization that would
be required on service ; and to give them thie organization, as
well as 1882 horses, 1957 trained drivers, pontooniers, and
telegraph men would be required.
The Army Service Corps, without which it is evident no army
could be fed or placed in the field, have no c o p organization ;
and the deficiency in this branch, without any reserve, amounts
to 1345 men, and 2397 horses.
No cadres of military police exist ; and the deficiency would
bo 32 officers, 1568 men, and 1040 horses.
The total deficiency would amount to 64,741 men, and 25,692
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horses, and the following cadres : 2 re~imentaof cavalry, 4
batteries field artillery, 3 pontoon troops, 1 telegraph troop, 12
infantry and artillery diviaioual m r v e ammunition columns,
and 4 army corps reserve ammunition columns. Of this
deficiency not the least serious lies in the want of a reserve of
horses. In 1873 a Royal Commission sat to inquire into the
s u p p d dearth of horses throughout Great Britain and Ireland.
Many skilled witnesses were examined ad to the adequate
supply of horcres to complete the army in case of emergency.
The late Surveyor-General of the Ordnance, the responsible
officer for t.his supply, stated that, in the absence of any reserve,
he considered it would be impossible to complete the army
within any moderate time a t any cost, and nearly all the
skilled witnesses agreed with him. Nothing, however, has been
done to remedy this defect. In addition to these deficiencies,
the serious fact also remains that we have no reserve of trained
yoong officere in case of war.
Yet, formidable as at present are these defecta in our organization, snfficient to paralyze the effective action of the army
for eighteen months, they are easily remediable at a comparatively small cost. They involve the addition of the cadres
of two cavalry regiments, and the maintenance of all cavalry
regiments at an incre~eed strength; an increm of four
batteries of artillery ;* and the completion of the infantry
reserves. Unless we am prepared to wait, the deficiencies in
all the reserves can only be met by increasing the army for a
time to a war strength, and then passing a number of men
into the reserve. This should have been the prelude to the
new reserve system.
The deficiencies in the Control Department and reserve
ammunition columns might be met by enlisting men for one
year's service, and eleven yeam in the reeerve, liable to six
weeks' training in each year. Highly-trained soldiers are not
required for these corp8.t The deficiency in horses might be
met by passing annually a given number of trained cavalry and
artillery horses into the Yeomanry, and by distributing the
Now 3 batteries only.
Of course a proportion of long service and highly trained men would
be required; but a very slight training would bo mfecient for the mass.
And ee them men would consist principally of drivers, small men now
excluded from the army might be taken, and would be pmurablc in any
numbcrs for one par's servicc in the ranks and eleven in thc rcserve.
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draught horses bought for autumn manaeumas amongst the
reqwctablefarmers of the country, liable to recall for one month
in each year, or altogether in caee of emergency. O r by a
uystem of registration, with a right to claim the horses eo
registered in time of war.
Even if these 84 battalions were complete with all their
adjuncts of cavalry, artillery, &c., they would only form an
army rather less in strength than that of Belgium and Holland,
or of Spain. Yet, with the most gigantic Empire the world has
ever wen at stake, an Empire that fleets cannot protect, we
grudge the organization and that last million which would a t
least place this small force on an effective footing.
If we now turn to our Indian army, we shall find its condition
equally unsatisfactory. The army of India comprises 50
European battalions of infantry and 144 native b~ttalions; 9
European regiments of cavalry and 44 native, but all of only
three squadrons each instead of four; 58 European horse and
field batteries; 6 native batteries of 4 guns, and 2 native
mountain batteries. This formidable force, if organized, could
not probably, as at present constituted, place 30,000men in the
Like the Home
field and maintain them in time of war..
army, it is a cumbrous and expensive force, but lacking t h e
organization which is required to make it immediately effective
aa a war machine.
The regiments are under-officered and no reserve of officers
exists. Moreover, they suffer from a superabundance of field
officers and a paucity of captains and subalterns. The native
officersare looked down upon by the men whom they command.
The mixing together of different races in the aame battalion
haa destroyed ergit ds mrp. The battalions vary in strength,
but usually number from 600 to 700 men. No trained reserves
of men existt Thus they conld not be put into the field at a
greater war-strength until fresh men had been enlisted and
trained, and then the ranks would be so full of young soldiers
that the whole could not be trusted.

* Of course by the destructive eystem of volunteering, and thus destroying the efliciency of the whole anny in order to place a small force
in the field, it might possibly be done ; but this is not organization, and is
unworthy of consideration.
t Men ~houldbe p d into s roservo before the completion of their
time, trnd be available for recall in time of mar to join the battali011~
for
j.prrimn wrvice.

,
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But the remedy for this &ate of the Indian native army is
simple. ' The battalions should be linked so that one of the
two could immediately be placed npon a war footing.' Each
of two battalions should be composed of one c l w of men drawn
from one of the moat warlike of the many races under our
rule, viz., Sikhs, Punjabees, Goorkhas, Rajpoote, Beloochees,
Hazarahs, or other hill tribes. Each battalion should be formed
with four double companies, each donble company having a
European captain and subaltern. The native officers should be
taken partially h m the higher claasea of natives and subjected
to a rigid system of military instruction and test examinations.
Thia would give 72 native battalions that could immediately
be placed npon a war footing. These, combined with the 50
European battalions, and 4 which might be drawn from the
neareat colonies and replaced by militia, wonld give infantry
battalions for 6 c0rps.t
If we apply the same test m ha8 been applied to the Home
army, a most ~eriousdeficiency in artillery will be found, and
nowhere is a high proportion of artillery more requisite than
in the East.
Six corps would requireRequired.
--'

Infantry battalions.

ArtilleryHoraebatteried
Field
. .

. . . . . .

. . . . . .1
. . . . . . .

24
66

Delldent.

Av.il.bla.

Nil
Nil

15

1

9

23

There could be no objection to such a system, as the regiments do
not bear their ancient numbers.
t I t is assumed that the militia would, as they have always done,
volunteer to go wherever their services might be required. But it wonld
be extremely desirable that the element of chance should cease to exist,
and that the militia should be enlisted to m e abroad in case of wcrr.
Nothing would be more popular with the militia than thns to be made
a part of the regular force of the country. It would release all our
r e d a r battalions in case of emergency, and make them available in the
field; whilst the militis might also be used for keeping up communications and garrisoning fortified plsces, duties which abwrb so many
troops. I t would, in fact, nearly donble our avnilable strength without
any cost, and it would pleeso everybody.
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There would also be a deficiency of Engineers; but these
would be natives, and easily raised.
It is not p i b l e to apply to the Indian army the same rules
for transport and commissariat which exist for the Home army ;
and we might be able to nse natives for the Divisional and
Reserve Ammunition columns. But all these questions ehonld
be carefully considered, and an organhtion adopted that
would leave. nothing to construct on the outbreak of war.
When the Indian Mutiny was quelled, the question of t h e
future number of European troops that should be always maintained in Endoetan was mcmt seriously and impartially considered ; and it was then laid down that India could never be
really safe unlesa garrisoned by 80,000 British tmope, and
this number was determined upon. However, Indian Finance
soon became an all-absorbing queetion; and ao soon were the
lessons of the past forgottan, and the deliberate calculations
of military necessity 'ignored, that the number has already
hllen to 60,000.
But, as has been shown, the only serious feature relative to
the condition of the Indian Army lies in the paucity of artillery
and reserves for the British infantry and cavalry. The rest is
a question of organization rather than of expenditure, and the
32 batteries deficient, even on a war strength, would only give
an addition of 5912 of all ranks, or little more thau a fourth of
the reduction which has been made from that nninber which in
1866 was considered as absolutely necessary for the maintenance
of our Indian Empire. But a more serious question, as involving the efficiency of the Indian army, remains to be considered,
viz., the dearth of horaes which exists. The system of breeding
from studs does not give a sufficient supply for times of peace,
even with the present enormous outlay. Neither Australia
nor the Cape could meet the demand that would be occasioned
by war. But a vast and almost inexhaustible field of supply
lies undeveloped amongst the Tekb Turkomana
British agenta stationed at Meshed and Herat might
purchase horses from that part of l'urkomania at prices
varying from 201. to 302, which would be far superior,
both in size and quality, to those now produced at so much
trouble and expense, and they might easily be sent down
by Afghan agents to Shikarpoor. In no country would
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it be more eaay to keep a reserve of horses for the cavalry
and artillery.*

Having thus briefly traced the general, the geographical,
and the military bearings of the Central Asian question as
it more immediately affects us, the political bearings of the
present situation both in Europe and in Asia now remain to
be considered. And the politica of Europe ever have had and
ever must have a direct effect upon Asia. That the position
of Turkey must materially influence our attitude in the East
is abundantly evident. That the respective relations to each
other of the great European Powem, and more especially their
good understanding with Russia on the Eastern queation, must
be important to us is a h evident. And at no time haa the
sitnation appeared more difficult. The decadence of France,
our former ally; the hogtile feeling that must exist between
her and Germany for years to come; the tearing lip of the
Black Sea Treaty by Ruseia, encouraged by an agreement with
Germany ; the apparent general understanding which exists
between Russia, Germany, and Austria on the Eastern question;
the unfortunate attempt made by this country to isolate heraelf
from questions in which her interests are so serious ; the want
of organization for action which exists in our Home and Indian
armies, and which is so well known throughout Europe ;-all
these points have tended to reduce our influence in the East
to the lowest ebb, and to make the situation most difficult.
But a careful study of the political elements which are
likely to influence the future would seem to show that if our
policy is consistent and firm, this state of things must be ouly
temporary.
Will Germany, with France ever ready to turn upon her,
encourage aud tolerate the immense exteneion of Russia's
power, which her new military organization and constant
onward progress, both in territorial acquisitions and in material
prosperity, will inevitably give her within the next ten years ?
Whatever may be the good understanding between the two
Even when the Indian cavalry soldier goes on l a v e he t a k a his
horm with him, and msintrrin? him at his own expense.
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Courts, there are questions relating .tothe Baltic provinces and
inimical feeling between the two nations, which do not point to
a lasting understanding.
Will Austria also quietly see herself dwarfed by the power
with whom her relations have so long been critical, and whonward progress in Europe would so immediately menace her
own frontiers ?
Does it not seem more probable that these two powers will
in the future really check. rather than encourage, any attempt
a t an extension of Russian territory in Europe ? And will not
a cordial understanding between them and England be more
natural a few years hence, than their present apparent joint
political action with Russia ?
Have we not really brought about our present isolation by
our own policy? And is it unnatural that with great military
interests in the Eas*, but no military power to support them,
we should have lost some of our influence over Eaetern
questions 3
Other nations already see what we ourselves do not appear
to realise, viz, that our fleets can have but little influence in
our ultimate position in the East. And, if we turn towards
Asia, we find the situation less encouraging than in Europe ;Afghanistan, after receiving large subsidies, constantly ~howing
us that she does not admit ahy right of influence ; Beloochistan
as discontented and unsettled as ever ; Persia so weak that she
is influenced by whoever applies the greatest pressure, and
convinced that Russia will act, but that. England will not; t h e
whole of the wild western tribea impressed with the same
conviction ; and Turkey on bad terms with Persia, and, having
lost all confidence in our ability as well as olu will to give her
material support in case of difficulties with the great northern
power, and seeing the isolation of her Christian subjects in
Europe being so slowly but surely brought about by Russian
influence.
What, then, should be the policy of England under circumstances so difficult and discouraging ?
This waa written more than a year ago. The preeent criaifi justifies
the deductions then drawn. The more decided action of the present
Government is already tending to modify the xni6takefi that have been
made in past y a m .
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Firstly, recognising the fact that the aggressive mania of
1837, and the helplw inaction of the last twenty years, have
both equally failed, we should adopt a bold and decided line of
action; a t the same time avoiding all territorial acquisitions
beyond the true boundary of Eindostan, which Nature has so
distinctly marked. We should, however, obtain real possession
of all the pase;es through which access to India is possible.
Secondly, we should claim and maintain a decided influence
over all the powers of Southern Asia, instilling into their minds
the fact that we seek no fresh territory, but that we are
prepared to maintain their independence, if, in roturn, we may
claim a preponderating influence over their councils.
Thirdly, we should exercise a direct control over Afghanistan
and Beloochiatan, enforcing, if necwaary, our right to regulate
the snccesaion in the former country, and thus to quell for ever
thoee internal disorders which have reyltad, and must continue
to result, from the preaent system of succession.
Fourthly, we should gain and maintain our influence over
these c o u n t r i ~ not
, by a policy of isolatiou, but by improving
their means of communication, by developing railways, encouraging trade, facilitating intercourse, aud thus breaking
down the barriers of fanatic barbarism, which are so completely
out of date in the rapid advance of modem civilization.
Fifthly, although we need not attempt to vie with tile
gigautic armies of our Eastern rival, we should maintain our
exkiting force upon an effective footing, and draw such a line
of demarcation between Southern Asia and the Rusrrian territory
as may, from natural difficulties to any advanre, give us an
equality of military power upon our own frontier. And how
can such a policy be carried out ?
The policy of inaction, signally as i t has failed, 11asuot been
without its benefits. When we were ever conquering and
annexing in Hindostan, it was difficult to persuade either
Bfghans or Persians that their own countries stood in no
danger of a similar fate. But the rapid advances of Ruesia,
and the evident dislike to anliexation shown by England, haire
in reality, made all Southern h i a far more friendly to the
latter than to the former. If Russian influence is more potent
than ours, it is b e c a w they fear her more, and have ceaaed to
believe in us as her equal. But, if they could see any reviving
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indications of that power which they believed in so implicitly
in past days, there can be little doubt not only that we should
gain a preponderatir~ginfluence, but that this influence would
be unmixed with dread of annexation.
We have only to look back to the paat to see how a timid
policy has invariably failed in dealing with Asiatics, and how
a bold one has always succeeded. When Herat was besieged
by Persia in 1838, all the efforts of our own Minister to induce
the Persians to retire were disregarded, although he actually
proceeded to their.camp before the city. But the despatch
of a handful of troops, and the occupation of the Island of
Karrack in the Persian Gulf, immediately induced the Persians
to raise the siege, and to agree to our views.
Such instances might be multiplied indefinitely; and that
even now any indication of strength on our part is immediately
felt and appreciated throughout the East is evident from
a comparatively recent occurrence. When Lord Mayo forrned a
camp of 12,000 men at Umballa, and, receiving Shere Ali, gave
him to understand that Eugland intended to take a more
direct influence in the affairs of Afghanistan, the effect was
extniordinary througliout Central Asia Thirty rebel chiefs at
once sent in their submission, and the impression upon all the
border tribes was so great that the Russians became seriously
uneasy.
The remodelling of the Indian army on an n c t i ~ efooting,
if coupled with a more decided policy, would donLtless still
produce a great effect; and the occupation of Quettah, to which
we have a treaty-right, and the maintenance of a division there
on an active footing, would overawe both Afghanistan and
Beloochistan, and make our counsels dominant in both countries.
It has already been shown that Quettah occupies a most impora n t strategical point, for it not only covers the entrance to
the Bolan Pass from the west, but virtually commands b t h
Afghanistan and Beloochistan ; and its climate and many advantages point it out as the site for our most advanced poet
But the moral influence of its occupntion would be immense.
I t is especially to be desired that Q u e t t h should be occupied.
before Russia is in a position to make any forward movement
upon Merv.
T l ~ eimportance of Mrrv Ilw alrelttly Ltvr~ dwelt upu.
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Unfortunately, from ignoranceof its geographicaland stratsgical
features, that importance haa been under-rated in this county ;
but I can only again affirm, titi the accompanying m a p will
show, that the occupation of Merv by Russia would place Herat
completely at her mercy. B u t if Quettah were occupied by w,
theu any forward movement upon Merv might be met by a
representation that it would compel ue to advance to Herat;
and Russia would never occupy Merv, if it involved such a
contingency. But it ia moat important that Merv should be
taken out of the region of uncertainty. .To hand it over to
Persia, or to urge Persia to re-occupy it, would be to place it
always a t the mercy of Russia, and to alienate the Tekh
Turkomans. It would be much more expedient to endeavour
to attach it and the Teki! Turkomans as a semi-illdependent
state to Afghanistan. From my knowledge of the Tekhs, I am
convinced that this might be carried into effect. The Tekba
are most anxious t9 become a dependency of England. They
look upon Shere Ali as the vassal of England, and would gladly
hail any position which would prevent them from falling a prey
to Russia-an event which they consider imminent.
With Persia our policy is more difficult ; but by encouraging
trade and railways, lending officers to remodel her army, and,
above all, pressing her to occupy and maintain her proper
northern frontier, we should certainly acquire a predominant
influent?. Once let Persia believe that England lras the
will and the power to secure her independence, and she will
naturally lean towards us; .and the knowledge that England
had virtually guaranteed Afghanistan from aggression, would
prevent any of those attempts a t encroachment upon Herat
which were once eo constant and so popular with Persian rulers.
Beloochistan can never be formidable t o England; but it is
an important outwork, lying aa it does at the mouth of the
B o h . The occupation of Quettah would help to quell the
present state of anarchy which prevails, and the country wo~lld
form an excellent recruiting ground for our Indian army.
The p i t i o n which England must occupy towards Afghanistan
is one of considerable difficulty. It is useless to endeavour to
conciliate the ruler of a country and bring him over to British
views, when we know that his deiltll will be the aig~~al
for civil
war relative to tlre suc.cesuion.

-
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Nothing can be more humiliating than a study of our psst
policy in dealing with this country; nor is there any hope in
the future, unless we boldly meet this succession difficulty and
settle it once and for ever. Even if a campaign in Afghanistan
became necesmry, it would be cheaply purchased if this bar to
any material progress were removed. And, if a campaign were
ever undertaken, it should he made with an overwhelming
force, and followed by an immediate evacuation of the country
when ita object had been accomplished. But our whole policy
towards Afghanistan has fostered the evils which are ever so
rife. Instead of encouraging British traders to open out the
country to commerce, we have studiously prevented Englishmen
from entering it. The Afghans may be fanatics, but they will
ever make their religious prejudices subservient to their
pecuniary interests. It should have been our policy to accustom them to the constant presence of Englishmen, and to prove
to them that they derived an advantage thereby. Trade, roads,
and eventually railways, sho111d have been developed. English
o5cers should have trained the Afghan army. The murder of
an Englishman should have been followed by a large reduction
of the subsidy, and we might then have been sure that
summary justice would. be executed on the offendera* In
the course of time fanatical feeling would die away, and the
country, instead of being a prey t o constant internal disorders,
would begin to look to ita material intereats and the develop
ment of its resources.
We should, in fact, treat Afghanietan as we do the independent States of India.
Russia ie now approaching so near that we cannot afford to
leave this important outwork of India in a chronic state of
anarchy. The difficulty must be met, and it should be met
boldly. The first most important step in the pacification of
this country would be the construction of a railway through
the Bolan to Quettah, which should be carried on h m there to
Herat, and with a branch from Candahar to Caubul. Such a
line would bring t,he whole trade from this part of Asia to
Kurrachee, and its strategical importance would be immense.
* If a return muld be furnished of the difFmmt anlmidies paid to
&haniatsn without producing any permanent advantage to this country,
it should proye n warning to us in the future.
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It would to a great extent neutralise the projected Russian line
to Tabrerz, by bringing trade to the south instead of through
Persia to Russia ; and (should i t become necessary to preserve
Bfghan independence) it would enable us immediately to
concentrate a force at Herat long before Russia could hope
to occupy that all-important position by a march from the
Oxus. But a t present Hussia, even a t Samarcand, is nearer
to He& than we are a t Shikarpoor. I n a strategical point of
view, this is of vital importance.
The question of Russian railways has been considered a t
some length in this paper, and the importance of the subject
has been strongly dwelt upon. The magnitude of the question,
indeed, cannot be exaggerated. It is only by means of railways
constructed in British interests that we can hope to hold our
own with Russia in the East. It is to railways that we must
look a~ the great developing agency over that vast dietrict
which we do not wish to rule, but which it ie so important that
we sllould influence. And we must be prepared to look npon
this question in a far broader and more statesmanlike point
of view than that of ita affording an immediate pecuniary
return.
The importance of reorganizing our Indian Army, so w to
give a t l e s t six corps (180,000) available for active operations,
has ,also been strongly urged ; and the necessity, moreover, of
having four corps (120,000) fit for service abroad belonging to
our Home army. This, in case of emergency with liussia,
would enable us to bring a force of 300,000 men to bear npon
the East..
Although this force might seem utterly incommensurate as
compilred with the gigantic military power of Russia, a little
consideration of the relative strategical positions in the East
will prove that, provided the policy urged, and the system of
' rrrilw~lys suggested, were carried
out,, the advantages would
probably remain with England. For, if the great belt of desert
so repeatedly and emphatically indicated as a boundary line

* The population from which Rnssje dram her immense military
strength is about 90,000,000. The population from which England might
dmw h c r ~amounts to about 235,000,000. The revenue of the whole
British Empire is nearly dou1)lc that of thc Russian Empire.
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were establiihed 8s mch, England would, on the b t movement
sf Bnssia through Persia, concentrate at Hemt and at Ispahan,
a t both of which places she could supply her armiea And
although Ruesia might have an immense superiority of force
upon the Oxus, she could not, from the nature of the country
and in the abeence of a railway, supply a sufficient army to
operate, with any chance of succees, against a British force
of 150,000 men concentrated at Herat, and in railway communication with India Moreover, it must be remembered
that, in addition to the forces mentioned, if the policy nrged
were carried out, we might have an immense addition of
irregular cavalry, Afghans and TekZts, under British officers,
who would harass the enemy's communications if he attempted an advance, and destroy all possibility of supplying
his army.
If Russia, however, is permitted to continue her forward
movement, and to construct railways instead of those which it
is here nrged should be constructed in British interests, all
these conditions will be reversed, and the advantages which
might lie with England will then, in a much greater degree,
apply to Russia, sinm she would have larger forces at her
command.

I have now briefly touched upon all the main questions,
political, geographical, and military, which bear directly upon
this important subject. The action which I have urged may
be summarised as follows :I. A bolder policy.
11. The establishment of a desert bouridary north of Persia
and Afghanistan, by a Russian and English Commission.
111. The development of railways and extension of trade in
those countries which lie on our side of this boundary, gauge
being especially considered.
IV. The reorganization of the Indian Army and addition of
Artillery, and the completion of the reserves of our Home
Army.
V. The occupation of Quettah.
VI. The settlement of the Afghan succession, and the opening
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out of that country by railways to trade. The occupation of
both mouths of the passes leading to India, and the employment of British Officers with an Afghan or Turkoman frontier
force, with Residents at Caubul, Herat, and Candahar.
VII. The supply of India with h o w drawn from the Tekh
Turkomans.
VIIL The settlement of the Merv difficulty, and the annexas
tion of the Teka, as a semi-independent state, to Afghanian.
IX.That Persia should be urged to occupy and hold her
proper northern frontier.

I would moet strongly nrge the absolute importance of a t
once meeting these questions, however difficult they may
appear. England has interests at stake greater than ever fell
to the lot of any Government in the paat history of the world,
the safety of an Empire of 193 millions, and the welfare of ita
people. The dangers threatening India are looming nearer
and nearer, and nothing has yet been done to meet or to avert
them. Whilst other nations are preparing by practical care
and forethought for future eventualities, we have been living
for the present, in a region of theory, aud postponing the musideration of all unpleasant questions that involved bold political
action, or an apparently nnremtmerative outlay of money.
Gtrerrt empires, built up by energy and conquest., amnot be
held and governed on such narrow viewa The whole conditions
of war have changed; campaigns are now decided in a few
short weeks ; and victory ever lies with those who have made
the moet careful preparation. To trust to hastily organized
levies when the emergency arises, is to court defeat, for armies
are only consolidated by patient care and skilful foresight.
In 1866 a Royal Commiseion wrote as follows :" Recent events, however, have taught us that we must not
rely in future on having time for preparation. Ware will be
sudden in their commencement and short in their duration, and
woe to that country which is unprepared to defend itself against
any contingency that may arise or combination that may be
formed against it.
"The first duty of those who preside over the administration
of the A r m y is to look to its constitutioo."
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Since those linea were penned, another great nation has
lain prostrate within a few weeks of the outbreak of war. Yet
.we s t i l l truet with blind confidence to that "silver streak"
which only protects our own homes, and are content ta leave
the d e t y of the greatest Empire that the world has ever seen
to the hazards of ohance or the mercy of our enemiea

THE END.

